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Dangerous Fruit Pests are Unknown
in the famous

BitterRootValley
on Montana's Pacific Slope

Where the Wormless Apples Grow

Smudging: Is Unnecessary
There has not been a killing frost on the bench

lands in the growing season in the history of the

Valley. There are no dust storms.

Pure water and sunshine 300 days in the year

make ideal health conditions.

Net profits annually range from $2,000 to $5,000

on a matured apple orchard of only ten acres.

Undeveloped land in this remarkable fruit dis-

trict can still be bought for less money than is asked
in other valleys less perfectly adapted by nature for

successful fruit growing. Values now range from
$250 to $350 per acre.

Developed tracts of ten acres, with contract to

cultivate and care for same to five-year maturity,

cost only $5,000 if purchased now. Easy terms of

payment for both developed and undeveloped land.

Detailed information upon request.

Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Co.
First National Bank Building, CHICAGO

All the Grand Prizes and All the Gold Medals

Given by the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition at Seattle
in 1909 to pumps were awarded to

"AMERICAN" PUMPING
MACHINERY

"American" single stage cen-

trifugal pumps are guaranteed to

attain efficiencies of 60 to 80 per

cent on total heads up to 125 feet,

with an equal increase in head for

each additional stage, which makes

them the most economical pump
made for irriga-

tion purposes.

"American" cen-

trifugals are made
in both horizontal

and vertical styles,

in any size, in any
number of stages, and
are equipped with any
power.

Write for "Efficiency

Tests of American Cen-
trifugals," by the most
eminent hydraulic engi-

neer on the Pacific

Coast. Complete cata-

logue, No. 104, free.

The American Well Works
General Office and Works: Aurora, Illinois, U. S. A.

Chicago Office: First National Bank Building

PACIFIC COAST SALES AGENCIES:

70 FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
341 SOUTH LOS ANGELES STREET, LOS ANGELES
SECOND AND ASH STREETS, PORTLAND, OREGON

1246 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH, SEATTLE
305 COLUMBIA BUILDING, SPOKANE

THE GRAVITY IRRIGATION SYSTEM
OF THE SPOKANE VALLEY

Has developed the greatest apple and berry district of the West. Nearness to market causes larger net

returns than in any other locality. Seventy-two trains daily through the valley. Every modern conven-
ience. "Life's journey is swift; let us live by the way." The Spokane Valley has the unique distinction

of being the only established apple district near a big city. Think what that means and investigate. Five
thousand contented settlers.

%

^^^^^^^^

r

THE BEST
IRRIGATION
SYSTEM
IN THE
WEST

HOMES AND SCHOOL IN THE
SPOKANE VALLEY

SPOKANE VALLEY IRRIGATED LAND CO
401 SPRAGUE AVENUE, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
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Hood River and Hood River Valley

at the Close of 1911
In Hood River numerous aud important improvements are under

A\'ay. The system of city water supply heretofore owned and operated

by a private corporation has been purchased by the municipality.

Additional mains are being laid preparatory to connecting with a new

source of supply of ample volume and unquestioned purity in a spring

six miles out towards Mount Hood. This will furnish abundant water

of a quality equal to that of the famous Bull Run water of Portland,

the head of the stream in each case being among the glaciers and snows

of Mount Hood. New lines of sewers are being put down and old lines

extended. Upwards of fifty blocks of cement walk have been laid

during the year, and the streets of the business district, about twenty

blocks in extent, having been graded, will next spring be paved in

cement over a base of crushed rock.

A new passenger station of brick and cement, heated by steam, lighted

throughout by electricity, and costing $30,000, was built during the

summer by the Oregon-Washingion Railroad & Navigation Company and

occupied in September. Two brick business blocks, 50x100 and 100x100,

are now in course of erection, for use as store-rooms and apartments.

There is also building a church edifice for the Congregational Society

of Hood River. The Avails are constructed of the blue stone of the

Valley. A park has been set aside as a site for a public library, and
arrangements are now in progress for a building and equipment to cost

120,000.

The present population of Hood River City is 2,500 ; the capital of

its three banks, |225,000, with surplus and undivided profits of |50,000

and deposits of over $1,000,000. In 1900, v\-hen there was but one bank,

the deposits were $36,000.

In the Valley eight miles of macadam roadway have been built, with

as much more projected for next year, which will make possible a fine

automobile spin "around the loop," and connecting later on with the

wagon road now building over the sixty-six miles of mountain distance

between Portland and Hood River, will make a scenic drive of unsur-

passed grandeur and beauty. New homes—the bungalow, where cozy

comfort dwells, and the spacious house, wherein all modern improve-

ments contribute to luxurious ease—brighten the landscape in divers

places.

Bearing orchards indicate by their fruit spurs a crop of upwards
of a million boxes for 1912 ; "the planting of the apple tree" goes on
with unabated vigor, and important sales of both uncleared and
developed land attest the faith of investors.

HOOD RIVER COMMERCIAL CLUB
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IF YOU WANT TO MARKET
YOUR

FRUIT
RIGHT

ALAVAYS SHIP TO

W. B. GLAFKE 00.

WHOLESALE FRUITS

AND PRODUCE

108-110 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

The Old Reliable

BELLA CO
Incorporated

WHOLESALE

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

112-114 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

Mark Levy & Co.
COMMISSION
MERCHANTS

Wholesale Fruits

121-123 FRONT AND
200 WASHINGTON ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON

T.O'MALLEYCO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Wholesale Fruits and Produce

We make a specialty

in Fancy Apples, Pears and
Strawberries

130 Front Street, Portland, Oregon

\\ . H. DRYER W. W. BOLLAM

Dryer, BoUam & Co.
GENERAL

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
128 I-RONT STREET

PHONES: MAIN 2318
A 2348 PORTLAND, OREGON

LEVY & SPIEGL
WHOLESALE

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

Commission Merchants

SOLICIT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS

Top Prices and Prompt Returns

PORTLAND. OREGON

Correspondence Solicited

Ryan& Virden Co.
BUTTE, MONTANA

Branch Houses:
Livingston, Bozeman, Billings

Montana
Pocatello, Idaho

Salt Lake City, Utah

Wholesale Fruit and Produce
Wii Have Modkkn Coi.n SxoRAGii l-".\cii.iTir.s

Essential for Hanui.ing Yolr Products

.1 strong house that gives reliable market
reports and prompt cash returns

Richey & Gilbert Co.
H. M. Gilbert, President and Manager

Growers and Shippers ol'

YAKIMA VALLEY FRUITS
AND PRODUCE

Specialties: Apples, Peaches,

Pears and Cantaloupes

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

W. F. LARAWAY
DOCTOR OF OPTHALMOLOGY

EYES
TESTED

LENSES
GROUND

Over 30 Years' Experience '

Telescopes, Field Glasses

Magnifiers to examine scale

Hood River
Oregon

and Glenwood
Iowa

SGOBEL & DAY
ESTABLISHED 1869

235-238 West Street NEW YORK
Strictly commission house. Specialists in

Apples Pears and Prunes. Exporters of

Newtown Pippins to their own represen-

tatives in England.

QUALITY
QUALITY
QUALITY

WHEN WKMING AllVEKTlSEKS MENTION BEITER FKLMT
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An Unqualified Success
IT HAS GIVEX EVERY
PURCHASER E^^TIRE

SATISEACTIO]^

Results this machine obtained for the growers

in handling their 1911 crops

First—Reduced cost of packing

Second—Improved the quality and uniformitv of the pack

Third—Solved the labor problem

Our lirst machine was sold to the
owner of the finest orcliurd in the
New England states. He writes:

Pitcliburg, Mass.
October 3. 1911

Scliellenger Fruit Grading
Machine Co.

Dear iSirs— We have run
your ai)ple grader this year
and it certainly lias done line

work, relieving ns entirely of

the hard tedioxts work of the
apple business—grading the
fruit by hand.

Success to yon.
(Siguedi A. A. Marshall

Schellenger Fruit Grading Machine Co.
^ ,. I i irst, Our Customers
Our references <, r. n r\ n n

\ Secondly, Our Bank

I N C 0 li P O E A T E D

633-635 South Fourth West Street, Salt Lake City, Utah

$1,000 PRfzE
of 630 boxes apples at National
Apple Show were sprayed with

HIOH PRESSURE POWERISPRAYER

You can do this with your orchard

with TuifMf'WW^

TWIN CYLINDER "SUCCESS"

200 LBS. PRESSURE constantly all day long does the work. The "SUCCESS" is built to give this high pres
sure for many years.

THE ENGINE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT part of the sprayer. The "NEW WAY" AIR
engine for every day in the year and can be removed from platform in a few
sprayer engines are simply little toys that will only pump water.

SPRAYING IS DONE WITH A RUSH while good weather lasts. The "SUCCESS" is a lig

permits rapid all day work anywhere, on hill side, uneven or ploughed land. Rapid
Heavy outfits are too clumsy to move around.

TWIN CYLINDER PUMP GIVES steady pressure. Cylinders cast separate and fitted with
outside packing. The "SUCCESS" will give high pressure for years, where ordinary
the first or second season.

Write to our nearest office today for our sprayer catalog No. S2.

COOLED, is a farm
minutes. Ordinary

bt-weight outfit that

work is what counts.

bronze pistons with
outfits play out after

John Deere Plow Co.
Portland, Spokane
San Francisco

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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npT:>T-TTC APPLE, CHERRY
1 KJtLliO PEAR, PEACH Trees

MILTON NURSERY COMPANY
A. MILLER & SONS, Inc.

You cannot al¥ord to take a chance in buying trees to plant for future profit. It requires knowledg'e, exper-

ience and equipment to grow reliable nursery stock.

OUR 33 YEARS' EXPERIENCE in growing first-class trees, true to name, for commercial orchards,

insures our customers against any risk as to quality and genuineness of stock.

Orders are now being booked for fall delivery igii. Catalog and price list free for the asking.

Address all communications to

MILTON NURSERY COMPANY, Milton, Oregon

SLOCOM'S
BOOK STORE

Office Supplies

Stationery

Ledgers, Journals, Time Books

Memorandum Books

Rubber Stamps

Souvenir Postals Picture Frames

Increased 194 per cent in population, accord-
ing to Uncle Sam's last census. This is more
than any other large city in the PACIFIC
NORTHWEST.

WASHINGTON
Leads all states of the Union in growth, having
increased 120.4 per cent, according to the same
authority. If you want accurate information
about Seattle and Washington, subscribe for

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COMMERCE
The ollicial publication of the Seattle Chaml)er
of C.oninierce. Conies monthly, $1.50 a year.

Address

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COMMERCE
Suite 842 Central Building

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Bflrpee'sseiiils mat Grow
140 VARIETIES ANY QUANTITY

Plenty of stock in our 40,000 pounds

Growing Plants as season requires
All makes high grade

Pruning Tools
Garden Tools

Hose and Spray Nozzles
International Stock and

Poultry Food
International Remedies
Incubators and Brooders

Everything for Building
Everything for Furnishing

Stewart Hardware & Furniture Co.
Hood River, Oregon

22,000 feet floor space

Spitzenbergsand Newtowns
FROM THE

Hood River Valley
Oregon

Took the first prize on carload entry at

the Third National Apple Show, Spokane,

Washington, and Chicago, Illinois, 1910.

The Spitzenberg car scored, out of a

possible 1,000 points, 997. The Newtown
car, out of a possible 990 points, scored

988.

The Spitzenberg carload also won the

championship carload prize at this show.

Can You Beat It?
We have got land improved and unim-

proved that is growing such fruit and

that can grow it.

We are agents for the Mount Hood
Railroad Company's logged off lands in

Upper Hood River Valley. Many started

in a small way; today they are independ-

ent. You can begin today. It pays to

see us. Send today for large list of

Hood River orchard land, improved and

unimproved, and handsome illustrated

booklet.

Tlic above picture shows a prize-winning exhibit of Upper Hood River Valley apples at

the Hood River Apple Show

W. J. BAKER & COMPANY
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Tlic oldest real estate fiini in Hood River liest apple land our specialty

WHEN WKITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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WE WANT TO TALK BUSINESS
WITH EVERY SHIPPER OF

APPLES
PEACHES

IN
PEARS

California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Colorado, Utah, Nevada

WRITE US TO-DAY, stating varieties, quantity and probable quality of fruit

you expect to ship. Look up our standing-; ask "Better Fruit" or your bank

Robt. T. Cochran & Co.
290 Washington Street

NEW YORK

No Danger from Frosts to
^' ^ Your Crops and Fruits

if you have a "Tycos" Alarm Thermometer in-
stalled. It saves the expense and labor of having
your heating or "smudging" device running at
unnecessary times, and warns you with certainty
of approaching frost. It is indispensible to the
orchardist and fruit grower. It pays for itself
every year if there is no frost, and may pay for
itself a hundred times over by giving the "frost
alarm" when danger is least expected.

A"rycos"ALARM THERMOMETER
iRings Warning in Tour Ears

at just the right time. The bell can be located
anywhere desired. It rings when the temperature

reaches the point of
danger — the "frost
alarm" flaslies over the
wires from the place
where the thermometer
is located.
The entire system is

so simple that anyone
can install it. That it

is made for lasting,
reliable service is guar-
anteed by the name
"Tycos" which means
on a thermometer in-
strument what the eagle
means on a dollar.

The "Tycos" Automatic Alarm Thermometer
may be installed in Single Alarm Thermometers
or Annunciator Connection Systems. If your
dealer can't supply you, write us.
We will mail you free our booklet showing

diagrams of the systems, which explain with
simplicity the installation and operation of the
"Tycos" -Automatic Alarm Thermometer.

WRITE TODAY FOR

When you buy any kind
of a thermometer always
look for the name
"Tycos" — t h er e's a
"Tycos" thermometer
for every purpose. The
name is your protection
and oui' guarantee. Write
for booklets. "Thermom-
eter Facts." "XyccsTips
tor Butter Makers." "The
Thei*mometer Book." etc

Taijlor Instrument Compuniefi
lO'j Ames St., Rochester, y. Y.

"^Miere tile Thcrinometfrs come from"

This Light Weight Grader
Will Solve Your Irrigation Problems
It is an all-steel one-man machine. It weighs only 000 pounds.
It will stir your soil, level your land, cut laterals, pick up dirt
and drop it where you want it, and cut ditches Si to 36 inches
deep at a cost of 2 cents a rod. It will do more work than big
heavy graders in less time and with less effort. One man with
two horses operates it. Ditches cut with the 20th Century
Grader are "V" shaped, with firm, solid sides—no fear of their
being washed down.

20th Century Grader
is a many purpose, easily operated machine that pays for itself
over and over again and puts money into your pocket.
To get big results your work must be right, so you must have

the right machine.
Let us tell you what others say about this wonderful machine.

We want to prove to your satisfaction that it's a genuine money-
maker. There are many uses to which the 20th Century
Grader is
specially
adapted and
many ways
you can make
big money by
using it on

^_
your own land TaiB
and on your '-^^P

neighbors'.
Write for

our interest-
ing and valu-
able free book
giving full
inf orniation
about this
money - mak-
ing machine, ^
S-ff'£-4^THE BAKER HANUFflCTUIilNfi CO.
will do for , „
yg^ oii'Z Hunter liiiildiiii^

CHICAOO, ILLINOIS

WHEN WRITING .-ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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TheJohnDeereTwoWay SulkyPlow

Adapted to

Irrigated or Hilly

Sections

Throws the furroAv all one

way—no back furroAN, no

dead furrow—no ridging of

the land. Furnished a\ ith

either Steel or CastBottoms

Write for

Illustrated Circular

JOHN DEERE PLOW CO. OF PORTLAND, OREGON
PORTLAND SPOKANE BOISE

TERMINALICEAND COLD STORAGE CO.
A COLD STORAGE PLANT. MODERN THROUGHOUT, AT

THIRD AND HOYT STREETS, PORTLAND, OREGON
Fruit growers or apple growers and dealers of the Western markets

in and around Portland, who have watched the markets closely for the
past few years, have learned that in the spring there is always a good
demand for apples, and that they usually bring good prices if they are
in good condition. There is only one way to keep them in good con-
dition for spring consumption, and that is to put them in cold storage.

We offer the best of cold storage facilities in the city of Portland
and solicit correspondence from all the associations and fruit growers in

general who want to store fruit in the fall or early winter to be used in

the spring.

Write us and we will give you further particulars.

TERMINALICEAND COLD STORAGE CO.
THIRD AND HOYT STREETS, PORTLAND, OREGON

WOULDN'T YOU
Like to move to a new country if it was not

for the PIONEERING?

OPPORTUNITY
Is a new fruit district (under irrig-ation five years)
but three miles from the city of Spokane in the famous
Spokane valley. All our tracts have electric lights,

domestic water, telephones, in fact every modern
convenience. Large profits and an ideal home.

Get particulars from OPPORTUNITY-VERA LAND CO.
403 Sprague Avenue, Spokane, Washington

The American Express Company, in connection with the National Express Company, having named exceptional

rates on apples, we will deliver to any point in the United States or Canada where tlie American Express or the

National Express Company has an office

ONE OF OUE WELL KNOWN SEVENTEEN POUND BOXP^S OF

Extra Fancy Hood River Apples
AT FOLLOWING PEICES, ALL CHAEGES PEEPAID (excepting duty charges)

Spitzenbergs, $2.25; Newtowns, $2.25; Ortleys, $2.25; Winter Bananas, $2.50
Express Money Oiiler, Check or Cash shonhl accompany all orders. To points beyond the American or National

Express lines 30 cents should be added to cover additional express charges

None but Extra Fancy Apples
shipped in these packages Crocker & de Reding, Hood River, Oregon

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Our Unparalleled Clubbing Offer
"Better Fruit'' offers to its readers what it considers the finest

list of clubbing offers ever placed before the public in the

Northwest. Its variety is one that must apj)eal to readers of

all classes. Look it over carefully, select the one you want
and send us the proper amount and we will do the rest.

The Ladies' Woiiil .$ .50

Modern Priscilhi 75

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$2.25

All lor 1.85

Garden Masazine .$1.50

American Magazine l..")0

"Better 1-iuit" 1.00

Total §4.00

All for 2.90

Delineator .$1.50

Good Housekeeping 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$4.00

All for 2.75

Scientific American $3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $4.00

Both for 3.50

Fruit Grower (St. Joseph) .. $1.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total . . ..$2.00

Both for 1.50

The Ladies' World $ .50

Pictorial Review 1.00

Modern Priscilla 75
"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $3.25
AH for 2.15

Good Housekeeping $1.50
j

Cosmopolitan 1.50

World Today 3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $7.00
AH for 3.70

Review of Reviews $3.00
McClure's 1.50
Scribner's 3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $8.50
AH for 6.15

The Etude $1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $2.50

Both for 2.00

American Bee .Journal $1.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$2.00

Both for 1.65

Review of Reviews $3.00

Scribner's 3.00

Good Housekeeping 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $8.50

All for 6.00

Everybody's $1.50

American Magazine 1.50

Delineator 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $5.50

All for 3.90

Housekeeper $1.50

Review of Reviews 3.00

McClure's 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $7.00

All for 4.50

Country Life in America. . . .$4.00

Review of Reviews 3.00

McClure's 1.50

"Better Fruit" . 1.00

Total $9.50

All for 6.75
i

Country Life in America. . . .$4.00

Outing 3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $8.00

All for 6.25

Review of Reviews $3.00

Woman's Home Companion. 1.50

McClure's 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $7.00

All for 4.50

Pacific Monthly ,$1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $2.50

Both for 1.75

Success and National Post.. $1.00

American Magazine 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$3.50

All for 2.70

Delineator $1.50

Success and National Post.. 1.00

Everybody's 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $5.00

All for 3.60

Good Housekeeping .$1.50

Success and National Post.. 1.00

American 1.50

Cosmopolitan 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $6.50

All for 4.40

Century $4.00

Everybody's 1.50

World's Work 3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $9.50

All for 6.60

Country Life in America. . . .$4.00

World's Work 3.00

Everybody's 1.50

Delineator 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$11.00

All for 7.75

Kansas City Weekly Star $ .25

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $1.25

Both for 1.00

Woman's Home Companion . $1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $2.50

Both for $1.80

Woman's Home Companion. $1.50

McClure's 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $4.00

All for 3.00'

Weekly Oregonian $1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$2.50

Both for 1.75

Sunset $1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $2.50

Both for 1.90

Everybody's $1.50

St. Nicholas 3.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $5.50

All for 4.50

Breeders' Gazette $1.75

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$2.75

Both for 2.00

Northwest Poultry Journal.. $ .50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total .$1.50

Both for 1.25

World's Work $3.00

Everybody's 1.50

Delineator 1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $7.00

All for 4.50

Garden Magazine $1.50

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $2.50

Both for 1.90

Good Housekeeping $1.50

Pictorial Review 1.00

"Better Fruit" 1.00

Total $3.50

All for 2.50

These rates do not apply in Canada owing to extra postage
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Pearson-Page Co.
131-133 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

Superior facilities for handling

PEACHES
APPLES AND

PEARS
Solicit Your Consignments

Reliable Market Reports Prompt Cash Returns

YAKIMA COUNTY

HORTICULTURAL UNION
North Yakima, Washington

C. R. Paddock, Manager

Apples, Pears, Peaches, Cherries

Plums, Prunes, Apricots, Grapes
and Cantaloupes

Mixed carloads start about
July 20. Straight carloads in

season. Our fruit is the very
best grade; pack guaranteed

We use Revised Economy Code

Why Bother with

Irrigation ?

ASK

PHOENIX LUMBER CO.

SPOKANE, WASH.

ABOUT

Cut Over Lands
YOU CAN BUY CHEAP

W. E. BIGALOW, President

REFERENCES

:

The First National Bank, Cleveland

All Commercial Agencies

The Produce Reporter Companj^

Any reliable house in our line in the

United States

Capital and Surplus $100,000.00

Established 1883

H. .1. BIGALOW, Secretary and Treasurer

Commission

Merchants

Fruit CO.

SOME OF OUR SHIPPERS—REFERENCES
California Growers' Exchange, Los Angeles, Cal.

California Fruit Distributors.

Earl Fruit Company.
Pioneer Fruit Company.
Producers' Fruit Company, Sacramento, Cal.

Stewart Fruit Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

Atwood Grape Fruit Company, Manavista, Fla.

Florida Citrus Exchange, Tampa, Fla.

W. G. Martin, Castleberry, Ala.

Sylvester Fruit Co., Sylvester, Ga.
Gibson Fruit Co., Chicago, 111.

Mills Bros., Chicago, 111.

yobbers and

Wholesalers
CLEVELAND, OHIO

^pples^ Plums^ Prunes^ Pears^

Peaches^ Grapes
We have the largest and best trade in the Cleveland territory ; our facilities are unsurpassed

We have had years of experience in handling box apples and fancy fruits

We solicit your correspondence and shipments

CARLOT DISTRIBUTORS
OF

BOX APPLES

Box Pears Box Peaches

Largest handlers of box fruit in this

territory. Best modern storage facili-

ties. Reliable market reports.

Top Prices
Prompt Returns

E. H. SHAFER & CO.
212 Coleman Building

Louisville, Kentucky

SOUTHERN OREGON NURSERIES
YONCALLA, OREGON

No Agents

Prices Wholesale

G[N[RflL NURSERy STOCK PROPflGllTORS

Stock clean and true. Budded or

grafted from bearing' trees

E. P.DREW
Consulting Horticulturist

30 years in business

The PARIS FAIR
Hood River's largest and best store

Retailers of

EVERYTHING TO WEAR
Agents for

HAMILTON & BROWN AND
THE BROWN SHOES

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
CLOTHES

MANHATTAN SHIRTS

JOHN B. STETSON HATS
NEMO CORSETS

Strictly Cash—One Price to All

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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The HARDIE TRIPLEX

Each year demonstrates the fact that the Hardie Triplex is best

adapted to Northwestern orchard conditions.

This machine is built to work successfully in any kind of an
orchard, whether it is closely set or open, level or hilly.

By using good materials in construction, we give you light weight
without sacrifice of strength.

All the liquid you need and at an even continuous high pressure.

A Hardie Triplex means to you Better Spraying in less time and
at lowest cost.

A postal card brings you our new 64-page catalog; giving a
detailed description of the construction of our Triplex and twenty
other hand and power sprayers ; new spraying devices, etc.

Write for it today.

The Hardie Manufacturing Company
Hudson, Michigan 49 North Front Street, Portland, Oregon

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Rogue River Valley Fruit Ranch
This 280 Acre Tract only $28,000-Terms

About 60 acres commercial pears 1 and 2 years old; about 72 each.

About 10 acres Spitzenberg and Newtown apples, mostly 2 years old.

About 10 acres Crawford and Elberta peaches, mostly 2 years old.

About 2 acres mixed family bearing orchard.
About 10 acres alfalfa and for garden truck and potatoes, under irrigation, and

about 10 acres more to be gotten ready for such.

Excellent Irrigation Water Right
Springs and Creek on the Property

A. N. PARSONS, Real Estate, Grants Pass, Oregon

Eighteen Months Pear Tree
Corn Between Rows
Subirrigated Soil

References by permission: First National Bank; Grants Pass Banking and Trust Company

THE OLD RELIABLE

Albany Nurseries
Received highest award for dis-

play of apple trees at the big Cali-

fornia Apple Show at Watsonville.

The above speaks for us.

For good grade of nursery stock

and right prices address

The Albany Nurseries
(INCORPORATED)

ALBANY, OREGON
Salesmen wanted. Easy to sell

our trees.

Mount Arbor Nurseries
E. S. WELCH, Proprietor 130 Center Street, SHENANDOAH, IOWA

Appl „ 'isoofl 1 1 11 o-G Fine stock, all grades, grown on
t- kit/VjtllingO new land anil free from disease.

Apple and Pear Grafts

Japan Pear Seedlings

I^apoleou Cherry— lyear

Bartlett Pear 1 and 2 years

Carolina Poplars 1 year and larger in CAR LOT^

Make a specialty of a
Complete Line of General
Nnrsery Stock

We have superior stor-

age facilities and carry a
large assortment of stock
in storage for winter ship-

ments

Let us quote your wants

The Tim Kelly Nurseries ™SF
WAPATO, WASHI^^GTOX

Two Million Trees for Fall and Spring Planting

I have a splendid stock of APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS, PLUMS, PRIJI^ES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES AND ROSES

For Special Prices write to TIM KELLY, Box 197, Wapato, Washington

Two Large and Reliable Dealers inWestern Orchard Lands
(BOTH COMPETITORS OF OURS)

Said that We Were Developing the Best Orchards in the United States

The A. C. Bohrnstedt Co.
316-317 U. S. National Bank Building

Salem, Oregon

Gentlemen: I have .$ to invest in an
Orchard Home. Please send me your Artistic Booklet
descriptive of Orchard Homes at Creswell, Oregon.

Name

Address

DO YOU WANT THE BEST?
If so, send to-day for our Artistic Booklet descriptive of Orchard Homes at

Cresvv'ell in the beautiful Willamette Valley of Oregon

The A. C. Bohrnstedt Company
316-317 U S. National Bank Building, SALEM, OREGON

Other Offices, 917 Andrus Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

WHEN' WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRl'II
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First Grand
Prize

Awarded to Mosier every year. Is receiving the

highest prices paid for apples in the United States.

It is a fact that the highest priced apples in the

country are grown on the most reasonable priced

land. The unquestionable proofs of this can easily

be found at Mosier.

Splendid apple land in this proved district may be

had for less than in most of the "Hope so" and

"Maybe so" districts.

We want you to make youi- home in Mosier, but

if you cannot, at present, w^e can look after your

land for you at cost until you can.

We have a splendid list of land for sale at prices

ranging from $30 to $125 an acre for raw land, and

equally low priced, highly developed land.

Address or see

D. D. HAIL CO.
MOSIER, OREGON

NO TROUBLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

Western Pacific Railway
The New Transcontinental Highway

REACHES a rich agricultural terri-

tory hitherto without a railroad.

OPENS new markets to the merchant

and orchardist and a virgin field to the

land-seeker.

A one per cent maximum grade, obtained at

the cost of millions, makes possible the fastest

freight service ever given to California shippers

DAILY through merchandise cars for

package freight

FROM Boston, New York, Chicago,

St. Louis and Kansas City

FOR all points in Northern and Cen-

tral California.

For rates and routing instructions, etc.,

write H. M. ADAMS, F. T. M.,
Mills Building, San Francisco

The New Transcontinental Highway

Western Pacific Railway

What Constitutes a
Good Spray Pump?

High Pressure - to throw a strong, fine spray.

A Pump—of sutticient capacity under slow speed.

An Agitator—to keep mixture well stirred so
that it cannot clog pipes and nozzles.

Some Method of Cleaning the strainer.

Ask any fruit farmer with experience. He will tell you that
the most annoying thing is to find pump, suction or nozzles
clogged "when he has a tank full of spray mixture in the orchard
and must clean out before his sprayer will work.

Xx TXTia Automatic Brushes with Mechanical Agitators
" furnished with Empire King Barrel Pump and

OomO In Watson-Ospraymo Potato Sprayer, also with
Leader-Triplex Gasoline Engine Machines of

10 gallons per minute capacity, and capable of a nozzle pressure
of 250 to 300 pounds.

These Triplex Pumps are run only 40 to 50 revolutions per min-
ute. This slow speed means long life, greater efficiency, less

up-keep cost, the weight is not too heavy for two horses—1550
pounds with 2 H.P. engine and
150 gallon tank, including wag-
on with five-inch tires; or with
3^ H.P. engine and 200 gallon

tank, 1800 pounds.

The prices are not too high for

efficiency, durability, capacity
and satisfaction.

Are you interested.' A postal will

bring you into touch with our nearest
agencj".

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO.
Dept. B ELMIRA, N. Y.

Insist on
This Trade Mark

OSP?AYmoLINE OF
kSPRAYER&i

mCKS -CHATTEL
BNGRAVESTG CO.
607 BLAKE-M'^FALL BLDG., PORTLAND, OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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JohnAmicon Brother&Company
Third and Naghten Streets, COLUMBUS,OHIO
Located on the Pennsylvania System Tracks and B. & 0. Ry.

ALSO BRANCHES

Our market contains 200,000 inhabitants located in the central

part o£ the state with many railroad and electric lines passing

through here. 1,000,000 people in surrounding territory, who
depend on this market for their supplies.

We want car lots of Western Apples. We are the heaviest

operators in the state of Ohio in Western Box Apples.

Write today, stating number of cars you will ship; also state varieties.

Look up our financial standing; ask any ^^^ational Bank in city of Columbus.

Spray Your Fruit for Codling Moth with

Grasselli Arsenate of Lead
IT IS THE BEST

DISTRIBUTERS IN THE NORTHWEST:

Inland Seed Co., Spokane, Washington
Hardie Manufacturing Co., Portland, Oregon

Samuel Loney & Co., Walla Walla, Washington
Missoula Drug Co., Missoula, Montana

Western Hardware & Implement Co., Lewiston, Idaho

Salem Fruit Union, Salem, Oregon
Hood River Apple Growers' Union, Hood River, Oregon

C. J. Sinsel, Boise, Idaho

Yakima County Horticulturists' Union, North Yakima,

Washington
Darrow Bros. Seed & Supply Co., Twin Falls, Idaho

Rogue River Fruit and Produce Ass'n, Medford, Oregon

And in all consuming districts.

Winners of the GRAND SWEEPSTAKE PRIZE of $1,000.00

for best car of Apples shown at the National Apple Show,

Spokane, Washington, were as follows:

1908—M. Horan, Wenatchee, Washington.

1909—Tronson & Guthrie, Eagle Point, Oregon.

1910—C. H. Sproat, Hood River, Oregon.

All the ahove sprayed with Grasselli Arsenate of Lead.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL CO.
Established 1839

MAIN OFFICE: CLEVELAND, OHIO
DISTRIBUTERS IN ALL THE FRUIT GROWING DISTRICTS

For further information write nearest distri- Rranr-h i

-^^"^ York Chicago St. Paul
buter named above, or The Grasselli Chem- nm!.^c \ St. Louis Cincinnati Birmingham
ical Co., St. Paul.

umces
^ j^^^ Orleans Milwaukee Detroit

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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The Owner of White Salmon Orchard Lands
Does not worry about the tight money market or how the election of 1912 comes out. HE KNOWS that with his

money invested in ORCHARD LANDS in THE WHITE SALMON DISTRICT, he will make money and enjoy life

while his city brother at a salary or in business is worrying about money matters and the time coming when he

will be too old to work. IF YOU wish to become independent and own a fruit ranch, write us at once as we have

a few SPECIAL BARGAINS in raw as well as improved ranches to sell on long terms at very reasonable prices.

For complete list and information regarding this district, write or call on

H. W. Day Realty Co., White Salmon, Washington

This Year's Growth
Pretty good isn't it. That's the way we

grow stock here. No wonder we have so

many satisfied cnstoiDers.

Do you want trees like thesef They mean
money for you. Better buy good stock whih-

you're at it ; it's tlie cheapest.

More
Salesmen

Wanted

To|)|«ish

Wasliinffton

Do You Want a Home
in the midst of a delightful environ-

ment? A resort city with all mod-
ern improvements, mineral springs,

scenic attractions, etc. Homeseekers
needed to develop small tracts in the

vicinity of ASHLAND, in the famed
Rogue River Valley of Southern
Oregon. For information regarding
fruit, gardening, poultry, dairy prod-
ucts and stock-raising, address
COMMERCIAL CLUB, Ashland,
Oregon.

Advertisers please mention "Bet-

ter Fruit" in correspondence.

Some Talk Dutch, Some Talk German
SOME TALK EITHER

English, Irish, Swede, Danish, Italian,

Japanese or Chinese

We talk business.

We have the trees that please all nationalities.

Why? Because they are grown right. Proper care is given to

varieties. They are packed correctly for shipping. They are delivered on

time. Our prices are right. Write for catalogue or call our salesman.

IF YOU CAN SELL GOODS WE HAVE
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU

Capital City Nursery Company
Rooms 413-415 U.S. National Bank Building, SALEM, OREGON

WHEN' WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Central Oregon

Redmond
and

Bend

Now Reached via the Deschutes Branch

Oregon-Washington Railroad& Navigation Co.

Throiigli Car Service between Portland and Bend

DAILY TRAIN SCHEDULE

Lv. Portland 7:50 and 10:00 A.M.

Lv. Hood River 11:53 A.M.

Lv. The Dalles 12:40 P.M.

Lv. Deschutes Je 1.30 P.M.

Ar. Madras 5:45 P.M.

Ar. Metolius 6:00 P.M.

Ar. Culver . 6 :51 P.M.

Ar. Opal City 7:06 P.M.

Ar. Redmond 7:45 P.M.

Ar. Deschutes 8:13 P.M.

Ar. Bend 8:35 P.M.

Lv. Bend 6:30 A.M.

Lv. Deschutes 6:53 A.M.

Lv. Redmond 7:21 A.M.

Lv. Opal City 8:00 A.M.

Lv. Culver 8:13 A.M.

Lv. Melotius 8:43 A.M.

Lv. Madras . . . 9 :00 A.M.

Ar. Deschutes Jc 1:15 P.M.

Ar. The Dalles .'
. . . 1 :55 P.M.

Ar. Hood River 3:05 P.M.

Ar. Portland 5:45 P.M.

Auto and reg'ular stage connections to La Pine, Fort Rock, Silver Lake,

Prineville, Burns, Klamath Falls and other inland points.

The Direct, Quick and Natural Route between Portland

and All Points in Central Oregon

Call on nearest O.-W. R. & N. Agent for any information desired, or address

WM. McMURRAY
GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT

PORTLAND, OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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STANDARD SIZE

Capacity, One Gallon
Burns 8 hours

PRICE

Black Iron, 20c each
Galvanized, 23c each

And Still to the Fore

The BOLTON
ORCHARD
HEATER

The Pioneer—Without a Peer

Absolutely essential to every grower. Drastic tests of last spring proved
its infallibility. Operation perfect and simple. Construction unexcelled

LARGE SIZE

Capacity, Two Gallons
Burns 12 hours

PRICE

Black Iron, 26c each
Galvanized, 30c each

Automatic

ELECTRIC
ALARM

Thermometers

The
Watch Dog
of the

Orchard

$22.50
DELIVERED

Specify alarm temperature
required. It is advisable to

have it set several degrees
above the danger point.

The experimental stage has long since passed.

Equip now. Next season may be more severe

than last.

DON'T HESITATE
DON'T DELAY

Send for our new booklet.

It will tell you how to save your fruit.

The Bolton Orchard Heater
of today is constructively perfect.

Better than ever.

Costs no more.

Endorsed by California Fruit Growers' Exchange

and forty other Fruit Associations.

THE FROST PREVENTION CO.
fBank of Italy Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

GEORGE H. PARKER, Oregon Agent, 403 West D Street, Grants Pass, Oregon
FRED H. HAMMER, So. California Agent, 107 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, California

YAKIMA REX SPRAY CO., Northwest States Agents, North Yakima, Washington
L. W. FISHER, Middle West Agent, 109 Temple Block, Kansas City, Missouri

WHEN U'RITINC ADVERTISERS MENTION' BETTER FRUIT
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The Bean Giant
BUILT LIKE A WATCH

Every Part Fits Every Other

Operated at Minimum
of Wear and Tear

Constant High Pressure Easily
Maintained

All Parts Interchangeable

Repairs Cost Practically Nothing

Tank Refilled in Five Minutes

Gallons of Gasoline
Saved Daily

There are scores of reasons why you should buy a Bean Power Sprayer— a Bean Giant if your

orchard is very large, a Bean Challenge if your orchard is of medium size, a Bean Pony if your orchard

is comparatively small.

All Bean outfits are built in our own factory. The Bean is not an assembled outfit—made from

parts cast and completed in a dozen different places. It is made in its entirety right here under one

roof. And every outfit is subjected to the most rigid tests before it leaves the factory. What's more
— each outfit is covered by an absolute guarantee. The purchaser takes no chances.

The illustration of the Giant—the largest of the Bean family— shows the compact, low down, per-

fectly balanced construction that characterizes the entire line. A Bean is at home in any orchard, level

or hilly, and because of its peculiar construction and light Aveight, can be hauled without difficulty

where other outfits would be useless. These are not idle assertions. Ask any Bean owner.

Send for a Copy of Our New Catalog

It illustrates and describes all Bean sprayers— from the small hand pumps to the largest power out-

fits. It also shows all Bean parts and explains how easily new parts can be exchanged for those that

have become worn. You can order needed parts by catalog direct from the factory— and we guarantee

all parts to fit jDerfectly. They can't vary a hair's-breadth.

Tear off the bottom part of this advertisement and write your name and address in the margin—

or send a postcard or letter for a copy of the catalog.

Bean Spray Pump Co.
EVERYTHING FOR SPRAYING

213 W. JULIAN ST., SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA Eastern Factory, Cleveland, Ohio

WHEN WRiriXG ADVERTISERS MENTIOfi BETTER FRUIT
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Another New

Stark Book is Ready
By the time you read this an-

nouncement the new Condensed
Stark Year Book for 1912 will

be ready to mail.

Ask us to mail it to you—Free

Just say on a post card, "Send me the new Condensed
Stark Year Book." Then sign your name and address.

The next returning mail will bring you your copy.

What This New Book Is

The Condensed Stark Year Book is a safe, trustworthy

guide for tree-planters and orchardmen.

The wealth of information it carries is the work of

many men. The brightest horticultural minds and thous-

ands of successful orchardmen in all parts of the country

were called upon to furnish the cream of their experiences

on the many subjects related to tree-growing. To this

has been added the knowledge we have gained from our

86 years' experience.

This great mass of matter was then turned over to our
experts. We instructed them to sift the wheat from the

chaff—to condense and simplify it until it could be easily

understood even by the man who knows nothing about

trees or their care. They did it, and did it well.

Think what such a book means to you! No one man,
however well informed, could possibly prepare a book
the equal of the Condensed Stark Year Book. No one
man's lifetime could possibly cover the experiments and
tests of varieties reported on in this free book.

Let this new book be your orchard guide book. It will

always be on hand to answer perplexing questions. It

will help you reduce mistakes; it may save you from
committing a costly error.

A Free Service Plan For Tree Planters

The Condensed Stark Year Book has been prepared

with painstaking care. It will answer the greater majority

of planting questions. But there are special conditions in

almost every tree-planter's undertakings requiring special

information.

If you have problems, in solving which you feel the

need of exact Information, ask our Special Service De-

partment to help you. This department is under the di-

rection of our experts. They will gladly go into your

problems iu detail. The benefit of their long scientific

training is yours for the asking. There is no charge for

this service.

Probably the greatest assistance this department can ren-

der is in helping you to get started right in the beginning.

You know that an "ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure." Why not, then, get in touch with us now on
your planting plans for next spring?

In sending you our literature and giving you free call on our Special

Service Department we naturally hope you will plant Stark Trees. And,
given an opportunity to counsel with you, we are confident that we can

show you why it is to your advantage to buy Stark Trees.

Stark Trees are good trees. They are the best trees that modern
scientific practice, backed by 86 years of good tree-growing experience

can produce.

Stark Bro's Nurseries & Orchards Co.

Dept. 12 B Louisiana, Missouri

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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A Great Offer for Our Readers on Special Easy Terms

A Text-Book to

the Student

A Manual to the

Gardener

A Library to the

Teacher

A Treasure to

the Botanist

A Guide to the

Amateur

A Companion to

the Country

Gentleman

L. H. Bailey's Remarkable
Cyclopedia ofAmerican Horticulture

The Cyclopedia of American Horticulture presents the combined labor and experience of the 500 foremost
American and Canadian authorities on horticultural subjects, which it has taken years of painstaking editorial

work to put into its present convenient and attractive form. These four magnificent volumes place at the disposal

of the horticulturist, whether practical, amateur or scientific, an ample and readily accessible account of every sub-

ject which at any time may be of interest or practical use in his calling.

EVERY LOCALITY TREATED
Its range is wide, covering plants, flowers, vegetables, trees, tillage processes, physiological chemistry, tools and

implements, cultural discussions, botanical history, biographical sketches, horticultural geography and a myriad items

that only constant use will reveal.

GREAT VALUE TO NURSERYMEN
The set is indispensable to all American libraries, not only because of its position as the foremost work of refer-

ence in its field, but by reason also of its great literary excellence and its scientific accuracy, as well as the wealth of

cultural data and descriptions it contains. Nor has the scope of the volumes been confined to botanical subjects

alone. Such captions as "Diseases of Plants," "Graftage," "Parks," "Perfumery Gardening," "Insects," "Nut Cul-

ture," "Railroad Gardening," "Transplanting," "Plant Breeding," "Storage," "Tillage," "Tools," all illustrate the

fact that every subject in any way incident to the activities of the horticulturist has been fully covered, commer-
cially as well as scientifically.

COMMERCIALLY PRACTICAL
It is therefore evident that the appeal of this work is very general. Its subject matter is of almost universal

interest, and is treated in such a practical, scholarly and discriminating manner that whoever may be in any way
concerned with horticulture, whether as a means of gaining a livelihood, as a mode of recreation, as an outlet for

pent-up energy, as a field for scientific investigations, as a method of beautifying his surroundings, as gardener,

seedsman, korist, student, teacher, botanist, merchant or country gentleman, will find in "The Cyclopedia of Amer-
ican Horticulture" a work replete with suggestions, abounding in ideas, and fertile in timely hints, philosophic in

design, wide in scope and minute in detail—a counselor, guide and instructor ever within call.

Four large quarto volumes, 2,016 pages, 50 full page plates, 500 contributors, 2,800 original engravings, 4,400

articles, 24,400 plant names.

Better Fruit has always endeavored to supply its readers QJfn'TVrT^
with the most authorative and up-to-date matter on horti- Oi^lN
cultural methods, and has therefore made arrangements /^-ktT '\T

with the publishers of the CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN HORTICULTURE whereby iJJNi-r Y
they may obtain the work on special easy monthly terms. The complete set of four volumes,
bound in cloth will be delivered to you for only $2.00 down and $2.00 a month for 9 months. Further particulars sent on request.

Our Offer $2

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING CO., Hood River, Oregon

WHEN' WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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AN ILLUSTRATKl) MAGAZINE PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN THE INTEREST OF MODERN, PROGRESSIVE FRUIT GROWING AND MARKETING

Pruning, or the Training of Fruit Trees
By E. X. Benson, Hood River, Oregon

PRUNING is the most important
work in orchard culture and one
the least understood by many of

the growers. The first important thing

to be considered in the starting of a

young orchard should be the system of

pruning, of which there are two dis-

tinct types. One being the open-headed
and the other the center-shoot system.

They both have their advantages and
disadvantages as well, though person-
ally I prefer the center-shoot system,
hence this article will treat on the cen-

ter-shoot system only. I will say, how-
ever, as regards the open-headed or

vase system, which is preferred by
many growers, that it is all right pro-
vided it is properly pruned from the

start. There is one disadvantage, how-
ever, in the open-head system in that

the trees will frequently split down
with the first lot of fruit, which is

a great loss to the grower, it having
taken six or seven years to get the tree

into that period.

I will now attempt to explain the

benefit of center or leader system. In

starting the tree with the leader system
you would start with three branches
and leader, and each year lead out

another branch or two from the leader

until you would have the required num-

Figure 1—One-year-old tree after planting
Notice long limbs in center all

growing close together

ber, as about six to eight branches from
the leader. Now, the advantage in this

is that in place of carrying the load on
three or four main branches, all start-

ing at the same point, you have the

branches distributed along the main
trunk at a distance of five or six feet,

Features of this Issue

PRUNING, OR THE TRAINING OF
FRUIT TREES

BUILDING OF AN APPLE ORCHARD

SCIENCE OF PRUNING AND SHAPING
OF FRUIT TREES

THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN
ORCHARDS

THE ART OF SUMMER PRUNING

SPECIAL VARIETIES FOR PARTICULAR
SECTIONS

THE CHARPIT METHOD OF DESTROY-
ING STUMPS

CO-OPERATION IN THE MARKETING
AND HANDLING OF FRUIT

and in place of carrying the load on
three or four branches you have it dis-

tributed on six or eight branches, and
for this reason I believe that the center-

shoot system has a great advantage as

regards strength to hold a load of fruit

with less support than the open-headed
system.
The term "avoid forks" is often used

in pruning, though the writers fail to

explain how to proceed in order to

avoid those forks. When you start a

tree it should be headed after planting
at the desired height, which in most
climates and most conditions would not

be over twenty-four inches from the
ground. Now, this tree, after starting

its growth, will sometimes thrown out

suflicient branches to form a good head
the first season, while again at other
times it will only throw out two, three
or four branches, which all make sharp
crotches or forks, and all buds below
that would only make leaf buds the first

year. Many growers make a mistake
right here. In starting new trees they
will proceed at once to rub all these
buds off, and the result is they have a

very poor headed tree with a lot of

sharp forks. In order to overcome this

you should let all the buds grow the

first year after planting, and if nothing
but crotches is on your tree cut all of

those crotches out the following spring

when the tree is pruned and leave your
center leader. By so doing the dormant
buds below will be forced out the sec-

ond year and make strong branches,
which will grow nut in more of a hori-

zontal shape from the main stalk.

These make very strong main branches,
as you may bend them clear to the
ground without breaking them off from
the trunk. However, it is necessary to

see that the stalk you plant has a suffi-

cient number of buds at least one foot

below where you head your tree.

Figure 1 illustrates a one-year-old
tree after planting, and you will notice

it has a number of sharp forks close to

the leader. In Figure 2 you will notice

these have all been removed but three
of the lower branches, which are

intended to form the three main lower
branches of the tree. The leader is cut

back to about eighteen inches, and this

in turn will rebranch, and from this

you lead out another branch or two in

such a manner as to come out between
those that you first started below. You
should then proceed in the same man-
ner and cut out the sharp forks and
leave those that would make strong

main branches, and lateral branches
will also be cut back. Figure 3 repre-

sents a two-year-old tree before prun-
ing. This, however, had the limbs
thinned out during the summer, so that

Figure 2—Showing the same tree as in Figure 1
after it has been pruned. You will see all the
forks cut out and three limbs and a leader left.

Notice all three limbs come out at right angles
from the trunk.
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Figure 3—Representing a two-year-old tree
before pruning.

about all the pruning necessary is to

cut or head the limbs back to the

required distance. There is another
thing I wish to mention in connection
with cutting back; where a strong wind
from one direction prevails during the
growing season it is always necessary
to cut to buds toward the wind in such
manner as to force the tree against the

wind and keep it from blowing over.

This, however, is not necessary where
there is no prevailing wind direction,

and where this is the case the tree

should be cut according to its habit of

growth. If it is a close growing vari-

ety it is necessary to cut to outside

buds, while a spreading variety should
be cut to upper and inside buds in

order to hold it up and off the ground.
You will notice in Figure 3 that the

Figure 4—Representing tlie same tree as shown
in Figure 3, after having been pruned. You
will notice that it has Ave limbs and a leader.

tree has five branches and that the cen-
ter and the leader are considerably
higher than the rest of the branches.
Figure 4 represents the same tree as
Figure 3 after having been winter
pruned. The cutting back should be
done with a view of having a leader,

so to speak, on each one of the main
branches, and in this regard is treated
quite similar to the center shoot or
leader. The cutting back should be
done according to the local conditions.
In a windy climate it is necessary to

cut a tree much heavier to make it

stocky, so it will stand up against the
wind, while where less windy you can
leave more wood and get a large tree

much quicker. Figure 5 represents
a three-year-old tree before being
pruned. You will notice from this

illustration that this tree was pruned
during the summer, the unnecessary
limbs were removed and some of the
limbs headed back. This was done to

make the wood strong and stocky,

which is frequently necessary in order
to obtain the desired results, especially

where a strong wind prevails during
the growing season. You will notice
the strong, stocky appearance in Figure
6, which represents the three-year-
old tree after having been properly
headed back. This tree now has eight

branches leading out from the center
leader, which is ample to make a good,
strong tree. This was cut back in win-
ter pruning to about eighteen inches
of the last year's wood. Figure 7 rep-

resents a four-year-old tree before
being winter pruned. This tree had
the unnecessary limbs thinned out dur-
ing the summer, but no cutting back
was done on the branches left, which
made a growth of about four feet.

You will notice in this illustration that

there are numerous fruit spurs all

along the main branches and that the
leader is about eight feet high. Toward
the top lateral branches have been
brought out. Figure 8 represents the

four-year-old tree after having been
cut back in the winter. This was not

cut back as severely as the younger
trees, as the shape of the tree at this

age is practically made. It is always
advisable to leave as much wood as

possible, as the more wood you leave

the more fruit bearing surface you
will have. The ability of a tree to bear
fruit depends largely upon the amount
of fruit bearing wood you have, con-
sequently as a tree gets older the cut-

ting should always be lighter from
year to year. By doing this your tree

will start in bearing fruit sooner than
it would if you continued to cut it

back heavily. Some growers stop cut-

ting back when a tree is four years

old, and this is very well, provided

your tree doesn't grow too tall and
slim, which should always be avoided,

particularly in slim growing varieties.

Figure 9 represents a five-year-old tree

before pruning. This is a well bal-

anced tree in every respect and has
strong side limbs, and the center leader
is practically gone. This tree was also

summer pruned and all unnecessary

Figure fi—Representing a three-year-old tree

after having been pruned. Notice the stocky
appearance of all the limbs.

limbs cut out during the summer, while

no cutting back was done until the fol-

lowing winter. The winter pruning in

this tree, as shown in Figure 10,

merely consists of cutting back to buds
all the limbs left. When a tree gets to

this age the cutting back should be

stopped and only such of the limbs as

grow stronger than the rest should be

cut back; also such trees as might have
too thin a top should be cut back
suflicient to make them stocky and to

rebranch sufficiently to make the nec-

essary amount of bearing wood.
The pruning of a young tree should

be done in such a way that when a

tree gets to bearing age there are no

Figure 5—Representing a three-year-old tree

before being pruned.
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Figure 7—A four-year-old tree before being
winter pruned. This tree liad all the unneces-

sary limbs cut off in the summer.

large limbs that will need to be
removed. The cutting of large limbs
is always an unfortunate condition and
should be avoided if possible by the

proper pruning during the early life of

a tree. Frequently an inexperienced
pruner will leave too many limbs to

start with, and about the time the tree

is ready to come into bearing they will

find it has too many limbs. As a result

the fruit will be limb rubbed. Then,
in order to overcome this difficulty, he
will have to cut out large branches, and
the cutting out of those large branches
will throw the tree into wood growing
when it should be bearing fruit. This
is a very expensive and unfortunate
condition which you will find in many
orchards. I would also caution you
about the over-bearing of young trees.

Some varieties will start in bearing
much younger than other varieties.

Those varieties subject to over bearing

Figure 8—Representing a four-year-old tree
after having been cut back in the winter

should be pruned heavier than the shy
bearers in order to force the wood
growth on the over bearers, while the
shy bearers should be pruned lightly,

and even summer pruned in order to

force them into bearing. However, it

is always advisable to leave all the

wood on the tree that it will stand in

order to produce first class fruit.

Diseases of various kind sometimes
affect a tree, or a heavy load of fruit,

or storms of winter in the shape of

sleet or snow, may affect some of the

limbs, and if you thin your tree too

much to start with you haven't got

enough to spare a single branch in case

of accident of any kind to your tree.

By cutting off the injured or diseased
limbs it would leave you without suffi-

cient bearing surface on your tree to

be able to get a good lot of fruit. Some
growers frequently pride themselves
on cutting their trees very heavily,

and again others seem to be equally

proud of letting their trees grow with-
out any pruning. It should be your
aim at all times to strike the happy
medium. Prune your trees so that you
have room to raise a good quality of

fruit and at the same time have ample
wood to bear a heavy load with as few
props and other artificial supports as

possible.

In cutting large limbs on old trees

they should always be cut as close as

possible to the main limb, and as soon
as dry painted with white lead paint

or else waxed. In waxing it would be
necessary to repeat the operation prob-
ably every spring in order to keep it

from cracking or peeling off, and the

paint has the same drawback. A good
many growers frequently make the

mistake when their trees get old of not

cutting back the long, slender limbs

both in the top of the tree and the

lower branches. From personal obser-

vation I have seen trees that grew
from terminal buds for a period of five

or six years. The result was that the

trees had a number of long, slim

branches without any side branches,

and their bearing surface was too

great. As a result the fruit was very
small. Where this condition exists

there is only one remedy, and that is

to cut all the long limbs back. This

pruning should be done in the winter,

preferably on trees that over bear,

while on shy bearers I would do all

the pruning during the growing season.

There is a difference of opinion as to

when summer pruning should be done;
local conditions should govern the time

for this work more than anything else.

In cutting back these large limbs on
old trees, whenever it is possible to do
so, they should be cut back to small

side limbs. By doing this you will

avoid a tree throwing out a number of

sharp forks where the cuts are made.
It is always preferable, however, to

prune bearing trees lightly each year,

and by so doing keep them continually

in good shape, as the extra heavy
pruning is liable to force a bearing
tree into strong wood growth at the

expense of fruit for a period of years.

Outside of the cutting back very little

Figure 9—Five-year-old tree before pruning

pruning should be necessary in bearing
trees, except cutting off the broken
limbs or cross limbs. Of course, all

watersprouts should be cut off during
the summer, as the watersprouts hardly
ever make fruit bearing wood. It

sometimes is an advantage to cut back
some of the small, slim branches inside

of a bearing tree in order to keep them
from crossing through the tree. By so

doing you can save them and get fruit

for a number of years, while if they
were cut clean out it would merely
lessen the productiveness of your
trees just to the amount of the cutting

you do.

What I have already said in regard

to pruning of the apple will hold true

to some extent about pears as well,

though most pears, such as the Bartlett

and similar varieties which have a

tendency to fruit on terminal buds
from last year's growth, should be cut

back each season while young in order

Figure 1(1—IU-i)rosfnting a five-year-old tree

after having been winter pruned. Notice all
the little spurs on this tree.
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to prevent these terminal buds on the

main branches from fruiting, and also

to keep the tree stocky, which is fully

as essential with the pear tree as it is

with the apple tree, as many pear trees

gi'ow soft wood which is not able to

hold a heavy load of fruit without
breaking the tree all out of shape. In

pruning all the varieties of pears that

have a very upright habit of growth,
like the Bartlett, I have seldom used
the center shoot, as it would have a

tendency to make the tree altogether

too compact. As regards pruning of

cherry trees, there is no need of such
a heavy cut back as in the apple. After

the tree is once headed and has a good
shape all the pruning necessary con-
sists of merely cutting out limbs that

would make cross limbs and thinning
out the extra branches where they are

too thick. After the tree gels to bear-

ing age this pruning can be done to the

best advantage just after the fruit is

harvested.
There are numerous pruning tools

on the market, a good many of which
are of no particular use. The only
tools I use from the time the trees are

planted up to six or seven years old

are a pair of small hand pruners, and
after that I use the small hand pruners,

three long-handled pruners, an eight-

foot, a ten-foot and twelve-foot, and

also a fine tooth pruning saw. This is

all the tools necessary to do good work.
I prune everything 1 can reach with
hand pruners, and on young trees fre-

quently prune from a step ladder, espe-

cially on trees where it is desirable to

cut to buds, which should always be
done as long as it is possible to do so,

as the close cuts will heal over quite

readily and form no wounds that might
start decay in the tree as it grows
older. Whenever a grower hasn't had
experience himself it would always be
better to employ an experienced pruner
to assist in the work, but good pruners
are always scarce, and it is not advis-

able to take a man's word for it, as

frequently the parties going around
through the country and terming them-
selves expert pruners know but very
little about it, and if turned loose in

your orchard may do a great deal more
harm than good. While on the other
hand, a good, competent pruner to

instruct you in your own orchard for

a few days would be the cheapest help
you could employ, as he would give

you more ideas about pruning in one
day than you could pick up in a month
by yourself.

Where there is a strong prevailing

wind it sometimes is necessary to stake

trees. Many growers make a very
serious mistake when they do stake

their trees by staking them too young.
They will stake a young tree and tie

it back; the result is that the limbs will

blow over; then in order to overcome
this it would be necessary to stake

again with a taller stake and tie the

branches to this stake. This is quite

expensive and tedious work, and not

at all satisfactory. In order to over-

come this prune the tree carefully and
leave it stand and sway with the wind
until it is three or four years old. The
top will then be practically straight

with the trunk, so drive the stake

firmly in the ground, pull the tree

back and tie it up straight. As the top

of the tree will be straight with the

trunk and your tree well balanced, it

is only necessary to tie it in one place,

that is right about where you head the

tree. By that time the lateral branches

are so stiff and solid, if the tree has

been growing well, that it will never

blow over again, and if you keep it

tied in this manner for three or four

years the trunk will be sufficiently

strong and stiff to be self-supporting.

It sometimes is necessary to take pre-

caution against the string cutting into

the bark of the tree. The best pre-

ventive against this is a short piece of

rubber hose slipped on the string at

the time of tying the trees back.

Pruning, or the Building of an Apple Orchard
By A. I. Mason, Hood River, Oregon (Reprinted by request)

THE successful architect, before he
plans to build a house, always
selects some certain style of struc-

ture and then tries to follow it to com-
pletion. It is just so with the success-
ful orchardist; he should first deter-

mine the style of structure of a tree

that he desires and then follow it to

completion. In other words, do not

start an orchard by pruning a certain

way one year and thereafter change it

annually. If you do so, you will never
obtain the desired results. If you want
a tree with an open-center head or one
with a center-stalk head you should
begin your pruning with that fixed idea
and follow it until coinpleted. To
obtain these two styles of trees

requires an entirely different construc-

tion. 1 shall not attempt to describe in

this article the construction of a cen-
ter-stalk tree, for almost every horti-

cultural paper or magazine has scores

of writers who have been supplying us

for years with their superior center-

stalk arguments, and, I might add, that

they never forgot to ridicule the open-
center headed tree. Now, I will not be
so severe on those writers, for I know
they are honest and believe they are

advocating the best method, yet I

believe they are wrong, and I shall

endeavor to prove it. I cannot forget

some of the arguments I have had in

years past with many prominent apple

growers to whom I tried to explain

wherein the open-center headed tree

was by far superior. But time has

made some changes, and, being a nat-

ural born Missourian, I have tried to

show them wherein an open-center
headed tree, as I am growing, has many
advantages over the center-stalk tree.

The building of an apple tree should
begin when the tree is first set in the

orchard—in fact the roots should be
pruned before setting. Figure 1 shows
a tree as it should be set. The bruised

ends of all roots should be cut off

smoothly, and if gnarled or crossed

roots are found they should be pruned
back so as to leave all roots pointing in

as near a natural outward position as

possible. After the tree is set and the

dirt firmly pressed around it, being

careful not to make it higher than

the surrounding surface of land, you
should then make your first pruning.

If you have just one straight stalk,

which I much prefer, you should make

Figure 1—First Year

your first cut about eighteen or twenty
inches from the ground, as shown at

"A," Figure 1, leaving the terminal bud
toward the prevailing winds. If when
setting your one-year-old trees you
find some small side limbs below the

twenty-inch cut, which is cjuite com-
mon with strong, vigorous trees, you
should cut them back from two inches

to four inches of the body of tree, as

shown at "A," Figure 2. Always try to

leave the stronger and longer stubs

toward the prevailing winds; in fact

when setting the tree you should

always set the heaviest side limbs

toward the wind. This rule will hold

good with either one or two-year-old

trees. I much prefer to set a one-year-

old tree, and under no circumstances
would I set a tree older than two i

years; and I might add that in select-

ing your trees be sure that you do not

get large, overgrown, with all lower
j

buds rubbed or cut off in the nursery.
|

Get trees which will have at least a

dozen good buds lower than twenty
inches from the ground.

In cuts, as shown in this article, you

will observe that each cut shows not

only a tree of different age, but they

are different trees—in fact all were

taken by the same photographer at the

same time. Figure 2 shows a tree just

after pruning in the early spring fol-
j

lowing first year's growth. This was !

a one-year-old tree when set, and one

which possessed three small side limbs.

You will observe that all of these side
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Figure 2—Second Yea

limbs were cut back at setting time, as

shown at "A," Figure 2. I also at this

time cut out the center stalk just above
the crotch formed by this whorl of

three limbs. This we will designate as

the first pruning. During the first few
weeks' growth after a tree is set it will

put out small sprouts at nearly every
bud on the main stalk. All of these

should be kept pinched back or rubbed
off except the three or four stronger
sprouts, which should be evenly dis-

tributed around the stalk. Then about
the middle of July I make my second
pruning and cut off the main uprights,

as shown at "B," Figure 2. I also then
remove all inside limb growth and
leave only what few limbs have started

to grow outward, and in such manner
as to form a symmetrically shaped
head. If side limbs are of uneven
length I also clip back the longer ones,
so as to form a well balanced head.

In building an open-center headed
apple tree one should always bear in

mind that the main upright stalks

should be given the advantage in every
respect. Always keep them in advance
of the rest of the tree. All inside

growth should be kept out, and the

main uprights should never be headed
back as severely as rest of tree. After

Figure 3- Third Year

a few years your whorl of center

uprights will each become just as

strong and vigorous growers as the

original center stalk of a naturally

shaped tree. Do I hear someone say-

ing, "Let nature have its own way and
grow a naturally shaped tree?" Yes,

and I heard a prominent apple grower
make this same statement in Columbia,
Missouri, two years ago. It was at

their state horticultural meeting, and
this grower seemed to be proud that

he had an eighty-acre orchard which
had never been pruned. Said he:
"Nature provides to shape a domestic
tree as well as one of the forest." To
those who believe this theory I would
suggest that they go to the mountains
and gather crabapples, and not molest
nature by trying to produce our lus-

cious Spitzenberg and Yellow New-
town apples.

After your July pruning the first

year, you should do no more pruning
until the wood of the tree is well

matured for the winter. I much prefer

to do the next pruning in the spring-

time, but we are always governed by
local conditions, hence, if in a climate

where danger arises from heavy snow
and sleet, I would make this next

pruning about the first week of Decem-
ber; otherwise I would wait until

spring. At this pruning I would cut

main uprights, as shown at "C," Figure

2, and also remove all limbs that do not

grow outward and assist in forming a

well balanced head. I am a firm

believer in heavy pruning for the first

few years. I want a decently shaped
tree as well as a tree strong and stocky

enough to support its fruit.

Don't be over anxious about your
trees not bearing early. When you
have obtained a healthy and well bal-

anced tree, with a strong and heavy
framework, you need not worry about
getting your fruit, for your troubles

then will be how to make your trees

carry their burden. In Figure 3 you
will observe the pruning has been
done and the tree is ready to take on
the third year's growth. This is about

the last year in which I would cut

back strong and stocky varieties, except

when necessary to obtain a shapely

head to the tree. Our Newtown trees

as a rule do not need the tops cut back
after the third year, while our Spitz-

enberg trees should be topped at least

two years later, and then about every
other year for at least the remainder
of the first twelve years' growth.

Every successful orchardist must learn

the nature of every variety of tree in

his orchard, and prune accordingly,

before he can become a proficient

pruner. He must also take into con-

sideration the climatic and soil condi-

tions under which he is growing his

orchard.

To those who may find objections to

some of my ideas upon pruning, I

desire to say that they are based upon
our local conditions in Hood River Val-

ley, and my experience is limited per-

sonally to two varieties, the Spitzen-

berg and Newtown. However, I have

Figure 4—Fourth Year

one tree each of six other varieties, and
with a little diversion in pruning I am
able to form very desirable open-center
heads on all of them.
You will observe in all of my tree

illustrations that the pruning has been
(lone just prior to the beginning of a

new year's growth. You will also

notice that Figures 1, 2 and 3 all show
a cutting back of the previous year's

growth at terminal of limbs, and also

a heavy thinning out of superfluous
limbs. But beginning with Figure 4,

and thereafter, you will observe that

my topping consists of cutting back
only to lateral limbs, always cutting

so as to leave the remaining limbs
toward the prevailing winds. And I

want to say right here that I can hold
a tree in better shape relative to the

wind by pruning inteligently than by
any other method known to horticul-

ture. Props, poles, anchor wires or

ropes sink into insignificance compared
with the pruning shears when you
desire to build a beautifully shaped

Figure 5—Fifth Y'ear
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Figure 6—Sixth Year

and stocky growing tree under unfa-
vorable conditions. However, after

you have built the above described tree

then it becomes necessary to render
nature some assistance in maintaining
its abundant supply of fruit. How to

do this I will describe later in this

article.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 all show the devel-
opment of the main structure of an
apple tree. The pruning in all these is

about the same. At each pruning I

remove all superfluous limbs, as those
growing inward or crosswise of tree,

also those that are too close to other
limbs, and which will later become a

part of the framework of the tree. One
of the most common errors made by
the inexeperienced orchardist in start-

ing the head of an apple tree is to leave
too many limbs for the lower frame-
work of the tree. I prefer three limbs
at base, and would prefer to have them
distributed up and down the trunk as
far apart as possible, but we cannot
always obtain our preference, and have
to be satisfied with what we can get.

This is true in building an apple tree.

Hence we may at times be forced to

let four branches form the main frame-

f

I'igure 9—Cross Section Showing Permanent
Twine Support

a, Main upright stalk; b. No. 12 galvanized
wire; c. Half-inch ring; d. Screw eye.

work for the head, but in all cases
hold your first uprights as far apart as

possible, and keep the center open and
free from all limb growth. Sometimes
it becomes necessary to sacrifice a part
of one of the already established
uprights by cutting it back to a lateral

limb, so as to more evenly balance the
head of the tree, and also to make a

wider opening in the center of the tree.

In all of these illustrations you will

observe that there has been many
prunings compared with the age of the
tree. This is explained by my pruning
twice a year—in the middle of July
and in winter or spring. I am confi-

dent that two prunings each year is

by far the best. With young trees it

enables me to obtain a tree of a more
perfect balanced head in a shorter
period, and also stimulates the growth
of fruit buds on trees that are inclined
to delay in bearing. However, after a

tree has become large and is bearing
nicely the pruning in summer consists

in removing watersprouts, while in the
winter months or early spring the
grower can then cut out all cross or
inward growing limbs, broken or
injured limbs as well as an occasional
limb which has become a nuisance by
crowding some other part of the tree.

I have now told you how to build the
framework and shape the head of an
open-center apple tree, but I have not
told you how I make it stronger and
more desirable as well as more con-
venient than the center-stalk tree.

To those who are opposed to the
open-center tree on account of it being
weak and easily split down, either with
snow, sleet or fruit, I will frankly
admit that if we do not give nature
some mechanical assistance in this

style of tree that it is a failure com-
pared with a center-stalk tree. But
under our climatic and soil conditions
in this valley we are compelled to

either use props or some other device
to assist our apple trees in carrying
their heavy loads of fruit, and it mat-
ters not what age, or whether we have
open or center-headed trees. To do
away with propping is one of the
greatest advantages of an open-center
headed tree. I have adopted a system
of wiring which remains permanently
in the tree without injuring it, and
without a rival as far as natural or
mechanical supports are concerned.
Each main upright stalk is wired to a

small ring in center of tree. See Fig-

ure 9. Each wire is fastened to a

screweye, which is screwed into the
main upright. This gives an umbrella
system of supports and every upright
is held in its natural position to be used
as a framework, to which we support
all outside limbs which are heavily
loaded and require a support. The
higher this interior wire system is

placed the better, for it gives a better

opportunity to tie the outer and lower
limbs. I used a twelve-gauge galvanized
wire, a half-inch galvanized harness
ring and a small eyed screweye about
one inch long. In about three years
the wood growth has about covered the

screweye and only a small wire

Figure 7—Thirteenth Year

remains protruding from the main
stalk. When these wires are put in

carefully and in a neat manner it is

there for a lifetime, and it matters not

what kind of a crotch is at the base

of tree, it is absolutely the strongest

tree that can be constructed. Instead

of a center-stalk tree with one main
upright about six or eight inches in

diameter, you have from four to eight

uprights from three to four inches in

diameter, and all of them arranged in

a circular position forming a circle

from three feet to four feet in diam-

eter. This wire system should not be

put in limbs smaller than one inch in

diameter, and in order to get these

wires as high as possible I have

adopted a temporary support (see Fig-

ure 8) to be used for a few years until

trees are taller and uprights larger.

If trees are early bearing varieties,

or you are in a district where sleet and

snow weight your trees during the

winter, it is then advisable to add a

temporary support to these trees which
are too small to receive the permanent
wire supports. Figure 8 shows a cross

section of the main upright branches

• 1

Figure 8—Cross Section Show ing Temporary
Wire Support

a. Main upright stalk; b. Two-ply soft spun
hemp or manila (wine.
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Examining the Buds in F. R. Barney's Orchard, Grand Junction, Colorado, After the Freeze
Ideal Coal Heaters used. Crop saved

of a tree from four to six years of age
which needs an early support. I

encircle the main uprights with a sys-

tem of separate loops of twine. You
will observe that each limb is con-
nected with each other limb next to it

by tying the twine in a circular belt

around both limbs. This gives each
upright an opportunity to expand in

growth without obstruction of sap
flow, and also insures the uprights to

always retain their correct position,

and it matters not to what kind of

stormy weather the trees have been
subjected. I use a soft spun two-ply
tarred twine, either Manila or hemp.
Under our climatic conditions this will

last at least three years, after which I

put in the permanent wire support, as

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9. In
Figure 7 one of my orchard men is

standing on the wire system, which
was placed there three years ago. The
wires upon which he is standing are
too small to be shown by a photograph.
If you will look closely you may see
some of the twine strings which con-
nect the side limbs to main uprights.
These side limbs were heavily loaded
with fruit last season. I use the same
twine for tying the side limbs that I

use for temporary supports, and I

never remove a twine until it has
become rotten or has broken.
The cost of placing the permanent

wire system in each tree is about
twenty cents, including labor and
material. Compared with propping
trees the tying with twine and sup-
porting with wire is by far the cheaper
method, less liable to injure the limbs
and more safe in protecting apples
from falling or limbs from breaking.

I believe I have given you some ideas
that will assist you in obtaining an
open-center tree, and I believe I should
now give a few reasons to substantiate
my ideal method of building an apple
tree. An open-center tree, braced as
I have outlined, is much stronger than
the center-stalk tree. It provides bet-
ter opportunity for sunlight and circu-
lation of air, thereby producing higher
color and better keeping qualities of

the fruit on the interior of tree. It pro-
vides an open center which is a work-
house for my apple thinners and pick-
ers. It makes it possible for me to get
to the center of my tree on a bridge
supported by two tripod step ladders
on either side of the tree (which time
and space forbids me describing here),
and from this bridge my apple thinners
and pickers can work without climb-
ing out upon the limbs. It enables me
to spray my fruit more thoroughly and
holds the head of the tree in the
best possible shape for self-protection

against storms, heavy winds and heavy
loads of fruit.

I could give many reasons why I pre-
fer a low-topped tree, but 1 cannot
impose upon your good nature at this

time. However, I must say something
relative to the pruning tools. All tools

that I want are a pair of small hand
pruners, two long extension pruners
(one eight feet and the other twelve

feet) and a small pruning saw. I was
somewhat amused when I noticed a

picture in a back number of "Better

Fruit" wherein it showed eight or ten

pruners upon high step ladders trying

to prune with short wooden handled

pruners about Iwo feet long. This
represents, in my opinion, a waste of

labor as well as very poor results.

You are too close to limbs to make
comparisons. \Yhen you work from
the ground >ou are farther from the
top, can better compare one side of

the tree with the other, and hence can
make a more shapely tree, and you can
cut off twice as many limbs in half
the time. If it is a cold day you can
move around enough to keep from
freezing.

One more thought on pruning, then
I have finished. If it should become
necessary to remove a medium or large

sized limb, cut it close to the remain-
ing stalk and cover the wound with
good grafting wax. Please don't use
paint. It is absolutely worthless as

compared with wax, and is no cheaper.
No end grain wound on an apple tree

was ever painted that did not in a

short time show cracks, and at the
bottom of which the wood soon begins
to rot. In my orchard I can show you
end grain wounds five years old on
some worked over Ben Davis trees that

have not yet healed over, and the wood
is just as sound as it was the day it

was first cut. I rewax the wounds
each spring. These trees were eight

years old when grafted, and many
limbs from three inches to four inches
in diameter were removed.
The wax I use is made as follows:

One pound tallow, two pounds bees-
wax, four pounds resin, which melted
together forms the stock solution, and,

when using, thin with turpentine,

according to weather conditions. If

real cold it will require more turpen-

tine, and if real warm it will need but

little or no turpentine. Add turpen-

tine by remelting a part of the stock

solution.

Editor Better Fruit:
Yours of the sixth Instant at hand, and in

reply I wish to thank you very heartily for
the favor of your most excellent publication.
It docs not require it, however, to keep us
convinced of your good work, but we are
mightly glad to get it, for it is good reading
and instructive. Again thanking you for your
courtesy, we are very respectfully, Walla
Walla Commercial Club. L. M. Brown, Pub-
licity Manager.

Loading the Ideal Orchard (,(>;il llr;ilcr Icji llic

Orchard of F. R. lianicv.
Second Tune, After Ihc l iccze nl Ai)ril 1,). IIJIU

drand Junction, Colorado
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The Science of Pruning and the Shaping of Fruit Trees
By Piol'essoi- Wendell Paddock, rm nuM ly (if Colorado State Experiment Station

IT
is not generally realized that

when a tree is taken from the
nursery row a large portion of the

root system is left in the ground. The
balance between the roots and the top
is thus destroyed, and obviously a part
of the top should be removed. Practi-
cally all of the elements which nourish
and build up a tree, save one, are taken
from the soil by the roots in liquid
form. This material is carried in the
cell sap luostly through the outer sap
wood to the leaves. Here the crude
food is changed by the influence of the
sunlight and the green substance of
the leaves to a form that can be readily
assimilated by the plant. Much of this

elaborated food may be stored in the
cells, especially in the fall, to be drawn
upon at any time that the roots fail to

supply the requisite amount. In trans-
planting the nursery tree is often
deprived of one-half or more of its

roots, and not only must it become
established in the soil, but it must pro-
duce a large number of new roots
before much new food can be supplied.
In the meantime the leaves begin to

push out and the reserve food and
moisture may all be used before the
root system is in a condition to sup-
ply more. Is it any wonder, then, that

the failure to cut back the the tops of

newly planted trees results in the death
of many of them? This is especially

true in Colorado, as the dry air and
intense sunshine cause the young trees

to dry out rapidly. The trees should
be heeled in deeply, at once, in damp
soil, and when planting the work should
be so arranged that the roots shall be
exposed to the air for the shortest pos-
sible time. All bruised and torn roots

should be carefully removed, leaving
smoothly cut ends which will readily

heal; if this is not done decay is apt to

Figure 1 Figure lA

1
Figure IB Figure IC

set in, which may seriously injure the
tree. Long, straggling roots may well
be shortened, and if a tangled mass of

fine roots are present they should be
shortened and thinned. Some success-
ful growers also insist that where large
spreading roots occur a slanting cut
should be made, so that the cut surface
may rest flat upon the ground.
There are several insect pests and

plant diseases which are very common
on young trees. The woolly aphis is

such an insect, and it is doing a great
amount of damage in all sections of the

state. This insect lives on the roots of

trees, and is introduced to our orchards
almost wholly by infected nursery
stock. When once established it

spreads rapidly and is almost impos-
sible to eradicate. Crown gall is a

common disease in many nurseries,

and it attacks all kinds of fruit trees.

It is the worst kind of folly to plant

a tree which has a trace of this disease,

for not only is the tree pretty sure to

die before it comes into full bearing,

but the infection may be spread by the

cultivator or in irrigation water to all

parts of the orchard.
The proper formation of the top is

by no means the least important reason
for cutting back the branches of newly
planted trees. In the first place, the

importance of low-headed trees for

this climate cannot be too strongly

emphasized. In addition to forming
low heads there can be no question but
that it pays to still further protect

the trunks of newly planted trees from
injury by sun scald. Various devices
are used, such as wrapping the trunks
with burlap, paper, straw, wood
veneer, or by shading the trunk on
the southwest side with a thin piece

of board set upright in the ground.
Whitewashing the young trunks to

serve the same purpose has come to be
extensively used in portions of Cali-

fornia.

The advantages of low-headed trees

mav be mentioned as follows: Greater

ease in picking, thinning, pruning and
spraying, and less damage to trees and
fruit from winds. Some growers object

to low-headed trees on account of the

greater difFiculty of cultivating around
them, but with proper pruning low-
headed trees develop the ascending
branches. These trees (referring to

illustration) can be worked around as

easily as they could if they had only
one trunk.

In pruning trees one of two ideals

must be adopted, which are known as

the pyramidal and vase forms. The
former preserves the leader, which is

made to form a central shaft to the

tree. This style has the advantage of

more bearing surface, as the leader

grows, and in time forms a "two-
storied" tree. The leader is done away
with in the vase form and a few limbs,

usually not more than five, are selected

to form the top. A more or less open-
centered tree is thus formed, but by
skillful pruning this space is occupied
by branches of bearing wood.
The term low-headed is a relative

one, but a top may be considered low
when the first branch is thirty inches
from the surface of the ground. Our
own preference is for a trunk about
twenty inches in height. But whatever
height is determined upon the tree

must be cut back, preferably just after

it has been planted. Should the tree

be supplied with suitable limbs at the

point where the head is desired three

to live of them should be selected

to form the framework of the tree.

The rest should be removed. The
selected branches should then be short-

ened into a sound bud within a few
inches of the main stem. But ordi-

narily the lower branches are pruned
off in the nursery, so that we sel-

Figure 2 Figure 2A
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Figure 3B Figure 3C

dom get a tree from which suitable

branches may be selected. In this case
the entire top should be removed with-
out regard to branches, making the cut

a foot to eighteen inches above the
point where the lowest limb is wanted.
In doing this it is expected that
branches will push out below in suffi-

cient numbers, so that suitable selec-

tions may be made. For this reason
strong yearling trees are always prefer-
able to older ones, and in fact apple
trees of this age are now commonly
used in California. Should suitable
branches fail to grow one of the lower
branches, which nearly always form,
must be developed to form a new head.
The trees should be gone over several
times during the first summer to

remove surplus shoots, and especially
those which push out far below the
point where the lowest branch is

wanted. Occasionally some of the
upper branches develop a vigorous
growth at the expense of the others.
These should be headed back so as to
give all a chance to develop, otherwise
some of the important scaffold limbs
may be found to be very weak at the
close of the season. When a branch
is headed back great pains should be
taken to make a slanting cut just above
a sound bud. If made too far above
the stub will die back at least as far
as the bud, and often farther. If made
too close the bud may be so injured
that a stub is formed which will die
back at least to the next sound bud.
Ordinarily a profusion of branches
will be pushed out, which may be
allowed to grow as they will during
the first season, or they may be cut
back to one or two buds. By the time
these branches begin to grow the roots
are established in the soil and new
ones formed, so that an adequate sup-
ply of plant food is provided.
The kind of top which the tree is to

assume is developed with the first sea-
son's pruning, which should be begun
in most sections not earlier than the

first of March. It is commonly under-
stood among orchard men that trees

must not be prunetl when the wood is

frozen. In any case the rule is a good
one to follow. From three to five

limbs are now selected to form the

framework of the tree, which should
be cut back about twelve inches from
the trunk. The rest are removed. If

the lowest branch has been taken out

at twenty inches from the ground the

highest branch should be at least a foot

above. A common mistake is to cut

trees back too far, thus crowding the

branches. Neither were these branches
thinned out nor headed in during the

first season, but were all allowed to

develop into leaders. This latter mis-
take often results in long willowy
branches, which droop with a load of

fruit, and is the main reason for con-
demning low-headed trees. Many grow-
ers carry their pruning up to this point

successfully, but fail to head in the first

season's growth, and so miss one of the

critical points in the proper formation
of the top.

Second Year.—It may be regarded as

a rule that when a limb is cut back,

unless the cut is made just above a

strong lateral, two or more branches
will develop near the cut end and some
of the buds lower down will develop
into shoots. The usual practice is to

allow two of these to grow on each
of the previous year's limbs to form an
additional framework for the tree.

The two selected should be some dis-

tance apart, one at the end and one
farther back, and so placed that the

development of crotches will be impos-
sible. They are now cut back from m

half to two-thirds of their growth and
the latertals are shortened to one or

two buds, so that they may later

develop fruit spurs and also shade the

branches with their cluster of leaves.

If too many have formed some of them
should, of course, be removed.
Third Year.—The framework of the

tree should now be well formed, so that

it will require less attention from this

time on. Surplus branches and those

that rub or are inclined to form
crotches should be removed. Very vig-

I'iguro 2B I'igurp 2C
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orous growths should also be headed
in. Thus far our discussion has been
confined to the shaping of open or

vase-formed trees. If a leader is

desired the treatment is practically the

same, except that the upper shoot is

allowed to grow with little heading in.

Branches are allowed to develop on

this leader at proper intervals, using

the same care as to location, pruning

and development as in the former case.

The trees in Figures 1 and 2 were all

headed back about twenty-four inches

in April. This left them mere stubs.

Had there been any laterals below this

point they would have been pruned
back to single buds, so that clusters of

leaves might have formed, and thus

provided some shade for the trunks.

These pictures show how the trees

looked the following April, at the time

of the first pruning. No. 1 had formed
five vigorous branches and No. 2 pro-

duced four. The five branches on No.

1 were saved to form a framework for

the tree, and were cut back to about

one foot in length. These are well dis-

tributed about the trunk, but have the

fault that they are too close together.

The lowest limb might well be double

the distance from the top that it now is.

No. la shows No. 1 after it was pruned,

with the idea of making an open-center

tree. No. 2 is also open to the objec-

tion that the limbs are too close. All

of these were saved to form the frame-

work of a tree with a leader, as is

shown in No. 2a. The only difference

between this and No. la being that the

topmost branch was left longer than

the others. The pruner of this tree is

open to severe criticism in that he has

allowed three vigorous limbs to grow
from near the surface of the ground.

These limbs could serve no useful pur-

pose, and so only rob the other limbs

of plant food. Such growths are best

prevented by pinching off the buds
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early in the season. No. 3 has failed to

throw out enough branches to form a

suitable top: The two which it pro-

duced are nearly opposite, so that a bad
crotch would soon result. Both these

branches were cut back to the second
bud, as shown in 3a, in the hope of

inducing dormant buds to push out

lower down. No. 4 shows one of this

lot of trees that was left unpruned.
Notice the weak spindling growth and
short laterals, as compared with the

others. There is small chance of mak-
ing a decent tree out of such a speci-

men, even though it should live. Such
illustrations as this should prove to

anyone that all trees should be headed
back when planted, if for no other pur-

pose than to induce a vigorous growth.
Pruning should, of course, be done in

late winter or early spring, but these

trees were pruned for the purpose of

illustration, and the results are shown
in Ic, 2c and 3c. Tree No. 1 has now
taken the form shown in Ic. One of

the scaffold limbs seemed superfluous,

so it was removed and the new growth,

shown in Figure lb, was cut back about

one-half. The few side shoots were cut

back to a single bud, with the idea of

developing fruit spurs. During the sea-

son of 1906 numerous branches should

develop on all of these scaffold limbs.

As a rule two of the best placed of

these secondary limbs will be selected

on each of the main scaffold limbs to

form additional framework. The rest

may be removed or cut back to develop

fruit spurs, as may be. The form of

the tree, then, should be developed at

the beginning of the season, and sub-

sequent pruning should be directed

toward retaining this shape, cutting

back excessive growths, and thin-

ning and renewing the bearing wood.
The pruning of tree No. 2 is much
the same, except that a leader is

being developed. Figure 2c shows that

although the top was cut back the same
as tree No. 1, the topmost branch is

developing into a vigorous central

shaft. The first set of scaffold limbs

have been formed and a second set is

to be developed at a suitable distance

above. The new growth is to be cut

back the same as has been described.

The tree shown in the series 3-3c is, so

far, pretty much of a failure. The
severe heading given it in the spring

failed to make branches develop lower

down. It would have been a better

plan to have inserted two or three buds

at suitable points around the main
stem in June. This can probably be

done next June, but the chance for suc-

cess is not so great. Limbs can be

developed by this means just where
they are wanted, but the average per-

son will succeed better with trees

which do not require such manip-

ulation.

The form of the young tree should be

well established after the third season.

From this time on the question of

pruning is simply to retain, so far as

possible, the form we have started to

prevent the formation of crotches and
cross branches, to thin out an excess

of branches, so that sunlight ma>' be
admitted and the amount of bearing
wood reduced and renewed. Prune in

summer to induce fruitfulness and in

winter to promote wood growth. This
is true for the reason that summer
pruning checks the growth of the tree

by removing a portion of the leaf sur-

face. An injury of any kind will have
the same effect, likewise a weak grow-
ing or sickly tree should be severely

headed in while still dormant in order
to induce a vigorous top growth. Thin
out the top then every year. No gen-

eral rule can be given, as each tree

presents a different problem. A thick

growth of branches results in weak
bearing shoots and spurs. And finally,

when cutting back limbs on bearing
trees, the cut should be made just above
a strong lateral wherever possible. The
tendency of the sap will be to flow into

the lateral, and thus prevent the forma-
tion of numerous branches which
nearly always results when a stub cut

is made.
One should become well acquainted

with the habit of growth of different

varieties, as a few kinds grow slowly

and will not bear heavy pruning.

Others are erect growers and some are

spreading. The upright varieties may
be spread somewhat by pruning to the

outside laterals, and the spreading

kinds may be contracted by cutting to

those which have an inward direction.

And by cutting back the vigorous

growths each season, those two feet

and over in length, the limbs are made
stocky, thus in a great measure doing

away with drooping branches. This

can only be done by intelligent annual

pruning.

Hints on Hexagon System of Tree Planting
By F. .). Ruiieit, Salem, Oregon (Reprinted by request)

AFTER looking over the various
hints on tree planting by the

square and hexagonal, triangular sys-

tems it occurred to the writer that the

latter system might be placed before
the planter in a way which would give

him a clear and concise idea of just

how to lay off his land, either in set-

ting out one or more acres of apples,

pears, etc., and provide him with infor-

mation as to the exact number of per-

manent trees and fillers required. The
article by W. H. Lawrence in Decem-
ber, 1909, number of "Better Fruit,"

together with the illustrations, was
truly of value to the planter who desires

to adopt the square method of planting

permanent and filler trees, as it shows
exactly the number of trees per acre

and distance apart of permanent trees,
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as well as distance of lillers from the

permanent trees, viz.: Permanent trees

thirty feet apart each way, seven rows
of trees, seven trees to the row—total

forty-nine permanent trees per acre.

Fillers in center of each scjuare of four

permanent trees, 19% feet from per-

manent trees, alowing 36 fillers, or a

total of 85 trees per acre. Also, on page
28 of the same issue, Mr. Edward G.

Merwin descrihes to a certain extent

the method of planting by the hex-

agonal system, showing small diagrams
to illustrate the same, also giving infor-

mation relative to thinning, but there

is an absence of illustration to show
acreage planting, number of trees, both
permanent and fillers, which will be
shown by the accompanying diagram.

Here is shown a plat representing

an area of 19.ixl83 feet 9 inches, or

approximately 42,997 square feet. It

will be observed that the width of the

area is the greater. We will presume
that one acre is to be set in apples.

Commence at a point 12 feet 4 inches

below and 6 feet 9 inches to the right

of upper left-hand corner and set stake

for first permanent tree, 30 feet to

the right of this stake set stake for

second permanent tree, and so on
until seven stakes have been set 30 feet

apart crosswise of the area in a

straight line, as shown by the large

dots, which represent the permanent
trees. Then measui'e down from a

point midway between two first per-

manent trees 26 feet 3 inches and set

first stake for permanent tree of sec-

ond row. Measuring from this point

to the first or second permanent tree

diagonally the distance will be thirty

feet. Then to the right thirty feet set

stake for second permanent tree of

second row, and so on across the area.

Proceed according to the diagram until

you have set stakes for eight rows of

seven trees each. Here, instead of

having 49 trees thirty feet apart as in

the square method of planting, you
have 56 trees, each thirty feet apart, a

gain of seven trees within the acre
area. It is largely the rule with plant-

ers in setting out a young orchard, by
way of economy in the land, to plant

what are known as fillers, or some
other variety of fruit, such as peaches,
between the permanent trees. Dwarf
pears may also be used, they occupy-
ing less space than the large or stand-
ard varieties. We will presume that

peaches are used as fillers. They
come into bearing earlier than apples
or pears, and also some other fruits,

and several crops may be harvested
while the permanent trees are coming
into full commercial bearing. So long
as the fillers do not crowd the perma-

nent trees or render cultivation, prun-
ing, etc., dilficult they may remain in

the orchard and produce an income
from the spare ground space. When
they do begin to crowd the permanent
trees by way of obstructing the free
inlet of sunlight, or interfere in any
way with the proper care of the per-
manent trees they may be removed, but
they will have paid for themselves
many times over before it becomes
necessary to remove them.
By further reference to the diagram

it will be seen that there are smaller
dots between the larger ones. Each
small dot represents a filler tree. The
fillers thus set will be fifteen feet dis-

tant from the nearest permanent tree.

In this case the same number of fillers

may be used as permanent trees, or 56.

The total number of trees to the acre

will thus be 112 instead of only 95 by
the common square method of planting.

As aforesaid, it is presumed that one
acre is being thus planted. As there

are approximately 208% feet on the

sides and ends of an acre square of

land, in setting the trees within an area

of 195x183 feet 9 inches, as shown by
the diagram, there will be a margin on
both sides of 6 feet 9 inches, and on
both ends of approximately 12 feet 4

inches.

The Appalachian Mountain Orchards

FOR the early pioneers who first

settled at Jamestown, Plymouth
Rock, and in turn all the eastern

parts of Xorth America, it was very
natural to bring with them the fruits

they and their fathers before them had
grown in their old homes across the

sea. Thus came the grape, the peach,
cherry, plum, pear and the apple.

Indeed there are few of our standard
fruits from the orange and lemon of

the same tropics to the currant that

flourishes only in the cooler regions
that we did not get from the Old World.
^Ye have taken under culture, it is true,

some of the native fruits of America
and made much of them, but for the
most part we are indebted to the
ancestral homes of our forefathers for
those that fill our markets and delight
our palates. Some of them, or perhaps
all, we have improved by producing
new varieties, and of the apple this is

notably true, for nowhere in all the
world has there originated and been
grown so many choice apples as in

America. The use to which the grape
and apple were chiefly put in Europe
and in all the Old World in the cen-
turies gone by was for making wine
and cider, and that was the main object
in planting these fruits on this side of
the ocean by those who came to make
their new homes in the wilderness.
They had been used to wine and cider,
and likewise their fathers before them,
and any variety that would make that
which was the most alcoholic was the
best. But the grape and apple, as

By Professor H. E. Yaii Denian, ^Vashi^gton, D. C.

articles of food, have come into their

proper estate in this country more than
elsewhere in all the world. The pio-

neers learned to appreciate the value
of good apples to eat, and they not only
ate them in the fresh state, but dried
them to serve as a part of the winter's
store of food. And it must have been

The Handy Apple Tree
Description of this tree will be found in article

"Appalachian Mountain Orchards"

in the brain of some thrifty and provi-
dent Yankee woman of the olden times
that apple butter had its origin. As the
settlements spread the orchards spread
with them. The coast regions were
found to be less fertile and not so well
adapted to farming as the valleys along
the streams that flowed into the
Atlantic, and they were followed up
to their sources in the mountains.
There the bold pioneers, with gun in

one hand and axe in the other, wrested
from the savage and the wilderness the
bonus of our ancestry. In those days
of primitive horticulture there was
scarcely a grafted or budded fruit tree

planted. The art of propagating and
the nursery industry were almost
unknown. ".lohnny Appleseed" was
not only a blessing to the age, but the
hero of pioneer American pomology,
and it is fitting that to the memory of

John Chapman there is standing at

Mansfield, Ohio, a monument to attest

to the generations to come his many
good deeds.

When on a recent tour of observation
in the mountain sections of North
Carolina and Virginia I saw one of the

most notable and, I think, the largest

apple tree in the world. It came from
seed that was supposed to have been
thoughtlessly dropped in an apple core
about a century ago at a hunter's camp
in what is now Patrick County, Vir-

ginia. I have been to the spot and put

my arms part way around the giant

trunk, which is over four feet in diam-
eter. This tree is over sixty feet high
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and over seventy feet in spread. After

a storm some years ago two wagon
loads of wood were cut and hauled
from its broken branches. Over 130

bushels of apples have been gathered
from a single crop. It stands in a rich

little valley, far up toward the Blue
Ridge, is yet in fair vigor and is known
as the "Handy Apple Tree," from the

name of the owner of the little moun-
tain farm. This tree is only one of

thousands of apple and cherry trees of

lesser size that flourish in this orchard
paradise. In the course of my travels

through this part of the Appalachian
Mountains I have had the opportunity
to see many of the oldest and also the

best of the modern orchards planted
there. During the last trip, which was
made when the spring flowers were in

their best attire, but before the rhodo-
dendrons and azaleas had bedecked the

mountain slopes and borders of the

trout brooks with the full glory of

their season, I saw more of these

orchards than ever before. The plant-

ing has increased wonderfully of late,

and is still in rapid progress. I saw
one large orchard near Altapass, North
Carolina, on the Chickfield Railway
and on the crest of the Blue Ridge, that

has recently been planted, where there

are a few very old apple, pear and
cherry trees that were set by the pio-

neers. A more suitable orchard site I

have never seen, except in the lay of

the ground, and the young trees give

every promise of success. The soil is

loose, deep and rich in plant food and
humus. The climate is cool and rains

abundant. The apples grown there

keep well and are of excellent flavor.

But passing on northward, as I was
then on my way from the pecan
orchard in Louisiana to my home in

Washington, D. C, I stopped to

again and more carefully inspect the

orchards about Stuart, Virginia, which
is near the North Carolina line and in

Patrick County. I had been there eight

years before and spent a week looking
over the country and the orchards.

One orchard farm, back from the rail-

road nearly twenty miles and near the

crest of Blue Ridge, had been produc-
ing apples that had taken many prizes

at the fairs in competition with those

of New York and other Eastern states,

and I wanted to see the trees. This I

did, and was delighted with them and
the soil in which they stood. This and
the cool, moist climate was the secret

of success, aside from good varieties

and thorough culture. The owner is

Mr. George Via, and he deserves credit

for what he has done for his state and
himself as well.

The Rangely orchard is one of the

best of the older apple orchards about

Stuart. It was planted by Colonel

Rangely, formerly of New York, and
is largely of Winesap, Ben Davis and
York Imperial. The oldest trees are

some thirty years planted and the

>ounger ones not much past six years.

They have been wisely and faithfully

cared for generally speaking, I think,

from their appearance. They have not

been over-pruned or under-sprayed.
The yield of apples has been ample,
and the future of this orchard is

bright. At the time of my visit there
eight years ago there was a large
orchard contemplated, and I looked
over the tract of some eight hundred
acres, and liked it well. At a meeting
of those interested I helped in the
forming of the company and the plans.

Since then there have been planted
five hundred acres, and the older trees

are in bearing. It is known as the
"Stuart Orchard," and is one of the
most valuable young orchards I know.
The varieties are the best for that
region, and largely Stayman, York
Imperial.. Winesap, Grimes, Black Ben
and Rome Beauty. On the higher part
are some Newtown trees and a splendid
peach orchard of some forty acres. A
few trees of Bing and Lambert cher-

ries have been planted at my sug-
gestion, and they are sure to do well,

for there are old seedlings of sweet
cherry trees of stately size on the prop-
erty that bear heavily and regularly.

There is access to the railroad about
two miles away and an easy down
grade all the way. .lust east of this,

the Stuart Orchard, lies another tract

of about six hundred acres that is even
of better character for orchard pur-
poses. It has the same general south-
eastern slope and the land is rolling

DURING the last year there have
been several instructive articles in

"Better Fruit" about orchard plans and
ways of laying them out. After care-

fully looking them all over and com-
paring them with each other and with
others that I have known for many
years past, I feel that more can be

without being sleeiJ, except in a very
few places. At one cornei- and at the
head of a rushing trout stream is one
of the famous mountains coves of about
forty acres that produces the Newtown,
or Albemarle Pippin. The land lies

rather steep, but the soil is deep and
exceedingly rich. On this splendid site

will be planted another orchard of over
four hundred acres, with the nio.st

approved varieties, and that very soon.
The cove will be set to Newtown and
the rest to Stayman, York Imperial,
Winesap, Delicious and a few other
standard varieties. W^ithin the last

few days the company and capital have
all been arranged. I will have an
interest in it, and hope to see one of

the best orchards in the country grow-
ing there before the next two years

pass by. There is ample and never-

failing watei- in the trout stream that

flows through the property to develop
electric power to move and light every-

thing neetled. By a system of under-
ground pipes, such as the Stuart

Orchard now has, the spraying will be
done by gravity from springs that put

out from the mountain range innne-

diately to the northwest. Water and
sunshine will thus be turned into

wealth, and at no cost lo the world that

grows under the oppression of the

speculators.

written on this subject that would be
of advantage to those who are planting
orchards. Some of the plans and meth-
ods of planting described 1 have tried

out practically, and all the others I

have seen demonstrated. Some of them
in hundreds of places and with many
kinds of fruit trees, and from one coast
to the other. I am always looking for
something better than what we already
have. Now and then a good idea is

suggested or an improvement seen, and
I think it both duty and pleasure to let

others know of anything of the kind.

In the spring of 1871 I began plan-
ning orchards of my own and the next
sjji-ing 1 had them well started on niy

Kansas farm. The hexagonal i)lan

appealed to me as the niost economical
and practicable, and I followed it

throughout. The filler system I have
devised, by which early bearing vari-

eties of apples were to be set between
those that were desirable, yet later

coming into the fruiting stage. If any-
one else had thought out and worked
out this plan before this time I have
never heard of it. I also had a fine

theory about growing peach trees as

fillers in apple orchards, and this I put

into practice in one of my orchards.
After a few years of experience my
theories had to be readjusted to suit

the facts. I had planted the permanent
apple trees two rods, or thirty-three

feet apart, and the fillers between them,
which made the completed orchard
stand one rod apart. This was right

enough for the conditions in Kansas,

A Superior Orchard Plan
By Professor H. E. Van Dcnian, Washington, D. C.
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where the trees stood, but the problem
of thinning out the fillers had to be
solved, and to take out a part of them
would not leave those remaining
equally distant apart, as anyone can
easily see by making a draft of the
plan. This was an objection that I did
not fully foresee, and I had to make
the best of it. During a long talk with
my old friend, Fred Wellhouse, the

great apple king of Kansas, we devised
a plan that has since withstood the
test of time, and seems to be without
a fault. If there is one I am ready
to see it and make any change that
may seem to be for the better. The
hexagonal system had to be abandoned
entirely and a system of planting in

plain squares adopted. From a sys-
tem of equilateral triangles the change
was made to a system of ecpiilateral

rectangles. Theoretically the trees
may seem to cover the space more eco-

nomically, and certainly do so more
evenly, but practically there is no dif-

ference for the roots ramify the entire
soil between the trees and the branches
fill all the air space that they should
occupy, and leave sufficient light to

varify the foliage and color the fruit.

The plan may be very properly
called the progressive filler system
because of the ease and practicability
of working it out from start to finish.

The accompanying diagram will show
it almost at a glance. The plan is made
after the most simple fashion, in plain
squares, and it does not matter if the
rows run square with the work or at
any desired angle to suit the location
of the orchard. The distance apart
may and should differ according to
the kinds of trees and where they are
to be planted. For most fruit trees, and
over the greater part of the country,

twenty-five feet is the proper distance
apart. This I have decided after many
years of practice and careful study of

orchard trees of many kinds planted at

distances and in all sections of the

country. It is the ideal distance for

apple trees unless it be in the prairie

states, where they bear very early and
die soon from this cause, and from the

severe weather and violent changes of

temperature, and from humidity to

aridity. I once thought twenty feet to

be space enough and advocated plant-

ing apple trees that distance apart, but
after more experience and observation

I am sure that twenty-five feet is imicli

better. It gives more room foi- the
trees to spread and allows the fillers

to .stand and bear several years longer
than they could if they had less room.
When the branches show that they will
soon come together between the rows
a part of the fillers must come out, and
there must be no delay about it until
the> do come together or serious
injury will be the result. It hurts
fruit trees to even show by their
growth that they are afraid of each
other, for this is positive evidence thai
there is trouble between them. There
is a struggle going on for room for full

development, and both are the worse
for the fight. By cutting out each
alternate diagonal row, or one-half the
orchard trees, the remaining will be
nearly thirty-six feet apart, and there
will be ample room for the trees to

grow and bear for at least fen years
longer. After that time has passed or
whenever the signs of too close
aproach are seen all the remaining
fillers must be taken out, leaving only
the permanent trees, and they will be
fifty feet apart. This is ample room for
full development to old age. These
stages of gradual growth and thinning
out of the fillers are shown in the dia-

gram. If only one variety is planted
in the orchard the trees will be equally
as well benefited by the thinning as if

two or more varieties are planted, but
the opportunity for mixed planting is

excellent. Cross-pollenafion is a well,

determined fact, and its benefits are

evident to all who have intelligently

followed the practice of inter-planting

varieties. For pear, cherry and peach
trees twenty-five feet apart is a good
distance, although many would think it

to far, and this would be true of dwarf
pear trees and for peach trees in

regions where they do not grow to

large size. Sweet cherry trees will

Photograph Copyrigh
iSIr. .1. L. Hamilton Lighting the H

Miinufjicturcd l)v Hamilton Reservoir Oicha

ted 1909 by F. E. Dean, Grand Junction. Colorado

amilton Reservoir Orchard Oil Heater
rd Heatei' f'.onipany, Grand .liinclion, Colorado
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need the thinning out of at least one-
half of their nuniher, or the first stage,

as has already been described for

apple trees, and in some sections they
grow to such large size that they will

require at the second thinning fully

fifty feet of space. When I was in the

olive orchards of California and Ari-

zona last year 1 noticed that this sys-

tem and the twenty-five feet distance

with progressive thinning would work
splendidly. It is also just right for

orange, lemon and pomelo trees, and
1 am growing them in this way very
successfully in Florida. It is a very
common and serious blunder to plant

and continue to grow these citrus fruits

too closely, and to the injury of both
trees and fruit.

One of the mistakes that I made by
following an untried theory was injur-

ing an apple orchard by growing peach
trees in it. The theory of early bear-

ing and profits from peaches is all very

nice, but the practice is bad. Peach
trees are more rampant growers than

apple trees, and their roots rob those
of the apple trees to an injurious
extent. Besides the little experience of
this kind that I had years ago I have
seen thousands of orchards since in

which the same mistake had been made
by others. Apricot trees are even
worse than peach trees in an apple
orchard because they are more greedy
growers. Plant them in separate

orchards for the above reason, and also

because they need different culture and
spraying. There is no good reason, so

far as I can see, for planting the two
together. They will occupy no more
ground if on separate plots than if

inter-planted. Apple trees of early

bearing varieties will produce returns

soon enough, and the peach or apricot

trees can be planted on an adjacent

tract if desired, and the grower can

have the fruit to sell from them stand-

ing there as well as if they were
between the apple trees, and without

the objections I have mentioned.

Figure 2—Another very light bearer partially
corrected by summer priming. While pruned
at the same time as the former, yet it was too
early lor this naturally late grower, as is Illus-
trated by the long twig growth and the rather

lighl formation of fruit buds.

familiar with the habits of the vari-

eties. No specific dates for particular

sections can be set when summer prun-
ing for the formation of fruit buds
should be done, but dependence must
be placed upon the variety, the district,

the method of culture and the season.

In Eastern Washington, during normal
seasons, on the uplands where irriga-

tion is not practiced most varieties

give good results if pruned after the

tenth of August and before the tenth

of September; while in the irrigated

valleys, where the seasons are longer

and the summer temperature higher,

August 20 to as late as September 20

is about right. In Western Washing-
ton, where the growing season nat-

urally closes earlier even though kill-

ing frosts do not come before very

late, the non-cultivated orchards are

ready to prune as early as July 10,

while the cultivated orchards may not

be ready for summer pruning before

August 1 to 1.^. The final judgment as

to the time to do summer pruning must
be based upon the condition of the

tree. The pruner should anticipate the

beginning of the period for the forma-

tion of fruit buds and begin to prune
at once. 1"his formation period for

bearing trees can be accurately deter-

mined by means of a high power
microscope, but practically determined
by an examination of fruit buds. As
a general rule, for the best results, the

pruning should be done just at the

close of the vigorous summer growth,

while the tree is storing up reserve

food, forming buds and developing

Figure 3—A sixteen-year-old apple tree which
has been given a good, reasonable pruning
every .January for the past nine years. Its
average annual crop is less than one box of
fruit. Two good, thorough summer prunings
will change this tree from a brush producer to

a profitable tree.

The Art of Summer Pruning
By W. S. Thornber, Chief Department of Horticulture, Washington State College

PRUNING of trees and plants has
been practicerl as an art ever since

plants have been cultivated, but like

many other agricultural arts, the coun-
tries and districts to which fruit grow-
ing has been carried have differed so

materially from where the funda-

mental ideas were conceived that in

reality new fundamentals for the art of

pruning have been developed. When
the early writer said "prune when
your knife is sharp and always keep
your knife sharp" he did not take into

consideration the effect that pruning
at different seasons of the year would
have upon the tree or plant.

The real purpose of summer pruning
is to check the naturally rampant
growth of your young fruit trees on
the rich, virgin soils and hasten the

period of profitable fruit bearing.

Very little consideration has been
given to sumiuer pruning in most fruit

growing districts of the East for the

reason that land generally used for

fruit was cheap, practically worthless
for anything else, and that it was an

Figure 1—Sixteen-year-old apple tree summer
pruned at just the right time for the formation
of fruit spurs. Previous to 1907 this tree had
produced very light crops. Two severe sum-

mer prunings corrected the evil.

established fact that a tree could not

be made to bear fruit before nature,

in her slow way, intended it should.

The high values of Western orchard

land, and high cost of bringing

orchards into bearing, compelled man
to seek early returns. Certain nat-

urally tardy, shy bearing varieties,

when planted on deep, rich, moist, clay

soils of the Pacific slope, under nor-

mal conditions, delay the bearing

period even more than the same vari-

eties in the East. I have known of

Northern Spy trees eighteen and nine-

teen years of age that have never

fruited, this, of course, is absurd and
cannot be profitably tolerated.

Practical fruit growers now recog-

nize the general law that heavy winter

pruning tends to develop wood growth,

while heavy summer pruning tends to

develop fruit buds and fruit. Theo-

retically this statement is true, but

practically it is not, as it is possible to

secure just as heavy wood growth by
pruning in .lune as it is by pruning in

.lanuary. In fact, under Western con-

ditions, I frequently favor the May or

June pruning to the January pruning.

Under very favorable conditions both

January and June pruning are advis-

able for the production of wood. This

is especially true with strong growing
varieties of both apples and pears

when one desires to avoid long pole-

like branches and hasten the fruiting

lime of certain trees. On the other

hand, it should not be practiced on

weak, tardy growers. The reader will

readily see that the so-called summer
pruning may affect trees in diamet-

rically opposite ways, and produce

wood under one condition and fruit

buds under another. To differentiate

and intelligently practice summer
pruning the pruner must have an inti-

mate knowledge of tree growth in his

particular district and be more or less
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them for the coming year's growth. If

pruned too early the naturally dormant
newly formed buds develop short,

tender laterals which frequently per-

ish during the winter, while if pruned
too late only strong buds are developed
for the coming spring's wood growth.

Practically the same principles are

carried out in summer pruning as in

winter pruning, only it usually requires

a little more nerve and decision to

remove the same amount of wood dur-
ing the summer time as during the
winter time. Especially is this true
when the branches are laden with
half-grown fruit because very few
men realize the actual limitations of an
average bearing tree. If the tree is

old and has a dense top open up the
center to permit sunlight and air to

enter. Thin out the sides by removing
from one-tenth to one-fourth of the
branches, always cutting back to a

limb and never leaving a long stub to

die or throw out a big crop of sprouts.

Summer pruning cannot be profitably

practiced on old, stunted, dying trees,

as they need rejuvenation which
comes with winter pruning, but may
be profitably practiced upon old,

thrifty, shy bearing trees. Large limbs
can be removed at this time just as

safely as at any other season of the
year, only it is not advisable to remove
too much of the top at once. "Where
great quantities of wood must be
removed it is better to distribute its

removal over a period of from two to

three years rather than entirely unbal-
ance the tree's growth. To properly
summer prune a young tree one need
pay little attention to the small, slender
twigs on the inside of the framework.
These are naturally tardy growers, and
while they can be made to bear earlier,
the important work consists in cutting

back the upper, stronger leaders and
lateral branches, removing from one-
third to one-fourth of the present sea-

son's growth. All limb growth should
be checked; to cut some back and per-

mit others to grow gives advantage to

those left. Study the framework of the
tree carefully and prune each main
branch just as you would a small, inde-

pendent tree, removing from one-third

to one-fourth of the present season's

growth. Where desirable cut to outer

buds, and never shear the top even,

but cut each limb according to its

vigor and vitality. It is sometimes nec-
essary to thin the framework, however
severe thinning should not be prac-

ticed. The practice of breaking or

bending over shoots is an old one, and
where a few trees are to be treated
may be profitably employed, but if the
leaves wilt and die they serve as an
excellent breeding place for all kinds
of pests and present a very unsightly
appearance. A better plan would be
to weight down the limbs by attaching
light weights to their ends.
Sweet cherry trees of bearing size

and age should be gone over very care-
fully immediately after the fruit has
been harvested, and all diseased,
injured or surplus limbs removed at

once. If the tree is making a vigorous
growth it should be checked and com-
pelled to prepare buds for the next
year. Heavy winter pruning of bear-
ing trees is always accompanied by
more or less risk, and should be
avoided as far as possible. Summer
pruning checks the growth at a season
when there is the greatest risk of an
outbreak of blight and should be made
one of the real methods of eliminating
the blight. When there is greater dan-
ger from winter killing of peach trees
than from late spring frosts, then sum-
mer pruning becomes very advisable.
But where late spring frosts are the
important factors keep the tree grow-
ing as late in the fall as possible and
delay the formation of the fruit buds,
even until early winter, thereby com-
pelling late rather than early blooming.

In conclusion, I consider summer
pruning one of the important factors

to be taken into consideration in the

development of uniform trees and
heavy annual crops, even with our
most tardy or shy biennial bearers.

The most serious obstacle to summer
pruning generally is that it comes at

a season of the year when labor is

scarce and particularly high. I have
no suggestions to offer for this beyond
the statement that our experiments
demonstrate that it will pay, even
though the cost be several times
greater than that of winter pruning.

Crystal Springs Farm, C. E. Mincer, Manager, Hamburg, Iowa

Picture taken during the time of the freeze last spring. Oil pots used. The photograph was
taken in the morning, when the temperature outside of the orchard was 24 degrees and every-
thing covered with heavy killing frost. Inside orchard temperature was ?,3 to .36 degrees, and

leaves were wet with dew. The entire crop was saved.
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Special Varieties for Particular Sections of the Northwest
By W. S. Thornber, Washington State College, Pullman

BEFORE attempting to discuss this

phase of fruit culture I wish to

state that I would not have any
grower feel that I desire to lay down
rules for him to plant by; that is not

the purpose of this article, but would
offer this suggestion as a general guide
for those who need help. The idea of

this article was emphatically forced
upon me while critically studying the
various exhibits of apples at the three

national shows held in Spokane. I

simply wish to place before you a few
facts which are of interest to me, and
while not entirely to my own liking,

and possibly yours, they are neverthe-
les facts of which notice should be
taken.

It is almost impossible to formulate
a perfect conception of how varieties

behave under different conditions by
studying them in their respective

places of growth. However, when
brought together it is comparatively

easy for even a novice to study by
comparison. I desire to present to you
the results of a study of this kind with

such additional notes as I could secure,

and believe that it will be of value for

the future plantings in the Northwest.

Before taking up this study let us get

a conception of the factors that influ-

ence fruit growing in the various fruit

districts of the Northwest. Fruit men
everywhere are recognizing that there

are certain conditions that naturally

influence the growth of certain varie-

ties, and so we have come to recog-

nize the proverbial recommended fruit

list of each state, and occasionally for

each district. Many of these lists are

made up from personal likes or dis-

likes of the growers—good in some
cases, but not always to be relied upon
commercially; others are made up by
office men from nursery catalogues or

books written twenty to thirty years

Troutman Heater

ago for conditions three to four thou-
sand miles froin here.

The following factors or possible

combinations of the same very largely

influence the behavior of varieties in a

given section : (1) Soil: A heavy, rich,

wet soil delays fruiting from one to

five years and then frequently pro-

duces poorly colored fruit. A light

sandy loam or sandy volcanic ash
hastens fruiting even to a detrimental
degree under some conditions, while
the extremes of soil moisture or lack

of moisture change the texture and pal-

atability of the fruit. (2) Climate:

The summer climate has much to do
with the ripening period of the fruit,

thereby materially changing its ship-

ping habits. A long, hot summer, par-

ticularly at a low altitude, ripens fruit

from two to three weeks earlier than
a cool climate in a higher altitude. (3)

Altitude: Very little is known about

the effect of altitude upon certain vari-

eties beyond the fact that above cer-

tain heights some commercial sorts

become shy bearers, or produce at best

very inferior fruit as to size, color and
shape. The higher altitude fruit is

later, ships better and when properly
handled has better texture than the

lower altitude fruit. (4) Tempera-
ture: The extremely cold winters of

some regions entirely eliminate certain

tender sorts, particularly if they pro-

duce a late fall growth. While not

common to many sections, it is true of

the Rome Beauty, Spitzenberg and sim-

ilar sorts in a few sections. (5)

Amount of Sunshine: The total amount
of absolutely clear sunshine common
to a section during the latter part of

the summer and early autumn very

largely decides the advisability of cer-

tain varieties. If hazy or smoky
weather annually prevails for a long

period of time, then the dark red sorts

should be eliminated to a very large

degree. Eastern growers very fre-

quently attribute our rich colors to the

long hours of sunshine, and while this

is largely true, the sunshine is only

one of the many factors. (6) Length
of Growing Season: A long, unbroken
growing season, if not too closely fol-

lowed by severe or cold weather,

gives ideal orchard conditions. If

hard freezes follow the fall weather
closely, or winter sets in before the

trees have had an opportunity to pre-

pare for fruiting, wood is sure to

result.

While most of our fruit sections

vary distinctly, yet there are relation-

ships existing among these varieties

which makes it possible to group cer-

tain varieties together for certain coin-

binations of natural conditions. We
have come to recognize four distinct

horticultural regions in the Pacific

Northwest; true it is that there are

many local variations, but the general

factors are fairly uniform for these

groups of districts or valleys. The

Coast region, or that part of Wash-
ington, Oregon and British Columbia
west of the Cascade Mountains, is

characterized by a rather heavy clay

soil, an altitude varying from sea level

to four hundred feet above, a rather

even temperature with few striking

variations or extremes, a heavy annual
rainfall, most of which comes during
the winter months, and the summers
are generally dry, a long growing sea-

son; and while a lot of sunshiny
weather, the autumns are generally

hazy, which, to a limited extent, pre-

vents the highest possible coloring of

the fruit. A region with factors of

this kind is particularly well adapted
to such varieties as Olympia Baldwin,
Northern Spy, Ortley, Yellow New-
town, Glowing Coal and Wagener. By
a comparison of these fruits one will

readily see that they, with the excep-

tion of the Wagener, have a common
origin in rather low altitudes, and gen-
erally in clay soils. It will be seen

later that the Wagener is one of our
cosmopolitan fruits and has few lim-

itations. The other varieties are lim-

ited to certain groups of factors or

conditions and cannot be successfully

grown in regions where the conditions

are strikingly opposite to those of the

Coast region. The Northern Spy and
Olympia Baldwin become very shy

bearers at high altitudes on deep, rich

but rather dry soils, and the Ortley

and Yellow Newtown, while generally

juicy and crisp, become dry and woody
under similar conditions.

The inland valleys region of Cen-

tral and Eastern Washington, Oregon
and British Columbia, and Eastern

and Southern Idaho are characterized

by a light, sandy to volcanic ash, or

even a gravelly loam soil, an altitude

varying from 350 to -1,400 feet, a very

light annual rainfall, long growing sea-

sons and the maximum amount of sun-

National Orchard Heater
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In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree

Press representatives with the Southern Oregon demonstration train at Merlin, Oregon, March 25
1909. This apple tree is now flfty-six years old and still bears fruit. Planted in 1853 by the

Haines family, who were later massacred by the Indians

shine and mild, pleasant winters. Dis-
tricts with common factors of this

kind will produce Winesaps, Spitzen-

bergs, Yellow Newtowns, Arkansas
Blacks, Jonathans, Grimes Golden,
Rome Beauty and kindred sorts of

I the highest grades of apples, provid-
I ing good cultivation and reasonable

treatment be given. If the valley is

too warm and the season forced too
I much early winter sorts do not color

sufficiently before they have to be
i picked, and are very apt to ripen
I before they normally should. While
I on the other hand, if the soil is too
I deep and rich and an abundance of
' water is used, the Spitzenberg, under
I normal treatment, may become a shy
i bearer or producer; only occasional
• heavy crops of well colored fruits

grow in sections of this kind. Experi-
ence shows greater difficulty in the
selection of commercial fruits for
these valleys than any other in the
Northwest, inasmuch as any variety
will grow and produce good fruits, but
which is the best is always hard to

determine. The Mcintosh Red, when
grown under these conditions, is prob-
ably the most perfect apple for des-
sert use for a short period of time,
but the great difficulty is that instead

j

of remaining a winter fruit it becomes
I'

an early fall fruit, and soon passes its

season. If certain apples of the group
particularly adapted to the valleys be
planted in high altitudes where the
seasons are short, they fail to color,
produce size and attain development.
Others become shy bearers, while still

I

others take on abnormal character-
istics. The Winesaps do not attain
suflicient size, while the Yellow New-
towns vary in size, color, form and
texture. The Rome Beautv is not seri-

ously affected because it is more or

less of a cosmopolitan fruit.

The inland upland regions are char-

acterized by a deep, rich, basaltic or

even loamy soil, moderate amounts of

rainfall, dry, warm but not extremely
hot summers, an altitude varying from
1,200 to 3,000 feet above sea level, com-
paratively short growing seasons and
long but not severe winters. This type
of country is adapted to a compara-
tively short list of orchard fruits. It

is essential that varieties that succeed
here be sorts that attain their growth
early in the season. Late maturing
sorts are not adapted to those con-
ditions. Such varieties as Jonathan,
Rome Beauty, Wagener, York Imperial,

Gano and Black Twig attain a degree
of perfection that is highly desirable

for long keeping shipping fruit. Very
frequently autumn sorts, in most sec-

tions, become early winter sorts in

this region if they are properly han-
dled. \Miile some of the later sorts

become extremely late under favorable
conditions. It is almost useless to

attempt to grow commercially such
varieties as Northern Spy, Spitzenberg,

Rhode Island Greening and kindred
sorts, as they almost cease to bear.

We have a few definite records of

these varieties which show an aver-

age of less than one box per tree dur-

ing the past six years from trees

twelve to sixteen years of age. Vari-

eties like the Winesap, Ortley, White
Winter Pearmain and Yellow New-
town require entirely too long a sea-

son for regions of this kind, and occa-

sionally such sorts as the Ben Davis
become veritable corks or blocks of

wood when grown here.

The mountain regions are charac-

terized by deep gravelly loam, light

clay loam bearing more or less gravel

or volcanic ash soil, comparatively
short growing seasons, a minimum
amount of rainfall, warm in summers,
frequently very cold winters, very
high altitudes, frequently ranging from
3,400 to 5,000 feet above the sea level,

and plenty of sunshiny weather dur-
ing the summer and autumn days.

The number of commercial varieties

for these sections are, of course, lim-

ited, especially in sections where the
cold winters cut out the more ten-

der sorts. Commercial work has pro-
gressed nicely in these cold sections

by planting Jonathans, Mcintosh Reds,
Wageners and Wealthy. The high alti-

tudes and climatical conditions have
completely overcome the earliness of

these naturally early sorts until now
we frequently find them keeping late

into spring. The cold winter appears
to have little or no effect upon them
when properly treated, and the sea-

sons are sufficiently long to develop
all that is desired. The warmer,
milder high altitudes are producing
Jonathans, Rome Beauty, Wagener and
various other sorts of commercial
value. The battle is one of attaining

sufficient size for some of our com-
mon sorts. One particular condition
that might exist in almost any of these

regions is that of extreme drouth
where irrigation is impossible and
the conservation of moisture must be
resorted to by means of cultivation.

In sections of this kind no late devel-

oping varieties of fruit should be
planted, as the drouth of the later

part of the season is sure to interfere

with proper maturity. Such apples as

Rome Beauty, Yellow Bellflower and
Y'ork Imperial for winter use, Mcin-
tosh Red, Duchess of Oldenberg, King
of Tompkins County and Wolf River
for fall use, and Yellow Transparent
and Red June for summer use are

practically all that can be depended
upon to do anything where severe
drouth, without irrigation, exists.

The Northwestern Harmony.—Care-
ful perusal of the foregoing will show
that the Northwest is probably the

best all around balanced variety fruit

district in the world. All of the high
class commercial sorts are at present

grown to a degree of perfection not

excelled anywhere, and so systematic-

ally divided into groups for different

regions that, while state vies with
state, or district with district, the com-
petition among ourselves need never
reach that stage that will be serious

to one another. The regions described

present vastly different conditions in

the production of first class fruit.

Each produces a higher grade of fruit

of a few well chosen varieties than it

is possible to produce in any other

region with the same varieties. How-
ever, there are certain varieties that

are more or less cosmopolitan and
can be grown to a high degree of

perfection almost anywhere in the

Northwest.
Cosmopolitan Varieties.—There are

comparatively few fruits that enjoy
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the distinction of being so-called West-
ern cosmopolitan fruits; however, the

Rome Beauty, Wagener and Yellow
Bellflower apples belong to this group,

grown as they are practically all over

the Northwest at high and low alti-

tudes, wet or dry, and with culture

and without culture, if any apples

grow these will. This same thing is

true to a certain extent of the Bart-

lett and WTiite Doyenne pears; while
they will not stand the same abuse
that the apples will, in all cases they
are grown if pears grow at all. The
peach plum, Italian prune and the Yel-

low Egg plum are also not seriously

particular as to their choice of region,

just as they are given a chance to

grow. There are a great many apples

being planted in the West which are

adapted only to very limited locali-

ties. Extreme care should be used in

extensive plantings of these sorts until

thoroughly tried and their commer-
cial merits demonstrated. When well

grown they have few strong com-
petitors, but if poorly grown they are

almost worthless to the trade.

Pears.—The behavior of commercial
varieties of pears under different con-
ditions has not been as closely studied

as it should. However, general recom-
mendations can safely be made from
the information at hand. The Bart-

lett pear is generally recognized as

one of our most cosmopolitan fruits

and does well at all altitudes under
normal conditions, with the exception

of sections that are extremely dry
just previous to and during the ripen-

ing season. In these sections the fruit

is under sized, contains a surplus of

stony tissue and is of unsatisfactory

quality. Winter Nelis is not so cos-

mopolitan in nature, but does well

under most conditions. In Western
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Hexagonal System of Planting
1, Field staked by use of triangle; 2, Field set;

3, I'ield property thinned; 4, Field partly
rowed off by running lines; 5 and

6, Improper thinning.

Washington, where russeting is com-
mon, it frequently becomes entirely

covered with russet, while in other

sections it may have only a lacing of

russet. It must have sufficient water
to finish upon or it becomes entirely

too small for commercial purposes.''

The Comice and Anjou are two of

our highest class pears, very satisfac-

tory in most sections but rather tardy
bearers in all sections. However, after

once coming to full bearing, they
give satisfactory yields. The Clair-

geau and Boone de Jersey are not as

commonly tfrown as many sorts, but

are especiallv valuable orchards west
of the Cascades and in sections where
there is plenty of moisture to finish

upon. In addition to these varieties

there are many more that can be sat-

isfactorily grown, but are not well

known in commerce.
Cherries.—Commercial cherry cul-

ture is limited more or less by cold

winters and late frosts; however, the

Bing and Lambert are doing well in

most of the fruit districts. These are

the best all purpose black cherries

that are growable in practically all

sections. The Royal Ann is the most
popular white or light cherry grown,
but tenderness in bud and wood pre-

vents its use in any section that has
cold winters or very severe late spring

frosts. The Royal Ann is supplanted

in the colder, more severe locations

by the Vilne Sweet cherry, a light

colored, very hardy sweet cherry
imported from Russia. While pro-

ductive it is not a first class shipper,

nor is it of high quality, but is espe-

cially valuable for regions where the

Royal Ann cannot be grown. If the

Royal Ann can be grown do not plant

the Vilne Sweet, as there is no com-
parison between the two from the

quality point of view. Black Repub-
lican and Black Tartarian are two
more very popular varieties for mild
climates, but cannot be grown in high

altitudes where the winters are severe,

nor on the uplands where late spring

frosts are common, as they are very

tender in both fruit and bud and blos-

som. The May Duke, Late Duke and
Reine Hortense are all comparatively
hardy, resistant sorts of the Duke type

and can be grown where it is impos-

sible to grow the sweet sorts. As a

fruit of high quality these varieties

are taken by many in preference to

the sweet sorts. They are not good
shippers, but are excellent bearers.

The sour cherries have many first

class sorts adaptable to Western con-

ditions and growable almost any-

where. The Olivet is by far the

most popular both as a home orchard

and the commercial sort. Other good
sorts are the Northwestern and Dye-
house.

Grapes.—The cold uplands of the

Inland Empire and the unfavorable

slopes of Western Washington and
Oregon are limited to a very small

number of varieties that will mature
early enough in the fall to warrant
the general planting of the crop. The

European varieties are rather tender
unless well protected during the win-
ter in sections of this kind. Moore's
Diamond, Moore's Early, Campbell's
Early and Empire State are the best

varieties for unfavorable locations,

and should always be planted on
southern slopes. In the warmer val-

leys the Worden, Niagara, Concord,
Delaware and many other high qual-
ity American sorts can be profitably

grown. The Alexander-Muscat, Flame-
Tokay, Rose of Peru, Black Hamburg,
Sweet Water, Thompson's Seedless and
many other European sorts can be
commercially grown in nearly all of

the low altitude, warm irrigated val-

leys. However, very few sections are

absolutely safe for European grapes
without winter protection of some
kind. While they will stand the win-
ter weather of most years occasionally

they will freeze to the ground, or at

least to the snow line.

The following is the recommended
list of the Washington State College,

arranged and issued by the writer.

While it has never been issued in bul-

letin from, yet thousands of copies

have been mailed to the prospective

planters of the West. Local condi-

tions very frequently make it possible

to vary it considerably, yet the gen-

eral plan is a safe one for commercial
planting. The letter following the

name indicates the season of the vari-

ety—"E" early, "M" medium, "L" late:

Apples—Western Washington : Northern Spy
(L), Olympia (L), Glowing Coal, Yellow New-
town (L), White Winter Pearniain, Yellow
Bellflower, Wagener, Gravenstein (M), King
(M), Ortley, Yellow^ Transparent (E), Williams
(E). Inland Valleys: Spitzenberg (L), Yellow
Newtown (L), Rome Beauty (L), Winesap (L),

Jonathan (L), White Winter Pearmain (L),

Gravenstein (M), Duchess (M), Grimes Golden
(L), King (M), Yellow Transparent (E), Win-
ter Banana, Williams (E), Delicious (L). In-

land Uplands: Rome Beauty (L), Wagener (L),

Jonathan (L), White Winter Pearmain (L),

Gano (L), York Imperial (L), King (M), Grav-
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manent. Figure 2, Orchard planted. Figure .3,
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piislein iM), Duchess Yellow Transparent (E), Kittatiny (M), Himalaya Giant (L), Ever-
(E), Winter Hanana (M), Williams (E). green (L), Lucretia Dewberry. Inland Uplands

:

Pears—Western Washington: Winter Nelis Early Harvest (E), Rathburn (M), Kittatiny

(L), Clairgeau (L), Anjou (M), Comicc (M), (MK Evergreen ( L) , Lucretia Dewberry.
White Dovenne (M), Seckel (M), Bartlett (E), Gooseberries—All sections: Dow ning, Indus-

Clapp lE), Flemish (M). Inland Valleys : Win- try. Portage, Smith.
ter Nelis (L), Clairgeau (L), Anjou (M), Com- Currants—All sections: Victoria, Wilder,
ice (M), White Dovenne (M), Seckel (M), Bart- Perfection, Cherry, Red Dutch, White Grape,

lett (EK Clapp (E), Flemish (M). Inland Strawberries—Western Washington and In-

Uplands: Winter Nelis (L), Clairgeau (L), land Valleys: Hood River, Magoon (M), Mar-
Anjou (M), Cornice (M), White Dovenne (M), shall (M), Warfleld (E), Bederwood (E), Cres-

Seckcl (M), Bartlett (E), Tyson (E), Flemish cent IM), Gandy (L). Inland Uplands: Glen
(M). ' Mary Ann (M), Marshall (M), Warfield (E),

Sweet Cherries—Western Washington and Bederwood (E), Crescent (M), Hood River (M),
Inland Valleys: Royal Ann (E), Bing (M), Gandy (L).

Hoskins (L), Lambert (L), Black Republican English Walnuts—All sections: Franquette,
iL). Inland Uplands: Bing (M), Centennial Mayette.
iM), Hoskins iLi, Lambert (L), Vilne Sweet. Other Nuts—AU sections: Black Walnut,
Sour Cherries—All sections: Olivet (M), Cob Filbert, Butternut, Jap Chestnut.

mondTEl.*^^'
'"''^""'^ The table herewith shows a com-

Dukes—All sections: May Duke, Late Duke, parison of the scores as given hy dis-

Peaches- Western Washington: Alexander interested judges of the exhibits of the

(E), Triumph (E), Early Crawford (E), Char- various districts at the National Apple
lotte (E). Inland Valleys: Elberta (M), Fos- Show in Snnlfane in 1Q1fl Tnasmnrh
ter (M), Hills Chilli (M), Salwav (L), Eariv -anow in ^poKant in ijiu. inasmucn
Crawford, Late Crawford, Hale (E). Inland as these fruits were Selected by diflfer-
Uplands: Alexander (E), Triumph (E), Won-

j pvhihitnr>; with different ideals in
derful (Ml, Champion (E), Hale (E), Early exniDiiors wim auiereni lueais in

Crawford, Foster (E). mind the personal difference will
Apricots-WesteiTi Washington and Inland gntcr into the real value of these

Uplands: Gibb (E), Moorpark (E). Inland „ , .. ,

Valleys: Roval (M), Hemiskirke (M), Early figures; however, it shoWS in a gen-
Golden (E), Moorpark (E). „ , ^ eral wav the value of the color,
Plums—All sections: Abundance, Bradshaw, ii'.- ii r i

Peach, Wickson. development, size and shape ot each
Prunes—All sections: Italian, Silver, Hun- variety for several districts. The

"™pes-Western Washington: Concord, Nia- judging did not enter into the flavor,

gara, Worden, Campbell's Early, Jioore's Dia- quality, texture or the internal con-
mond, Moore's Early. Inland Valleys

:
Camp- Hitinn of thp fruit hut indspd miirh

bell's Early. Moore's Early, Moore's Diamond, anion OI me iruil, DUl JUUgeu niUCU
Concord, Worden, Delaware, Sweetwater, aS a retail buver WOuld have tO meas-
Thompson Seedless, Tokay (Flame), Hamburg, value This wnrl< has been done
Alexander. Inland Uplands: Moore's Early, ure vaiue. iniS WOrK nas DCen QOnt
Campbell's Early, Moore's Diamond. for the past four vears at VarioUS
Rasnberries, Reel—W^estern Washington and s^OWS, fairs and exhibits, and SOOner

Inland Valleys: Cuthbert (M), Antwerp (E), ' .,, , ./
Marlboro (M), Superlative (M), Ruby fM). Or later Will be Compiled into One

RubvMM)''''"''^'
*^'^' '^*' general report of the behavior of

Raspberries, Black—AU sections: Cumber- varieties Under different conditions,
land, Burkhart, Gregg. This report, however, is taken from

Blackberries—Western Washington and In- • „ f i t > u-u;i„
land Valleys: Snyder (E), Mammoth Black the SCOring of the last years exhibits.

Wine- Yel. Spitz- Jona- Rome Wag- N'thn Stay- Bell- Ark. Bald-
District sap Newt'n berg than Beauty ener Spy man Gano flower Black win Ortley

Methow 9.5 9.5 10 10 9 9.5 10 10 10 10 9 9
Spokane 8 . . . . 10 9 10 9 10
Oroville 7 9 9 8 8 10
Stevens Countv 8.5 8 7.5 10 10 10 9 7 8 9.5 9 10
Yakima 10 9.5 10 10 10 9.5 8.5 . . .. 9 10 9 10
Prosser 10 10 10 10 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 9.5 10 10 9 10
Goldendale 9.5 10 10 9 9 9.5 10 9.5 10 9 .. 10
Clarkston 9.5 . . 9.5 10 10 9 .. .. 9 .. 9.5 . .

Wenatchee 10 9.5 9.5 10 10 .. 9 10 10 9 9
White Salmon 8 10 10 10 8.5 . .

Lyle 9.5 10 9 9 8 .. .. 9 8.5 10 9.5
Walla Walla 8.5 9.5 . . 10 10 8.5 . . 9
Hood River 10 10 .. .. 9.5 10
Palouse 5 8.5 8.5 10 10 10 fi 6 0.5 10 7 (i 7
Western Washington. .. 10 9 .. .. 10 10 .. 10 7 10 10
California 10 9.5 10 .. .. 10
Montana 8.5
Colorado 8 . . 8 9.5 10

Making Over An Old Orchard
By H. L. .lenkins, a British Columbia Horticulturist

FOR the benefit of those who may
have matured trees which do not

produce so much fruit as they should,
I wish to present this sketch on graft-
ing. The operation of regrafting them
takes place toward the end of March,
or earlier if there are signs of spring
influence. Grafting differs from bud-
ding in its being the transfer of a
shoot, carrying several buds, from one
tree to another instead of only a
single bud; and, as budding has been
compared to sowing seeds, so has
grafting to making cuttings. The art
of grafting consists in bringing two
portions of growing shoots together
so that the soft woods may unite and
make but one growth, and the same
general principles apply to it as to
budding. There are some fifty modes
of grafting described in books, but

only three or four are in common use.

In all methods of grafting the shoot to

be transferred is called the scion and
the tree that is to receive it is called

the stock.

The first point in successful grafting

is to secure an intimate union of the
parts—not a mere sticking together,

but an absolute union. The new or
young layers of the innner bark must
be brought into close contact and then,

if the air is kept from the wounded
parts until nature effects a cure, there
is a perfect graft. It is obvious that

the more accurate the adjustment of

the line separating the wood from the

bark the more ready will be the trans-

mission of young fibers from the one
to the other, and that the less the

accuracy that may be observed in this

respect the greater will be the diffi-
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Triangular or Alternate System of Planting

culty of effecting the transmission.
Providing the stock and scion are of

exactly the same size the adjustment
can scarcely fail to be accurate in the
most skillful hands; it is in the com-
mon case of the scion being much
smaller than the stock that the opera-
tion is to receive more particular
attention.

There can be no question as to the
utility of grafting, for by its aid a bad
kind of apple or pear may be trans-

formed into one that is good. The best

season will soon be here, and, while
I would not advise the working over
of very old or unhealthy trees, there
are those in a fair state of health,

and only unsatisfactory from being
inferior sorts or not suited to the dis-

trict or soil, in which cases regrafting

is to be commended and should have
good results, as an established tree

reworked will be in bearing much
sooner than a young, freshly planted
one.

The first process, as a matter of

course, is to behead the trees to be
operated upon, and in doing this the

branches should be cut clean down in
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The Quincunx System of Planting
1, Field staked; 2, Field set; 3, Improper

thinning; 4, Proper thinning.
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a sloping direction so as to throw off

the wet. To assist in this and help
the heating process, the parts sawn
should be shaved with a sharp knife

so that the wound may be smooth. As
to the operation, the proper way is

to make a slit right through the rind,

rounding from the top down, extend-
ing about three inches and on oppo-
site sides, making either two or four
slits or cuts; which done, the next
thing is to raise the bark in readiness

ARECENT letter from Mr. Wm. R.

Craig of Rutland, British Colum-
bia, enclosing the five orchard views
printed herewith, will be of interest to

many of our readers. The letter fol-

low: "Having some good views taken
in my young orchard, I enclose five

herewith, hoping that they may be of

interest or use to you. Nos. 1, 2 and 3

are views of trees planted less than
four months previous to taking of

photo—one-year-old, straight whip, cut

back to thirty inches high. No. 1 is

a Gano about six feet high (was over

seven feet high in fall). No. 2 was
purchased for a Gano, but is not; it

was nearly seven feet high. No. 3 is

a "Wismer Dessert" tree; the stick on
the right is a dead tree to show the size

for the insertion of the grafts. A
very ready, safe and easy way of

doing this is to have a small, hard
piece of wood about the size of a

cedar pencil and shaved off one side,

sloping down to the end, which part

can then be thrust under the rind

where the cut is, and it will thus be
at once raised. The scions should be
Ijrepared in precisely the same manner
;is the stock, which they will then fol-

low by being pushed in without being
bruised, and, when inserted, should be
tied so as to hold them steadily in

position and prevent the bark gaping.

Raffia grass or soft string is the most
suitable material for tying in, and
then the clay must follow. This is a

preparation of clay and horse manure,
well mixed together. It will be seen

that there is really nothing very diffi-

cult in grafting, and if the scions have
been carefully kept and clearly cut a

closely fixed union will take place at

once, and the scion will make a good
joint and grow freely. I have actually

seen bloom and fruit on a first-year

graft, but Ibis should not be allowed.

The chief thing to be remembered is

that the parts of scion and stock must
be so cut that they fit closely together;

then, if they are protected from the

air and from the effects of winds by
the clay ball, nature will soon accom-
plish the rest.

of living tree when planted. No. 4 is the

same tree (No. 3) taken a year later

from different position, with part of

orchard in background. No. 5 is a

Tragedy Prune planted in May, 1909,

as were the others. Tree grew poor
shape first year, so I pruned it back
very close to where white rags are tied

on. All above the rags is this year's

(1910) growth. When photo was taken
(in September) tree was nine feet ten

inches tall; is now ten feet four inches.

Rutland is about five miles east of

Kelowna, in the Okanogan Valley, Brit-

ish Columbia. We have splendid

orchard land and an ideal climate, and
you are sure to hear more about us in

the future. "Better Fruit" is read with
profit by a goodly number of the

ranchers near here."

TOP WORKING
The best time to do top working is just

about when the buds are bursting into leaves,
but of course this particular period is too
short to accommodate all the work that must
be done, and so the agony is spaced out in
this country for two or three months, as It has
to be. The great secret of success under these
circumstances is in keeping the scions dormant
and not allowing them to dry out. A dormant
scion and a sappy stub is the rule to go by. In
working over a tree eight or ten years old, pick
out four or Ave of the main prongs and graft
them, but this does not mean that the v.ork
must all be done one season. Be sure to select

the limbs to be grafted so as to have a well
balanced top. All limbs not grafted should be
left on until the following spring, when they
should be cut olf. These limbs should be left

for leaf surface in which the sap may be
elaborated. Remember, the nourishment taken
through the roots cannot build up the tree

until it goes out into the leaves, where it meets
the sunlight and air and takes in carbon,
which combines with this non-elaborated sap
and forms carbohydrates and proteids, which
alone can build up the tree. If everything is

cut off but the grafts the tree suffers for want
of prepared food. A tree without leaves will

die just as sure as a man on a prospecting
tour will die without grub. Stubs as much as
four inches in diameter are oftentimes grafted.
In such cases four scions are put in and then
all but one are cut away when the healing has
sufTiciently advanced. The four kerfs are set

equidistant.—Field and Farm.

There were a number of up-to-date portable
pow er fruit sprayers at the State Fair at Salem,
Oregon, this fall. The Reierson portable power
fruit sprayer took the blue ribbon, highest
award. This sprayer is manufactured by the
Reierson Machinery Company, Portland, Ore-
gon, and sold direct to the fruit grower. Our
ad. appears on another page in this issue. *

Views from British Columbia
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The Char-Pitting Method for the Destruction of Stumps
By H. \\'. Sparks, Sui^ei visor Washington State Demonstration Farms, Pullman

THERE seems to be a well founded
report that this method was first

used by some Germans in Oregon
about twenty years ago, but for some
unknown reason the art was lost, or
rather seemed to lie dormant for sev-

eral years. Rumors of the method had
gone out, and we believe the later

methods are due to difference of under-
standing of these first reports. After
investigations we became convinced
of the value of the method, and gave
our first public demonstration of it

under the management of the Exten-
sion Department of the State College
of Washington during a meeting of the
Cowlitz County Pomona Grange, Octo-
ber 28, 1909. Several demonstrations
were given in different parts of the

state as a part of the regular farmers'
institute work. Atfer learning that the

method, while proving so successful in

the clay soils, was a failure in sandy,
gravelly, loam soils, we commenced
some experiments at Lake Whatcom
in the winter of 1909-10 with the object

of learning the reason of this, but were
called away from the work again
before any definite results were
reached. Taking up the work again in

co-operation with the Bureau of Plant

Industry, Department of Agriculture,

Washington, District Columbia, in Sep-
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The Rectangular System of Planting
1, rield lined; 2, Field set; 3, Proper thin-

ning; 4, Improper thinning.

tember of 1910, Mr. Harry Thompson,
representing the federal department,
and the writer undertook work on the
farm of Mr. Henry Dupurtis at Adna
in order to obtain reliable data of the
costs, and to study the factors with a
view of extending the system to the
supposed unfavorable soils.

Later in the fall and winter I under-
took a series of experiments designed
to make the method applicable to

stumps in soils which were too sandy
or gravelly to permit its successful use
without some soil binder, and other
experiments to ascertain whether fuel

oil or other cheap combustible matter
might not be successfully and eco-
nomically used in starting the fire

under the stump. A report of our

observations of methods of clearing
land ready for destroying stumps, and
of investigations and experiments with
the char-pitting of stumps has been
published as general bulletin No. 101
of this experiment station. This popu-
lar bulletin contains a summarized
description of the char-pit method,
with some experimental data as to the
cost of destroying stumps by this

process. For fuller details interested
readers should procure a copy of this

bulletin.

We will first give directions for the
method as adapted to clay soils. Start-

ing in after a "good burn," on the
stumps, if the operator will follow
as soon as the ground is sufficiently

cool he will find many stumps with
suflicient fire as not to require any
more than perhaps a few fragments of

bark or other light material added to

them to secure a good start, which
should be covered immediately with
earth. Stumps not so burning should
be treated as follows: First, remove
the bark to the ground, then if the sap
wood is wet or green chop into the
inner dry wood. Now procure some
fuel for the good start; in the dry sea-

son any half-rotted material that can
be secured easily will answer, provided
there is enough dry material to start

the fire. Pile this fuel around the base
of the stump in such a manner that the
fire will follow. The fuel should be
continuous and fairly uniform in qual-
ity and quantity. It does not make any
difference whether the wood is set on
end or laid lengthwise. Where some
of the fuel is long and there is a por-
tion of the stump where there is a side

sufficiently straight to allow the piling
of long pieces without leaving too
much space between the fuel and the
stump this may be done so as to save
labor of breaking up the wood. As to

the amount of fuel to be used much
depends upon conditions. If the fuel

is piled to reach about fifteen inches
high and about the same distance out
at the ground line this will be suffi-

cient. Our experience indicates that

it is best to have less rather than more
kindling material if it is so arranged
that the fire will burn evenly, thus
allowing the cover to settle uniformly.
If the fuel burns out quicker in some
places than in others the cover settling

down as the fuel is burned in these
places leaves breaks in the cover, thus
permitting the heat to escape.

Place some of the finer material to

act as kindling next to the stump and
under the main supply of fuel to lead

the fire and start the burning next to

the stump, keeping the fire as near as

possible to that which it is to burn.

To further conserve the heat, cover
the fuel with the soil most convenient.
In friable, loose soil the manner of

putting on this cover is important. If

carelessly done, or if the operator stands

at a distance and throws the soil, there

will be a breaking up into the finer

subdivisions of soil, which will fall

into the crevices of the fuel and per-
haps considerable portions of it drift

in between the fuel and the stump, thus
protecting the stump from the fire.

Hence the best results will be secured
by laying each shovelful of earth on
the fuel without throwing, and if the
soil shows a tendency to break up fill

in around the stump at the top of the
fuel with the most convenient material
at hand, small pieces of bark, rotten or
wet wood, ferns, twigs or anything
that will hold the fine material up at

the start. Build the soil covering up
from the bottom and cover the top
tight. Be careful at the top of this

covering to close all the holes. A few
shovelfuls of finer earth sifted over
this portion of the covering will be
found to be an advantage. Allow the
air to enter freely at the bottom, since

as the burning proceeds the air

becomes heated and rises to the top
of the covering, where it will escape
if there are any holes, but if con-
fined within the space the cover soil

becomes hot, and that heat is radiated
back to the stump. If the soil covering
settles down to the horizontal, or

nearly so, this heat is radiated back to

that portion of the stump which we
wish to burn, namely, the roots; and
this is the special reason for keeping
the fuel down to the lowest minimum
for successful firing.

Cover all the fuel except a small

opening to the windward side, where
some kindling should be placed for the

purpose of conveying the fire around
the stump. Leave this opening on the

windward side of the stump so that

when the wind blows it has a tendency
to drive the fire in under the cover.

As soon as this fire is well under the

cover, which may be easily told by
the operator from the amount of smoke
issuing through the covering at differ-

ent places, cover that opening in the

same way as the rest of the fuel was
covered. Sometimes if it has not been

convenient to reach the newly fired

stump at the proper time and the fuel

has burned out pretty well at this

opening, where it has been exposed to
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the strong air currents, it may be nec-
essary to fill in with a few small sticks

or pieces of bark, which takes the
place of that burned out, before bank-
ing up. The stump may now be left

to care for itself for several hours
while other parts of the work are clone.

The operator should make regular
visits to each of the stumps to see that

they are progressing as desired. If he
finds holes breaking through the cov-
ering at any place they should be filled

up, avoiding at all times packing the
covering. Leave a loose, porous cov-
ering, because the more air space there

is in this cover the better non-con-
ductor it is, air being a non-conductor
of heat. As a general rule the operator
will find it best to arrange his work so

that most of his stumps can be fired in

the morning, leaving the afternoon so

far as possible for the removing of

bark, getting the fuel ready and fully

preparing the stumps, all except set-

ting fire to the kindling. Fire early in

the morning in order that this first fuel

may become burned down to a bed of

coals before night, and the earth cov-

ering settled down to a position where
there is less danger of breaks in the

cover. Then, if these newly fired

stumps are looked over as late as pos-

sible before retiring for the night, they

take care of themselves until the early

morning with a very small percentage
of failures.

If a stump has been successfully

fired, about twenty-four hours after

the fire has been applied white smoke
will be seen issuing from several

1)1 aces around the stump. At times we
have thought that the fire had not

caught some of the stumps, but upon
examination found considerable heat

there. If such stumps are left alone

for a day or two the fire seems to grad-

ually gather force by slowly drying

out the wood, then begins to burn quite

rapidly. From that time on the oper-

ator should visit the stumps regularly

night and morning, dividing his time as

evenly as possible, as it is quite essen-

tial that the stump be not left too long

at one time to care for itself, as the fire

burning under this cover will gradually

cat into the stump and work its way
from under the covering. If allowed

to go too long in that condition the

accumulated heat is lost through the

opening. We have found that the fires

usually burn better at night. The
incoming air is cooler, and conse-

quently expands more when coming in

contact with the fire, thus stimulating

stronger draft with more oxygen and
better burning. This work is not

heavy, but is exacting in its nature.

Regular visits must be made to each

stump, and where the fire has gone

beyond or through the covering it

must be covered over with more soil.

It is best to cover these openings with

dry, hot earth from near the tire.

replenishing from the soil outside over
the top of this to keep the required
thickness of earth over the fire. This
should be kept as nearly as possible

between two and four inches, the depth
depending largely on the nature of the

soil and the method the operator
wishes to employ, that is, either to

burn rai)idly and consume most of the

charcoal as fast as carbonized or to

burn slowly and preserve most of the

charcoal. The amount of this cover-
ing regulates the speed of burning. A
fairly good guide for the operator is to

watch the color of the smoke issuing

from or through the covering. If the

smoke is blue, moves upward rapidly

and the fire can be seen through the

cover., the carbon is being consumed
too rapidly. This calls for more cover.

But if the smoke is dense and white,

and moves slowly, this indicates good
work, the moi.sture and gases being
driven off without actual burnins of

the charred wood, which is the desired

condition. Heavy clay soil which does
not break up much but retains the form
as shoveled on is not as good a non-
conductor as a soil that breaks up into

smaller particles, hence a little more
of this heavy soil must be used for the

same speed of burning that would be
necessary for the soil that breaks up
better. On the other hand, if the cover

disintegrates from the action of the

heat, as sandly loam soils do, there is

a tendency for this line soil to run into

the fire before it is well established in

the stump and smother it. Also, these

sandy loam soils, which from their

nature are inclined to settle down
closely together when hot, are better

conductors of heat, and conduct the

heat away from the stump instead of

conserving it and radiating it back to

the stump.
In the course of a few days the fire

will have progressed so that the stump
will be cut off about the top of the

earth covering and fall to one side. If

proper care has been given during the

first few days of burning, covering the

fire as it progressed into the stump,
there will be but a small portion

remaining to be covered. This should

be completed as soon as possible after

the stump has burned entirely off.

From that time on the care consists of

regular visits of the operator. As before

stated, there are two distinct methods
which may be adopted: that of rather

heavy covering, which is much slower

but preserves the charcoal, and that

of rapid burning, promoted by a light

covering, consuming the charcoal as

fast as possible. In the slow burning
the soil is heated less and is left in a

better condition for agricultural uses.

In a few days more the crown of the

stump should be entirely burned out.

A little experience soon enables the

operator to judge ol' the progress of the

burning by the appearance. The cov-

ering will settle down so there will

be quite noticeable depressions with

smoke issuing from them. The cold

air from the outside finds its way into

the lower places, bringing the full store

of oxygen and the fire burns faster,

eating out still greater spaces until

there is at times a considerable open-

ing in front of each of the roots the

fire is following out into the soil.

Encourage and assist this burning by
following up the fire with the soil. If

a rapid burn is desired leave a very

small air space at the top of the hole.

If a slow burn is preferred and it is

desired to convert the wood into char-

coal, fill up the entire space with not

more than three or four inches of cov-

ering over the fire. This checks the

air circulating so that not more than

enough oxygen reaches the fire to car-

bonize or char the wood.
It has been the opinion of many

who have tried it that this method is

not adapted to gravelly or sandy soils,

but our experiments have convinced us

that it may be profitably employed by

modifying the method to the needs in

the changed conditions of soil. We
have done this successfully as follows:
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Prepare the stump in the usual way,
that is, removing the bark and digging

away objectionable soil to about the

depth one would want to plow, making
a trench around the stump, wider at

the top than at the bottom, the sides

sloping toward the stump. Now put

the fuel in this trench, using the same
amount of fuel and placed in the same
way as we have described above in the

dry season. During the unfavorable

seasons a concentrated fuel may be

used with good success. \Yhere dry

sawdust is available use about one-

half bushel of this in the trench, with

kindling wood laid around next to the

stump, then use from one to three gal-

lons (depending on the size of the

stump) of fuel oil poured over this

kindling wood and sawdust. Next

place a small amount of coarse wood
and pieces of bark or any good fuel

which may be at hand over this, and
fdl in with pieces of bark, chips, rotten

wood or ferns around the top of the

fuel to prevent the dirt falling in

between the fuel and the stump at the

start, cover the fire and care for the

stump as before described. For unfa-

vorable soil conditions an artificial

covering is necessary. This may be of

any material obtainable that is suffi-

ciently granular in form to not settle

together too tightly, making as nearly

as possible a non-conductor of heat.

We have successfully used ordinary
coal cinders and clay hauled from the

nearest supply point. The coal cinders

and clay make a splendid covering

except at a time of heavy precipitation.

They do not have the capacity to

absorb moisture that clay has, hence
more water reaches the fire, although
our experience with this feature of the

work has been limited. However, this

does not seem to make a great deal of

difference, as the cooling, heat absorb-
ing effect of the water in the clay gives

about the same result. There is an
advantage in the cinders for artificial

covering. The supply can be taken up
from the stump burned out and carried

to the next stump to be burned. Per-

haps in time we shall find other mate-
rials that will take the place of these

where they are not convenient. We
have been frequently asked whether it

might not be possible to use sheet iron
or other like substance for this cover-
ing. At first thought it would seem
that this would be possible, but in

actual practice it fails, first because

such materials are conductors of heat
and conduct the heat away from the

stump, and, second, they are rigid and
do not follow the fire closely. Any
cover that is rigid might be successful

for a time, but when the material has
burned away some distance the radi-

ating effect is lost, and since radiated

heat diminishes as the square of the
distance increases the loss is apparent.

We do not think it advisable to use
large pieces of bark for fuel, but if

the bark is broken up pretty well it

serves the purpose of fuel when placed
on the outside of the fire. Bark is a

natural non-conductor provided by
nature with many air cells to protect

the growing trees from the extremes
of heat of summer and the cold of

winter, but when broken up into small
pieces and placed around the top it

will take the place of fuel, although
it is not as good as dry, sound
wood, except to fill the smaller spaces
between the other fuel. From our
observation where clay, which has
been shoveled over a few times before
being placed over the fuel, is used for

artificial covering it is pretty well

broken up, so that in placing it over
the fuel there are not many air spaces

left around the bottom to help draw
the fire around the stump at the start.

We have found it advantageous to so

lay in a few pieces of bark or other

material that there will be openings
left around near the ground line to

admit the air. Fuel oils may be had
very cheaply wherever they are used
for fuel in factories, steamboats or

railroad engines, costing about three

dollars when bought by the barrel but

as little as ninety cents per barrel in

quantities. One barrel of oil used as

we have suggested is sutlicient for

from twenty to thirty average stumps.

I'igure 6- -Hexagonal Method of Setting
Orchard Trees

Out

and where one can use his time to

advantage this is about as cheap a fuel

as one could get by any method of pre-
paring fuel. There is a further advan-
tage in the fact that oil is a concen-
trated fuel and permits the maximum
heat production in the minimum space.
The following data as to the cost of

removing stumps from burned-over
land was obtained during the fall of
1910. Three distinct methods of firing

the stumps have been observed, and
cost data for each method was secured.
The plan most generally used is that
known as the "Yount Method," since
Mr. Harry Yount of Woodland, Wash-
ington, was one of the first farmers
who made use of this method of
destroying stumps. His method con-
sists essentially in starting a fire

entirely around the base of the stump,
under a covering of earth and sod,
which confines all of the heat of the
fire to the stump and causes it to

"char" or become destroyed by the
same general process as is utilized in

charcoal pits. Mr. Y'ount has been
using this method for several years,
and in order to furnish exact data on
the cost he commenced August 30,

1910, to fire twenty-four stumps, per-
forming all the labor necessary to

complete burning out of these stumps
in thirty-six hours, which, at twenty-
five cents per hour, gave a total cost

of thirty-two and one-half cents per
stump. These stumps were of an aver-
age size, forty inches at the cut-off,

varying from twenty-four inches for
the smallest up to seventy-two inches
for the largest. About the first of Sep-
tember 100 stumps were fired on the
farm of Henry Dupurtis of Anda,
Washington, the average diameters
of which were thirty-two inches at

the cut-off and forty-six inches at the
bottom. The work of firing the 100
stumps was completed in four days
and four hours. The after care con-
sisted of one hour each morning and
evening for three weeks, making a

total of 130 hours, at twenty-five cents
per hour equals •'f33.33. Ninety-seven
of these 100 stumps were burned out

successfully, which gave an average
cost of thirty-four and three-tenths
each. J. W. McCutcheon of Adna
burned out 130 stumps from an old

field in thirty days. Mr. McCutcheon
paid $2 a day for labor, making $60
for the 130 stumps, or forty-six

cents each. Mr. David Fay of Adna
removed 39 stumps from an old field

in eight days' time for firing and three

hours a day for five weeks in after

care. He valued his time at ¥2 per day,

making a total of i^S?, or ninety-five

cents per stump. These stumps were
much above the average size, all the

smaller ones in the field having been
removed by other methods.
Another successful plan for applying

the same principles with a slight

change of method is that employed by
Mr. W. H. Booth of Sopena, Washing-
ton. In 1908, with the help of his two
boys, he removed 603 stumps from six-

teen acres in nine weeks, and in 1909
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he destroyed 350 stumps from twelve
acres. In 1910 225 stumps from eight

acres were destroyed, not keeping any
record of the time for the last two
years. Counting nine weeks' time at

-$36 per week for the three laborers

would give .$324 as a total cost of

removing 603 stumps in 1908, an aver-

age of a little less than fifty-four

cents per stump. These stumps were
removed from old fields where all

small stumps had been previously
taken out. The average size of these

stumps was fully up to anything that

was found in the state, being very
large. Mr. Booth's method is to fire

the stump at but one place. He first

prepared good fuel from good wood by
cutting it up during the winter season

in convenient sizes to handle. This is

piled up to dry and the firing is not

undertaken until the driest part of the

summer months. He then selects some
part of the stump where two large

roots are coming out near together

from the stump and digs away the

earth from fifteen to eighteen inches

deep, or until he gets a little below
the point where the two roots fork.

He then goes on the ground and builds

a good fire in each of the previously

excavated holes and leaves it burn
several hours uncovered, then if there

is a good bed of hot coals and the

stump begins to show indications of

taking the fire he replenishes the fire

with a little fuel and covers over with

earth about the same as previously

described. The after care consists of

keeping the stump banked up ahead of

the fire all the way round. Mr. Booth
thinks that on large stumps it would
probably pay to fire them from two
opposite sides, as that would very

much hasten the operation. This

method of burning by firing from one

place is necessarily slow for each

stump, but where there is plenty of

work ahead in firing other stumps the

time required for a stump is not so

much a factor.

The most favorable data that we
secured is that furnished by Mr. A. W.
McCormick of Woodland, Washington.

Mr. McCormick had an old field with

a large number of stumps which he

contracted to have burned out by Mr.

George Lanham at fifty cents a stump.

Mr. Lanham commenced work August

12, 1910, keeping, at our request,

accurate account of his time. He suc-

cessfully burned out 219 stumps in 198

hours. This is the most favorable

record we have obtained, and we
believe that the burning was done

under the most favorable conditions

that we have yet seen. The time,

August and September, was when
everything was very dry, there having

been no rain to speak of for more
than two months. The natural slope

of the hill was very much in favor of

cheap destruction in that there was
a very good slope to the west and
toward the prevailing winds at that

place. This field had been plowed for

many years in the same way, throwing
the furrows down hill, thus banking

up the upper side of each stump and
removing much of the earth on the
lower side. Mr. Lanham, with his axe
and mattock, would pull down some
of the half-rotten wood from around
the top of the stump, build a little fire

under the exposed part of the roots,

cover over with soil and go on. The
stumps being pretty well banked up,
as described, there was little more to

do than to visit the fires regularly and
keep them covered as the burning pro-
gressed. It should be said, however,
that of the 240 he fired twenty-one
failed to catch by the first firing, leav-

ing 219 successfully burned out. The
work here reported and all the figures

given were obtained under most favor-
able climatic conditions and in a soil

naturally adapted for this method of

burning.

We have no reliable data at hand as

to the cost where artificial covering
for the fires has to be hauled to the
ground, but think from experience that

where material for covering may be
had so that the operator can haul in

three or four loads of clay or cinders

PRUNING can be considered from
two viewpoints. First, from the

well being of the tree, and, second,
from the artistic viewpoint. Under
the latter point comes the matter of

high or low headed trees, round or
tall shape, and other matters of per-
sonal preference. These things are

not vital to the well being of the trees.

A thorough exposition of pruning has
never been written. This is due in

part to the fact that in pruning each
tree is a new problem and cannot be
treated like any other tree. It follows,

then, that the only way to learn to

prune correctly is to learn the under-
lying principles.

In the same way that no trees are

alike, no two branches are alike, yet

all have some traits in common. One
of these is the fact that all branches
grow from the terminal, and that the

buds farther along the branch are

stronger than those near the crotch.

This is because the buds near the end
are able to secure more sunlight than
the others. Every bud on a tree if

permitted to grow would develop into

a branch. This we know never hap-
pens, so it follows that the tree devel-

ops some buds at the expense of

others. There is a struggle for exist-

ence between the buds and twigs, and
the great majority of buds never
develop. This is natural pruning.
The question has been raised and

agitated by prominent authorities as

to whether pruning devitalizes the

trees. This can be considered from
three viewpoints. First, from the

principles of growth, we know that

a tree is a group of smaller trees.

Unlike animals, the branches are not

organs performing specialized func-

tions; but each branch does the same
thing the other branches do, so that

a day the average stumps, say of forty
inches diameter, can be burned out
under average conditions for some-
where between fifty cents and a dol-
lar each, which is much less than the
expense of removal by any other
known method. From our observa-
tions we believe that it will pay those
desiring to clear land by this method
to so plan the work as to take advan-
tage of favorable seasons and condi-
tions, and that the method will not be
so successful in the heavy clay soils

during the extreme wet seasons as it

will be during a more favorable sea-

son, since there will not be so much
success in burning out the roots
because of the water holding capacity
of the heavy clay and consequent wet-
ter condition of the roots. On the

other hand, we believe that in sandy,
gravelly, loam soils, the burning will

be just about as successful during the

wet season as at any other time
because of the fact that such soils are

naturally well drained and the soil

saturation is not so great as with the

heavy clay soils.

cutting one will only help the remain-
ing ones. You are merely following
the practices of nature. Some plant

physiologists have raised the theory of

initial vitality and that pruning lessens

this vitality, i. e., an unpruned tree

will have a vitality of ten, and after

part of the tree is removed the vitality

will be nine. The error in this theory

is in the hypothesis. The vitality of a

tree depends on the nourishment and
outside conditions. Cutting off part of

a tree does not rob it of vitality, but,

on the other hand, the shock tends to

increase the energy of the other parts.

The exception to this rule comes in

the case where too many leaves are

cut off. The third circumstance in

support of pruning is common experi-

ence. It has been proved again and
again that more and better fruit can

be grown on pruned than on un-

pruned trees.

In studying the principles of prun-

ing, we must study and watch the

fruit spurs and buds of the different

trees. These vary greatly. Peaches
bear on last year's wood, apples on

year before last's. Peaches grow from
lateral buds, apples from the terminal

buds. Peach buds come in triplets, a

fruit bud on each side of a leaf bud.

In apples the fruit buds are separate;

they are identified by their shape and

size, being larger and more blunt than

the leaf buds. In the East a fruit bud
bears every other year, but in the

West they bear every year. Differen-

tiation into fruit and leaf buds takes

place in the summer, so that only

summer pruning can effect them. Sum-
mer pruning will cause an increase

in the number of fruit buds. A very

important detail, and one that is gen-

erally overlooked by the pruner, is

the method of making cuts. Cut

Expert Tells How to Prune Trees
R. E. Truniblc in Wcnatchce (NVashingtoii) Rcpuljlic
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smoothly, close to branch. If you cut

otherwise stubs projecting will be slow
to heal, and will probably become
infected, in time rotting the entire

heart of the tree. This is a point often

spoken of but rarely observed. That
it is important is shown by the fact

that several species of bacteria live

entirely on the cuts and exposed wood
of trees.

All healing is done by the cambium
layer. The aim of the grower, then, is

to keep the cambium active, especi-

ally around the big cuts. This can be
done by irritating the callous formed
with a knife or, better still, by slitting

it. The pressure of the cambium on
the bark has been demonstrated at

fifty pounds to the square inch, so that

a cut will cause a rapid growth. No
dressing has been devised that will

cause a wound to heal rapidly, the

function of a dressing being only to

cover the wound and to prevent infec-

tion. Lead paint is most satisfactory.

Cornell University has held a series of

experiments to determine the time to

prune, and has proved that success-
ful pruning can be done at any month
in the year. The wounds heal far

best, however, if pruned just before
the growing season. In the sawing of

large branches it is best to make a

first cut about a foot from the trunk
and then saw the stub off" at the trunk.
In this way you prevent the weight of

the branch tearing the cut when part
way through. Altogether too much
pruning is done by growers and pro-
fessional pruners from a viewpoint of

form and appearance. This is all right

for shade trees, but fruit trees have a

different purpose, and must be pruned
with a view to fruitfulness and well
being. Since no two trees are alike,

and since conditions vary, it follows
that no specific rules can be given for

pruning each and every tree; but, as

before mentioned, there are principles
of pruning that apply to all trees.

Top pruning produces wood growth.
The reason for this lies in the fact

that the top and roots of a tree bal-

ance each other, i. e., the top is just

large enough to handle and transform
the sap sent it by the roots. If this

balance is disturbed by the loss of

part of the top, the tree at once
restores it. Root pruning lessens the
production of wood. Checking growth
tends to develop fruit spurs. This is

true if done at the right season and
if done in such a manner as to give

an excess of food. Nature has pro-
vided that all living things, when
destruction threatens them, will hasten
to reproduce. Therefore, checking the
growth by ringing, or summer pruning,
will cause increase in the number of

fruit buds. Heavy top pruning in the
winter will rejuvenate sickly trees and
stimulate slow growing ones. Trees
injured by frost can often be saved by
pruning severely just before the grow-
ing season, the excess of food over-
coming the injury by frost. The sea-

son of pruning affects the habits of

the tree. Summer pruning will cause
fruitfulness because of the excess of

food and the check to the growth;
winter pruning will cause a woody
growth because the balance of the tree

is disturbed. Pruned plants tend to

resume normal habits of growth, i. e.,

the eff"ects of pruning are temporary
and must be repeated.

Habits vary from youth to age both
as to bearing and growing. Young
trees grow erect and rapidly; later

they broaden and give more strength

to fruit bearing. Fruit bearing is a

habit and may be changed some when
young. Once the tree is bearing prop-
erly keep it bearing constantly, and
never let up for a year, as it will be
hard to start when older. Growth is

from the terminal buds; put each ter-

minal bud in the direction you wish
the branch to go. Heading in young
trees will broaden and thicken the

top; this process can be used for

branching drooping trees. An obstruc-

tion just above a limb tends to develop
longitudinal growth; the reason is that

food returning from the top of the

tree is stopped and that food coming
from the roots is directed up the

branch. An obstruction just below a

limb tends toward quiescent growth
because the food from the roots is

cut off.

One part of a tree can live at the
expense of another. Water growths
and suckers develop too rapidly to

manufacture all their food. The cold
countries are apt to have excessive
evaporation, therefore one wants few
branches and leaves. Warm climates
have sunscald, and there lots of foliage

is needed. These rules, as can be
seen, are general in their nature. Any-
thing more specific would be apt to

be misleading because of the great
A^ariation of conditions. They must be
taken by the grower and applied to

his own specific orchard, and to each
tree in that orchard. Each grower
should prune his own trees; first,

because he is most interested in them;
second, because he knows what the

trees are doing and what they want,
and, third, because he knows what
he wants.

COMPETING FOR PRESIDENT ELLIOTT'S
$500 APPLE PRIZE

Nineteen apple growers of the Northwest
have entered the prize contest at the American
Land and Irrigation Exposition which will be
held at Madison Square Garden, New York
City, November 3-12. President Elliott of the
Northern Pacific has offered $500 in gold for
the best display of twenty-five boxes of apples,
any variety. Those entering the contest are:
Beasley & Dinges, North Yakima ; John H.
Estes, Toppenish; H. M. Gilbert, North Yak-
ima; Robert .lohnson. North Yakima; Elmer B.
Johnson, Prosser; Ulrich C. Johnson, Toppen-
ish; J. D. Laughlin, Toppenish; Harry Maxted,
owner, and Frank L. Howling, manager. North
Yakima; C. H. Pearl, Prosser; Ella D. RoWt
land, Toppenish; C. C. Greageson, Prosser;
Yakima-Euclid Fruit Company, Prosser; Ernest
C. Hill, Selah; John Scoon, Sunnyside; Olson
Fruit Company, Toppenish; C. Tichacek, Moses
Lake, and Laughlin McLean, Spokane, Wash-
ington; H. A. Brigg, Victor, and S. W. A. Wil-
son, Paradise, Montana. The outcome of this
competition will be watched with deep interest
by the people of the Noithwest, and may the
best man win.

The King of the Woods drag saw machine
got the blue ribbon, highest award, at the
Oregon State Fair at Salem this fall. This is

a wonderful wood harvester, and with the new
improvement the operator without changing his
position can lift the saw out of the cut and at

the same time operate the lever to pull the
drag saw ahead. A very handy arrangement
for sawing small logs. It will pay you to look
into the merits of this machine. Write the
manufacturers, the Reierson Machinery Com-
pany, Portland, Oregon, for their special offer.*
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Gardena Orchard Experience of E. C. Burlingame
From Fi eewater ( Oi egon) Times, January 2 1, 1910

THE object of this article is of vast
importance to the thousands of

prospective fruit growers and home
builders in the Pacific Northwest; and
in talking to you on the subject of
planting and care of young orchards
I shall not undertake to do so from
a scientific standpoint, for the simple
reason that I am not a scientific man.
I shall talk to you as a fruit grower
young in the business, and give you
the benefit of my experience and
observation along this line.

If a fruit grower gets the right start

in putting out his trees, uses common
sense and applies himself seriously to

the making of a successful orchard
he is bound to succeed; and in suc-

ceeding he is giving to society as well
as to himself an object lesson. In

selecting a tract of land for home
or an orchard plenty of time should
be taken to examine soil and climatic

conditions, water supply, transporta-

tion facilities and everything that per-

tains to the same. It is important to

consider this truth: The better the

general soil condition the better and
greater the product and income of

your farm is ultimately bound to be.

It is an assured fact that if from
seventy-five to ninety per cent of the

upper ten feet of your orchard tract

is gravel or coarse sand, rock and
boulders it will not begin to give you
the revenue that a tract would where
these objectionable features do not

exist, as growth, color, size and
appearance of your fruit to a great

extent is going to correspond with the

condition of your top soil and sub-

soil. A reasonable amount of sand or

gravel in the sub-soil is not an injury

to an orchard, as it gives it natural

drainage regardless of the slope of

the land. Inasmuch as seventy-five

per cent of the orchard tracts in the

Pacific Northwest are going to be irri-

gated land the question of drainage
is always a serious one; but where
irrigation is conducted with intelli-

gence—which is being done more
every year—it becomes a matter of

judgment in applying the water to the

land rather than drainage. If a farm
does not lie naturally so that the

water drains off well the intelligent

fruit growers, realizing that a water-

logged condition of the soil is injuri-

ous to his fruit, will quickly learn

to apply only the amount of water
needed for the growth of the crop

and not allow a surplus water to be

turned on, thus, through his intelli-

gence, reaping the greatest returns

from his orchard.
The poorer the soil and the more

boulders and rocks it contains the

greater the amount of artificial fer-

tilization required; and it is only a

(luestion of a few years when the now
easily obtainable fetrilizers, such as

barnyard manure, will be in such

great demand as to be come costly,

and artificial fertilizers will have to

be shipped in at great expense, as is

now being done in the orange orchards
of Southern California.

In planting an orchard great care

should be taken not to get the trees

too close together. Figvu-ing all the
time ten or twelve years ahead, the
orchard grower should picture to him-
self the size of the tree when it will

be ten to twelve years old and plant

accordingly. One of the chief causes
of so many small size, inferior look-
ing apples is that the trees have been
planted too close together. Hardly
two fruit growers agree on just how
far apart the trees should be, but the

progressive fruit grower of today is

giving his trees plenty of sunshine
and room for thorough cultivation

with teams between trees. Orchards
that I have been planting the past
year or two are planted on the hex-
agonal plan, thirty feet apart with
fillers, equaling the number of the

original trees, leaving my orchard
rows twenty-six feet apart and the

trees fifteen feet apart in the row.
I am using an early quick bearing
fruit tree for fillers, thereby enabling
me to secure an early return from the

orchard. The Rome Beauty or the

Jonathan make excellent fillers, com-
mencing to bear the third year and at

five years yielding about two boxes
to the tree. Filler trees should be
allowed to bear as long as possible

without injury to permanent orchard,
and should then be taken out. Some
orchardists argue that one of the

drawbacks to the filler tree is that

the planter will not cut the filler out

on account of the money he is receiv-

ing from it. That might have been
the method pursued by orchardists in

former days, but 1 believe the intelli-

gent fruit grower of today will not

hesitate to remove the trees that he
knows are a menace to the future

welfare of his orchard.
In digging the holes for the trees I

make it a rule to dig as large, deep
hole, say two feet to two and one-

half feet in diameter, and not less

than two feet deep, in good soil; and
where hardpan exists, as it does in

some localities in this country, if

from six to sixteen inches thick I

invariably go entirely through the

hardpan, even though I dig the hole
four and one-half feet deep. In

removing the soil from the hole I

always place the top foot of soil in

a pile to one side by itself, placing

the soil below that in another pile by
itself, and after the hole is dug I

refill it to within eighteen inches of

the top with the best top soil in the

vicinity, leaving the soil taken from
a foot below the surface to be scat-

tered on the top of the adjacent land.

This gives the young tree the benefit

of all the strength of the humus in the

topsoil and gives it a fine bed to start

its young roots in, and in the case of

the hardpan gives opportunity for the

December

roots to go down and leaves a drain-

age through the hardpan for any sur-

plus water that might naturally accu-
mulate there.

As the Pacific Northwest is a coun-
try of prevailing winds, I lean my
trees sharply in the direction of the
winds. In setting the trees out where
I have water I always run the water
in a furrow down alongside the pro-
posed tree row, allowing the holes that

I have already partially filled with the

top soil to fill with water, thereby
settling the ground compactly and
firmly below the roots of the trees

that are to go into the holes. I set

the tree on top of this foundation of

top soil, already settled and wet by
the water, and spreading out the roots

with my hands tramp them firmly and
fill within an inch of the ground level,

completely and firmly, with the best

top soil in the orchard and again run
the water down the tree row, letting

it into the tree hole, thus settling the

new top soil around and over the tiny

roots and fibers of the tree; and after

a couple of hours I follow along with
a shovel, completely filling the hole
with dry, mellow surface dirt, thereby
preventing any crust forming around
the tree. Healthy trees thus planted
will give ninety-nine per cent of a

stand. I cut my trees off about six-

teen inches above the surface of

the soil.

In this country the hard fight will

be to get the trees evenly balanced or

shaped— I mean the side away from
the prevailing wind is apt to be the

heavier and the limb growth on that

side much the better, as the trees lean

the way the wind blows, and those

limbs have no hindrance to their

growth; whereas the limbs on the

windy side of the tree from the time

they make their appearance as tiny

sprouts until the end of the season are

blown and twisted around in all direc-

tions by the wind. It is one of the

problems of the orchardist to get as

many limbs on the windy side of the

tree as on the other. I advocate graft-

ing new limbs or buds into the young
trees where the wind has kept them
from growing, and shall continue to

do so with my own every year until

such time as my orchard is big enough
to partially protect itself and until I

get the trees uniform in shape, that is,

for the limbs on the windy side of

the tree to balance in size and length

the limbs on the opposite side of the

tree. This is absolutely necessary to

produce a beautiful, shapely and sym-
metrical tree, bearing fruit equally on

all sides. If an orchardist persists in

this method a few years he is bound
to have what he wants—a perfect

shaped orchard tree.

I cut back the first year's growth of

the young trees to about six inches,

the second year's growth to about

eight inches, leaving the third year

not to exceed one foot, estimating

that it will take three years to form

the main tree and its permanent limbs.

In our windy country a low, droop-
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ing, broad spread tree is the ideal for

the commercial orchard.

The application of water to an
orchard (lepends entirely upon the
location of the orchard and the nature
of the soil therein. If the orchard is

situated on a side hill and the ground
is inclined to be gravelly and porous
it will necessarily have to be irrigated

oftener than on heavy, fine grained
soil. In my young orchard in the
Yakima Valley I was compelled to

irrigate, cultivating thoroughly after

each irrigation. In the Walla Walla
Valley, with its light volcanic ash soil,

in my poung orchard, I only irrigated

once during the season, but I culti-

vated the orchard several times with
a spring-tooth harrow early in the
spring before irrigating. Immediately
after irrigating I continued cultivating
and working the top soil thoroughly,
so as to conserve all moisture therein
and prevent the ground from caking
or forming into clods later on. After
irrigating an orchard it should always
be cultivated very thoroughly as soon
as it is safe for horses to go upon the
ground without miring.

In my opinion cultivation is the one
thing which so many orchardists fail

to appreciate. When an orchard is

free from weeds and is dry and mel-
low on top, the general impression is

that this is all that is needed to keep
it in proper shape. This is entirely
wrong. What has been done is good
so far as it goes, but the good work
is only commenced. Constant and
thorough cultivation is the one impor-
tant thing in orchard culture. If an
orchard is cultivated every week or
ten days many people think it a waste
of labor and time, because the soil

looks just as it did before, but if you
will get right down to nature and take
a piece of land and cultivate it once
a month and take another piece
directly adjoining it and cultivate it

once a week, the end of the season
will tell you plainly that the orchard
cultivated once a week will have a
greater amount of conserved moisture
in the soil and a healthier growth of
the trees.

My young orchard of 140 acres at

Gardena, Washington, where the nat-
ural rainfall does not exceed seven
inches per annum and oftimes is only
five, I thoroughly irrigated once in
the spring and immediately afterward
cultivated the ground, plowed it deep
and commenced the summer's work
of cultivation. It took a four horse
orchard cultivator exactly eight days
to go over the orchard, and my man
never ceased cultivating from the time
he started in April until the end of
October. As fast as he went over
the orchard he immediately turned
around and recultivated it, keeping
this up the entire summer, gauging the
cultivator a little deeper at each culti-

vation until at the end of October it

was being cultivated about ten inches
deep; and you could see at that time
that the cultivator teeth still continued
to bring up moist ground. It was in

reality a practical demonstration of

what cultivation will do. I did not

myself expect to conserve the moisture
as was done. I fully expected to have
to irrigate the orchard in August, and
I went weekly to examine the soil, but

I saw, with agreeable surprise, that

the moisture continued in the soil.

Knowing that it would be much bet-

ter for the trees to go into winter with
a tough, matured wood growth rather

than a fresh burst of new growth, I

refrained from irrigating them. The
result was that I had on young trees

planted this spring from two to three

and one-half feet of wood growth, and
on trees planted a year before from
two and one-half to five feet wood
growth. Talking with fruit growers
this fall after they had looked at my
orchard, several of them remarked:
"Why, your orchard has made too

much wood growth this year." To my
mind cultivation is three-quarters of

the battle. By constant cultivation

every weed is killed, no insects are

allowed to grow or live in the soil

and almost the entire amount of

moisture put in it is conserved. The
dust blanket formed by constant cul-

tivation makes a splendid non-con-
ductor, and while the soil may not

JUNE budding is not practiced in this

climate and is not considered prac-

tical. Many consider it impossible.

Cherry budding is more difficult than
any other kind of fruit tree budding.
The accompanying photograph shows
buds inserted at three different times.

The larger limb from the upper joint

is the result of a bud inserted in Sep-

lUustratioii Showing Buds Inserted at Three
Different Times

have lungs to breathe with, one watch-
ing the growth of trees would almost
think they got their inspiration from
the lungs of the earth.

I believe that anybody writing an
article on the growth of orchards, or
on any other subject about which he
presumes to know something, should
actually practice what he preaches;
and a visit to my orchard would tell

you that I am doing so. If a man
were to get one dollar each for the
growing weeds found in my orchards
I seriously doubt if he could, with his

money, pay his board at country rates

for the time spent in the search. I

take it for granted that you would
not expect me, a farmer, to write as

well as I work, but I fully believe

that if the fruit growers of the

Pacific Northwest will constantly cul-

tivate their young orchards during the

growing season they will become im-

bued with the idea that if constant

cultivation makes a successful growth
for a young orchard, constant care

and constant application of the best

methods after the trees are grown
will without doubt make successful

orchardists—in my mind, the best

class of people in the world.

tember, 1910. The bunch of leaves

standing out in front is a bud of this

year's growth, inserted in June of this

year. The string on the limb to the
left marks a September bud of this

year, while the limb to right and the
one seen dimly behind it are grown
from dormant buds taken from graft

sticks, inserted in .lune of this year.

The one that can be seen least of any
is from a terminal that I split and
inserted as I would a bud. It will be
seen that the buds of this year's growth
lived and made leaves, but did not
grow a branch. On the other hand,
the dormant buds of last year's growth
made a .splendid limb growth, almost
as much as was made by grafts set in

March, and a much smoother, bet-

ter joint.

Keeping the buds dormant is the

most important point. The best way
to do this is to cut your sticks in Jan-
uary and put them in a cool place with
their buds to the ground. Never pile

the dirt around them nor allow them to

become too warm. Too much moisture

or too high a temperature will cause

them to start growing and to soften up.

The buds should be as dormant as

when cut if possible; but not too dry.

If the stick has not withered so much
the better. Top working Mazzard
seedlings is very difficult, but I have
found that it can be done more suc-

cessfully and satisfactorily by budding
in June with dormant buds than by
any other method. June budding can

be done on trees where the grafts have
failed to grow. This gives us two tries

at the same tree the same year.

June Budding of Cherries
By NV. H. Addis, Montavilla, Oregon
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Art of Careful Pruning a Very Helpful Practice
By C. I. Lewis, Professor Horticulture, Oregon Agricultural College

MANY people seem to think that
pruning is a weakening, a devital-

izing practice, and it may be such,
but only under very unusual circum-
stances. Nature is a vigorous pruner

—

probably not more than one bud in ten
survives in the race. Notice the forest
trees, how the lower branches die; or
even in our orchards how many of the
branches succumb in the battle of life.

Pruning, when properly done, instead
of devitalizing should give more life,

more vigor to the plant.

The first lesson for us to learn is

that there is a natural balance between
the root and the top. Disturb gently
this balance and you give rise to seri-

ous reactions. Deep plowing of an
orchard which has not been plowed
for years cuts off many of the feed-
ing roots. Unless the top is pruned
back we find that the tree makes a

feeble growth, the leaves being often
less than half their normal size, the

fruit small and often worthless. On
the other hand, should you prune the

top very severely on trees of good
vitality, the reaction will be a thick

growth of watersprouts, which will

sap the vitality from the other parts
of the tree. Only by laborious sum-
mer pruning and everlasting vigi-

lance for several years can the tree

be restored to its normal condition.

There are certain cases where heavy
pruning is advisable. Often old peach
trees have lost all the vigorous wood,
especially that which is found on the

inside and lower sections of the tree.

Such trees have outlived their useful-

ness, but often have the vitality suffi-

cient to grow a new top when they are

very severely cut back to stubs. Like-

wise, old cherry trees which have in

some cases ten or twelve feet of dead
wood in the top can be built into

strong, vigorous, heavy producing trees

by cutting back severely to vigorous
wood. In such cases we are confining

the whole energy of the trees to a

much reduced number of buds. Badly
frozen trees are subjected to the same
treatment.

Young trees will stand much more
severe pruning than old ones. The
reaction can be handled much more
easily by a combination of summer
and winter pruning. The problems of

pruning, then, differ with the age of

the tree. We find the habits of the

young tree to be different from those

of the old one. In the young tree the

terminal buds are the dormant ones,

while in the old tree the lateral buds
become the stronger. A pruned tree

always tends to return to its natural

habit of growth. Cut the center from
a tree and you will note that it strives

to develop a new one. Head in a

strong grower, and it tends to shoot

upward again. I would not have the

reader think that we cannot modify
by pruning, for it is well known that

the heading in of young trees develops

a stronger lateral growth. This head-

ing in, if not too severe, in some cases

serves as a check to the tree and
serves to induce fruitfulness by caus-
ing the formation of fruit spurs.

The season has an influence on
pruning. Winter pruning, if it is done
heavily, tends to produce wood. Sum-
mer pruning, if lightly done, probably

aids in the formation of fruit buds. A
combination of the two will probably

give the best success. As an example,

the thinning out of surplus wood in

winter and the light heading in during

the summer. Such phases will be dis-

cussed more in detail in the future.

In conclusion I would state that the

habit and individualitv of the tree

must be studied if one prunes intelli-

gently. Some trees are naturally very
fruitful, others are not; and often in

such cases pruning seems to be of

little value.

Editor Better Fruit:
Please accept my thanks for the additional

copy of the September issue which I have
received from you. I also have your letter of
the twenty-seventh and am pleased to say that
you have good cause to be proud of not only
your .Tuly number but of every month's issue
that I have seen. Yours respectfully, Joseph
Flaherty, Pittsburg.

Editor Better Fruit:
We find that your paper is a very valuable

one to the fruit grower, and we get a great
many inquiries on account of our advertise-
ment in your paper. We advise all of our
people to subscribe for your paper, as we
flna that the articles which you publish are
of such high order that they are valuable to
every person who is interested in this sub-
ject. With best wishes for your success in
maintaining this high standard, we beg to

remain yours truly, Spokane Valley Irrigated
Land Co., Inc., by D. M. Thompson, President.

There has been considerable discussion about the life of an apple tree. The above illustration

is a picture of an apple tree planled al Vancouver, Washington, in 1821. It must be borne in

mind that this tree has stood for eighty-six years without cultivation, without care and neglected

in every way. It is still bearing fruit at eighty-six years old, show ing the life of an apple tree

in the Northwest. Some people are under the impression that apple trees in the Northwest do

not live as long as in the East. Elsewhere in this edition we give an illustration of the "Handy
Apple Tree," grown in Virginia, claimed to be one hundred years old, also an illustration of an

old apple tree grown in North Carolina, claimed lo be one hundred years old or more
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Largest Apple Tree in the Country

WE are indebted to the Southern
Railway Company of Washington,

District of Cokimbia, for the accom-
panying ilhistration of the remarkable
apple tree grown in Wilkes County,
North Carolina. Apparently the cli-

matic conditions of that section are
particularly adapted to apple raising
and pecularly conducive to great
longevity of apple trees. This tree
is known to be over one hundred years
old, and may be one hundred and fifty.

It certainly must have been a large
tree ninety years ago, for Mr. Newton
Gentry of Trap Hill, Wilkes County,
North Carolina, states that his grand-
father, Jim Fields, killed a deer in 1820
near this tree, and hung it on a limb
to put it out of reach of dogs and
wolves while he continued his hunt.
Mr. Gentry has used the fruit from this
tree for over sixty years, and Mr. W. A.
Johnson, his neighbor, states that the
tree was as large fifty years ago as it

is today.

A recent measurement showed the
trunk to be sixteen feet five inches
in circumference at the ground and
twelve feet six inches just below the
first limb. It is also stated that the
trunk is perfectly solid to this day.
Were it cut down and the center hol-
lowed out it would be large enough
for an ordinary cow to walk through
without touching her sides or back to

the inside walls. The tree has been
neglected for years, but was recently
pruned. Before the large limbs were
cut off the spread was about sixty-

two feet.

The variety is not exactly known,
but the natives call it the "Rich
Apple," as the color is a rich yellow
and striped red, and has a very fine

flavor. The fruit is ripe about Septem-
ber and keeps until late fall. Mr.
Gentry does not recall a year in the
past sixty that it has not blossomed,
and thinks he has seen at least fifty

bushels of apples grown on it in a
single season. The tree is now owned
by J. B. Horton of Elkins, North Caro-
lina, and the apple will be cultivated
and perpetuated under the name of
"Morton's Second Century Rich Apple."
This name has been suggested as the
tree is now in its second century, and
bids fair to live a great many years
longer.

Editor Better Fruit:
We have yours of the sixth stating you were

going to send an extra copy of your paper
each month that it may be taken "home. We
certainly appreciate this very much, for it
always contains valuable articles and sug-
gestions, and the writer has been religiously
keeping all the marked copies you have been
sending for the last two years. Keep the
good work up, for you have surely set a
pace that is hard to follow and one' that is
well worthy of emulation. With best wishes
for your continued success, we are yours
very truly, Yakima Valley Nurseries Company.
B. R. Sturm, Manager, Toppenish, W'ashington.

NEW SPRAYING RECOMMENDATIONS OF
VALUE

We have never yet found a man too old or
too experienced to learn. In fact, the more we
learn the more we realize how little we do
know. No fruit grower, however experienced,
can afford to pass by without considering the
experience of other successful growers. There-
fore every fruit grower should obtain a copy
of the new book, "Spraying Simplified," just
published by the Vreeland Chemical Company.
There are two points in this book of especial
interest to the experienced grower, the section
on fall spraying and the recommendations for
the extensiv'e use of lime-sulphur solution as a
fungicide. A few growers, no doubt, will take
issue with some of these spraying directions,
but as the book was compiled from the recom-
mendations of the highest authorities and from
the experience of practical growers who have
used and thoroughly tested out the spraying
suggestions recommended, they are entitled to
respectful consideration. The recommendations
are new—not a rehash of old matter which has
been proved obsolete in the light of our later
and more complete knowledge of the orchard's
enemies. "Spraying Simplified" is one of the
most comprehensive yet concise booklets ever
issued on this subject. While written to meet
the needs of the average farmer who does not
make a business of fruit raising, there is much
in its sixty-eight pages that wiU interest every
laiser of fruit. A free copy will be sent to

any grower who will mention this paper in

writing to The Vreeland Chemical Company,
50 Church street. New York City. *

Editor Better Fruit:
I am enclosing for a yearly subscrip-

tion to "Better Fruit," beginning with the
number for November, 1911. I am a student
in horticulture, returning home to Bombay,
British India, after a stay of over five years in
the United States. I shall see what I can do,
in my humble way, in introducing "modern
scientific methods" in that ancient land of
wonders. With every good wish in your work,
I am, for mutual benefit and success, yours
truly, B. L. Joshi.

P." S.—Sorry I have not time to visit Hood
River before leaving.

.7. A. Kiggins & Sons, Springwater, Oregon,
cut twenty-four cords of wood in four and a

half hours, and seventeen cords out of a dead
log in three hours. The dead log no doubt
would have been burnt up in order to clear the
land but for the King of the Woods drag saw.
The log will easily net the owner S34 or more.
Write the manufacturers, the Reicrson Machin-
ery Company. Portland, Oregon, for their spe-

cial offer on" the King of the Woods drag saw.'

Editor Better Fruit:
The drawing herewith is a convenience 1 use

in tree planting which I think Is somewhat
handier than anything I have seen for the pur-
pose up to this time. It can be made of any
light material that is handy, and should be
made large enough to overcome any uneven-
ness of ground surface. A good stiff plank
should be used for the base, to which the
triangle is attached with ordinary hinges at

points marked "B." The points marked "C"
are holes through base board through which
wooden stakes may be driven into the ground
to hold the whole contrivance in place. In

using, place the crotch of the triangle (marked
"A") against the stake which marks position
in which tree is to be planted, then drive
stakes through base as before stated; now fold
the triangle back and proceed to dig your
hole; this done, bring your triangle back into
its first position and place tree in hole with its

trunk through the crotch in same position that
the stake occupied. The advantage I claim for
this device over others in use is that one man
can handle it and always get the position of
tree right, as the base is not lifted from the
ground after being staked down until the job
is finished. Respectfully, J. I. Benton, Mill-
ville, Washington.
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The Law of Supply and Demand.

—

Political economy tells us that prices
are regulated by the laws of supply
and demand. It is not our intention
to deny this law. On the contrary, we
admit it. So far so good. Invariably
growers hear of this or that fruit

glutting the market, which is equiva-
lent to hollering over-production, or
supply is greater than demand. What
we want to show is that such condi-
tions do not actually exist as often as
claimed; secondly, when they do meth-
ods will and can be devised to over-
come them. A few years ago elec-

tricity on street car service called for
the prediction "horses would be worth
nothing," but a good team costs more
money today than then. Just an illus-

tration to show predictions are not
always true. A few years ago the
prune grower got the cart before the
horse by setting out very large acre-
ages without established demand, or
business principles for marketing. The
story of the prune grower should be
familiar to all. While it must be
admitted many orchards were dug up,
the prune grower with sense went
after a market and today prune grow-
ers are making big profits, and the
business has been on a steady increase
and not enough prunes are raised to

meet consumption.
At the National Apple Show at Si)0-

kane a commercial man who had been
traveling through the Northwest said

fruit growers complained of the low
prices, etc., and added that he had
been in dozens of small towns in

Eastern Oregon and Washington and
could not get a peach to eat.

A few years ago when the editor

first took charge of the Hood River
Fruit Growers' Union the business by
express was doubled the next year,

and doubled again the following year.

Seattle was not consuming a single

carload of Hood River strawberries in

a year; neither was Spokane. In less

than two years each of these cities

was consuming large cfuantities. The
first year the editor was manager of

the ben-y union the average price of

strawberries was .$1.28 per crate; dur-

ing the last six years the average
price for the season has been some-
where between $2.25 and $2.50 net.

These facts illustrate the importance
to the fruit business of developing
local markets. A wide and thorough
distributing system must and will be
worked out, so that all markets, how-
ever small, will be supplied, realizing

good prices. It is all nonsense to sa>'

that little towns won't pay fair prices

when it is known that bananas sell at

thirty cents a dozen and Florida grape
fruit sells readily in the little town of

Hood River, about 3,000 population, at

fifteen cents each. Then, too, the sup-

ply of green fruits can be decreased to

equalize the demand and create a sale

at fair prices by canneries, evap-

orators, cider and vinegar factories.

The output of the canneries, evap-
orators and dryers in California in

1911 amounted to $28,000,000.

So let us be up and doing to open
up new markets, increase old ones and
establish a wider distribution. Let us

save the waste by canneries, evap-
orators, cider and vinegar factories.

The problems of today are to market
the fruit on business principles, create

a greater demand as well as a wider
demand—save the by-products; and
last, but not least, study the economic
side of production and marketing.

The new era is fast dawning for

country life—with its many conven-
iences of cities—graded schools, good
roads, electric lights, telephones, home
comforts, good fresh air, clean atmos-
phere, peace and plenty; what more
does the unselfish one want? Country
life has ceased to be one of drudgery,

and it would be difficult to find any
class of business where those engaged
in it have bettered conditions, sur-

rounded themselves with more com-
forts than farmers and fruit growers.

Once upon a time the daily papers car-

tooned uncle hayseed with a clumsy
pair of stoggy boots, overalls hanging

by one gallus, and that one fastened

with a nail; seventeen patches of vari-

ous pieces, never forgetting the chin

whiskers, the pitchfork and the old-

fashioned straw hat. "God helps him
who helps himself." These farmers
and fruit growers have worked hard
to become prosperous, and their pros-

perity has not only been earned but is

deserved. Robert Louis Stevenson, an
author loved by all who know him
through the beautiful books he has
written, says: "To earn a little, to

spend a little less, to save a little, to

have a few friends, that is worth
while." Pardon the inaccuracy of the

quotation, but it illustrates a mighty
good kind of a feeling toward one's
fellow man, a feeling that is strong in

the country, for it is a well known
fact that there one seldom finds the
insatiate desire to amass millions by
any and all kinds of wa>'s.

Chirstmas comes but once a year,

and with it brings good cheer. The
fruit grower's work for the year is

done, winter has come and all our
thoughts should now turn to getting

the most out of the long, peaceful win-
ter evenings around the family fire-

side; and it can be truthfully said that

no other part of the home affords

more comfort, furnishes more pleasure

or gives better cheer than the good,
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Editor Belter Fruit:
While every issue of your paiier is brim-

ming over with the most valuable news for
everyone connected with the Iruit business,
and while each and every issue seems to be
more complete than the last, your October
number is undoubtedly of more value than
any other. From time to time a few statistics
have been printed here and there, but no other
publication has ever taken up the subject with
such thoroughness and featured it so compie-
hensively as you have. Thei'e is seldom a day
passes but we receive inquiries for informa-
tion on subjects which you have covered, and
by having them all together in one publication
you have made it possible for us to answer
questions without going through a mass of
correspondence, press clippings and files. We
feel we cannot say [00 much in praise of this

splendid issue and know we will have to keep
it under lock and key In the office to prevent
its being carried away by information seekers.
Sincerely, National Apple Show, by Ren H.
Rice, Secretary, Spokane, Washington.

Editor Better Fruit:
I beg to say my thanks foi' your courtesy

In inseifing the cuts of Poydras Street and
of our business location, and also for the
jjublication of the letter. However, I did not
think that you intended to publish the letter,

otherwise I would have written it in a differ-
ent shape. I w ish to assure you of my appre-
ciation of what you have done for me and
trust that I may have the pleasure of recipro-
cating. Yours truly, George H. Appel, New
Orleans.

R. M. KELLOGG COMPANY
Breeders of

THOROUGHBRED PEDIGREE
STRAWBERRY PLANTS

Three Rivers, Mich., Nov. 8, 1911.

Editor Better Fruit: Your statis-

tical number is without doubt the

most valuable issue, considered

from the statistical viewpoint, of

anything we ever have seen, and it

should become a permanent record

in the hands of every fruitgrower

in the country. You are to be con-

gratulated upon having assembled

together such a vast amount of

important data and for presenting

it in such fine form as you have

done in this instance.

Yours very truly,

R. M. KELLOGG COMPANY
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TheNorthwesternFruitExchange
Announces on December 1st the following maximum and minimum prices

obtained for the Cashmere and Rogue River Fruit Growers' Associations,

respectively, during the season of 1911. The figures shoAvn Avere, in all cases,

f.o.b. shipping point. They cover all sizes, from 3-tier to 5-tier inclusive.

They cover all sales made, without reserve or exception:

VARIETY EXTRA FANCY FANCY CHOICE

Arkansas Black $1.75 to $1.90 $1.60 to $1.75 $1.00 to $1.35

Black Ben Davis 1.35 1.15 to 1.25 1.25

Black Twig 1.40 to 1.50 1.15 to 1.30

Champion 1.50 1.35 1.00

Chicago 1.50 1.35 1.00

Commerce 1.60 1.50 l.OO

Gano 1.25

Grimes Golden 1.40 to 1.60 1.25

Hoover Red 1.35 to 1.50

Jonathan 1.40 to 1.75 1.15 to 1.50 .90 to 1.35

Rome Beauty 1.50 to 1.75 1.35 to 1.50 1.00

Spitzenberg 2.00, $2.10, $2.25 1.75 and 2.00 1.25 to 1.50

Stayman Winesap 1.50 to $1.75 1.25 to 1.50 1.00 to 1.50

Winesap 2.00 1.75 1.25

White Winter Pearmain . 1.60

Winter Banana 2.25 1.25

Yellow Newtown 2.10 1.15 to 1.50

The EXCHANGE adopted the above scale of prices during the month of

AUGUST. It sold the bulk of the entire output of the Cashmere and Rogue

River Associations before harvest, and practically the entire output of both

before packing. The prices Avere maintained strictly throughout the season.

The EXCHANGE invites special attention to the following factors in its

its marketing system: 1st, Prices received; 2nd, F.o.b. sales; 3rd, Quick cash

returns ; 4th, Wide distribution
;

5th, Its extensive sales organization : 101

branch offices distributed throughout the United States, Canada and foreign

countries.

The EXCHANGE invites every fruit grower in the NORTHWEST to

inspect its records for verification of all statements made.

Northwestern Fruit Exchange
418-423 Spalding BuUding, PORTLAND, OREGON

lU-ginald H. Parsons. President W. F. Gwin. General ^Manager

C. A. ]\Ialboeuf Secretary

WHEN WRITING AOVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRVIT
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GET A MANVILLE APPLE GRADER
and save one-half yonr expense in grading your apples

inn' 'i-^^

The Manville Apple Grader
Awarded the gold medal at the Spokane National

Apple Show, 1911, for the best sizing and grading

machine ever ])nt on exhibition. It will reduce the

cost of grading and packing five cents per box; it

has a capacity of from 1,000 to 2,000 boxes in ten

honrs. The demonstrations sfiven were each most
satisfactory to all large frnit growers. All growers
are planning to install this grader in their packing
sheds the coming season. They realize the necessity

of a machine of this design to handle the frnit crops

in the near fntnre.

With this machine the inexperienced pacl-er can do as

good worl- as any of the most 2)rofessional paclcers

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

MANNVILLE FRUIT CO., Boise, Idaho

WIIEX URITIXG ADVKRTIhEKS ME.NTION' BE ri KR ERUIT
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To the yobbing Trade:

We cordially invite correspondence from all high class

fruit jobbers relative to supplying their trade the com-

ing season with the finest apples grown on earth. Our

brilliant red Spitzenhergs for early winter trade and our

beautiful Tellow Newtown Pippins for the spring trade

are the two ideals of the Apple World, and for flavor,

beauty and keeping qualities they are not equalled.

Buy goods of quality and your trade will appreciate

the same. Write

Hood Riveryuppie Growers Union
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Co-Operation in the Handling and Marketing of Fruit
By G. Haiold Powell, Pomologist, United States Bureau of Plant Industry

THE handling and marketing of

crops through co-operative asso-
ciations is more highly developed

in fruit growing than in any other
agricultural industry in America.
These organizations are formed to

purchase the supplies used in the pro-
duction and marketing of the crops; to

standardize the harvesting, handling,
I grading and packing of the fruit; to sell

the fruit of the members as a unit
under whatever system of marketing
is adopted; to prevent disastrous com-
petition by bringing about an equitable
distribution throughout the country

' and to handle the fruit business in

other ways, collectively and eflfectively.

There arc several hundred of these
' associations among the fruit growers of

the Western States, and a number that
are successful among the fruit growers
in the Central West and along the

' Atlantic Coast.
Fruit growing is a highly specialized

industry in the Western States. The
growers have often had extensive busi-
ness experience before engaging in

V horticulture. The industry in the West
is confined to the valleys and foothills,

or is more or less geographically local-

ized in other ways. Land values are
usually high in comparison with the
price of land in the East, cultural prac-
tices are more expensive and intensive.

the markets are thousands of miles
distant and the problems of production,
transportation, distribution, marketing
and legislation are too complex for the
average individual grower to meet and
solve alone. Under these conditions
co-operative efTort is a business neces-
sity, just as the consolidation of capital

in other industries is necessary for its

own preservation. The production,
buying, distribution and selling of

crops must be accomplished by work-
ing together. Things must be done in

a large way if the fruit grower is to

deal on the same level with the com-
binations of capital with which his

product comes in contact at every step

from the orchard to the consumer.
The Western fruit growers have, there-

fore, formed associations of various
kinds to work out the problems that

confront them. At the foundation of

the semi-arid Western horticulture lies

the necessity for irrigation, and the

irrigation systems, which are largely

owned and controlled by the farmers,

form a common tie which binds them
closely together and makes co-opera-

tion in other things more easily accom-
plished than is the case in the humid
fruit growing sections of the East.

They may co-operate to protect the

orchards from insect pests and dis-

eases, or from frost; to pick the fruit.

to prepare it for shipment and to direct

its distribution, storage and marketing.
They may own outfits for spraying and
fumigating, packing houses that cost

thousands of dollars and storage plants

of large capacity. They may develop
a system of distribution and of market
reporting which keeps them in daily

touch with the markets in every part

of the United States and Canada, and
with the general movement of fruit in

transit. They may advertise their

products extensively, and through their

organizations handle the legislative and
other public policy questions that

vitally affect the industry.

In the central and eastern parts of

the country the growing of fruit is not

usually specialized or localized. It is

more likely to be an incidental feature

of the general agriculture of a com-
muity. It is slowly developing into a

specialized industry, especially in many
sections of the East and South, though
it is still largely in the hands of men
whose only experience has been gained

on the farm. In the eastern half of the

United States, where irrigation is not

required, the difficulties of production

are more easily overcome, competition

among fruit buyers is more or less

keen, markets are comparatively close

at hand, and the problems of trans-

portation and of marketing are not as
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Gold Dollars for 75 Cents
This is what Ave are o-iving' our many customers when we sell our fancy trees at the price we
are now delivering at. You need our dollar's worth of trees, we need youi- 75 cents. Write

to us about the exchange.

This is a cut of the Goodell Strawberry Plant, which won the Gold
Medal at the Seattle Exposition. Wonderful for yield, size,

color and flavor of wild berry. Write for description.

APPLES
1,800 Arkansas Black

25,000 Delicious
23,000 Grimes Golden
.'1,000 Gravcnstcin

120,000 .lonuthan
.')0,000 .Mcintosh
100,000 Newtown
110,000 Rome Beautv
32,000 Spitzenberg
l.),000 Stavm;m Winesap
(iO,()00 Wagener
3,000 Wealthv

100,000 WinesaiJ
.)0,000 in varieties

200,000 Peach—All varieties

20,000 Bartlett Pears

10,000 Moorpark Apricots

Write to us for Special Prices

The Sunnyside Nursery
Company

Sunnyside, Washington

acute as they are with the Western
fruit grower. The need of co-opera-

tion has not faced the Eastern fruit

grower as squarely as it has the grower
in the West. Hence the co-operative

movement has been of slower develop-

ment in the East, except in such indus-

tries as grape growing in ^Yestern New
York and the citrus fruit industry in

Florida, where the .stability of the

capital invested has been threatened as

a result of a haphazard system of indi-

vidual distribution or of local selling

and marketing. Under these conditions

there have been formed virile organiza-

tions of growers for the distribution

and marketing of the products, and
such organizations, when properly
directed, have been successful.

Co-operation among farmers is more
diflicult to effect than the consolidation

of capital in other business enterprises.

The farmer is the most individualistic

of American citizens. It is not easy

for him to transact his business with
his neighbors. Independence in han-
dling his affairs is a tradition that has
been his for generations. He would
rather conduct his business man to

man, as his fathers have done before
him, unless necessity compels him to

do otherwise. The co-operative move-
ments that have been organized among
prosperous fruit growers have usually

failed. The social, the political or the

altruistic motives have not been strong
enough to hold a group of money-mak-
ing farmers together. Until recc.iily

the only successful co-operative eTorts

have been those which have been born
of desperate necessity. Co-operation
must be effected when the fruit indus-
try is at low ebb to have the virility to

live in the face of the attacks to which
all such efl'orts are at first subjected,

but after the growers have learned the

power of co-operation as a business
opportunity their organizations become
permanent and exert a powerful influ-

ence in the development of a better

social life, and through their participa-

tion in the progress and management
of rural affairs in the development of

a better citizenship. No other agency
is so powerful in bringing about bet-

ter farming, better methods of han-
dling the industry, a greater prosperity
and a better community than a grouiJ

of farmers who are successfully organ-
ized to protect and develop their

agricultural interests. The American
farmer is beginning to realize that the
powerful influence of consolidated
capital has been the source of the tre-

mendous industrial progress of the last

generation. He is beginning to take

a gi'eater interest in the possibilities

of co-operative action when applied to

his own problems.
There are many kinds of co-oper-

ative associations among the fruit

growers of the United States. In a

non-protit association, which repre-

sents the ideal type of co-operation,

the members usually have an equal
voice in its management and share
proportionately in its benefits and
risks. Such an organization is a vol-

untary industrial democracy in which
the fruit growers manage and control
the distribution and marketing of their

own products. Every member of the

association is a bona fide producer,
and his fruit is handled exclusively by
the association. All of the operations
are carried on at cost, and after operat-

ing expenses, depreciation and a rea-

sonable interest on the capital invested
in the equipment of the association are

deducted, the profits are distributed to

the members in proportion to the

amount of business each has trans-

acted through the organization. The
powers of the association are vested in

a board of directors, selected by the

growers, who manage and control its

affairs and business through officers or

agents appointed by it and subject to

its advice and direction.

The first step in organizing a co-op-

erative association is to incorporate

it under the laws of a state. This

usually has to be done under the laws

that authorize the formation of stock

or membership corporations, as few of

the states have provided for the incor-

poration of non-profit co-operative

agricultural or horticultural associa-

tions. The association needs to be

incorporated on broad lines. The
articles of incorporation .should set

forth the purpose for which the asso-

ciation is formed and should provide

for every activity in which it may
wish to engage. They .should define

the principal place of business, the life

of the association, the number and
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power of the directors, the voting

power and property rights of the mem-
bers, the amount of the capital stock

and all other things of a general nature

that are needed to be included in the

incorporation of such a body. A code

of by-laws needs to be adopted for the

government and management of a

co-operative association. The by-laws

should define the method of exercising

the power of the corporation through

the board of directors and the ollicers

appointed by it, the conditions sur-

rounding the admission of members,
the dues or stock to be paid by each

and the conditions surrounding same.

They should provide broad powers for

the manager, including the supervision

of the harvesting, grading, packing,

distribution and sale of the fruit or for

such of these operations as the asso-

ciation may wish to perform. They
should define the grades to be adopted

by the association for each kind of

fruit. They should contain a provision

by which the grower gives the associa-

tion the exclusive right to market the

fruit, with the possible exception of

the lowest grades and to harvest, grade

and pack. This includes the selling of

the fruit for the members either as

individuals or through pools, a pen-

alty to be collected by the association

for every package sold outside of the

association. The objects are attained

by the signature of the farmer to the

by-laws of the association or the asso-

ciation may require a special contract

to be executed with the co-operating

member. The methods of providing
money for operating expenses, such as

a fixed assessment against every pack-
age of fruit handled by the association,

with a method of prorating the balance
if the total amount of the package
assessment amounts to more than the

operating expenses, and other things

usually included in such organizations
should be set forth in the by-laws.
The fruit growers' organizations

vary in form from joint stock com-
panies, composed of growers or deal-

ers or both, who distribute their own
products or the products of others to

the simple non-profit form of co-oper-

ative association which purchases the

supplies and distributes the products
of its members at cost. The voting

power of the members in the different

associations varies from a single vote

for each member to a vote propor-
tional to the amount of stock owned by
each, or to the acreage held by each.

His voting power may depend on the

probable crop production or the

actual production of the preceding
year. The capital may be contributed

in limited amount equally by each
member in proportion to the acreage
held by each or to the probable pro-

duction of each member, or unequally,

without reference to either of these

factors. It may be contributed by
business men who are not fruit grow-
ers, but w^ho desire to encourage the

formation of associations; or the capi-

tal stock may be subscribed as an
investment, and a high rate of interest

paid on it before the profits are dis-

tributed to the growers. Some of the

associations handle fruit on specula-
tion, or for non-members at a specified

rate per package. All of these types of

so-called co-operative associations and
many others are in operation with a

greater or less degree of success. The
most virile and effective from the
standpoint of the producer are those
which are strictly co-operative, non-
profit in type, each member contribut-
ing an equal amount of capital, and
having an ecjual voice in the manage-
ment or a voting power and capital

contribution in proportion to the acre-
age of bearing fruit held by each. The
association handles the fruit of the
members only, and the fruit is under
the control of the association from the
tree to the market. The objection
urged against this form of organization
is that the small grower has an equal
voice with the large grower in fixing

the policies of the association. The
objection to the voting power based
on acreage is that the exceptional
grower has no more influence than a

poor grower of equal acreage. There
is ecjually strong objection to the form
of power based on production, as the
pro rata of production may vary with
the seasons.

Not all of the co-operative associa-

tions are successful. In fact compara-
tively few of them have been distinctly

successful, especially among the early

associations formed before the citrus

fruit growers of California organized

SaveYour Fruit
AS WELL AS

Your Money
By protecting your or-
chards and small fruits
from FROSTS and
FREEZES by installing
our

JUMBO
SPECIAL

IDEAL ORCHARD HEATERS

The ONLY Orchard Heater on
theMarket EQUALLY adapted
to burning COAL or WOOD
as fuel.

^ Invented inl908. Over
^150,000 in use by 600
successful orchardists.
Beware of new and un-
tried devices.

^ Our 1911 Improved JUMBO SPECIAL Ideal is conceded to be
^i^the most powerful and efficient Orchard Heater made. Tried
and tested by time and severe use. Capacity, 50 pounds of coal.
Wired rim and heavy steel body and cover, and strong reinforced
wire stand. Shipping weight, 6 pounds each.

^ Why take the chances on Frost when the saving on one acre of
^1, fruit in one year w ill buy heaters for ten acres, and furnish
I'rost Insurance for ten years to come.

C Think it over and write today for our booklet, "How Clough
Saved His Fruit." It is FREE. Address

IDEAL SALES COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers and Distributors of
THE IDEAL ORCHARD HEATERS

AgentN make easy money selling Ideals (JRASD JUNCTION'. COLORADO

1911 Improved .lumbo Special Ideal
Heater

APPLES!
We want the best the market provides

FLIEGLER & CO.
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

Members St. Paul Board of Trade

Let us keep you posted on the St. Paul market

It will pay you

"Better Fruit's" Special

Clubbing Offers
(SEE PAGE 9)

WILL INTEREST YOU

Oombiiiations are offered to interest every

class of readers
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High Quality Combined with Low Cost
IS WHAT YOU WANT

You can be sure of good results in SPRAYING if you select a RELIABLE BRAND— one that

quickly destroys root worms, canker worms, curculio, borei's, moths, beetles, potato bugs, etc.

Analyzes between 15y, % and 10% Arsenic Oxide

USED
ALWAYS
USED

SPRAYS THAT PAYS

KEY BRAND
ARSENATE OF LEAD

Always uniform; sticks like paint to the plants; does not injure foliage or fruit; mixes easily:

acts quickly; remains in suspension in solution readily. The KEY BRAND—Ai"senate of Lead

—

may be had in paste or powder form— in hardwood, paraffine lined or steel containers.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE — DEMAND KEY BRAND
Write us for prices, circulars, etc. AGENTS AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

INTERSTATE CHEMICAL COMPANY
14 BAYVIEW AVENUE JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

to distribute their products and to pro-

tect the capital invested in their indus-

try. The citrus fruit organizations,

most of which are founded on the true

co-operative, non-profit basis, have had
a far-reaching influence on the co-op-
erative movement in the United States.

The orange and lemon growers of

CaUfornia have the most powerful and
successful organizations to be found in

any agricultural industry in the United
States, if not in the world, one organi-

zation, acting as an agent in distribut-

ing -'j!! 5,000,000 worth of fruit a year
for its six thousand members, organ-
ized into more than a hundred associa-

tions on a non-profit basis. This
agency sends fruit to every part of the

United States and Canada, and to sev-

eral foreign countries, maintaining its

own exclusive representatives in all of

the principal markets of America.
Many of the co-operative associations

organized in recent years have been
formed on the plinciples that underlie

the citrus fruit associations, and these,

when wisely managed, have shown
great strength.

Several factors have contributed to

the downfall of fruit growers' associa-

tions. Many of them have been formed
by impractical, often unsuccessful,

enthusiasts with high motives, but with
no business experience and little stand-

ing in their communities. Others have
been formed ahead of their time, when
the industry was too successful for

the members to be held together.

Many of them have been managed by

incompetent, low-salaried men, not
infrequently by those who have been
unsuccessful in business. The success-
ful handling of a co-operative associa-

tions requires a manager who is com-
petent to assume the general direction

of the affairs and business of the asso-

ciation. He must have a high order of

business ability, sterling integrity,

unusual tact and judgment in handling
men and unlimited energy. An asso-

ciation under any other kind of man-
agement is not a serious business
undertaking. It is more difficult to

direct a co-operative association than
a stock company or corporation. In

the latter the manager is responsible
to a board of directors, but the stock-

holders do not often take an active

interest in the management of its

affairs. In the co-operative associa-

tion the manager is also subject to the

advice and control of the board of

directors, but the farmer who joins

with his neighbors in an association

is likely to take more than a passing
interest in the management of the

association. A manager who cannot
hold the interest and the confidence
of the members, who cannot make
them feel they have a voice in

the management, and who fails to

develop a progressive, constructive

business policy will fail in handling a

co-operative organization. Nor can
such an organization succeed if the

directors do not realize that it must
have a strong, competent, aggressive,

well paid manager at its head. It is

not too much to say that no single

factor has operated against the success

of the co-operative associations as

much as the incompetent managers
selected by the directors of the asso-

ciations to handle them. A board of

directors cannot manage a co-operative

agricultural association. The outcome
of the organization will be determined
in a large degree by the character and
ability of the manager.
Another factor that has operated

against the success of many so-called

co-operative associations has been the

payment of high dividends on the

capital invested, the stock having been
subscribed unequally by a compara-
tive few of its members. The organi-

zation in which the business is not

transacted at cost cannot hold the con-

fidence and support of its members.
The payment of one or two high divi-

dends on the capital stock before the

proceeds are distributed to the grow-
ers has caused the downfall of many
associations that have been well organ-

ized in other respects. Another dan-

gerous element has been the ambitious

efiort of new associations to buy and
st!l fruit and supplies outside of the

membership. The speculative element

must be rigidly excluded from co-oper-

ative associations. The harvesting,

grading, packing and handling of fruit

not grown by members invariably

leads to a lowering of the established

standards of grading and packing, and

to injury to the reputation and finan-

cial standing of the association.
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Many of the co-operative efforts fail

through the disloyalty of members,
when the association is subjected to

the skillful, insidious tire of those who
oppose it. The farmer is not used to

having his business attacked, and those

who are interested in disrupting the

organization appeal directly to his

pocketbook by attempting to show that

the association does not realize as

much for the fruit as the farmer could
realize outside the association. They
also persistently insinuate that the

association is grossly mismanaged. It

is a favorite practice of the opponents
of co-operative distiibution and selling

to offer association members a pre-

mium for their fruit. The apple
grower is tempted by a premium of

twenty-five to fifty cents a barrel over
the probable returns of the associa-

tion; the peach grower by an advance
of ten to twenty cents a box or basket,

and the pear or small fruit grower by
an equally attractive bonus. The man
with a small crop and a still smaller

capital often falls before this kind of

temptation, and if it is held out long
enough the association may be dis-

rupted. These devices are coming to

be well understood, and the fruit

grower who joins an association in

good faith and sells out for a small
premium is in danger of losing the

respect and confidence of his neigh-

bors.

It is a fundamental necessity that

the members be held together by a

contract or a provision in the by-laws

which gives the association the exclu-

sive right to pick, pack, haul, grade,
mark and sell the fruit of its members,
or to perform as many of these opera-
tions as it may decide to perform, or

to supervise or regulate these opera-
tions under rules made by the associa-

tion. The contract should be drawn
for a term of three to five years, giv-

ing the grower the privilege of with-
drawing by notice at the end of any
fruit year, thereby making his contin-

ued connection with the association

voluntary. The contract should spec-

ify a penalty to be assessed against

every package of fruit sold outside of

the association, this penalty to equal
not less than twenty-five per cent of

the value of the fruit. Under any
other plan an association cannot build

on a solid foundation. It cannot fore-

see the probable volume of business

to be transacted, nor can it provide
the means to purchase the supplies for

handling the crop or reach that degree
of stability that is essential to the suc-

cess of a business undertaking. The
membership contract with the grower
is the foundation stone on which the

business of the association is reared,

and without which its existence and
stability are problematical.

In every co-operative association

there should be a division for the pur-

chase, sale or manufacture of supplies

of every kind used in the production,

packing, handling, shipping and mar-
keting of the crop. The association

should be prepared to purchase fer-

tilizers, materials and equipment for

spraying and fumigation, the facilities

used in frost protection, pruning, har-
vesting, orchard machinery, or any
other equipment on which a saving
can be made by co-operative purchase.
It should be prepared to purchase the
supplies for fruit handling and market-
ing, such as box shooks or packages,
picking boxes, nails, wrapping paper
and all kinds of packing house equip-
ment. The money needed to operate
this purchasing division may be raised
by assessment, by the individual notes
of the directors of the association, or
in other ways. The association should
sell the supplies to the members at a

fair market price, and at the end of

the season should prorate the surplus
to the members or invest it in the
business, after deducting the operating
charges, depreciation and other neces-
sary expenses, including interest on
the assets and capital devoted to this

supply division.

The condition in which fruit reaches i

the consumer depends largely on the '

care with which it is handled. The
most common rots of apples and pears,

of small fruits and of citrus fruits are

directly related to the mechanical
bruising of the fruit, most of the dis-

eases not having the power of pene-
trating a healthy, uninjured skin. The
association must, therefore, provide
rigid rules for picking. It must either

supervise the harvesting, grading and
packing of the fruit, and provide for

the most rigid inspection of every lot

That's AU-
That is Enough"

A EEOORD

„M fWe „nl 1* 8^
A from 7°^' and

'

that should be the most convincing proof
to you of the quality of the trees produced
by our nursery. THINK OF IT—shipped
3,000 miles, by freight, late in the season

—

planted late, in a different climate, a differ-

ent soil—and ALL lived—outgrew everv-
thing else in the orchard. IS THAT NOT
SUFFICIENT PROOF OF QUALITY?

REMEMBER
also, that all of our trees are grown on
whole roots, non-irrigated—are bred from
the greatest producers and most vigorous
trees in Hood River Valley. They are the
most carefully grown and carefully packed
trees that you can purchase. They are in
every sense a strictly thoroughbred, pedi-
greed fruit tree. Thev cost no more, BUT
THEY ARE THE KIND YOU NEED.

Write for our illustrated catalogue and
price list

Hood River Standard Nursery Co.
'Phone, Odell 8X2

HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Itrancli Oilicp, UH Confinrntal Trust Riiildiiit;. Baltimore. Maryland

P. S.—We want a few good live salesmen to

represent us.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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before it is accepted by the association

for shipment, or else the harvesting,

grading and packing must be done by
the association. In most of the asso-

ciations wliere the fruit is not packed
in central packing houses it is picked
and packed by the grower according
to the rules of the association and
inspected by an employe of the associ-

ation before it is accepted for ship-

ment. The system works fairly well

with the small fruits and the decidu-

ous fruits which have to be handled
quickly from the field to the consumer.
If is not a satisfactory system to apply

to the citrus fruits, or to the apple or

pear crops. ^Yifh these the handling,

grading and packing must be standard-

ized, and this can be done only when
the association controls all of the han-
dling operations or actually performs
them. Many apple associations estab-

lish rules of grading and packing. The
association grower picks and packs

the fruit and the association accepts

or rejects it by inspecting the packages

when delivered at the railroad station,

the association warehouse or some
other point. Experience has shown
that the grower can rarely be depended
on to pick and pack the fruit in the

best manner. It requires skilled labor.

Fruit grading and packing is an art

that is acquired by few individual

fruit growers, therefore an association

who operates on this principle seldom

reaches the highest degree of success,

-and is likely to fail outright. A better

plan is to have the grower pick the

fruit when directed to do so by the

association. It is then graded and

packed according to the rules of the

association in the orchard, or in the

fruit house on the farm by trained

men in the employ of the association.

Under this plan the grading and pack-

ing of the fruit of the entire member-

ship can be done with comparative

uniformity. Even then the packages

need to be inspected before they are

accepted by the association. Every

package rejected should be regraded

and repacked or placed in a low grade.

This system is in operation in several

of the most successful co-operative

apple growers' associations in the

United States. Another plan is to

grade and pack the fruit at a central

packing house owned and controlled

by the association. The growers pick

the fruit, haul it to the packing house,

SPOKANE VALLEY
Owner living on four-year-old fruit

ranch of fourteen acres has too much.
Will divide with congenial family. Easy
terms. Can give much outside work.
Fruit growers' association. Is conven-

ient to citv. Climate cures. Scenic.

Address "C," care "Better Fruit."

BEARING COMMERCIAL ORCHARD
In Virginia. 100 acres, tleep rich soil.

Albemarle Pippins and Winesaps. Splen-

did condition; macadam road; near city.

Price .$6,500. Details write owner, box

434, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Frank W. Stanton

Of the firm ol I'rank \V. Stanton & Com-
jiany, southwest corner Dock and Walnut
streets, Philadelphia, who advises us that
Uiey are leaders in fancy fruits, handling
the best apples coming out of the Cum-
berland and Shenandoah Valley districts,
and they are also anxious to connect with
Northwestern fruit dealers in the apple
business. This firm is also interested in

packed for shipment. In the small
fruit industry this plan is hardly
practicable. It is sometimes success-
fully operated in the deciduous fruit

and in the grape industries. There are
about two hundred of these associa-

tion packing houses in the citrus

industry in California, and the Florida
citrus growers are rapidly organizing
along these lines. A packing house is

erected by the association, usually
alongside the railroad, and is equipped
with the necessary appliances for fruit

handling and packing, the manager of

the packing house usually being the

general manager of the association.

Precooling and cold storage plants,

box nailing and labeling machinery
and other devices required in the

industry are to be found in many of

the association houses.
" To be continued in next edition.

the orchard business near Keedysvillc,
Maryland, where they have 400 acres in

peaches and apples.

and there it is graded and packed by
the association. This is the plan that

was formerly in general operation in

the orange and lemon growing dis-

tricts, and is followed to a limited
extent at the present time. The objec-
tion to this phm is that no two grow-
ers handle the fruit with equal care,

and the different lots of fruit, there-
fore, vary in physical condition and in

susceptibility to decay. Under this

system there is a wide variation in the
percentage of decay that develops in

the fruit of different members while
in transit to market. If the fruit is

pooled the grower who handles his

fruit carefully has to share the losses

that develop in the fruit that has been
carelessly handled. The most safTs^l

factory- plan in the citrus fruit Indus-'

try (and this may be applied to some
other fruits) is to have the association

train gangs of laborers who shall pick
the fruit of all of the members. The
laborers should be paid by the day, as

contract or piece work places a pre-

mium on rapid, careless work. In this i

way the picking can be standardize^!^!

the quantity of fruit that passes

through the packing house can be con-

trolled, and the grading and packing
can be uniformly done. This system
has been generally adopted in the

citrus fruit industry as a result of the

investigations of the Department of

Agriculture into the causes of decay in

oranges and lemons while in transit

from California to the East. This

investigation showed that the decay
was the result of the improper han-
dling of the fruit in preparing it for

shipment, and that it could be con-

trolled by placing the handling of the

fruit entirely in the hands of the asso-

ciations. The same laborers often

fumigate the orchards of the members
for scale insects and spray the trees

wherever spraying is practiced.

The tendency in the co-operative \

movement is toward a central packing '

house, where the fruit of the members
is brought together and is graded and

After the fourth year we do not
attempt to maintain a permanent leader

in fruit trees. I find very few trees

naturally attain this, so I do not

attempt it. Prune to a thin, open-top

tree, in order that the sunlight may get

in to color and develop the fruit. In

the Kelowna region of British Colum-
bia we have observed many growers
attempting to grow a pyramid tree with

a leader. We do not consider this the

best tree to grow for fruit purposes.

We feel that it is a good, strong frame-

work that we can depend upon for crop

production, rather than a leader.

Editor Heller Fruit:
Kindly forward us by mail, with bill, one

copy, recent date, of "Better p'ruit." It may
interest you to know that this oi'der comes
from our house in Paris. Yours very truly,
Brentano's, New York City.

Editor Better Fruit:
Find enclosed check for two dollars to pay

my subscription for two years. 1 can't get

along without "Better F^ruit." You will know
how I value it when I say that I cleared the
land and planted ().'>0 trees last spi ing and lost

only one tree, and "Better l-'ruit" has been my
sole guide, for I knew nothing from experience.
If I can succeed as well in growing the fruit I

will be satisfied. Your truly, H. W. Sceave,
Mosier, Oregon.

Editor Better Fruit:
You certainly have boosted the Apple Show

game strong in your October issue. You used
just the kind of stuff that would do us the

most good among the growers, and you used
so much of it, when I know how valuable your
space is, that I feel that I cannot thank you
enough for your kindness. It is the same old

story of Shepard boosting his best for the

other fellow's gain and asking no reward. I

took the issue of "Better Fruit" to the trustees'

meeting and showed it all around the board,
and I was instructed to thank you as best I

could for the trustees. I cannot express our
sentiments in the way I wish, and I hope you
will understand that we know you are about
the best friend we have. Sincerely, Ren H.

Rice, Spokane, Washington.

Editor Better Fruit:
The fame of "Better Fruit" has reached a

foreign land. \Vc know this for a variety of

reasons. We recently had an inquiry from
a point in Northern Ontario, Canada, for

further information on our spraying outfit,

as advertised in "Better Fruit," and later

on two more inquiries from British Colum-
bia reached us. Today we are in receipt of

a request from the Canadian Fairbanks Com-
pany, Vancouver, B. ('.., for a copy of the

"Better Fruit" number coirlaining one of our

ads. Will you kindly mail them a copy of

this, and, by way of suggestion, we might add
that a subscription blank enclosed might meet

with a suitable response. Yours very truly,

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, by G. K.

Towerel, Portland, Oregon.
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Pump

Buy this PowerSpray

for $45-00
and GetYourMoneyBack
If, after 30 days' trial, you can-

not honestly say it is the equal

of any sprayer you ever saw.

Shipped complete as shoAvn

in cut.

A fiat saving of $20 for you.

Modern shop equipment and
up-to-date methods make possi-

ble this low price, which has
never been equaled and will not

soon be matched.

Double acting; double geared; double drive rods; double guided,

extra heavy; brass lined; ball valves; belt or gear driven; all cut

gears; large air chamber; light weight; large capacity.

A strictly high grade machine.

This Pump is equipped Avith

THE CROWN RELIEF VALVE
It saves a world of trouble

Fits any sprayer

CROWN
SPECIALTY CO.

Box 297, CHICAGO

JOBBERS AND DEALERS
EVERYWHERE

It costs you only one minute and
one cent to get fuU information
about this line. Haven't you a
little curiosity? Here are a few of
the specialties which we malie a
little better than the other fellow
and at a lower price:

Crown Mass-o-Spray Nozzles
Crown Bordeaux Nozzles
Crown Crooks. Y's and Y-Crooks
Crown Long-Shank Hose Couplings
Crown 2-Waii Hose Valves
Crown Extension Rod Valves
Crown Spray Pumps
Crown Relief Valves

Fall Planting; of Trees and Vines

THE question is often asked, when is

the best time to plant trees and
vines? A writer in the Journal of

Agriculture answers it by saying that
in his experience—which covers many
years—fall planting is preferable for
most trees and vines. After many
years' planting in fall and spring,

my experience convinces me that fall

planting, in most species of trees and
vines, is much the best. In fall plant-

ing they get the benefit of winter and
early spring rains, which, in some
years, make double the growth. The
trees that should be planted in fall or

The highest types of apple in the
world today are the Hood River Spitz-
enberg and Yellow Newtown Pippin;
the highest type today to Hood River's
cosmopolitan people of a life insurance
policy is a Policy of the National Life
Insurance Company of the United
States of America, of Chicago.
These Policies, which hundreds of

your neighbors have, make superb
Christmas presents, Happy New Year
gifts, appropriate wedding presents,
choice birthday reminders and unex-
celled anniversary tokens.
Write for information to the Agent at

Large, Dr. James H. Shults, Hood River,
whom most of you know, quote "Retter
Fruit," and fldl and satisfactory infor-
mation will be furnished and hurry
orders will receive prompt attention by
telegraph and special delivery letters.

during the winter when the ground is

not frozen are cherry trees, plum
trees, pear, apple and most other trees.

Peach trees may be planted in the

spring, but I have planted them in the

late fall and winter, and they made a

better growth than those planted in

spring.

One of his strong objections to

spring planting is that the work often

has to be delayed until late in the

season because the ground is wet. It

is never advisable to set a tree in a

soil of the consistency of mud. As
regards the method of fall planting he
says: In fall planting the dirt must be
banked around the tree from six to

ten inches high and in spring, as soon
as the leaves begin to come out, this

mound should be leveled down. This
answers for the first cultivation. For
this leveling I use a four-pronged
potato digger, prongs standing like

that of a hoe. Currants, gooseberries,

pie plant, grapes and all vines that are

propagated from cuttings and layers

are much the best planted in fall, after

the leaves are killed by frost or during

open spells in winter.

Not all plants, he says, are adapted to

spring planting. He makes these excej)-

tions: Rlackberries and the red rasp-

berries that grow from sprouts and root

cuttings like blackberries, raspberries

that are propagated from the tip end by
layering, and strawberries, as a rule,

grow best planted in early spring, but I

have been having good results planting

in late fall and winter by mulching two
or three inches with strawy manure.
This protects them from freezing and
thawing and heaving out of the ground.

Planting should be done in fall after

the frost has killed the leaves. Great

care should be taken to prevent the

roots of trees and vines from getting

dry while they are out of the ground.

If received early in the season, or be-

fore the ground is ready for them, they

can be kept in good condition by bury-

ing the roots in moist earth and cover-

ing their tops with straw. If the

.ground is not frozen, planting can be

done late in the season if care is taken

to use fine soil in filling in about the

roots when the trees are set out. Make
this firm by tramping it down or pound-

ing it with some heavy, blunt imple-

ment. The writer gives this advice

in conclusion: Be sure not to lose the

tags with the names of the trees on

them, as it is very vexing to have an

orchard or berry patch and not know
the names of the varieties.

Editor Better Fruit:
I have just received the copy of "Better

Fruit" this morning and wish to thank you
for the most liberal donation of space in your
paper for the benefit of the apple show.
While all issues of your paper are good, the

last one I think one of the finest ever pub-
lished, as the statistics you have gathered are

of great value to growers. Yours very truly,

Frank W. Power, Secretary Oregon Stale Hor-
ticultural Society.

Protect ^ur
TreesDON T take chanc

with your young in

Due rabbit will kill rr

in 3 single night. Mice and
cut worms will damage and
destroy them if you don't protect them.
Get dollars' worth of protection at a frac- _

1 of a t by L

liaiijKes;© ,

Tree Protectors'
Absolute protection against gnawers
and borers. ' Prevent trees from
becoming skinned and bruised by cul
tivator or lawn mower. Made of elm
veneer, chemically treated. Easily put
on and will last until tree is beyond
needing protection. Don't wait until some
of your trees are killed— order Hawkeye
Protectors now. Regular sii-e 10 inches

wide. 20 inches high Price in lots of 100 —
1 cent apiece, in lots of 1000 — 'i cent

apiece. Special sizes made to order.
Write for circular and samples.

1^e mafic Fruit Baskds — get our prices.

Burlington Basket Company
126 Main St., Burlington, Iowa

SALEM HEIGHTS NURSERY
Royal Ann, Bing and Lambert Cherries, on true Mazznrd roots and Kiinviiiitccd tvui- tn name a spi-i'i-

alty. Scions cut frniii sclecti-d lii-aring trees. Also a tine stock of Spitzenberg, Yellow Newtown,
Jonathan and Delicious Apples, Berry Vines and Bushes, and Choice Roses.

H. H. CROSS, 532 North Liberty Street, Salem, Oregon"Write what you want and I

will i|iiote yon livin;; |irices

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION' BETTER FRUIT
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WASHINGTON
Wet Weather Shoes
arc specially designed and made up from selected

leathers to meet the severe requirements of dani})-

ness, slush and mud.

Washington Wet Weather Shoes
are solid and substantial without being clumsy
and stitf. They are comfortable and water and
wear resisting. With them you'll feel well shod
and ready for all sorts of weather.

Washington Wet Weather Shoes
are made in several styles, in various heights,

to meet all conditions and personal tastes.

If youi dealer cannot supply you, address us direct,

mentioning "Better Fruit"

Pruning Pears, Cherries and Walnuts
By J. sr. .Jenne, Prosser, Washington

AS I was lately and unexpectedly
asked to prepare an article on

some subject of ray own choosing, I

decided to say something concerning
the care, culture and pruning of the
peach, walnut and cherry trees. I do
not remember of ever hearing this

subject thoroughly discussed. I shall

begin my discussion with a few per-

tinent remarks concerning peach cul-

ture. I do not see why we should pay
more for a peach tree than for an
apple tree. I should rather raise the
former. By planting the pits in the
fall or winter and budding the young
trees in July or August you can still

get some growth that season. I have
had them grow as much as two feet

the same summer they were budded.
If the budding be done in the fall

before the tree stops growing the bud
will have time to heal in nicely, and
the following year you will have a

very vigorous tree. When planting the

young trees I top them back to from
fifteen to eighteen inches, and leave

no less than three and no more than
five branches. The peach tree will

grow good branches the first season,

and every season thereafter the trees

should be pruned back two-thirds or

more. This should be continued so

long as the tree is good. By this

method the fruit is larger and the tree

more vigorous than if a lesser amount
of pruning were done. The tree will

also not have any dead wood in it

and will live to more than twice the
age it would have attained otherwise.
This method of pruning will also save
much time in thinning the fruit, as the
trees are not so apt to be crowded
with fruit. Care should be taken to

keep the peach tree open enough to

allow the same amount of sunlight to

pass between the branches, thus insur-

ing well developed and well colored
fruit. Care should also be taken to

insure an erect and well balanced tree.

A tree should not be pruned too
heavily on the southwest side, as that

is the direction from which come the
prevailing winds, at least in this imme-
diate vicinity.

I shall next discuss the walnut. If

I can posibly get the nuts from the

first or second generation of a grafted

tree I prefer planting them. I obtain

better results by planting the nuts

where I want the trees to stand per-

manently than by transplanting the

yearling trees. If the two methods
were tried it would be found that in

three years' time the trees grown in

their permanent planting places would
be far ahead in growth of those that

were transplanted. In transplanting a

walnut tree the tap root, which is a

great support to the tree, becomes
destroyed, thus making it less able to

withstand the winds. In a commercial
orchard a walnut tree should not be

allowed to branch until the trunk is

five to eight feet tall. In this way the

tree will not be bushy and the winds
will have very little effect on it. After

the tree is headed properly it should

be almost entirely left alone. Should

there be too many new shoots they

can be cut away, but should never be

topped back.

As to variety, I think some species

of the French walnut is the best for

this climate. I know of one that

J. F. LITTOOY
CONSULTING HORTICULTURIST

Land, irrigation and orchard schemes exam-
ined for owners, buyers, bonding companies or

advertising agencies—Orchard and land values
estimated — Orchard soils examined — Directs

orchard development — Land damage claims
estimated—All business confidential.

MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO

APPLE SEEDLINGS-ROOT GRAFTS
Good Grades, Well Packed

Write for prices

HAWKEYE NUKSERIES
STRATFORD, IOWA
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HOOD RIVER
ORCHARDS DEVELOPED

For fifteen years we have been engaged in Hood River
Valley development and have planted more orchard than
any other person or company. Every acre is recom-
mended to your investigation and the high production
of the bearing orchards developed by us is convincing
proof of our success. We control the largest area of

desirable unplanted orchard land in this proven section.

We not only plant and care for the orchard to bearing,

but we will manage the producing orchards for a share

of the net profits. We guarantee our lands and work to

be as represented.

THE BONEBORO ORCHARD COMPANY is develop-

ing more than 1,200 acres in tracts of any size. We are

raising a commercial orchard of 100 acres for some New
York fruit men.
THE CENTRAL ORCHARD COMPANY is off^ering

Unit Orchard Bonds, guaranteed five per cent and profit

sharing, which are very attractive to the small investor

wishing safe investment of his savings.

Write us about Hood River. We have been here
twenty-five years.

BONEBORO ORCHARD CO. Charles R. Bone central orchard co

J. E. Montgomery

Land Brokers

Hood River, Ore.

C. R. Bone
President

Myron Bruner
Vice President

V. C. Brock
Sec'y and Treasurer
J. W. McDonald

Superintendent

C. R. Bone
President

C. H. Sproat
Vice President

E. O. Blanchar
Secretary

First Nat'l Bank
Depository

Z^^- ~ ;»^i<»..^ -
^

THE TROUTMAN
ORCHARD
HEATERS
will save your

small fruits as well

as your orchards

if equipped with the Improved

SMALL FRUIT

ATTACHMENT

NO. 2 HEATER

with Improved Small Fruit Attachment

This attachment is the only
one ever devised for the protec-
tion of small fruits. The adjust-
able cover enables the grower to
have perfect control of the heat,
which is deflected downward,
thus holding it near the ground.

If you are a grower of straw-
berries, raspberries, grapes, cur-
rants or vegetables don't fail to send for our illustrated catalog.
This book takes up every phase of orchard heating, giving full
information regarding the number of heaters to use to the acre,
how to store your oil, placing, filling and lighting the heaters, and
is replete with testimonials from well known growers all over the
United States who have used and stand by the Troutman Orchard
Heaters and the Small Fruit Attachments. Take time by the fore-
lock and drop us a post card and get this information, which is of
inestimable value to every orchardist, gardener and fruit grower.

THE ROUND CREST ORCHARD HEATER CO.
CANON CITY, COLORADO

500 COWS FOR SETTLERS ON
BUTTERFAT PAYMENTS

Largest creamery company in West
has 500 cows for distribution among
Los Molinos farmers on butterfat pay-
ments. Every land owner gets all the
cows he can use—the best to be found
in California. Some of them pay $15 a
month in butterfat. One acre this fine
alfalfa supports two head and six hogs—yields 10 tons besides winter pasture.
Every fruit of North America grown to
perfection. Oranges now ripening. Six-
teen varieties green winter vegetables.
Wild game and flsh abundant. Gravity
irrigation—all the water you can use.
Most abundantly watered and perfectly
drained of any project in California.
Soil 50 feet deep—rich sediment loam;
no alkali, hardpan or overflow; healthy
district; pure drinking water. Choice
tracts going fast. Terms easy. Write
today.

LOS MOLINOS LAND COMPANY, los molinos. California

Finest Apple Orchards
in America for Sale
The famous Piedmont section of Virginia,
fifth apple growing state in the Union.
Some of these orchards cultivated, others
young trees. Some not cultivated. Prices
range $10, ?15, .$20, $25 per acre and up.
All varieties thrive. Albemarle Pippins,
York Imperials, Grimes Golden, Winesap,
Ben Davis, etc. All varieties peaches.
Close markets, ideal climate, evenly dis-
tributed rainfall, plenty sunshine, low
freight rates, high prices for products.
Unexcelled educational facilities. The
place to make your home. Write today

for booklet. Address Dept. 14
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,Lynchburg.Virginia
WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT

comes out about two weeks later than
any other in the spring, and thus it

escapes the late frosts. It will also

bear fruit in two years after being
budded or grafted. For a shade tree

this species of a walnut cannot be
excelled. It has a very large leaf, a
fine, clean body and is almost entirely
free from insect pests. It can be
successfully grown with the trunk fif-

teen or eighteen feet to the first

branch, and yet in fifteen or twenty
years' time these limbs will be low
enough so that the fruit from them can
be picked from off the ground. I have
seen a roadway several miles in length
with these trees growing on both
sides. They were from three to four
feet in diameter and seventy-five to

ninety feet tall. The limbs were com-
pletely interlaced overhead. Most of

these trees produced from fifty to one
hundred bushels of nuts in a single

season.

The cherry trees, like the walnut,
will grow to a good age and attain a

good size, provided it is planted in

good, well drained soil. In dealing

with the young tree, it should be
headed lower than the walnut tree

unless it is to serve the purpose of a

shade tree, then it should be headed
high. A cherry tree should not be cut

back often, as such treatment will

cause it to bleed and form a gum or

wax, and thus check the growth of the

tree or ultimately cause its death. I

handle it otherwise, like the walnut.

Ansbacher's
'TRIANGLE"
BRAND

Arsenate of Lead

PURE SAFE
FINE

rineiies.s Gives Adliesioii.

Purity Grives Safety.

Easiest to Mix and Spray.

Quickest to Kill.

Made for Growers Who
Want the Best.

If your dealer don't have it

write us at once.

A. B. Ansbacher & Company
NEW YORK
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The Kimball Cultivator
iiiaiiitains tliis high state of cnltiYation in the orcliards on the

MorrivSania Eancli in the Grand (^anyon ot" the Colorado, owned
hy the Frnit GroAyer, of St. Joseph, Miss^)uri.

Smoothing Land for Irrigation
As an implement for smoothing land for irrigation, the Kimball Cultivator has perhaps no equal, since it culti-

vates the soil and smooths it at one operation. Many fruit growers who practice irrigation use a drag or float

to smooth their soil previous to running irrigation furrows, and this work is of little or no value in cultivating the

soil—it simply smooths the surface, so that irrigation furrows can be better made. If the soil is not smoothed,
there is often great trouble from the water breaking over or through the furrows. When the furrows are made in

smooth soil there is likely to be little trouble experienced.
At Morrisania Ranch, near Grand Valley, Colorado, the land has a rather heavy slope, and irrigation is best

practiced with the furrows running diagonally with the slope. If the furrows are run in rough soil, there is

always a tendency for the water to break through the furrows and run straight down the hill. Formerly the soil

was dragged just before the furrows were run, to smooth the soil properly. This was extra work, for the smooth-
ing process was of little benefit otherwise.

During the season of 1911 we bought two Kimball Cultivators from W. A. Johnston, The Dalles, Oregon, and
did away with the use of the float altogether. Our method was to use disc harrows after the irrigation, just as

soon as the soil was dry enough. This cultivation filled in the furrows and made a mulch to hold the moisture.

Within a week or ten days weed seeds sprouted and another cultivation was needed, and here the Kimball Culti-

vator was used. It killed the weeds, made a perfect dust mulch, and left the soil in ideal condition for the irriga-

tion furrows. If weeds started again before irrigation was needed, another cultivation was given with the Kimball,

and the soil was still left just right for the best irrigation furrows to be run when needed.
We were much pleased with the Kimball Cultivator, as a weed-killer, a thorough cultivator and leveler, and

as a saver of time. One good man covered a great deal of ground, using one good team. The cultivator works up
close to the trees, leaves the soil level and smooth, with just the right kind of dust mulch, and, altogether, we were
much pleased with the Kimball and its work. Our crop at Morrisania was a very good one, the apples being of

high quality; trees made a very vigorous growth, and there was no skinning of trunks or limbs by the cultivator.

In soil which is not stony, the Kimball Cultivator cannot be beaten, where one does not allow the weeds to get

too large, and it is especiallv adapted to use in irrigated orchards for the reasons given in this article.

.lAMES M. IRVINE,
Editor The Fruit-Grower, St. Joseph, Missouri.

SEND FOR BOOKLET -IT'S FREE

W.A.Johnston,Manufacturer Kimball Cultivator
OFFICE, 422 EAST THIRD STREET, THE DALLES, OREGON

LONG DISTANCE PHONE, RED 991
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Hints on Setting and Trimming Young Orchards
By Professor R. \V. Allen, Experiment Station, Hermiston, Oregon

TREES that are correctly planted
have a great advantage over those

that are carelessly put in. It should
be the aim of each planter to give his

trees every advantage, for by so doing
he greatly increases his chance for

success in the work. The best way to

care for trees while planting is to

keep them covered to prevent the roots

from drying out. It is not a good
practice to distribute the trees over

the field before planting, the better

method being to wrap a small number
in a cloth and carry them along.

When each hole is dug take a tree

from the bundle, remove all injured

roots by cutting off smoothly and
place them in the hole. The hole

should be made large enough to

accommodate all the roots without
bending or cramping them. The dirt

should be carefully worked in about
the roots and pressed down firmly by
tramping several times while filling

the hole. The top three or four inches

of soil should be left loose to pre-

vent the rapid evaporation of moisture
from the soil below. It is advisable

to set the trees about two inches lower
than they stood in the nursery row,
for in light soils they need to root
deeper, and when firmly placed are

not so easily whipped around by the

wind.
By the time a tree is set out in the

orchard it has lost the greater part of

its root system. From this loss of

roots there is a corresponding lack

of balance between that part of the
tree and the top, under which condi-
tion the tree is unable to thrive as it

should. To remedy this trouble the

tops must be cut back quite severely.

When put out in the spring the tops

should be removed at the time of set-

ting, for evaporation of moisture from
the tree takes place to a limited extent

in dry air, and is quite rapid on warm
and windy days. When all the top is

left on the tree is in danger of becom-
ing sufficiently dried to kill it before
root action begins, or to prevent it

from making a satisfactory growth
after the growth starts.

By placing one foot on each side of

the body of the tree to hold it firmly

in place remove the top at the desired

height by an upward cut with a sharp

knife or with a pair of pruning shears.

Under the conditions which exist here

trees should be headed fairly low,

from tewlve to twenty-four inches

from the ground. When forked out

close to the ground they can be kept

from growing so high; when kept low

they are easily gotten at with the
spray, are easier to thin and pick
fruit from, thus making the cost of
care considerable less. Trees that are
caused to grow close to the ground are
not so seriously affected by the wind,
and the branches shade the trunks and
prevent loss from sunscald. In the
orchards where the trees are headed
several feet high there is usually con-
siderable loss from this trouble. The
heat from the sun, with additional heat
reflected from the ground, becomes too
intense, and the bark is scalded and
killed.

Editor Better Fruit:
Enclosed you will jilease find draft for

another year's subscription to "Better P'ruit."
NVe feel that we could not get along without
your publication, although we have a number
of other fruit journals and trade papers com-
ing to the office. H. H. Younger, Manager Pali-
sade (Colorado) Fruit Growers' Association.

FOR SALE—In consequence of the death of

the projjrietor, a gentleman's residence, with
about 10% acres of land, within 1% miles of

the Hood River railroad depot. The house,
which is fully furnished, has large living

room, dining room with built-in sideboard,
kitchen, pantry, basement storeroom, hot and
cold water, 6 bedrooms, 2 sleeping porches,
bathroom and toilet. Of the land, 8 to 9 acres
is planted with apple and other fruit trees,

mostly 3 years old or upwards; beautiful
lawn, outhouses, stable with bedroom, etc.

The caretaker, Mr. Robert Bassett, will show
the premises. Apply to G. Y. Edwards & Co.,

Hood River, Oregon, or The George Lawrence
Company, Portland, Oregon.

IT WOULD STUMP YOU
TO FIND A GRUBBERV SWENSON'S

MALLEABLE GRUBBER
AND STUMP PULLER
It saves Time.

It saves Man-Labor.

It will make you Money.
It will convert a useless

piece of stump-ridden land

into a profitable and pro-

ductive one, without the

tedious, back-aching labor of

the old processes.

.No Chance for Disappointment

— With a Swenson
FOR SALE BY OVER 200 AGENCIES IN PACIFIO NORTHWEST
CATALOG GIVES OOMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE

R. M. WADE & CO.
DID ESTABLISHED IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES UP-TO-DATE

822 HAWTHORNE AVE. PORTLAND, OREGON

EVERY ,w
CASTING
VlfARRANTED^

Plaw or ISo Plaw ^

STRONG
SPEEDY
SURE-

IT DOES THE WORK!

"Our endorsements will tell you a frank story of what has been doM.
Write for them and FREE CATALOG. Use postal or coupon.

R. M. WADE 4 CO., Portland: Please send me endorsements
of the Famous Swenson Grubber and Catalog Ho. G 23

Name

Address
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Wherever Fruit Excels Niagara Spray is Used
Practical use by orchardists everywhere, year after year, has

demonstrated that Lime-Sulphur is the one spray to be depended
upon for successful results every time. "Niagara" has proven
best by every test. Last season's sales were unprecedented on
Niagara Lime-Sulphur Spray and Niagara Arsenate of Lead.

Now is the time to Spray for San Jose Scale

and for Apple Canker in Young Orchards
We have a limited supply on hand for immediate shipment

for fall demands. Place your orders now so as not to be delayed

when the rush for winter spray material begins.

The past season's results and the long experience of the Hood
River Spray Manufacturing Co. in making this spray proves con-

clusively that "Niagara" products are the standard goods of the

Northwest. Users everywhere have given their unqualified

endorsement of "Niagara" as producing perfect fruit whenever
and wherever used according to the directions in our booklet,

which may be had for the asking.

Our arsenate of leads, "Triangle" and "Niagara," are strictly

NEUTRAL and will do the work satisfactorily when mixed with

"Niagara" Lime-Sulphur.

Our booklet on "Successful Spraying" has had a phenomenal distribution. You ought to have a copy.
Ask your dealer and buy "Niagara" of him.

Hood River Spray Manufacturing Company
Box 54A, HOOD RIVER, OREGON

When to Plant and How
By George C. Roeding, Fresno, California

IN California radical differences in

soil and climate are often to be met
with in the same orchard, and one
locality is often blessed with as great

a diversity as may be found in a whole
state east of the Rocky Mountains.
Hence local horticulural conditions are

of prime importance when planting for

profit is the consideration. Indeed, it

is our experience that it is the very
keynote to the successful prosecution
of fruit culture as applied to California

and the Pacific Coast.

Taking it for granted that the intend-

ing planter is reasonably familiar with
local conditions prevailing in his local-

ity and on his land, a few suggestions

on methods of planting will be found

timely. Obviously it is of the utmost

importance that the land be put in

Who wishes to contract 50 to

100 acres or more of good fruit

land, with a responsible, sober

orehardist of about fifteen years'

experience in developing first-

class orchards? None but re-

sponsible parties who want the

goods need answer. Address

B-4. care "Better Fruit."

first class condition to receive the

trees. This is accomplished by thor-

ough plowing, followed by harrowing
until the soil is friable as an ash heap.
Nothing is so beneficial to soil as sub-

soiling, though planters are often

deterred from incurring this additional

expense, but where time and condi-

tions will permit it will do more to

promote a fine, deep root system and
an unusually heavy growth than any
other one thing that can be done in the

preparation of the soil. A sub-soil

plow merely consists of a standard
about twenty inches long attached to a

wooden beam like an ordinary plow,
except that it is heavier. It has no
mould-board, but merely has a flat-

tened piece of steel at the lower end
of the standard, which is slightly con-
caved so as to lift the soil as it passes

underneath. It runs in a furrow made
by a single plow, and at a depth of

eighteen to twenty inches. It requires

from ten to twelve good animals to

pull it.

Where irrigation is practiced grad-

ing must be resorted to, so that all

spots will be accessible from the later-

als running from the main ditch.

Grading does not necessarily mean
leveling, for the less the surface soil is

moved the greater will be the ultimate

success of the undertaking. No greater

mistake can be made than to cut down

the surface of the land for several feet

in order to bring it under a ditch. It

is far better under such conditions to

pump the water from a ditch to the

higher level, and thus preserve the
land. The slight additional expense of

pumping will be more than counter-
balanced by the growth of the trees

and their fruitfulness, as compared to

the poor growth and lack of fruit

when the surface soil has been
removed to any depth. Drainage
should be given consideration, par-

ticularly if the land is low and liable

to have water stand too near the sur-

face during the spring and summer
months.

Early planting is always advisable in

California with deciduous fruit, forest

trees and shrubs. We do not recom-

mend fall planting for the reason that

our growing season often extends into

the month of December, and to dig

Milwaukie Nurseries
Write for prices on Yellow Newtown

and Spitzenberg apple trees. My trees are

True to Name and first class, grown on

high ridge land without irrigation, and
give satisfaction.

Address

N. B. Harvey
Proprietor Milwaukie Nurseries

MII.WAUKIE, OREGON
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1
iPrepare to Save Your Fruit

Crops from Frost

Next season by ordering Orchard Heaters now.
It has been proven without doubt by four

years' trial that National Orchard Heaters will

afford the surest protection and do it with less

expense than any others. The True Principle of Orchard Heating, accord-

ing to Government reports, is to increase the number of heaters used to

the acre rather than to increase the size of the heaters. We have always
recommended 80 NATIONAL HEATERS to the acre, which number has
been ample to save the crops. WRITE today for full information and prices.

The National Orchard Heater Co.
Grand Junction, Colorado

up the trees until the growth is checked

by frost, which rarely occurs before

the latter part of November, is a very

risky proposition. In the case of citrus

trees and evergreens, plantings should

commence in the late spring and

may continue until the early summer
months.

The trees, when received at point of

destination, should be immediately

unpacked and the roots laid in a

trench and well covered with soil,

which should then be thoroughly wet
down. If delayed in transit, thereby

becoming dry and suffering from
exposure (the bark showing signs of

shirvelins), it is a good plan to

immerse the trees in a tank over night,

and the following day bury root and
top completely in damp soil for a few-

days until they become normal, when
they may with safety be planted out.

Should trees be frozen while in transit

place the package in a cellar or some
other place free from frost until

thawed out, when they can be unpacked
and heeled in, preparatory to planting.

Trees treated in this manner will not

be injured by having been frozen.

In localities where the seasons are

very much later than ours, due to

higher elevation or to the difference

in latitude, it is far better to have stock

forwarded while in the dormant condi-

POST CARDS
Mail us 50 cents in stamps and we

will forward to your address 25 souve-

nir post cards of Hood River Valley

and Columbia River scenery, conceded
to be the most picturesque scenery in

the world.

HOOD RIVER POST CARD CO.

Box 153, Hood River, Oregon

A Splendid Nursery
FOR SALE

Includes 43 acres of good nursery land,
with stock and equipment.
Good reasons for selling.

Must be sold soon.

For further particulars, address

BEAVER REALTY COMPANY
ASHLAND, OREGON

tion. If purchasers will call attention
to the fact that extreme cold weather
will not permit of early planting the
nurseryman will defer shipping as late

in the season as it is safe to do so.

The shipment on arrival at destination
should be examined by removing a

board from the case, and if the roots
appear to be in good condition the con-
tents should remain undisturbed and
the case should be placed in a cellar or
in a cold storage plant, where the tem-
perature should be maintained at about
thirty-five degrees Fahrenheit. This
method of handling trees is thoroughly
practicable, so much so that it has been
found possible to ship trees to the Anti-
podes during the winter season and
have shipment placed in cold storage
there until the opening of the plant-
ing season.

Just immediately before planting be
sure to examine the roots carefully and
cut away to a smooth surface all

bruised, lacerated and broken roots
and rootlets with a sharp knife. The
tree can now be said to be ready for
its permanent orchard home. If plant-

ing is delayed through circumstances
beyond the control of the orchardist

and a warm spell should intervene in

February or March, causing the buds
of the trees or vines to start, remove
them from the trenches, shake out all

the dirt from the roots and expose
them for three hours in the morning
on a calm day to the rays of the sun.

This will cause the small white root-

lets which have started to dry up, and
if the trees are heeled in (wetting them
down, of course) in a shady place their

dormancy may be prolonged several

weeks. In setting out one person
should hold the tree in an upright posi-

tion against the notch in the tree setter

while another shovels or fills in the

loose .soil around it, first spreading out

the roots and rootlets in as natural a

position as possible. The surface or

friable soil should be put in first among
the roots, care being taken to fill in

every interstice, thus bringing all the

roots in direct contact with the soil.

^^Tlen the hole is two-thirds full firm

the earth thoroughly about the roots,

but before doing this draw the tree up
to its permanent position. The top

three to four inches of soil should not

be tramped. A basin should be scooped
out around the tree which will hold at

least ten gallons of water, and unless

heavy rains should intervene to fill it

up water should be applied either by
bucket or by irrigation. The following

day draw in loose soil to fill up this

basin, reducing it to a fine condition

of tilth, but do not tramp in. Guard
against setting too deeply, but allow

for the settling of the soil, so that when
once established the tree will stand

about as it did at the time of removal
from the nursery rows. In the hot

interior valleys of California it is also

very important to protect the trunks

with Yucca tree protectors until they

can supply their own shade.

As has been suggested previously,

above all things have your ground in

the verv best condition of tilth. The

DONALD GROWN NURSERY STOCK
That is what you want, because our stock of fruit and ornamental trees is

exceptionally fine. Our fruit trees were propagated from buds taken from
bearing orchards; they are vigorous, healthy, and above all true to name;
that stocky body, grown on whole roots, makes them an ideal tree to plant.

t/igf^^/iJMbEs DONALD NrRSERY CO., Donald, Oreo-on

LESLIE BUTLER, President
TRUMAN BUTLER, Vice President

C. H. VAUGHAN, Cashier

Established 1900

Butler Banking Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Capital fully paid - - - $100,000

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

We give special attention to Good Farm Loans

If you have money to loan we will find you good real estate security, or if

you want to borrow we can place your application in good hands, and we
make no charge for this service.

THE OLDEST BANK IN HOOD RIVER VALLEY
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importance of this one point cannot be
dwelt upon too forcibly, for it not only
insures more rapid work on the part
of the men setting your trees, but in

addition to this, not having any clods

to contend with, the fine loose soil

packs around the roots when tramped
in, and if for any reason there should
be no opportunity of settling the trees

with water after planting there is very
little danger of their drying out.

Before proceeding with the planting
of an orchard or vineyard the land
should be laid off having one side and
end of the field at right angles. When
there are no regular subdivisions to

work from, and particularly where
extensive plantings are to be carried

on, these base lines should be estab-

lished with a transit. Nothing is more
unsightly than to have your trees or

vines out of line, and by following out

the suggestion of having these base
lines at right angles there is very little

probability of this occurring. There
are two methods of planting, the

square, which is the most universally

used, and the equilateral triangle. A
stake about half an inch square and
one foot long split out of redwood will

be found to be a very convenient size

as a marker for the setting of the trees.

Dip about six inches of one end in

whitewash, as they can then be readily

seen, and should any of the stakes be
out of line it will be noticed at once.

Before digging the holes it is necessary
to have a tree setting board. This is

easily made out of a piece of 1x4 four
feet long with an inch hole at each
end and a notch in the center. Place
the notched center against the stake

where the tree is to be planted and
push a stake into the ground through
the holes at each end of the planter

and remove the center stake. The hole
may now be dug, and this should not

be less than eighteen inches in diam-

eter and eighteen inches deep. After
the hole is dug replace the board over
the end stakes in its former position,

then plant the tree with the trunk rest-

ing against the center notch in the
board and it will be in identically the
same place as the stake which was
removed to dig the hole.

The Square Method.—Having the
corners fixed, the next step is to lay

off the ground. In order to fully

understand the matter we will suppose
that the trees are to be planted twenty-
four feet apart. To set stakes for ten
trees for each stretch of the wire it

will be necessary to have a wire 240
feet long with a short two-foot link at

each end for a three-inch iron ring,

through which the iron pegs are

pushed into the ground after it is

drawn taut, to hold it in place. Use a

No. 10 gauge galvanized wire and at

each twenty-four-foot point have a

small piece of wire wrapped around it

and soldered into place. Before pro-
ceeding with the laying out of the

ground set stakes twenty-four feet

apart along one of the base lines.

Having set the stakes along the out-

side line, start at the same end of the
field again and set another line of

stakes, parallel with the first line and
the length of the chain distant from
it. Follow out this method until the
entire field is laid out in checks. With
the check lines established it is only
necessary now to set stakes at the
twenty-four-foot marks on the wire
where the trees are to be planted.

The Best Part of Michigan
is Oceana, the most westcin county in state.
More rural schools, churches and telephones
than any other county in United States. One
hundred miles macadamized roads. Fruit is

bringing up to .$1,000 per acre; wheat 40 bush-
els; potatoes ."500 bushels; alfalfa and dairy
coming fast. Write for list of farms.

HANSON & SON, Hart, Michigan

HIGH GRADE, TOOL STEEL, FORGED, FINELY TEMPERED, with CO flH
lock nut; 30 inrlies long. DeU\ erfd in United States and Canada for vZiUU

HAND PRUNERS, J. A. HENCKELS, IMPORTED, 9-incli, riveted plate. QO fin
long brass spring, ratchet nut. Delivered in United States and Canada for v^iUU

THE HOOD RIVER HAND PRUNER, 9-inch, made especially for our reiiuire-

nieuts, the best shear produced. Dblivered in United States and Canada
J -j "Jg

We sell every kind of up-to-date pruning tools.

Write us about your wants.

E. A. FRANZ CO., Hood River, Oregon

Hamilton Reservoir

Orchard Heater

The Heater you will eventually buy.

THE REGULATED FIRE.
Control the heat and meet every weather

condition with true fuel economy. This
means a small fire for a slight frost, also
a large fire for a heavy freeze or windy
condition.

LARGE OIL CAPACITY (3 and 6 gal-
lons) provides for a long burn without
refilling. A labor saver.

NO SEAMS. The bane of the "made-
over" lard pail pots—seams—is entirely
eliminated. No wasteful oil leakage.

RESSEMER STEEL. Honestly built of
26-gauge Ressemer steel to withstand the
rust and weather. Common stove pipe
iron has no place in its construction.

Each of these superior points is exclu-
sive in the HAMILTON RESERVOIR
HEATER and you should compare it with
any other device and discover its greater
advantages. Knowing growers after inves-
tigation always buy this heater. Mr. A.
Gregory, Redlands, California, purchased
8,000 of the 6-gaIlon reservoir heaters
only after exhaustively investigating and
testing every type. This is the largest
order ever placed by an individual grower
in any state, requiring 48,000 gallons of
oil for one filling, and the equal of 48,000
of the lard pail type of pots. This should
be of interest to you and we want to tell

you more about it.

Write for our new literature.

Hamilton Orchard Heater Co.
GRAND .lUNCTION, COLORADO

PORTLAND WHOLESALE
NURSERY COMPANY

Rooms 1 and 2 Lambert-Sargeant Building

Corner East Alder Street and Grand Avenue

PORTLAND, OREGON

Bartlett and Anjou
A splendid stock of one-year pears, apples and
peaches to offer, both wholesale and retail.

Orchardists' Supply Co.
301 Newhouse Building SALT LAKE, UTAH

Northern Grown Trees
Northern grown, non-irrigated trees on

hardy roots are long lived. They come
into bearing early and bear heavily. We
can supply standard varieties A No. 1

apple trees, one year old, at attractive
prices. We grow ornamental stock, shade
trees, small fruits, forest seedlings, etc.,

in quantity. Send for catalog. First prize
Middle West "Special," Fourth National
Apple Show, Spokane.

The Jewell Nursery Company
LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA

Established 1868 1,.'')00 Acres

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Do You Want a Home in the

"BEAUTIFUL OZARKS"
of Missouri

In the Famous Strawberry Land
Apples, peaches, pears, grapes, raspberries,

etc., all grow excellently. Ideal location for

dairy and poultry business. We offer for sale

60,000 acres of land in 40-acre tracts or more,
cheap and on easy terns. Located in Stone
and McDonald Counties.

For further information address

McDonald Land & Mining Co.

Rooms 301-2 Miner's Bank Bldg.

Joseph C. Watkins, Manager
JOPLIN, MISSOURI

Duncan Campbell & Co.
349 DAVIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Car Load Brokers and Distribu-

tors Citrus and Deciduous Fruits

Write or wire us regarding anything

you have to offer in carload lots.

Want pears for Eastern shipments;

also canning pears.

Satisfactory references guaranteed.

Tubbesing & Nelson
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

All Grades of

BOX APPLES
Our Specialty

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Car Lots Our Specialty

John B. Cancelmo
127 DOCK STREET
PHILADELPHIA

FANCY BOX APPLES

S. E. Bartmess
UNDERTAKER AND

LICENSED EMBALMER
For Oregon and Washington

Furniture, Rugs, Carpets

and Building Material

Hood River, Oregon

Equilateral Triangular, or Hexagonal
Method.—By thi.s method of planting

all the trees are equally cHstant from
each other and the ground i.s equally

divided in all direction.s. The arrange-

ment admit.s fifteen per cent more trees

to the acre than the setting in squares

and the ground can be worked in three

different directions. Objections are

urged to it, however, in that it does

not admit of thinning trees by removal
of alternate rows, as is sometimes
desirable, and that one has to take a

zigzag course in driving through the

orchard. In planting tracts of any size

we do not recommend it. The system
should be confined to planting .small

parcels of land where it is necessary

to use every foot of available space.

Fruit growing is a business pure and
simple, and in its successful operation

is quite as apt to call forth the best

energies of brain and brawn of those

who are in the business as in any other

line of commercial activity. Just in the

proportion that the orchard receives

intensive and intelligent care will it

give corresponding returns for the

investment of capital, time and labor.

Above all things do not plant too many
varieties if you desire to be a factor

among the commercial fruit growers.

No greater mistake can be made. As

an illustration, in planting ten acres of

peaches and having on each acre a

different variety, when this orchard

comes into bearing there are so many
varieties and so limited a quantity of

each that the commercial packer of

dried or canned fruits does not feel

inclined to pay what the fruit is worth

because there is not enough of any one

kind to make it an object for him to

handle it.

Growers in new localities are often

concerned over the fact that there will

be no outlet for the product. The han-

dling and marketing of fruit has

assumed such vast proportions that

there arc always commercial institu-

tions eager enough to enter a new field

and exploit it as soon as the produc-

tion is large enough to encourage the

building of packing houses for the

handling of any particular product.

Another serious mistake on the part of

many growers is to endeavor to harvest

enormous crops when their trees are

only two or three years old. The

result of this unwise policy in many
cases is to sacrifice the tree to such an

extent that ju-st when it should be

bringing profitable returns (it was bur-

dened to heavily when young) it either

dies or it takes years of extraordinary

care to restore it to its proper vigor.

It is just as much a mistake to expect

too much from a young tree as it is to

require a child to do a man's work.

The care bestowed for the first two or

three years in cultivating, pruning and

irrigating, where the rainfall is insufii-

cient to" carry the trees through the

long, dry summer months, is the foun-

dation for the upbuilding of a plant

which will redound to the crevlit of the

owner and give him ample returns for

his intelligent care and years of hard

work. The tendency toward ovcrpro-

Electric Wiring &
Supply Co.

CHRISTMAS DECORATING
A SPECIALTY

President ALVA L. DAY
V. -President & Manager J. M. GEIGER
Secretary & Treasurer W. R. SHUMAN

Home Phone 3

HOOD RIVER, OREGON

WANTED
First-class agents to sell orchard

tracts, already planted, on the install-

ment plan. A fine proposition for live

wires. Communicate with us imme-
diately. Nothing better anywhere in

orchards. Just outside incorporation

of Nampa, on car line.

Eagle Heights Orchards Co.
Nampa, Idaho

Don't Buy Trees
Till you see us. We are giving the

biggest value for the least money,
in any nursery stock you can buy.

Quality unequaled, at unparalleled

low prices. Place your order now
for prompt fall shipment.

Benedict Nursery Co.
67 East 76th Street North

PORTLAND, OREGON

THE MONARCH PRUNER
(Pat.)

Ideal hand-forged tool, with detachable saw,
and keen cutting edge. Malses smooth, clean
cut of largest limb or smallest twig. A simple,
dui able and S])eedy pruner. Easy to sharpen.
Will last a lifetime. Approved hy best fruit
growers. Write for circular.

THE MONARCH PRUNER CO.
l!ox 1 163, Spokane, Washington

rees and Seeds That Grow

26tti Year.
For 26 years I have furnished my cus-

tomers with trees and seeds direct,

without any middleman, at less than

half the agents' price. Freight paid on

$10.00 tree orders.

Grafted Apple and Peach, 2-3 feet, 1

yearfrom bud, 7c each. Cherry, 15c each.

Full assortment of Vegetable, Flower and

Farm Seeds. Save money; send for my
large illustrated Garden Book. Free.

GERMAN NURSERIES AND SEED HOUSE
(Carl Sonderegger) Beatrice, Neb.
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A block of Yellow Newtowns and a pair of Red Cheeks
The Newtowns are budded and the Red Cheeks "just growed"

WE HAVE NO RED CHEEKS
TO OFFER

but we have a fine^lot of

Newtown

Spitzenberg

Ortley

and other leading varieties to

offer direct to planters, less

ail'ents' connnission.

Our trees are all grown from

buds selected from bearing

trees and are guaranteed true-

to-name.

WRITE FOR PRICES TO

TRUE -TO -NAME NURSREY
PHONE, 2002K

duction in young trees is easily elimi-

nated by pruning. Next to ttiorough
cultivation there is nothing which is

more vital to the life of a tree than this

one thing. It is difficult to lay down
specific rules on this point, but there
are basic ones which can generally be
observed in the handling of most
deciduous trees, with some exceptions.

After a tree is set never fail to cut

it back. This is now the general prac-
tice among the most successful orchard-
ists throughout California, and is the
result of years of experience. The
following winter from three to four
branches, properly distributed around
the body of the tree, should be allowed
to remain to form the head, and each
one of these branches should have at

least one-half of its growth removed,
cutting away all laterals from them
also. These leaders will eventually
form the framework of the tree. Above
all things do not shorten in a lateral

O. W. Butts
Wholesale Fruits and

Commission

Strawberries and Apples Our
Specialty

A strong house—Pioneer dealer of

thirty years' experience

OMAHA. NEBRASKA

starting near the terminal point of any
of the branches unless you wish to

have a hideous crook in your tree. It

is a great mistake to think that unless
these small laterals are allowed to

remain the tree will not start. The
result of the first year's pruning will

cause the trees to make an immense
growth, and will also induce them to

grow stocky. The second winter heavy
thinning will have to be followed, and
the pruning should be done with
a view of causing the framework
branches to spread out. After thinning
half the growth of the current season
should be cut off and again remove all

laterals from the framework branches.
To the novice this severe cutting seems
suicidal, but the results obtained have
been so very satisfactory that the

soundness of this method cannot be
questioned. The third year leave from
two to three laterals properly dis-

ributed on each of the main stems, but
they in turn should be cut back at

least one-half. The third year's cut-

ting need not be so severe, but the thin-

ning and shortening in of the fruit

bearing branches should be carefully
followed out. It is safe to assume that

the trees in the fourth year have
reached an age when they should
bring ample returns, still pruning
should be carefully followed out each
season. Failure to prune severely
when the trees are young means that

there will be a lot of long spindling
branches with practically all the new
growth at the tip ends. A heavy crop
may be harvested the third year, but

HOOD RIVER, OREGON

the branches will bend down under
their heavy load, become sunburned
and even break off in some cases, thus

sacrificing a tree to the rapacity of a

grower who in his eagnerness to har-

vest a crop has killed the "goose that

lays the golden egg." The many advan-
tages of this method of pruning are:

(1) It makes a low heading and a more
stocky tree, affording an umbrageous
head, and thus protecting it from the

hot rays of the scorching summer sun;

(2) it enhances the carrying capacity

of the tree, thus avoiding artificial

props when maturing a crop of fruit;

(3) it expedites the harvesting of the

crop by rendering it more accessible

to the pickers, thus economizing time

and expense; (4) it prolongs the life of

the tree by reason of conserving its

vital forces and rendering it less liable

to damage in the breaking of limbs and

taxing its strength by carrying its

fruits "close in."

THE
Lawrence-Hensley

Fruit Co.
JOBBERS OF

Fruits and Vegetables, and

Apple Packers

Largest Strawberry Dealers

in the West

DENVER, COLORADO
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DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING

Demind Samson Spray Pump
Consider the merits that you linow, Irom your experience, a spray pump must have to be a

success. Endurance, long-wearing qualities, ability to develop high pressure, ease of operation
—these are a few of the more important.

Now take Deming Spray Pumps, of which the "Samson," shown herewith, is a flrst-class illustia-
tion. This machine is a growth—sounds funny, but a fact just the same—an adding of good points,
one by one, season after season, as our factory tests and practical field work showed them necessary.
It was a mighty good outfit at first, but years of testing and improvement liave now made it prelti/

nearly perfect.

''YOU COULDN'T IMPROVE IT IF YOU HAD IT MADE TO ORDER"
It's a splendid, well built, all-around pump. Made without complicated parts, every piece strong

and substantial. Working parts all brass; valves, etc., easy to get at. Every "Samson" has a long
"lease on life" that would be impossible in a cheaply or carelessly-built machine.

You can get 90 to 125 pounds or more, depending on the number of nozzles. The big air chamber
holds the pressure steady; the plunger throws an equal amount of liquid at each stroke. The long
lever makes pumping much easier; the operator can always stand erect—no "lame back" to count in.

BESIDES THE "SAMSON" WE MAKE OVER 20 OTHER SPRAYERS HAND AND POWER
We are the largest spray pump manufacturers in the country; we make spray pumps for all uses,

hand and power; nozzles, attacliments, etc. We will be glad to supply full particulars upon request.

GET OUR HANDSOME CATALOGUE AND NAME OF DEMING DEALER NEAR YOU-FREE
Our 1912 Catalogue will be ready soon; we want you to have a copy now. Deming Spray Pumps

are sold by dealers almost everywhere and we shall be pleased to give you the name of our agent near-
est you. If not represented in your locality, we will supply you direct, at factory prices. Write today.

CRANE CO., Pacific Coast Agents
PORTLAND SEATTLE SPOKANE SAN FRANCISCO

THE DEMING COMPANY, 335 Success Building, Salem, Ohio
Manufacturers of Hand and Power Pumps for all Uses; Hydraulic Rams, Etc.

AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING DEMING

Grafted Walnut

Trees
We do not grow regular nursery stock, but make

a specialty of first-class grafted Walnut Trees.

While we are growing and grafting our own trees

for our 250-acre tract, we decided to grow some

trees for sale.

In doing so we believe we are ofifering the very

best trees that can be bought at any price. Vroo-

man Franquettes grafted on Royal Hybrid and

California Black roots.

Our supply has never been equal to the demand,

so if you want to be sure and have your order filled,

order early.

Ferd Groner
Rose Mound Farm HILLSBORO, OREGON

ThreeVital Points
forBuyers ofPrinting

Mil tHS»

Quality: The liigliest that brains

applied to the best modern equip-

ment can produce.

Service: Promptness and tlie ut-

most care exertdsed from inception

to completion of all orders.

Cost : The lowest possible, consist-

ent with quality and good service.

You may pay more elsewhere, but

you cannot get more quality.

F. W. Baltes and Company
Printers and Binders, First and Oak, Portland

-rfn
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D. Crossley & Sons
Established 1878

APPLES FOR EXPORT
California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Florida fruits. Apples handled in all European markets.
Checks mailed from our New York office same day apples are sold on the other side. We are not agents;
we sell apples. We make a specialty of handling APPLES, PEARS AND PRUNES on the New York
and foreign markets. Correspondence solicited.

200 to 204 FRANKLIN STREET, NEW YORK
NEW YORK LIVERPOOL LONDON GLASGOW

"Northwest"

trees

are best

"Northwest"

trees

are best

We have for the coming season a

complete line of

NURSERY STOCK

Including everything handled in the

nursery line

Write for our new prices and catalog

NORTHWEST NURSERY CO.
North Yakima, Washington

AGENTS WANTED

LEO UJFFY
New Orleans, Louisiana

Successor to

APPEL & UJFFY
The largest wholesale exclusive

Fruit and Fancy Vegetable Firm in the South

IMPORTERS, RECEIVERS, JOBBERS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Correspondence solicited

APPLES
R. H.PENNINGTON & CO. incorporated

Main Office, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

Branches—St. Louis, Missouri; Owensboro, Kentucky;

Vincennes, Indiana; Paducah, Kentucky

APPLES

FRUIT
Western
Soft Pine.

Light, strong
and durable.

"Better Fruit"

subscribers

demand the

"Better Box." BOXES
CAN MAKE TWO CARLOADS DAILY

Washington Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

Spokane, Washington

WE SPECIALIZE IN

APPLES
Ridley, Houlding & Co.

COVENT GARDEN, LONDON

WE WANT TO REPRESENT THE GROWERS OF

BETTER FRUIT. We know that our

BETTER METHODS of selling will bring

A Trial Solicited

BETTER RESULTS

All Shipments Receive Personal Attention

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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GGMORSE S^CO
(SI MARKET. STREET SAN FRANCISCO

Restoring Old Orchards in California
By Charles H. Shinn, North Fork, California

NEARLY everything which is writ-

ten about California describes
districts whose climate and resources
are similar to those of Southern France
and Italy. This article, however, has
to do with the problems of living in

the Californian Sierras, at an elevation
of three thousand feet above the sea,

and close to snow peaks. More spe-
cifically it deals with the restoring of
an old orchard. The soil is granite;
the slopes are steep and brush covered.
It is far from all but the local market.
Many fruits are out of the question,
lor some snow falls every winter, and
frosts are both late and early.

People came into this region long
ago, when there was much placer min-
ing along the foothill creeks; they took
up land claims, built cabins and often
planted small orchards. In many cases
they moved away when the mines gave
out. So it happens that we have at

the present time in a land of very
attractive mountains and foothills
lying east of such prosperous towns
as Fresno, Madera and Merced some
hundreds of practically abandoned old
farms waiting for men with knowl-
edge, energy and a little capital to pick
up and put into shape again. The par-
ticular "abandoned orchard" of which
I write was on a farm of a hundred
and sixty acres, which, with the build-

ings, fences and a good deal of clear-

ing, was bought for three hundred dol-

lars. One of the assets was the "the
orchard," once a very good one, but
now overgrown, broken down and
seemingly worthless. "Root it out at

once," said the neighbors. Three old

pear trees, several plum trees, half a

dozen peach trees and some sixty apple
trees. That was the total, and they
looked about hopeless, even to an old

nurseryman.
The pear trees were badly blighted.

They were Bartletts, and that fine

variety has "gone back" on the grow-
ers in many parts of California. I

made a solution of sulphuric acid, one
part acid to ten of water, and dipped
my pruning tools in it. Then I went
all over the trees and cut out all the

blight and "die-back," pruning with
extreme care and very closely. Then
I took a cloth and treated every cut

with the solution of acid. Then I

burned all the prunings. That was
eight years ago, and the pears have
borne large crops every year since

without a sign of blight. The peach
trees were large, had not been pruned
for years and seemed worthless. No
side branches, no limbs or sprouts

near the ground and the tops half dead.

The only thing to do in this case was
to cut them off waist high and trust

to the outstarting of dormant branch
buds. Reduced to stubs like these, the
judicious neighbors remarked that it

would have been easier to dig them
up at once. Of course, all the cuts
were painted. The trees lived up to

what was expected of them, made new
heads and in a couple of years began
to bear in good style. The plum trees
only needed a drastic pruning to take
a new start. The late spring frosts

generally catch the Japanese plums.
The prunes get through in safety. The
apple trees were the main problem of

the orchard. They were old-fashioned
sorts, mainly Kentucky Red Streaks,

Winesaps and the larger crabs. Large
areas of the tops were dead; some
trees were badly gophered; many had
holes or rotten places in their trunks.
Some showed "die-back" and blight.

All were broken down by cattle. They
were large old trees, and still contin-
ued to yield some fruit. It took many
long hours of hard work to put the
apple trees in shape. The long tops
were headed back by cutting off from
one-half to three-fourths in length.

They were thoroughly thinned out
and opened up to light and air. Dead
wood was taken out and the diseased
spots doctored. Each tree formed a

separate problem, and in each case a

plan of pruning was thought out which
would give it a new and accessible

head of bearing wood in a few years.

As a fact, however, the old apple
orchard yielded quite a crop the very
next season, and has continued to do
better each year since.

There are thousands of old, neg-

lected apple and pear trees in all parts

of the United States. I never see one
that I do not wish that I could get hold

of it and restore its usefulness. As

CREST SPRAY
AHeavyMiscibleOil
for Orchards and

Gardens

An Efl'ective

EXTERMINATOR
of all Insect Life,

Germs and Yerniin

We Guarantee
Results

CREST SPKAY is the result of scientific and
practical experiments by the best phyto-
pathologists and chemists.

DIFFERS FROM OTHER SPRAYS
Crest Spray is a soluble or miscible oil and

mixes readily with water. It remains in solu-
tion, forming an emulsion. It is non-poisonous
and harmless to operator. It requires no boil-
ing or preparation like the Lime-Sulphur. Its

use is a saving of time and money. Home-
made Lime-Sulphur costs from 1% to 2 cents
per gallon. Crest Spray costs from 11/2 to 3
cents per gallon. A gallon of Crest Spray has a
covering power almost twice as great as Lime-
Sulphur, reducing the cost nearly one-half.

Scientific, Effective, Convenient, Economical
$1.25
1.35
1.50
.90
.50
.30

Barrels, 25 or 50 gallons, per gallon
Five-gallon cans, per gallon
One-gallon cans, per gallon ....
Half-gallon cans, each
Quart cans, each
Pint cans, each

Testimonials sent on application

Crest Chemical Co.
84 BELL STREET SEATTLE, U. S. A.
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long as the roots are healthy an oUI

tree can he restored and made to form
a new top. I have no doubt that the

asset of /'the old orchard" is more
often neglected when people buy farms
than any other single item. Every old

tree needs to be thoroughly cultivated

and to have plenty of fertilizer applied.

It may need root pruning, too, so as

to induce the growth of new roots. In

the case of my own orchard root prun-
ing was not necessary because the
granite soil was so open that the roots
had gone deeply down, not spreading
out on the surface. But in many cases

the neglected roots need pruning as

much as the neglected tops do. In that

case plenty of moisture and the enrich-
ing of the soil are necessary, so that

the new young roots can have a better

chance to start. "Keeo a balance
between the roots and the top," was
the advice of the ancient nurseryman
of my boyhood's home valley. The
roots' growth is limited strictly by the
roots of the other orchard trees, by the
nature of the soil and by the crop.

Head in the top, open it out all you
like, but feed the roots if you want a

big heavy bearing tree.

Each year the pruning of this old
orchard and the care of younger trees

planted since becomes a greater pleas-
ure, for one remembers a thousand
little details about each tree and learns
to prune accordingly. As each tree

has a somewhat diflferent slope, and
recives air, light and moistrue in dif-

ferent degrees, it appears to develop
idiosyncrasies all its own. It is no
longer merely a common every-day
Kentucky Red Streak, but "that par-
ticular old tree with the reddest
apples" whose trunk has to be shaded
from the afternoon sun with a piece
of board, because my drastic surgery
of eight years ago dug out a piece of
dead wood four inches wide and four
feet long over the scar of which the
new wood is still growing toward a

complete recovery. That White M'^in-

ter Pearmain is not like the rest of

them; its condition in the days that

were compelled me to bore holes
through its limbs in several directions,

draw them together with a pulley, set

the nuts on washers and screw them
in tightly. The bark has covered them
now; the tree is safe and sound again,

having healed up the splits and breaks
which went nearly down to the
ground. And isn't all this a better way
than to dig out such interesting old

trees which belong to the pioneer
period ?

I knew a California apple tree once
whose history was like this: It was
grafted from a tree which went from
Illinois to pioneer Oregon planted in

the dirt-filled box of a farm wagon
and watered all the way across the

plains. It was grown in the first Ore-
gon nursery. It was bought when one
year old for five dollars, carried on a

pack mule some three hundred miles
and planted in 1853 on a "flat" by
Trinity River, near the mining village

of Douglass. The first apples it bore
sold for half a dollar apiece. In 1876,

when I saw it, the great tree—a Rhode
Island Greening—was bearing a crop
of about half a ton of ver>- large

apples. Aftei"ward a minei" wanted to

sluice off this Hat, so he paid fifty dol-

lars for the old tree and swept it

out of existence—a fifty-year-old and
famous pioneer apple tree.

There are stray ilakes of gold in the

black sand along the creeks by our
orchard, but the largest "placers" on
earth would not persuade us to sell

one of our old, but rejuvenated apple

trees. We restored them, gave them a

new lease of life and made the hill-

side orchard a thing of beauty and use.

We hope that for a hundred years to

come, and more, those old crabs and
Winesaps, and all the rest of them
will continue to flourish here.

Edilor heller Fruit:
The writer has always kept a complete file

ol your magazines, and I assure you that we
get a great deal of good information from
them. Yours very truly, Sclimidt Lithograph
Co., E. SheHey Morgan, Manager.

Non-Irrigated, Whole-Root Trees
We have them. Write us your wants. We pay freight and guarantee arrival

in good condition. A Few Reliable Salesmen Wanted.

PACIFIC NURSERY COMPANY, 1205 Yeon Bldg., Portland, Oregon

Hood River Valley Nursery Company
Route No. 3, Box 227 HOOD RIVER, OREGON Phone 325X

Will have for spring delivery a choice lot of one-year-old budded apple trees on three-year-old roots, the
very best yearlings possible to grow. Standard varieties from best selected Hood River bearing trees—
Spitzenbergs, Yellow Newtowns, Ortleys, Arkansas Blacks, Gravensteins, Baldwins and Jonathans. All
trees guaranteed first-class and true to name. Start your orchards right with budded trees from our
nursery, four miles southwest from Hood River Station.

WILLIAM ENSCHEDE, Nurseryman H. S. BUTTERFIELD, President

Insure Bumper Crops
Fertilize your soil for every crop. Fall is the time to sow Animal
Fertilizers for the best results. The winter rains thoroughly disin-
tegrate the fertilizer, producing a plentiful supply of humus for the
next years crop. These fertilizers are food to the soil. They make
things grow in abundance and to perfection. The slight cost of the
fertilizer proves an investment without equal—bigger crops—better
produce—highest prices.

Beaver Brand Animal
Fertilizers

Will prove a revelation to you. Sow them this fall and compare next
year's crops with this year's, acre for acre. You will discover that
the money you put into these fertilizers will prove the most profitable

investment you ever made. We have printed a 20 page booklet ex-
plaining just why the soil needs these animal fertilizers and citing

instances of the profits produced. The information this booklet con-
tains is worth hundreds of dollars to any farmer. It is free for the
asking. Send for it this minute while you have it in mind.

Union Meat Co. """'o'.eSSS'^''"

There's BIG Money in Wood Sawing
Owner* of the Reierson Wood Saw make $10 to $20 per day right along

A Practical, Durable, Efficient

Machine, priced within your
reach. Equipped with
6 h. p., frost prootf,

1^ water cooled, Waterloo
-'^ Boy Gas Engine. Selby

anti-friction roller steel saw
table. Wide tired steel or

wood wheels for rocky roads and
f stone pavements. Heavy, machine
turned flywheels for arbor mounted
so the engine fly wheels straddle the

Built tomake short turns in alleys, etc. frame, thereby overcoming top heaviness.

Positively the best wood saw made—stands every test. A great money maker.
Write today for full description and prices. Ask for catalog W 6

Reierson Machinery Co. ^"o'rt^STrfion
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Hood River Nurseries
Have for the coming season a very complete line of

NURSERY STOCK
Newtown and Spitzenberg propagated
from selected bearing trees. Make no
mistake, but start your orchard right.

Plant generation trees. Hood River
(Clark Seedling) strawberry plants in

quantities to suit. Send for prices.

RAWSON & STANTON, Hood River, Oregon

Nursery Stock of
Absolute Reliability

That's the only kind to buy. Good trees bring success
and poor trees failure. Fruit growers know this. They
do not experiment. They buy non-irrigated, whole root,
budded trees, and we number scores of them on our list

of well pleased customers. We have prepared this season
for an immense business. That means trees, trees, trees
without limit as to variety and quantity. We also have
an immense stock of small fruits and ornamentals. We
solicit your confidence, and will take care of the rest.

Catalogue on application.

Salem Nursery Company, Salem, Oregon

Reliable and live salesmen wanted.

Apple Grafts
Made toYour Order

Any Style or Length to Suit Purchaser

Over Forty Years' Experience

Apple Seedlings
American or French Grrown

Straight or Branched Roots

Well Matured,Good Grades

Carefully Handled

Large General Stock

Write for Prices

The Shenandoah Nurseries
D. S. LAKE, PioprietcJi-

Shenandoah, Iowa

Northeast Corner Second and Dock Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIAG.W. Butterworth,
SPECIALIST IN

Western Box Apples, Pears and Deciduous Fruit

EFFICIENT HANDLING OF ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTS

Reference, Everybody
Member National League of Commission Merchants of United States

International Apple Shippers' Association

IF YOU WANT UP-TO-DATE SERVICE GET IN TOUCH WITH US

IF YOU WANT THE BEST ORCHARD LAND
IN OREGON

I have what you want, whether it is five to forty acres for a HOME ORCHARD, or 400 acres for

subdivision.

I have land in the Hood River Valley or in the Mount Hood Valley adjoining Dufur.

If you do not want to take possession at once, your land will be planted and cared for, in the best

manner, for you for from three to five years, when it will come into bearing.

For further particulars address,

P. O. BOX 86, HOOD RIVER, OREGON

WHEN WRITING .\DVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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APPLE STORAGE—410,000 Box Apples Capacity
Our Apple Department is constantly in touch with the market and we are

therefore in a position to give storage customers best results

INSURANCE RATE LOW

EBNER ICE AND COLD STORAGE CO.
Main Office, VINCENNES, INDIANA

Plants at Vincennes, Indiana; Flora, Illinois; Seymour, Indiana; Washington, Indiana

Rae & Hatfield
317 Washington Street, New York

Largest Handlers of Pacific Coast Fruits in the East

REPRESENTING THE FOREMOST WESTERN SHIPPING COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATIONS
ON THE NEW YORK MARKET

Operating in All Producing Sections

RELIABLE EXPERIENCED PROMPT

SIMONS, SHUTTLEWORTH & CO., Liverpool and Manchester

SIMONS, JACOBS & CO., Glasgow GARCIA, JACOBS & CO., London

J. H. LUTTEN & SON, Hamburg OMER DECUGIS ET FILS, Paris

European Receivers o/American Fruits
FOR MARKET INFORMATION ADDRESS:

Simons, Shuttleworth & French Co. Walter Webling John Brown Ira B. Solomon C. W. King D. L. Dick

204 Franklin Street, New York 46 Clinton Street, Boston Brighton, Ontario Canning, Nova Scotia Monteal, Quebec Portland, Maine

OUR SPECIALTIES ARE APPLES AND PEARS

Arcadia Irrigated Orchards
The Largest Irrigated Orchard Project in the Northwest

Arcadia is located twenty-two miles from Spokane. Our soil is rich and deep, entirely free from gravel,

rock and alkali. Gravity irrigation, excellent transportation, ideal climate, no dust or sand storms.

OUR PLAN : We plant, cultivate, irrigate, spray, prune and care for the orchard for four years.

Water free. Real estate taxes paid for five years. Over 4,000 acres is now planted to winter apples. You
may remain at your present occupation while your orchard is brought to bearing, or, if desired, move onto

the land at once.

TERMS: $125.00 first payment secures five acres; $250.00 first payment secures ten acres; balance

monthly. Eight years in which to pay for your orchard. Write for literature.

ARCADIA ORCHARDS COMPANY, Spokane, Washington

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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"NON-IRRIGATED"
Finest Bearing Orchard in White Salmon District on Sale

Twenty-eight acres Spitzenbergs, Newtowns and Jonathans! Slightly rolling; red shot soil, in perfect condition,

finely drained! Next year its sixth and seventh of growth, and good yield certain! No finer trees anywhere for

health, shape and uniformity! Front on main county road, rear on White Salmon River! To the "North Bank"
railroad station on Columbia River, 2% miles! I retain a 40-acre orchard, so you must be my neighbor! Social,

climatic and scenic conditions ideal. Elevation 500 feet!

f 1st National Bank, White Salmon, Washington
References -j Butler Banking Company, Hood River, Oregon

[ "Better Fruit," Hood River, Oregon

F. McKERCHER, Owner
240 Stark Street, PORTLAND, OREGON

Department of Publicity of Governors' Special
By P. H. Doyle

THOROUGHLY aroused at last,

through the immigration reports

of the Canadian government showing
conclusively that the tide of immigra-
tion that formerly helped to populate
and build up our American West has
been diverted and is flowing to the

Canadian West in ever increasing
numbers, the states of the American
Northwest have at last decided upon
concerted action looking toward check-
ing this startling exodus from the
Eastern States to the Dominion. With
this end in view practically every
Western and Northwestern State is

participating, on a larger or smaller
scale, in the many land shows that are
being held in the East at this time.

Through the medium of the excellent
exhibits of the states' resources, as

ocular substantiation of the claims set

forth in the literature and statistics

distributed at these shows, the indi-

vidual states hope to prove to the
people of the East that the opportuni-
ties presented to them in their own
West are greater than those offered to

the homeseekers who move to Canada.
Immigration statistics show that the

United States is losing its population
at the rate of 200,000 persons each
year, this being the number of home-
seekers who are drawn from the
crowded centers of population in the
Eastern United States to Western

Canada by the glittering promises of

marvelous harvests on cheap lands
offered by the Canadian immigration
agents. This is the state of affairs

which has led to the holding of the
numerous land shows. As a fitting

climax to the advertising campaign
inaugurated by the West, the North-
western States and Colorado and Cali-

fornia have united in what is said to

be the most unique method of adver-
tising their resources that has ever

been conceived. The plan is the send-

ing of a special train, bearing compre-
hensive exhibits of each state partici-

pating, on a tour of the principal cities

of the East, at each of which stops

will be made for the purpose of dis-

playing the exhibits and telling of the

progress of the West both from an
agricultural and industrial standpoint.

While this method of displaying the

resources of the West is in itself new,
the unique feature of the tour will be
the fact that the governors of the vari-

ous states will accompany the exhibits

as the oIFicial representatives of the

states. It is said that the present is

the first time in the history of the

United States that a congress of chief

executives have banded for any similar

purpose. The remarkable finesse of

the movement from a publicity stand-

point is seen in the presence of the

governors, for while the visit of an

exhibit train to any particular city

would create a certain amount of inter-

est in the inhabitants thereof, the fact

that such a coterie of celebrities lend
their presence to the project adds a

distinction that would not otherwise
obtain, and assures for the tour the
greatest possible amount of publicity.

The fact that the gubernatorial party
will be joined from time to time by the

governors of the states in which the

special train happens to be journeying
at the moment, senators, congressmen,
correspondents of various newspapers
and others adds to the value of the

plan from a publicity standpoint.

After visiting twenty-one Eastern
cities, the special will return to St.

Paul, Minnesota, with its party aug-

mented by the addition of the senators

and members of congress of the vari-

ous Northwestern States, where a con-

ference, lasting three days, will be
held to devise uniformity of action by
the Northwestern States and their

Rid Your Land of Gophers
RATS, MOLES, SQUIRRELS. A 10-yearold boy

can do it with this
'^Q||JQ^"

No gnu, no poison, no bait. Absolutely safe. Made
entirely of steel. Guaranteed. Tour money back
if it's not the best trap you ever sau> or heard of.

Send $1.50 for trial trap. Agents Wantiid.

Eureka Sales Go. PORTLAND,OEF

Two Dollars for A Wormy Apple
Mr. George W. Bird offers one dollar for a wormy apple found by any visitor in his orchard at Watsonville,

which was sprayed with Ortho Zinc Arsenite. The California Spray-Chemical Company likewise offers one

dollar.

Ortho Zinz Arsenite is the invention of Watsonville experts, and will control the codling moth to better

satisfaction than any other spray material.

We want to tell you more about this. We want you to read our literature. You will find it interesting and

instructive. Mailed free.

California Spray-Chemical Company, Watsonville, California

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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The Reierson Sprayer SAVES
Time, Temper, Trouble and TREES

Won the blue ribbon, highest

award, over all competitors at the

Salem State Fair in 1911. Equipped
with 2i H. P. 4-cycle Waterloo
Boy Gas Engine. Special latest

triplex spray pump. Easy get-

at-able to ail parts.

Lightest, Most Compact
Guaranteed to Be the Best

Built throughout of Special

Machinery adapted for spray

S^: pumps. Will stand up perfectly
i?*^ under 250 pounds steady pressure.

\ For small orchard* we recommend
our **Pippin*' Duplex Power
Sprayer—guaranteed to maintain a
225 pound pressure—at $150.00,
Write for catalog S 4

182-4-6 Morrison Street
PORTLAND, OREGON

Engine is mounted
over Rear Bolster.

Made to Turn in Short Spaces.

Steel Truck Wagon. Rigid Foundation, "^^t^^^^-

Reierson Machinery Co.,

immigration departments in the mat-
ter of offsetting Canadian emigration.

That the United States government
itself is cognizant of the efforts being
made in this matter and desires to

assist, seems assured from the fact

that no less a personage than President
Taft has added his semi-official indorse-

ment to the tour of the governors by
formally inviting the party to visit him
while en tour. With the sole excep-
tion of Governor Hiram W. Johnson
of California, who, it is said, has
called a special session of the legis-

lature which will be in session at the

time of the tour, each one of the chief

executives of the ten states participat-

ing will be on the special when it

leaves St. Paul on the evening of

November 27, on its memorable tour.

^Vhether the hopes of its promoters
and the good wishes of the Western
people will bear fruit must be left to

the near future, when a comparison
of the immigration statistics will show
whether the vast number of home-
seekers will have been persuaded to

develop their own country or an
alien one.

Hood River Grown Nursery

Stock for Season 1911-12

Standard Varieties.

Prices Right and Stock First Class

C. D. THOMPSON, Hood River, Oregon

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT

Almost the whole world knows of

Hood River as a place that produces
the best fruits, and all of Hood River
Valley should know, and could know,
that there is one place in Hood River,

under the firm name of R. B. Bragg &
Co., where the people can depend on
getting most reliable dry goods, cloth-

ing, shoes and groceries at the most
reasonable prices that are possible.

Try it.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Box Apples, Pears

Prunes, Peaches
Responsible—Reliable—Prompt

Correspondence solicited

M.Fugazzi&Company
204 West Sixth Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Buy and Try

White
River
Flour

Makes

Whiter, Lighter

Bread

Seeds
THE KIND YOU CAN'T KEEP IN THE GROUND

They grow, and are true to name
Write for prices on your wants

188 Front Street J- J- BUTZER Portland, Oregon

Poultry Supplies, Spray, Spray Materials, Fruit Trees, Etc.

25,000 1-Year-Old Apple Trees for Sale
Some Al .lonathans, Rome Beauties and other good varieties. They run

from 4 to 5 feet high and from % to % inch caliper. Now is your chance
to secure some good stock from a nurseryman of 20 years' experience.

Address ALBERT MATHIS, PAYETTE, IDAHO

FRUIT GROWERS, YOUR ATTENTION
Royal Ann, Ring and Lambert cherry trees; Spitzenberg and
Newtown apple trees; Bartlett, Anjou and Comice pears, and

other varieties of fruit trees.

MONTE VISTA NURSERY
A. HOLADAY

SCAPPOOSE, OREGON

MIDWEST RASPBERRIT
Large glossy black raspberry. Great producer. Send at once for cata-

logue describing this great new berry and our extra heavy rooted true-to-
name fruit trees, grape vines, small fruit plants and ornamentals. Prices
low and quality high, rpj^g p^,.^ NurSCry, Box 401, Peru, Nebraska

STAN DA RD L_ I M E-SU l_ PH U R HYDROM ETER, PRICE $1.00 BY MAIL

Complete with Test
Jar and Instructions.

Apply for Agency CARBONDALE I N STRU M ENT CO. , CARBONDALE, PA.

^JB S350.00 on long time and easy payments buys a ten-acre Apple
Orchard tract in "The BeautifulShenandoah Valley of Virginia."

* Other farm and fruitlandsSl.'i.OO per acre and up. Write now
for last issue "The Southern Homeseeker," other interesting lit-

erature and low excursion rates. Address, F. H. LaBaume,
Ag'l Agt., Norfolk & Western Ry., Box 3047, Roanoke. Va.

I
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Mr. Planter: We are ready to serve

yon when yon are ready to bn}^ yonr TREES
We can satisfy you both as to QUALITY and PRICE. Our trees

have the highest possible developed ROOT SYSTEM and are TRUE
TO NAME.

Send for Catalog and Prices

Yakima and Columbia River Nursery Co.
NORTH YAKIMA, WASHINGTON

Salesmen wanted Write for terms

Car Lots Broker and Distributor
of

Apples, Pears
Peaches, Prunes

Now distributing for the largest

deciduous shippers of Northern Cal-

ifornia, also agent for Chase & Co.,

packers, Florida.

R. H. WYTHE
809 North Fourth Street

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

STORAGE
Ship your Furniture to us

to be stored

until you are located

Transfer & Livery Co.
Hood River, Oregon

OPEJV FOR SETTLEMENT
Orchard Lands, Irrigated

No Cash Payment Required
We need settlers—not their money. Irrigated

orchard tracts in the famous Rogue River Val-
ley, Southern Oregon; prairie land, ready for
the plow; no timber, no rocks. Water now on
the ground. Unequaled for productiveness and
climate. This proposition, and financial stand-
ing of company, indorsed by national banks,
leading business men and financial agencies.
Only irrigation company in the Northwest per-
mitting settlers to make the land pay for itself.

We also sell improved orchard tracts on small
monthly, semi-annual and annual payments to
those who are unable to make residence at the
present time. Send for illustrated descriptive
matter. ROGUELANDS INCORPORATED, 1018
Chamber of Commerce Building, Portland,
Oregon, or Medford, Oregon.

VEHICLES
AND AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS

THE BEST OF
ORCHARD AND GARDEN TOOLS

A SPECIALTY

GILBERT IMPLEMENT CO.
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Get Catalog and Price List

420 acres devoted to nursery purposes

THE

Establislied 18(W by J. H. Settlcuiier

GROWER OF CHOICE

Nursery Stock

F. W. SETTLEMIER, Woodburu, Ore.

Chico Nursery Company
GROWERS OF

High Class Nursery Stock
The best that good soil, care, skill and long experience can produce

Write us for prices on Grape Vines, Cherries, Apples, Peaches, Pears, Nut Trees,

Ornamental Shade Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Roses
Peach Seed For Sale. Catalogue Free

CHICO NURSERY COMPANY, Chico, California

Nursery Catalog NEW, HANDSOME, INSTRUC-
TIVE, UP-TO-DATE

Describing Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Berry Plants, etc.

Free on request. Write nou\ mentioning this pajjer

J. B. PILKIl^GrTO]^^, IS^URSBRYMAlSr, PORTLA^fD, OrEGOI^

AUSTIN
TEXASriNKS BROKERAGE COMPANY

We are brokers only, selling to exclusive
jobbing trade through Central and Southern
Texas. Our traveling men get results. Let
us sell your apples for you.
Your correspondence solicited.

FINKS BROKERAGE COMPANY

Deal Direct and Save Ag^ents Commission
We offer a full line of fruit trees grown on whole-root stock; also nut trees, small fruits,
roses, etc. Our prices are sure to interest you. Catalog and price list on application

^ ^"fhis'af Lafayette Nursery Co., Lafayette, Oregon

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT

OREGON
SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BULLETIN
The largest commercial magazine in the

West
Devoted to upbuilding Oregon and

the Pacific Northwest
SUBSCRIBE NOW, .$1.50 PER YEAR

ADDRESS

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BULLETIN
David N. Mosessohn, Publisher

Suite 616 Chamber of Commerce Building
PORTLAND, OREGON

Claim their trees are the best, their
prices right, and solicit your patronage
for their fine line of

Apple, Pear, Peach, Prune

and Plum Trees

and small fruits. Also ornamental trees
and shrubs. Special attention given to

roses. Send for catalogue and price list.

J. H. LAUTERMAN, Salem, Oregon

W. VAN DIEM
Lange Franken Straat 45, 47, 49, 5 1 and 61

ROTTERDAM, HOLLAND
European Receivers of American

Fruits

Eldest and First-Class House in

This Branch

Cable Address: \V. X'andiem

ABC Code used; 5th Edition

Our Specialties are

APPLES, PEARS AND NAVEL
ORANGES

WHOLE ROOT TREES
Are the only kind to set. Now is the time
to make arrangements for your next fall's

requirements. We have a large, full line,

and ask that you correspond with us.

CARLTON NURSERY CO.
CARLTON, OREGON
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REFERENCES
"Better Fruit"
First National Bank, Lincoln, Nebraska
Corn Exchange National Bank, Chicago, Illinois

Chatham & Phoenix National Bank, New York, N.Y.

PROMPT SAFE RELIABLE

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
J. GRAINGER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1887

WHOLESALE FRUIT MERCHANTS
Extensive Dealers in Extra Fancy Washington and Oregon

Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums, Prunes
Managers of Associations will do well to correspond with us

Members of the International Apple Shippers

Association

We use Revised Economy Code

The F. J. Pomeroy Co.
84 DETROIT ST. Milwaukee, Wis.

Branch at Medina, N. Y.

RECEIVERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Apples, Fruits, Potatoes

Melons and Cabbage
Provisions and Grain

CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY

We handle 200 carloads of Apples and

better per Season

The Campbell System
INSURES your crop against DROUTH.
Our experience in 1910 and 1911 has
proven that good crops can be grown
with less than eighteen inches of rain-

fall. Those who followed the Camp-
bell System in 1910 have a crop in 1911.

DON'T TAKE ANY RISKS FOR 1912

Campbell's publications explain the
system.

Campbell's Soil Culture Manual . $2.50

Campbell's Scientific Farmer . . $1.00
Combination Price $3.00

Address
CAMPBELL SOIL CULTURE CO.

Lincoln, Nebraska

When you write ask about the Camp-
bell Correspondence School.

THINGS WE ARE AGENTS FOR

Knox Hats

Alfred Benjamin & Co.'s Clothing

Dr. Jaeger Underwear

Dr. Deimel Linen Mesh Underwear

Dent's and Fownes' Gloves

Buffum & Pendleton
311 Morrison Street

Portland, Oregon

J. H. Bahrenburg, Bro. & Co.
103-105 Murray Street New York City, N. Y.

WE ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE YOUR SHIPMENTS OF APPLES
in Foreign or Domestic Markets

Our representatives in foreign markets are merchants with whom we have been associated in the apple
business for a great many years, and whose ability we have learned to know.

We are also prepared to offer you

THE BEST STORAGE FACILITIES TO BE HAD
in New York State as well as in New York City

For any further particulars, write the above address.

The pump you have always
wanted but could never be-
fore obtain

Patented June 2, 1903
Improvements Pending

Every Pump Guaranteed
Absolutely

The Ideal System of Irrigation
Saves power and money; utilizes the power; converts power into results;

high heads without staging; deep wells, pits and mines. Mechanical per-

fection; simple; easily installed; free from wear; faithful and dependable

machine. Made in many sizes, 25 gallons per minute to 10,000 gallons

per minute. Address

Ideal Irrigation Rotary Pump Company
HENRY BUILDING SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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Founded 1839 Capital, $150,000.00, paid in Incorporated 1904

JOHN NIX & COMPANY
281 Washington Street, NEW YORK CITY

WESTERN OFFICE, 220 No. State Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Pacific Coast Fruits and Vegetables

Our Store Centrally Located. One Block from Erie R. R. Depot

Frost Fighting Studies in the Rogue River Valley
By C. I. Lewis and F. R. Brown, Oregon Agricultural College Experiment Station, Corvallis

(Continued from last issue) Maximum Burning Time of the

A Test with 100 Troutman Heaters Troutman Heaters Filled to the Capac-

Per Acre, April 20.—A test was made ity. Which Is Five Quarts of Oil.—The
in this block April 20 with 100 heaters oil used for this burning was a 20-

per acre, or a total of 195 heaters. The degree "slop" distillate. Three hun-
outside temperature at 4 o'clock was dred and three heaters were lighted at

29 degrees. A light drift of about two 2 a. m. The outside temperature at

miles per hour came from the south, this time was 34 degrees. The arrange-

The heaters were lighted at 4 o'clock, ment of heaters in the plot was 21x31

and beginning at 4:15 readings were feet. During this night there was no
taken every fifteen minutes, with six danger of frost, but as the season was
thermometers on the inside of the getting late and no maximum test had
heated area and three on the outside, been carried out for this heater, it was
The outside thermometers were placed thought best to carry it out regardless

200 feet from the edge of the heated of the temperatures. It was noticed

area. This block of trees was such that the coldest time of this morning
that it was possible to arrange the occurred shortly after 2 a. m. The fol-

heaters in a square 294 feet each way, lowing chart will show the tempera-
and having a strip on the south and tures maintained during the burning
one on the north which were not period with 100 heaters per acre:

heated. At 4:45 the drift almost inside 2:30 3:00 4:00 5:oo

entirely ceased and a very dense Temperature 36 49 48 48

smudge formed. At this time the out- Spl'ritul-e 36 111 47 47
side temperature also rose slightly. Temperature 36 49 47 47

Observations were taken May 10, and ||JSpertlure V. . . yi 49 48 47
it was noticed that the farther the Temperature 38 49 48 49

trees were from the heated area the IvTrage"**"" .:::::::: 36.7 ll? 47.6 lie
more damage was done by frost. At outside

5 o'clock a cold drift set in from the Temperature 34 44 44 44
. • 4.1, 4.

Temperature 34 4.5 4o 44.5
southeast, varying from southeast. Temperature 34 45 44 44

south to southwest. The sun rose at Temperature 34 44 44.5 44
- ii\ e • I If Average 34 44.5 44.4 44.1
o:40. At a few mmutes past 6 smudge increase 2.1 4.2 3.2 4.5

from the Bear Creek Orchards, which Highest increase, 4.5; lowest, 2.1 ; average,

were located about three-quarters of a 3.6. At 6 a m. 9 heaters were out; at 6.30
., . ^, . f. J 41. T X a- ni. 34 heaters were out; at 7 a. m. 71 heaters

mile to the southeast, reached the plot, ^ere out; at 7:30 a. m. 190 heaters were out;

but just before it reached the orchard at 8 a m. 276 heaters were out; by 8:30 a. m
, . 4^ 4.1. 4.

- J .1. all had burned out. Average burning time, 51/2
the temperature of the outside ther- hours. Outside temperature had raised to 44

mometer dropped one degree and degrees.

remained there until the smudge had After 5 o'clock the outside tempera-
reached us, when it again rose to its tures had raised so high that it was not

former position. This was seemingly thought of value to continue register-

due to a bank of cold air which imme- ing temperatures. In all of the pots,

(iiately preceded the smudge. The fol- after they had gone out, there remained
lowing chart will give the tempera- from one to four inches of heavy
tures maintained during that period: residue which would not burn, and
Inside 4:15 4:30 4:45 5:00 5:15 5:30 5:45 6:00 when COOl waS very hard. This waS

'^.-.-.n II II i II II ll-'ll partially due to the fact that on two
Temp... 34 35 34 32 33 32 32 33 previous occasions the heaters had

11 i! It It It i 11 i been extinguished with about one
Temp... 32 33 33 32 31 32 32 31 quart of Oil left in the bottom and

'"^^'outside^^'^
34 33.7 33.2 32.7 32.2 32.2 32.2 refilled without emptying. Probably

Temp^!.*29 29 30 29 28 28 28.5 29 each time the lighter oils had burned

TlZ: : :ltALfo II ILll II i away and the residue mentioned above

Average. 29.1 29.1 29.6 29 28.2 28.3 28.5 29.3 was an accumulated residue rather
Increase. 4.4 4.9 4.1 4.2 4.5 3.9 3.7 2.9 than the product left from one burn-
Highest increase, 4.9; lowest increase, 2.9; . _ +„»v,,,„r.o

average increase, 4.1. irig- The average increase oi tempera-

ture with the heaters arranged 17x25
feet was 3.6 degrees for a period of
three hours, and with the same heat-

ers in the same block arranged 21x21
feet an average increase of 4.3 degrees
was obtained.
Maximum Burning Time for the

Bolton Heaters Without the Carbon
Arrester.—One hundred heaters filled

to their capacity of one gallon were
lighted at 2 a. m. April 26. These had
also been rearranged, so they were
placed 21x21 feet apart. As there was
no danger of frost during the night

temperatures were taken once every
hour. The following chart will show
the temperatures maintained during
the burning time:

Inside 2:30 3:00 4:00 5:00
Temperature 36 47 48 48
Temperature 37 49 48 48.5
Temperature 36 47 47 48
Average 36.2 47.5 47.5 48.1

Outside
Temperature 34 44 44 44
Temperature 34 44 45 44.5
Temperature 34 45 44 44
Average 34.1 44.5 44.3 44.1
Increase 2.1 3 3.2 4

Highest increase, 4 degrees; lowest, 2.1; aver-
age, 3.1. Average burning time, 4% hours. At
5 a. m. 3 heaters had gone out; at 5:30 a. m.
21 heaters had gone out; at 6 a. m. 46 heaters
had gone out; at 6:30 a.m. 91 heaters had gone
out; at 7 a. m. 99 heaters had gone out.

NOTICE
Owing to the fact that the Eastern Land

Show s and Governors' special train will draw
a number of our representative fruit growers
out of the state during the month of December,
the executive board of the Washington State
Horticultural Association has postponed the
next annual meeting at Clarkston to January
4, 5 and 6, 1912. Will you kindly notify all

whom you think may be interested?
L. M. BROWN, Secretary.

Walla Walla, Washington, October 3, 1911.

A Reputation to Sustain

Vineland
Nurseries
Company

Clarkston, Washington

PROPAGATORS OF

Reliable Nursery Stock

All stock budded from bearing trees,

fruit and ornamental

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Announcement

Northern PacificRy

.

EVERY DAY in the year, there starts east from Portland

and Pug-et Sound, a through train for Chicago via

Spokane, the Northern Pacific and Burlington Lines.

It arrives at Union Station, Chicago, 12:00 o'clock noon, the

third day, making the trip on a 72-hour schedule.

CStandard drawing room and leather upholstered tourist

sleeping cars, coaches and dining cars provide electric-lighted

accommodations of highest character. This train stops at

the important cities of Spokane, Missoula, Helena, Billings,

Forsyth, Miles City, Terry, Glendive, Mandan, Bismarck,
Jamestown, Fargo, Minneapolis and Saint Paul, besides other

important intermediate points. Immediate connection is

afforded to Butte and also to Duluth and Superior.

CAt Minneapolis, Saint Paul and Chicag"o, convenient con-

nection is made with other lines for important points east

and south.

CThe equipment is thoroughly modern, the dining car service

is of such excellence as to have gained a country-wide repu-

tation, and punctuality is a feature of the service toward
which every effort is exerted.

CFrom this train the passenger sees the beautiful Columbia
River, the Rocky Mountains and the fertile farming lands

of North Dakota by daylight. The forenoon before arrival

at Chicago gives the traveler, also, an entrancing view of the

beautiful rolling prairie farm lands of Illinois.

CThis service is strongly recommended to the traveler going
East— it will be found of Northern Pacific high standard.

CYou are earnestly invited to call on any Passenger repre-

sentative of the Company, or write for information as to fares

and train schedules and to have sleeping car reservations made.

A. D. CHARLTON
Assistant General Passenger Agent

PORTLAND

This test was carried on at the same
time and under the same conditions as

the Troutman lest. At 6:30, when 91

of the heaters were out, a count was
made of those which had burned clean.

82 of the 91 heaters had burned clean,

leaving nothing but a heavy coat of

soot around the upper part of the sides

of the heaters. Of the nine that con-
tained a residue four had only a quar-
ter of an inch in depth, part of which
was soot which had been scraped
down before. Two contained one inch
of heavy residue and the other three

not more than two inches of heavy
residue. Of these three, two, when
relighted, burned clean. The other,

however, contained some water and
would burn no more.
Maximum Test of the Troutman

Heater with a Measured Gallon of

"Slop" Distillate.—This was carried on
April 26, at the same time of the other
two maximum burning time tests. In

this block, however, temperatures were
taken every fifteen minutes until 5:45.

This test was carried on in the block
of Red Cheek Pippins with the heaters
arranged in the square 21x21 feet. 195

heaters were lighted at 2:35, and the

following charts will .show the tem-
peratures maintained and the length of

burning time:
Inside 3:15 3:30 3:45 4:00 4:20 4:50 5:20 5:45
Temp... 47 47 48 48 48 48 48 48
Temp... 47 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Temp... 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Temp... 48 48 49 49 49 48 48 48
Temp ... 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Temp ... 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
Average. 47.3 47.5 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.7 47.7 47.7

Outside
Temp... 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
Temp... 44 45 44 45 45 44.5 44 44
Temp... 44 44 44 44.5 44.5 44 44 44
Temp... 44 44.3 44 44.5 44.5 44.2 44 44
Average. 44 44.3 44 44.5 44.5 44.2 44 44
Increase. 3.2 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7

Highest increase, 3.8 degrees; lowest, "5.2

degrees; average, 3.5 degrees. At 6 a. m. 9
pots were out; at 6:30 a. m. 67 pots were out;
at 7 a. m. 156 pots were out; at 7:30 a. m. 166
pots were out; at 8 a. m. 195 pots were out.
Average burning time, 4% liours.

A Test with the Troutman Heaters
with the Covers Inverted, Acting as a

Carbon Arrester, April 29.—This test

was carried out in a block of Red
Cheeks with 193 heaters lighted. The
arrangement was the same as in pre-

vious tests. The test was made on the

morning of April 29. This was the

coldest morning throughout the valley

which was experienced during the

season, the temperature in many places

going as low as 22 degrees. However,
in the orchard where the test was car-

ried out 26 degrees was the lowest
temperature recorded. The heaters

were lighted at 3:30 a. m., when the

outside temperature was 29 degrees
and the mercury falling. The first

reading was taken at 4 o'clock, when
the outside temperature was 28 degrees.

The following chart will show the tem-
peratures maintained from 4 o'clock

until 5:30. After 5:30 the temperature
outside rose steadily until 6 o'clock,

but no reading was taken, as the heat-

ers were put out. Between 5 and 5:30

the inside temperatures began to

drop, so that the covers were entirely

removed and the heaters allowed to

burn free. This was necessary largely

because of the large amount of soot

which collected on the covers. The

amount of oil consumed during this

burning period of two and one-half
hours was 135 gallons and one quart,

or an average of 2.8 quarts per heater.

A very gentle drift from the south was
noticed during this entire test. The
temperature during the next day was
quite high until about noon, when it

became cloudy and a cool breeze began
blowing.

Inside 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30
Temperature 31 32 32 30
Temperature 32 34 32 29.5
Temperature 31.5 33 31.5 29.5
Temperature 31 33 .32 30
Temperature 32 34 36 31
Temperature 30.5 31 31 29
Average

31.4

32.9 32.4 29.8

Outside
Temperature 28 28.5 27 27
Temperature 27..) 28 26.5 26

Average

27.7

28.7 26.7 26.5
Average increase 3.7 4.2 5.7 3.3

Average for entire period, 4.2 degrees; aver-
age witli arresters, 4.5 degrees.

The morning of May 6, when a frost

had been predicted, a test was made in

the Burrell orchard with the Bolton

orchard heaters, burning a 14-degree

fuel oil. The trees were 24 feet apart

and eight or nine years of age. Nine
thermometers were used in the heated

area and three on the outside. About

2.3 acres of young Bartletts, with 47

heaters per acre, were used. These

were lighted at 3:45, with the outside

temperature at 32 degrees. Readings

were taken every half hour until 5

o'clock, when they were taken every

I
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1

ALFRED W. OTIS
81 Beach Street 92 Commercial Street

NEW YORK, N. Y. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Apples for American and Foreign Markets
AGENTS FOR

Thomas Russell, Glasgow, Scotland Woodall & Co., Liverpool, England
Ph. Astheimier & Son, Hamburg, Germany M. Isaacs & Sons, Ltd., London, England

SHIPMENTS FORWARDED FROM BOSTON OR NEW YORK

Market quotations and full particulars on application Correspondence invited

fifteen minute-s. At 5:45 the tempera-
tures had risen so much on the outside

I

and the sun was shining upon some of

I the thermometers, so that no attempt

! was made to take a reading. A few of

j

the heaters burned out within an hour
and a half, due to the fact that eight

previous firings had been made with
no attempt to clean out the residue.

In two heaters which were examined
fully a half gallon of thick deposit was
found, and in many of the other heat-

ers which went out shortly after 6

I

o'clock almost as much residue was
left. A steady wind was blowing from
the south at about three miles per
hour, making it quite difficult to form
a heavy smudge. However, by 4:30 the
north half of the block was sheltered
by a very dense smudge.

!

(

1

I

Inside 4:00 4 :30 5:00 5:15 5:30
Temperature. . 32 34 34 33 33
Temperature

.

. 32 34 33 33 33
Temperature. . 32 36 36 34 34
Temperature

.

Temperature.
. 35 34 35 34 34
. 34 34 35 34 34.5

Temperature. . 34 34 34 34 34
Temperature. . 34 34 34 34 33.5
Temperature. . 34 34 34 34 34
Temperature. . 34 33 34 33 33.5
Average . 33.4 34.1 34.3 33.7 33.7

Outside
Temperature

.

. 32 32 32 31 32
Temperature

.

. 33 32 32 31 33
Temperature. . 33 32 32 31 32.5
Average 32.6 32 32 31 32.5
Increase .8 2.1 2.3 2.7 2.2

Average increase, 2.02 degrees.

The results of the work this season
are very gratifying, for after one of

the most trying seasons in the history

of the valley there still remains a fair

crop of fruit. In the orchards where
the test was carried out a good crop
was saved in the apples and pears, and

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT

with the exception of the dAnjous no
injury occurred. The d'Anjou pears
were located between the other varie-

ties, and a portion of each variety was
used in each block. There was also a

strip across the end of each variety
which was not in the heated area.

There was considerable ringing and
russeting in the dAnjous, but practi-

cally none on the other varieties. This
injury occurred both where the heaters
were used and where they were not,

and from all indications it would seem
that it was the effect of a late frost,

and occurred on a night when no heat-
ing was done. The fact that the
d'Anjous were the only ones injured
would indicate that under the condi-
tions experienced this season the dAn-
jous are more susceptible to frost

injury than the other varieties. This
also indicates that the danger point for

frost injury has not as yet been defi-

nitely worked out.

Observations Taken in the Different
Orchards Throughout the Valley and
Experiences of Some of the Growers
with Wood Fires.—Mr. Allen, of the
Hollywood orchard, during the past

three years has practiced smudging,
but previous to this year, 1911, has
used nothing but manure smudges. In

1909-1910 he saved his entire crop
without using wood. In 1911, when
the cold period of April 12 and 13

came, he decided that the temperature
would be too low to be safe with only
manure smudges, as the ground was
very cold. He then placed wood in

APPLES
'THE HOUSE TO DO BUSINESS WITH"

Associations, Independent

and Individual Shippers
We desire to get in touch with you for the purpose of

arranging to handle your apples. To that end we ask
you to please write us at once, giving estimate of what
your crop will consist of and the varieties of apples
you will have.

COYNE BROTHERS
APPLE SPECIALISTS

Write for Memo Loose Leaf Book. Mention "Better Fruit" II9 W. SoUth Water Street, CHICAGO

MODERN

COLD STORAGE
with every facility for handling

and storing

Apples, Fruit, Produce
at any temperature desired.

Finest market and distributing point in the Northwest
Write for terms

De Soto Creamery and Produce Co.
Cold Storage Department MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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A. LEVY & J. ZENTNER CO
NORTHWEST CORNER OF DAVIS AND WASHINGTON STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

The largest dealers in and distributors of Box Apples on the Pacific Coast

Get in touch with us. Let us know what you have to dispose of. Best modern cold storage facilities

Inquire about us of any bank, mercantile agency, Produce Reporter Company, or the manager of your

association

LET US HEAR FROM YOU

S. SEGARI & COMPANY No. 109 Poydras Street

New Orleans, Louisiana

Next door to the auction room, will be our headquarters for California deciduous fruits and box apples.

Remember, we keep experienced salesmen at the Illinois Central Railroad fruit and produce sheds, also

at the Louisville and Nashville Railroad watermelon and produce sheds. We are now ready to handle

Apples, Pears, Cantaloupes, Peaches
WRITE OR WIRE WHAT YOU HAVE

his orchard at 60 feet apart where the

trees were 30 feet apart. On his fifty

acres he used nine cords of wood to

make the first fires. The first three

nights he had used approximately five

cords of wood. His trees being small,

he found that he was unable to save

the entire crop in that way. In fact

around the outer edge and across one
end of his orchard the fruit was almost
entirely killed, and throughout the

entire block a great many blossoms
were injured. However, on a large

per cent of the heated area enough
fruit was saved to make a fair crop.

The lowest temperature which he
noticed inside the heated area was 26

degrees. On the morning of April 13,

at 4:30 o'clock the temperature reached
29 degrees, and at 5 o'clock had reached

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Hose, Nozzles,

First-Class
Plumbing Supplies

C. F. SUMNER
Successor to Norton & Smitli

HOOD RIVER, OREGON

27 degrees. On the morning of April

14, at 2:15, the temperature had reached
26 degrees, and on the morning of

April 15, at 5 o'clock, the temperature
reached 26 degrees. Mr. Allen uses a

Cederborg alarm, which he finds to

be reliable. The arrangement of the

alarm he has changed somewhat from
the original plan. He uses two sets of

batteries, one for the current through
the thermometer and the other for the

bell. He has two points on his ther-

mometer, one at 33 degrees, which
rings first, at which time he notes the

hour and returns to bed. The second
point is at 31 degrees, and when the

temperature reaches this point and
rings the alarm he notes the time
required for the temperature to drop
the two degrees and estimates at that

rate how long it will be before the

danger period is reached and before
it will be necessary to fire. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of the Ceder-
borg alarm will be taken up in another

place, so nothing more need be said

here. Mr. Allen found it necessary to

use fifteen to eighteen men in handling
wood fires on fifty acres. His wood
cost him $6.25 per cord, but could have
been obtained at $5.25 earlier in the

season. He practices firing when the

temperature reaches 30 degrees.

The Midvale Orchard.—This orchard
consists principally of young trees.

However, there was a block of about

an acre and a half of eighteen-year-old

trees—Bartletts and Winter Nelis. Mr.

Norris places his fires 50 feet apart

and alternates them so he gets a very
even distribution of the fires through-
out his block. He had in this block
thirty fires, using old rails and a pile

of manure for each fire, which he
added late in the morning, just before
the sun rose, to obtain a smudge. He
states that while having only thirty

fires to look after he found that it was
too much work for one man to do
and be sure of saving his crop. On the

morning of April 14, when the tem-
perature dropped to 26 degrees, he was
unable to keep his fires going well

enough to be sure he was saving his

entire crop. However, enough of his

bloom remained so that he will have
a good crop of pears, with the excep-

tion of a few Cornice and Bartletts on
the outer edge.

Stranahan & Clark
DEALERS IN

Commercial Fertilizers

Land Plaster

Lime

Plaster Paris

Cement

Building Plasters

HOOD RIVER, OREGON
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IDEAL NURSERY STOCK
We have all of the Standard Varieties for the Northwest and

Invite Inspection of what we have to offer.

Our scions are selected with care from Hood River orchards. Our stock is grown in Hood River

Reasonable Prices and Special Inducements to Large Planters.

We also have a very fine block of Clark Seedling Strawberry Plants to offer.

Also small fruits for the home garden.

IF INTERESTED WRITE FOR PRICES AND CATALOGUE TO

IDEAL FRUIT AND NURSERY CO., Hood River, Oregon

The Buckeye Orchard.—The Hous-
ton Brothers, of the Buckeye Orchard,
were successful in saving their crop of

Bartletts of about three acres, where
during the previous seasons no frosts

were experienced. The danger during
the present season, however, was so

evident that they made preparations

to protect their crop. Their orchard
is in a long, narrow strip, and very
clifTicult to heat. However, with the

IRRIGATE YOUR ORCHARD
or fruit patch without expense or bother

of pumping. Use an automatic

RIFE RAM
Costs little to install—nothing to operate.

Raises water 30 feet for every foot of fall. Land
lying above canal or stream supplied with water.
Pumps automatically day and night, winter and
summer. Fully guaranteed.

If there is a stream, pond
or spring within a mile
write for plans, book and
trial offer, free.

RIFE ENGINE CO.
2525 Trinity Building

New York

fires 40 feet apart where the trees are

24 feet apart they were able to pro-
tect the fruit entirely. The coldest

temperature which they noted during
the season was 26 degrees, occurring
on the morning of April 15. The cost

of firing was as follows: Distributing
material, two men and a team one
day, $7; one man on duty lighting,

$2.50; two extra men to light fires, two
and one-half hours, $2. The fence rails

and manure which were used cost

nothing. Figuring three acres in the

block, the cost of the first firing aver-

aged $3.83 per acre. The second firing

was less, due to the fact that most of

the material used in the second firing

was left from the material placed for

the first firing. It required one man
one-half day to pile the material, so

that the cost of firing the second time
averaged $2.33 per acre, not counting
the cost of fuel. A third firing, how-
ever, would have been as expensive as

the first firing.

Mr. Workman's Orchard.—In this

orchard four rows of Howells were

For Several Years
We have been supplj'ing most of

the nursery stock planted in the
famous Wenatchee district. Our

business has grown to one of the largest in the Northwest and we have gained a

reputation of which we are proud.

EXPERIENCE HAS TAUGHT US HOW TO GROW THE

Cleanest, Healthiest, Best-Rooted Trees in the World
Our line is large and complete. Over two million trees sold last year.
Our customers get what they order.
Send in your list, whether large or small.

Columbia and Okanogan Nursery Company
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON

PASTE FOR LABELING PALO ALTO"
PASTE POWDER

added to cold water, instantly makes
a beautiful, smooth, white paste.

Ready for immediate use at a cost
of ten cents a gallon. No labor.
No muss. No spoiled paste.

Paste Specialists

Robinson Chemical Works
349-351 Eighth Street

San Francisco, California

severely injured, due to the fact that
they were long rows and difficult to

heat. An attempt was made to protect
them with two rows of wood fires 60

feet apart. In a four-acre block of

Bartletts 30 feet apart, trees about
twelve years of age, about 50 per cent
of the bloom was damaged, but enough
was saved to insure a good crop. Old
rails were used in this orchard, the
fires being placed 30x60 feet apart.

After each firing it required two men
and a team almost a day to prepare
for the next firing. The lowest tem-
perature noticed in this orchard was
25 degrees on April 15.

J. G. Gore's Orchard.—Old rails were
used in this orchard, being placed
40x60 feet apart. Crude oil was used
to assi-st in firing, as the rails were

We are now selling tracts of 5 acres or

more in our final and greatest planting at

Dufur, Wasco Countv, Oregon.

5,000 Acres
All in Apples

Over 3,000 acres of it has gone, mostly

to Eastern people. The remainder will be

gone by spring.

\Ve plant and develop for five years,

guaranteeing to turn over to you a full

set, perfectly conditioned commercial
orchard. After tlie expiration of the five

years we will continue the care of your

orchard for you, if desired, for actual

cost, plus 10 per cent.

Planting and care is under
supervision of the

Churchill-Matthews Company
Spalding Building, Portland, Oregon, the
largest and most experienced planters in

the Pacific Northwest.

We will be glad to meet personally, or

to hear by mail, from anyone considering

the purchase of an apple orchard or

ajjple land. On account of the bigness of

the project, everything is done on a

wholesale basis and prices for our tracts

are proportionately lower. Reasonable

terms. All our purchasers are high class

people. No others wanted.

Write for booklet, or call on

DUFUR ORCHARD COMPANY
Suite ,")10 Spalding Bldg., Portland

Oregon

Suite 2013 I-~isher Hldg., Chicago, Illinois
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Stanley-Smith
Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AxND RETAIL

Lumber

LATH, SHINGLES, WOOD, Etc.

HOOD RIVER, OREGON

damp. There were eight acres in this

block, and no damage was noticed.

Apples adjoining were damaged about
20 per cent. In the center of the block
of apples little or no damage was
noticed. Mr. Gore found it very difli-

cult to obtain a satisfactory tempera-
ture during the first two nights of

firing, principally because just pre-
viously considerable rain had fallen,

causing the rails to burn very slowly.
Mr. Phipps' Orchard.—This orchard

was equipped with coal heaters, but
wood fires were used to assist in

smudging. The coal used in the heat-

ers was obtained about a mile and a

half from the ranch and cost $5 per
ton at the mine. The grade of coal

was only fair, but proved quite satis-

factory for short burning periods. Mr.

Capital Stock .$100,000 Surplus $22,000

First

National
Bank

Hood River, Oregon

F. S. Stanley, President

J. W. HiNRiCHS, Vice President
E. O. Blanchar, Cashier

V. C. Brock, Assistant Cashier

ESPECIAL ATTENTION AND CARE
GIVEN TO BUSINESS DEALS

FOR NON-RESIDENT CUSTOMERS

Thorough and Conservative

Assets over .$500,000

Savings Bank in connection

Phipps states that he would use 100
heaters to the acre, but only fired 50
at a time. In using the 100 heaters
he would then be prepared to fire for
seven or eight hours in succession.
Twenty to twenty-five pounds of coal
were used in each heater. The method
of lighting is to place a small amount
of kindling in the bottom of the heater
with a piece of oil-soaked waste stick-

ing out through the bottom. This
waste ignites very easily and soon fires

the coal. Mr. Phipps figures the cost

of firing with coal heaters to be about
five dollars per acre for each firing,

twenty pounds of coal being estimated
to burn about three hours. He also

states that he has good success with
wood fires, but would use nothing but
a good grade of fir cordwood for that

purpose, and if such were used the cost

of firing would be approximately ten
dollars per acre for one night's burn-
ing from five to six hours. Mr. Phipps
states that in no case would he pre-
pare less than 100 fires per acre, using
50 at first, having as many more to

fall back on in case he was unable to

hold the temperature.

Palmer Orchard.—This consists of

young trees five, six and seven years
of age, and gave promise of producing
a very heavy crop of pears this year.

Mr. Palmer protected the crop one
night, but the second night, between
5 and 6 a. m. April 15, the temperature
dropped to 25 degrees and damaged his

crop so severely that he made no
further effort to protect it. On this

morning the temperature at 5 o'clock

inside the heated area was 29

degrees and on the outside 26 degrees.

Between 5 and 6 o'clock the tempera-
ture dropped both inside and outside

of the heated area to 25 degrees, and
while he had a double number of

heaters in his orchard it was too late

to save his crop after the drop was
noticed. He placed about 150 heaters

per acre, and at the time of the damage
75 per acre were burning. At this time
in a small block of peaches a great

percentage of them were killed. In an
orchard adjoining Mr. Palmer's the

man saved the fruit on seven isolated

trees by burning from five to seven

fires around each tree. For this pur-

pose he used wood.

New Residents
^Ve are always pleased to extend courteous assistance to new residents of Hood River and

the Hood River Valley by advising them regarding any local conditions within our knowl-
edge, and we afford every convenience for the transaction of their financial matters. New
accounts are respectfully and cordially invited, and we guarantee satisfaction. Savings
department in connection.

Hood River Banking and Trust Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

LADD & TILTON BANK
Established 1859 Oldest bank on the Pacific Coast

PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital fully paid

Surplus and undivided profits

$1,000,000

800,000

Officers:

W. M. Ladd, President R. S. Howard, Jr., Assistant Cashier
Edward Cookingham, Vice President ,1. W. Ladd, Assistant Cashier
vV. H. Dunckley, Cashier Walter M. Cook, Assistant Cashier

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Accounts of banks, firms, corporations and individuals solicited. Travelers' checks for

sale, and drafts issued available in all countries of Europe.

Ryan & Newton
Company

Wholesale Fruits and Produce

Spokane, Washington

We have modern cold stor-

age facilities essential for the

handling of your products

Reliable Market Reports

PROMPT CASH RETURNS

Rogue River Fruit and
Produce Association

Packers and Shippers of
Rogue River Fruit

Finest flavored—Longest keepers

PEARS
Bartlett
Howell
Bosc
Anjou
Cornice
Winter Nelis

APPLES
Newtown
"Autocrat of the
Breakfast Table"

Spitzenberg
Jonathan
Ben Davis

TWELVE SHIPPING STATIONS
Modern Economy Code

K. S. MILLER, Manager
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R.M.KELLOGG CO.
Breeders of Thoroughbred
Pedigree Strawberry Plants

Principal Farm at Three Rivers, MicliiganI
Brancli Farms, Canby, Oregon, and Twin Falls, Idaho

THE Kellogg Thoroughbred Pedigree Strawberry
Plants have made such wonderful fruiting records
in the West that growers in the Pacific Coast and

Inter-Mountain states have urged us to establish farms
in those sections, which would enable them to get the
plants promptly and at the time when it is best to
set them in their particular locality.

We take pleasure in announcing that we have established a farm at Canby, Oregon,
where we have about 3,000,000 plants of the highest quality. These are to supply our
Pacific Coast, Mexico and Hawaiian Island customers; and a farm at Twin Falls, Idaho,
where we have growing about 2,000,000 plants for our Inter-Mountain state friends. These
plants were grown from mother plants which were shipped direct from our breeding beds
at Three Rivers, Michigan, and grown under our supervision and under the same methods
that have made the Kellogg Thoroughbred Plants famous all the world over. Growers of
strawberries who have visited our branch farms have signified their approval of this
action on our part, as well as their appreciation of the quality of the plants grown there,
by sending us the largest orders we ever have received from the Coast country. One
grower telegraphed an order for 200,000 plants of one variety.

Delivery of plants from Canby, Oregon, will begin about February 1, 1912, and from
Twin Falls, Idaho, about March 1, 1912.

GREAT CROPS OF STRAWBERRIES AND HOW TO GROW THEM
OUR FAMOUS TREATISE ON STRAWRERRY GROWING

Will be ready for delivery soon. It tells you just how to grow big crops of big red straw-
berries, under irrigation or otherwise. It is worth its weight in gold, but is free to all

who will send us their names.

Address all communications to

H. M. Kellogg Company
Box 355 THREE RIVERS, MICHIGAN

The Merritt Orchard. —This con-

sists of four acres of Spitzenberg and
Newtown apples. Eighty heaters per

acre were placed in this block. The
early frosts which threatened to dam-
age the pears did no injury to this

orchard, and the first firing was done
April 25. Four firings were made

—

April 25, 26, 29 and May 5. The trees

are 24 feet apart, very large and almost

meet between rows. The coldest tem-

perature occurred April 29, when 24

degrees was registered. Part of the

orchard was supplied with a double
row of heaters for reinforcement in

case of a long firing time.

A. C. Fiero Orchard.—One block of

old trees 20 feet apart, consisting of

about three acres, were protected,

using about 110 heaters per acre.

However, only 50 per cent were lighted

at first, and when they had burned out

the remainder were fired. In this way
the firing period was doubled. In this

block practically no damage was done.

In a block of young trees just across

the road, where the trees were 35 feet

apart and only one pot to the tree

was used, about 50 per cent of the fruit

was damaged, and on one or two
small trees the entire crop was killed,

the coldest temperature occurring April

29, and the thermometer registering 23

degrees. The cost, not counting refill-

ing, was $3.50 per acre for one firing,

where one gallon of oil was used. It

required two men and a team one day
to fill a thousand heaters. A total of

ten firings was necessary in this

orchard. Both the "slop" distillate and
the crude oil were used, and no differ-

ence was noticed in the temperature
maintained by the two. The burning
time, however, with the crude oil was
slightly longer for the first firing, but

shortened with each successive firing,

due to the fact that each time a con-

siderable amount of heavy residue was
left in the pots. It was noticed in the

young orchard, where 35 heaters per

acre were used, that it was impossible

to hold the temperature above the out-

side temperature, so practically all the

advantage gained in smudging was a

heavy bank of smoke, which remained
in the orchard till late in the morning.

The Foothills Orchard.—This forty-

acre orchard contains Winter Nelis,

d'Anjou and Bartlett pears. It lies with
a slight slope to the southeast, there
being usually a fairly good air drainage
from the northwest to the southeast.

Seventy-one Bolton or Fresno heaters
were used per acre, half of which were
lighted at a time. With an outside
temperature of 26 degrees they were
able to maintain a temperature of 30

degrees within the heated area, and in

some places the temperatures ranged
from 31 to 33 degrees. However, when
the outside temperature dropped to 25

degrees they were unable to keep the

inside temperature above 29 degrees.

Ten thermometers were used in this

block. Most of them were of the
cheaper grade, but all were tested and
compared with a standard Taylor
thermometer. Fuel oil testing 15y2

degrees was used in this orchard. This
cost $3.77 per 100 gallons at their

siding, which was about two miles
from the orchard. There was no
trouble whatever in this orchard with
the pots boiling over. This is largely

due to the fact that the oil was taken
from the bottom of the tank, and each
time the water was allowed to drain
off befoi'e the oil was taken out. Fuel
was distributed to the heaters by
means of a galvanized iron tank,

mounted on a wagon. The usual
trouble with a heavy residue forming
in the bottom of the heaters was
noticed in this orchard. However, Mr.

Carpenter thinks he has a means of

overcoming this difliculty. A small
knife with a tin box attachment is run
around the pot, collecting this residue

immediately after the pots are extin-

guished. This means a waste of con-
siderable material during the season.

The practice of emptying this heavy
residue onto the soil is questionable.

Mr. Carpenter practiced keeping his

WANTED

Land Salesmen
CAPABLE OF EARMNG

^5,000 tono,ooo
A YEAR

To sell highest grade irrigated fruit

land in the country. Exceptionally

attractive selling terms. This is the

best paying proposition today for

land men who are live wires in all

sections of the country.

Address ROBERT S. LEMON
ficneral Sales Manager

Bitter Root Valley Irrig'ation Co.

Suite 844-850

First National Bank BDilding-

CHICAGO

Are You
Interested

in guaranteed, high-grade nursery stock?
Does it make any difference to you what
quality of stock you plant? We know it

does, and for that reason we feel certain
that you will consider the Toppenish
Nursery Company before placing your
order.

Our trees are guaranteed, and they have
no equal.

Let us figure with you on your this
season's needs. We have this year, due
to exceptionally favorable growing con-
ditions, the finest lot of stock you ever
saw, the kind of stock that grows from
the day it's planted.

We are needing a few live salesmen to
take exclusive charge of good territory in
various sections of the Northwest. Write
us for our terms to salesmen.

Toppenish Nursery Company
Toppenish, Washington

Unsurpassed Nursery Stock grown in the
famous Yakima Valley
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0.A.C.SHORT COURSES f

Begin January 3

oiitinue Four Weeks

You Are
Invited

Every citizen of Oregon is cordially invited to attend the
short courses of the Oregon Agricultural College, beginning
January 3. Eleven distinctive courses will be offered in
Agriculture, Mechanic Arts, Domestic Science and Art, Com-
merce, Forestry and Music. Every course is designed to
help the student in his daily work. Make this a pleasant
and profitable winter outing. No tuition. Reasonable accom-
modations. For bautiful illustrated bulletin, address

H. M. TENNANT, Registrar, Corvallis, Oregon.

Farmer's Business Course by Correspondence

fires going until 7:30 a. in. This was
from an hour to an hour and a half
longer than in most of the other
orchards. This orchard Avas one of

three where a single frosted flower
could not be found inside the heated
area. An extra row of heaters was
used on the outside for reniforcement
and were placed about fifteen to

twenty feet from the first row of

trees. All of the varieties were setting

a heavy crop except the Winter Nelis.

These were planted in alternate rows
with the Bartletts, and with the excep-
tion of a few trees on the northeast
corner, where the soil is considerably
lighter and the bloom earlier no pears
were setting. Of those few trees which
were noticed to bloom earlier a fair

crop had set. Four men and a team
were required to fill two thousand
heaters in a half day. Mr. Carpenter
states that if crude oil is used it

requires one more day to unload the
car on the siding than if the distillates

are used, as the latter will run much
more freely and can be handled faster.

In this orchard it was noticed that the
heaters having once been burned had
to be refilled before they could be
relighted. The coldest temperature
occurred April 29, when the thermome-
ter reached 25 degrees for a short time.

Nine firings were necessary during the
season.

Eden Valle> or Burrell Orchard.

—

This orchard consists of a block of
Winter Nelis, Bartlett, Howell and
Bosc, and comprises about forty-two
acres. With the exception of about
three acres of young Bartletts this

is in a solid block, the trees about
18 years of age and 24 feet apart.

Sixty-five heaters per acre were used,
burning a fuel oil testing 14 degrees.

Five cheap thermometers which had
been tested the year before were used
in this block. The pears were not
injured on the inside of the heated
area of the large block. On the east

and south the outer row was slightly

damaged, and in the block of young
Bartletts some damage was noticed.
However, there will be a good crop on
the entire tract, with the exception
of the Winter Nelis, which did not
set well. Only a few of the smaller

trees in the Winter Nelis block had
more than a very light set. One row
of heaters was used outside of the

orchard for reinforcement, but was set

only about eight feet from the outside

row, so was not effective. Next year

Mr. Roth plans on adding an extra row
twenty feet from the outside row of

trees. Fourteen to sixteen men are

used to light the heaters. Refilling the

heaters is the greatest expense in heat-

ing this orchard. A storage tank for

the crude oil, with a capacity of 10,000

gallons, is used. The lowest outside

temperature noted during the season

was 24 degrees. This occurred April

29. At the same time the lowest inside

temperature was 29 degrees. The Bol-

ton or Fresno heater was used in all

eleven firings which were made in this

orchard during the sea.son.

The Snowy Butte Orchard.—In this

orchard, which consists of Winter
Nelis pears planted in a solid block,

140 heaters per acre were used. Two
were placed in the center of each
square of trees, which were 24 feet

apart. Only half of the pots were
lighted at a time, the remaining half

being held in. reserve in case the cold

spell extended over a long period.

No frost injury was noticed in this

orchard, but the pears were setting

very lightly. A few trees on the out-

side of the heated area were exam-
ined and showed the elTect of frost

very badly.

Bear Creek Orchard.—The Bear
Creek Orchard was divided into three

different blocks. In the first, consist-

ing of young Comice and Bartlett, the

trees are 24 feet apart, and a heater
was placed for each tree, making about
70 heaters per acre. Only half were
lighted when the temperature reached
30 degrees, and as long as the inside

Authentic Information
REGARDING HOOD RIVER VALLEY

We will be glad to furnish you with full details of our valley and

give you a list of what we have for sale in improved and unimproved

land. At the present time we have some desirable buys. Will send

you literature on request.

Reference : Any bank or business house in Hood River.

Guy Y. Edwards & Co., Agents
HOOD EIVEE, OREGON

I
RHODES DOUBLE CUT
.PRUNING SHEAR

HTHE only

prunei

made that cuts

fiom both sides of

the limb and does not

bruise the bark. Made id

all (tyles and sizes.

pay Elzpress charges

on all orders.

Write for

circular and

prices.

BARNETT BROS. ^ cmcrGr

A Minute's Talk
with Western Fruit Associations, particularly those dealing

in Apples, Cantaloupes and Peaches, are invited to corres-

pond with us. We are able to put before you a plan for*

marketing your output in a manner satisfactory to you and

mutually profitable.
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Send for this

FREE BOOKLET

Spraying Simplified

We want every farmer to have this book, vphich

tells in a clear, concise, simple way how to control the

insects and fungi that rob fruit-raising of its profit.

This is a valuable reference book for the farmer

and small fruit grower. It tells you how to know the

"enemy" as well as what to do to him. Its 68 pages

make one of the most complete and comprehensive

booklets on spraying ever issued.

It's Free if you write for it now—a postal will do.

t1hE CHAS. H. LILLY CO.
Portland Seattle

temperature remained above that no
more were lighted. This number of

heaters proved enough protection in

lhat block during this season, and on
May 12, when an examination was
made, the pears were in good condi-
tion and a heavy crop had set, with
only a few showing any frost injury.

The second block consisted of old
Bartlett trees, which were large enough
to almost meet between the rows, form-
ing a very good screen for holding the
heat. It was noticed that a much
higher temperature could be main-
tained with 35 heaters per acre than
in the other plot, and that at any time
70 heaters per acre would be ample
protection in a block of this kind. No
injury from frost was noticed, and even
ii few Comice trees 50 to 150 feet

away from the heated area showed
only a slight injury from frost. In the
third block, which is known as block
12, the trees are younger, somewhat
smaller and placed thirty feet apart.
Sixty heaters per acre were used! In
this block considerable difiiculty was
experienced in maintaining a satisfac-
tory temperature, and some damage
occurred. However, enough of the
crop was saved to insure a fair yield,

with perhaps only a small percentage
of the fruit scarred with frost injury.
It is the plan of the foreman of this
orchard to double the number of heat-
ers in this block next year in order to
be able to absolutely protect the crop
in this block from all injury. Mr.
Brooke uses a Cederborg alarm. In
conjunction with the local branch of
the weather bureau this makes a very
satisfactory combination. Mr. Brooke
states that he has been very well
pleased with the Cederborg alarm, and
is planning to install an alarm for each
block, fitting up his packing house for
sleeping quarters during the frost sea-
son. In this way he will be able to
know in what place the danger is and
at once be ready to protect that block.
He has tried the Cederborg thermome-
ters and found them very satisfactory,
and is planning on using more. He
also expects to keep an accurate record

both of the inside and outside tem-
perature oh the nights when it is nec-
essary to fire. The fuel used in this

orchard was 14 degrees fuel oil and
20-degree "slop" distillate. He finds

that there is very little difference
between the two so far as the pro-
duction of heat and smudge is con-
cerned. The crude oil has a slightly

longer burning time.

Orchards Near Eagle Point.—There
were two separate blocks in this

vicinity, both of old trees twenty feet

apart, so large that they met in the
center of the row. In the large block
of Spitzenbergs there was a heavy
bloom, but all of the blossoms exam-
ined on a number of trees throughout
the orchard were either killed or
severely injured by frost. In a small
tract of about three acres near the
creek a great deal of damage was
found. However, a few of the tops of

the trees in this block will probably
have a fair set of apples. Near the
creek the damage seemed to be less

than at the opposite end of the orchard.

No attempt was made to protect this

orchard, since there was no record of

previous frost injury in the orchard.

On the morning of April 29 a tempera-
ture of 22 degrees was noticed. A few
pear trees near the house apparently
escaped with only partial injury.

These were also near the creek, and
all showed considerable damage, but
will have enough pears left to make a

fair crop.

The Problem of the Failure of the

Winter Nelis Pears to Set.—After the

frost season was apparently over and
the growing season fairly well started,

a great deal of comment was heard
from all sides in regard to the setting

«»>^Diamond Quality"
Selected
Re-Cleaned
Seed

SEED
OATS

' EarlyMaturing, HeavyYielding
For Fall Planting

"Shadeland Challenge"
Best White Side Oat

Gray Winter
Swedish Red Black Russian
Best Oatfor May Jixtra Early

For Spring Planting

"Shadeland Climax
Earliest, Most Prolific, Largest and Handsomest Oat
ever grown, producing 100 bu. per acre on dry hill land

To know thatyou are getting genuine "Shadeland" Oats, alioays
biiij directfrom ourl'ortland store. Prices are so low you cannot
afford to buy any other seed oats.

Write for Samples and Prices

PORTLAND SEED CO.
Ask for Catalog No, 200

PORTLAND
OREGON
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of Winter Nelis pears. At first this

comment came principally from those
orchardists who had used oil for

smudging, and at first was attributed

to the fact that the oil deposited from
the soot on the blossoms had pre-

vented the insects from working and
effecting poUenation. As the season
advanced and this complaint became
more general an investigation was
carried on in most of the orchards of

the valley to ascertain if possible some
reason for the non-setting of the Win-
ter Nelis pears. First working upon
the basis that the failure was due to

the cold, cloudy weather which pre-

vailed during the blooming period and
not to the effect of smudging, the

investigation was begun in those
orchards where heating with oil was
practiced. A comparison of the results

in these orchard and those orchards
which were heated with wood fires

was made. The first important fact in

relation to this problem concerns itself

with the blooming period of the differ-

ent varieties. As has been stated

elsewhere in this bulletin, the excessive

warm weather between March 27 and
April 5 had forced the Bartlett, Howell,
d'Anjou and Cornice pears into full

bloom. At the same time the Bosc and
Winter Nelis were developing, and in

fact the Boscs were very nearly as far

along as the early varieties. However,
the cold period beginning about April

5 seemed to check the bloom on the

Winter Nelis so that the buds opened
very slowly and they did not come
into full bloom until about April 15,

and later. This was just at the time
of the two heavy smudgings and gave
rise to the idea that the lack of pol-

AIREDALE TERRIERS
Kipling says: "Buy a pup and your money

wiU buy love unflinching that connot lie."
A well bred Airedale is just that kind of a

dog. As a watchdog or companion, a protector
of your person, your children or your prop-
erty, he is unequaled. A few good ones left.

Better reserve one now for Christmas.
C. W. J. RECKERS, Klickitat Kennels

White Salmon, Washington

STRAWBERRIES
Plants by the dozen or by the million
120 acres plaiited in 103 vai ieties. ^1
the standards and the most prom isingol
the new ones. Largest grower ii

America. Every plant trne to name
Also Raspberry, Black berry, Gooseberri
and Currant Plants, Grape Vines, Cali

fornia Privet and other Shrubbery
Cultural directions with each ship
ment. Beautiful CatalosuePRKE. Semi
a postal today. Bly personal guarantee
back of every sale.

W. F. ALLEN
21 Market Street, Salisbury, Md.

lenation was due to smudging. It was
noticed in the Marshall orchard that

the Monday following the smudging on
Saturday that the blossoms were not
coated with soot. A heavy wind on
Sunday had blown the petals from the

Bartletts and d'Anjous to a consider-

able extent. On examining the Winter
Nelis it was found that very little soot

had collected on the open flowers, due
to the fact that a large percentage of

the buds had only been partially

opened previous to Saturday morning,
but that the larger percentage had
entirely opened on Sunday and Mon-

day. Thus the flowers and pollen of

these buds were protected from any
deposit of soot. Later an examination
of this block showed that much of the

fruit which was setting on the Winter
Nelis trees in this orchard was around
the lower part of the trees on the

lower branches, where in all cases the

heaviest deposit of soot was noticed.

In the Foothills Orchards of Mr. Car-
penter, where the Winter Nelis were
alternated with Bartletts, the same lack

of setting was noticed, with the excep-
tion of a few trees in one corner of the

orchard where they bloomed slightly

This
from our Pedigree
Record Book shows a
record of extra qual-
ity trees in one of

our scion cutting or-

chards. If you want
CO plant an orchard that

will Dreak all records for

profits in your neighborhood
and prove the best invest-

ment you have ever made

—

ask us to tell you the Com
plate Pedigree Tree Story.^

WE know that trees bred up from par- ^
ental stock which have proven that

the faculty of both quality and quantity
crop is in them, is sure to repeat quality
and quantity for you in your own orchard
We know absolutely that every unbeann:
tree, every poor quality producer, every un
profitable tree, was propagated from a like
parentage—providing, of course it was prop-
erly planted and cared for. But all the best
conditions of soil and culture can never get a
profitable crop out of scrub parentage. This is

nature's unalterable law.

OUR COMPLETE FRUIT GROWER'S GUIDE,
"PROGESSIVE HORTICULTURE," Free to You

Winfield Nurseries
Winfield Nursery Co., J. Moncrief, Pres., WINFIELD,KAS

EveryTree

Has a Pedigree
There Is absolutely only one way by

which fruit growers may know that

they are purchasing and planting trees

of a fixed quality-bearing and quan-

tity-bearing habit—and that Is to in-

sist on knowing that the scions from

which they were bred or grown came
off of actual bearing trees in the or-

chard.

The Moncrief System

of Pedigreeing Known
Fruitage Prepotency
is revolutionizing the orchard industry
and making fortunes in fruit growing
sure and certain.
Why gamble with trees grown from

scions cut from trees which have never
borne profitably?
We are the only nursery in the world

which grows certain pedigreed parent-
age exclusively—by which method we
can give you the actual blood record
of everyTree sold you.
You cannot afford to plant a single

tree and be disappointed several years
afterward, whether it be a commercial
orchard or for home use.

Think of wasting ten or twelve long
years and the same expense of growing,

to find out which kind of trees you have pur-

chased Now vou can avoid such fatal mis-

takes by buying only PEDIGREED TREES.
Sample Page
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earlier. These few trees set quite a

full crop. In the Gore orchard, and in

the Workman orchard adjoining, where
wood fires were used, the same results

were noticed with the Winter Nelis

pears. In the Midvale Orchard, which
consisted of a few rows of Winter
Xelis and about the same number of

Bartletts, it was noticed that some of

the Winter Nelis trees near the Bart-

letts were setting a full crop, but others

in the same row did not, and practi-

cally all of the second row from the

Bartletts were setting very poorly. In

some instances a single branch on a

tree would be heavily laden, with only

a few on the remainder of the tree.

In this orchard the Bartletts were in

full bloom when the cold weather
came on, or about April 5, and the

Winter Nelis had been held back for

at least ten days. Apples adjoining the

pear orchard were entirely killed on
the morning of April 29, as no attempt
was made to smudge. The pears were
all saved by the wood fires used. In

two small blocks which were heated
with wood fires entirely very few
Winter Nelis pears were found to be
setting fruit. In the Snowy Butte
Orchard, which consists of about
fifteen acres of Winter Nelis pears in

orchards
smudged
the next

has just closed the most successful and prosperous year in its history. We want to make 1911 even
more successful than the year just passed. We want your name upon our subscription list. Here
are a few facts which will help you to decide the question of subscribing,

^ The Pacific Monthly is recognized as the most successful independent magazine in the West. It

publishes each month artistic and unusual duotone illustrations of beautiful Western scenery,
studies of Indian heads, or of animal life, ranging from Alaska, on the North, to Mexico on the
South, and as far afield as Japan and the South Seas. From its striking cover design to the last page
you will find a feast of beautiful pictures.

^ Each month it publishes from five or six short stories by such authors as Jack London, Stewart
Edward White, Harvey Wickham, D. E. Dermody, Seumas MacManus, Fred. R. Bechdolt, and
other well known writers of short stories. Its stories are clean, wholesome and readable.

C[ Each month one or more strong articles are published by such writers as William Winter, the
dean of dramatic critics, John Kenneth Turner, the author of "Barbarous Mexico", Rabbi Wise, the
noted Jewish Rabbi, and John E. Lathrop, who contributes a non-partisan review of national affairs.

Charles Erskine Scott Wood contributes each month under the title of "Impressions" a brilliant

record of personal opinion.

^ The Pacific Monthly has become noted for having published some of the best verse appearing
in any of the magazines. Charles .Badger Clark, Jr., contributes his inimitable cowboy poems ex-
clusively to The Pacific Monthly. Berton Braley, George Sterling, Elizabeth Lambert Wood, Wm.
Maxwell, and other well known poets are represented by their best work in our pages.

^ A feature that has won many friends for The Pacific Monthly has been our descriptive and indus-
trial articles. During the coming year one or more such articles will be published each month.
Articles now scheduled for early publication are: "Money in Live Stock on the Pacific Coast", "Suc-
cess with Apples","Nut Culture in the Northwest","Success with Small Fruits","Fodder Crops in the
Western States".

^ In addition to these articles the Progress and Development Section will give each month author-
ative information as to the resources and opportunities to be found in the West. To those who are
planning to come West, the descriptive illustrated articles on various sections of the West will be
invaluable.

^ If you want a clean, fearless, independent magazine—one that will give you wholesome, readable
stories, authoritative, descriptive articles of the progress being made in the West, a magazine that
believes thoroughly in the West and the future destiny of the West—you will make no mistake in
subscribing for the Pacific Monthly. Its subscription price is $1.50 a year. To enable you to try it

for shorter period, however, we will give a trial subscription of six months for $.50.

^ Fill out the coupon below and send it with $.50 in stamps to The Pacific Monthly Company,
Portland, Oregon.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY COMPANY
Portland, Oregon

Gentlemen:—Enclosed find fifty cents in acceptance of your special offer of a trial subscription for six months.

Name

Address .

a solid block, only a few scattering
trees have set a crop. A very peculiar
thing was noticed in this orchard

—

occasionally two-thirds of a tree would
be heavily loaded, while all around
there was no fruit. Furthermore, a

great many trees had one, two and
three limbs which bore heavy crops,
while the rest of the tree had but a few.
Having investigated the principal

which were heated or
with oil, wood or manure,
step was to hunt up an

orchard which had not been heated or
smudged, and where it was known
that the soot could not have done the

injury. Such an orchard was
found along the side hill

between Jacksonville and
Central Point. This orchard
belonged to Mr. GritTis, and
the same condition prevailed
here and in two adjoining
orchards as had been found
in the orchards which had
been heated. In an orchard
owned by the York Real
Estate Company, which has
a large number of varieties,

it was noticed that all of the
pears were setting and free

from injury by frost, except
the Winter Nelis. This
orchard is located on the
steep hillside, extending a

short distance on top of the
hill. Two small trees on
top of the hill were setting

a heavy crop. Very small
Winter Nelis trees were also

setting a fair crop. The
large trees in this orchard
were setting only a few
scattering fruits. These were
near some of the small trees

mentioned, and in each case
surrounded by other varie-

ties which were bearing
heavily. In an orchard at

the foot of this hill which
was not heated four rows of

Winter Nelis pears were
planted, alternating with one
row of Cornice. No effect

due to pollenation was
noticed between the two.

There was one very small

tree which was setting a full

crop. After going over a

large number of orchards

and finding that under all

conditions, whether heated

or not, the Winter Nelis

pears showed similar pecu-

liarities in setting, it would
appear as though this con-

dition was due to the kind

of weather which prevailed

during the blooming period.

The investigations carried

on this year were not con-

clusive, and simply opened
up a problem of some mag-
nitude for future solution.

Conditions in the Willam-
ette Valley. — Through the

courtesv of Mr. Powers of
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TRAPPERS GET BUSY
BIG MONEY IN FURS
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the agronomy department of this insti-

tution we are enabled to present a

summary of the temperatures at Cor-
vallis during the season of frosts. As
in Southern Oregon, during the latter

part of March the weather was
extremely warm; in fact the month of

March averaged about three and one-
half degrees above normal. This had
a tendency to force the buds into full

bloo-m. The warm period was fol-

lowed by a succession of cool days and
frosty nights. The following tempera-
tures for April are given:

Time Tempciatiire
remained be-

low danger point
4:30 to 6:30 a. m.
5:00 to 6:00 a. m.
4:00 to 7:00 a. m.
3:30 to 6:30 a. m.
5:00 to 6:00 a. m.
4:30 to 6:30 a. m.
5:30 to 6:00 a. m.

'Dewpoint niglit before taken between 6 and

On April 17 and 29 the temperature
reached 31 degrees for a short time
only. During the time of the most
severe frost, and especially April 13,

whe' the temperature reached 25

degrees, most of the fruit was in full

bloom, especially the cherries, peaches,
prunes and pears. Apples were hardly
far enough out to be seriously injuied.

Minimum *Dew-
Date Temp. point

April 2. . . 29 38
April 6. . . 28 34
April 11 . . 31 34
April 12 . . 29
April 13 . . 25 32
April 14 27 33
April 15 ] ; 30 39

By comparing these temperatures with
the tables of temperatures reputed to

be injurious one would expect a very
light fruit crop in the Willamette Val-
ley. However, such is not the case,

for there was a good set of apples and
pears. Cherries were slightly injured,

some of them probably 50 per cent.

Peaches were hurt more than any of

the other fruits, in some places as much
as 60 to 75 per cent being injured.

In some places prunes were badly
hurt and in other places hardly
injured. An average of about 40 to 50
per cent injury to this crop would
probably be a fair estimate. At Cor-
vallis, where the temperatures were
taken, the most serious injury was
noticed on some of the earlier varie-

ties of strawberries. With these fig-

ures before us it would seem as though
an arbitrary table of temperatures for

frost injury could not be made, as the
humidity of the air and the weather
conditions generally seemed to cause a

very wide variation in the effect of the
frosts. It may be possible in the future

to work out figures under certain con-
ditions which would be arbitrary, but
that will necessarily be a rather diffi-

cult problem. In most of the tables

Easier
And

Quicker
Work

Surer
Results
Af^Less
Cost
With

Brown's
^Sprayers

r

Don't Spray Till You
Know The New Way

Let us send you free, our complete
Spraying Guide, telling about the

newest and surest ways of spraying

—

tlie best results, quickly and at the

lowest cost. Follow the example of

300,000 gardeners and fruit growers
who have proved that

Brown's

Auto Spray
is the most thorough, durable, and economical
sprayer made. Endorsed by Experiment
Stations everywhere.

Auto Spray No. 1 is the most powerful and
efficient hand power spray made. Capacity

4 gallons. Fitted with Brown's patent Auto

Pop Nozzle, it forces a fine mist or fog-like

spray or heavy stream to every part of trees, vines and plant.

Starts and stops instantly—no waste of solution between

trees or plants. „ ,. „
Brown's Auto Spray Gasohne Power

Outfits are equipped with a non-heating,

light, compactengine. Thoroughly reliable

and efficient for very heavy work. Simple,

economical, durable and fast working.

Pump made of brass, can' t rust or corrode
—capacity from 50 to 250 gallons. Also

large assortment of Traction Power
Outfits for all purposes.

Brown's Non-clog Atomic Nozzle for large

sprayers, throws powerful stream or fine

spray. Keeps working day after day with-

(Mit cleaning—never clogs—a big money
maker. Best for all field and orchard

\v.,rk All Auto Sprays sold on guarantee
(if satisfaction or money back.

r* T> 1 Brown issues the best

rree I500K spraying: Guide to fol-

—^——^—^— low. Write for it whether
you want a new sprayer at once or not. Our
quaUty and prices speak for themselves.

THEE.C BROWN CO., 96 Jay St., Rochester, N. Y.

Over ten million dollars will be paid to trappers ot
fur bearing aniiiials during tlie coming winter. Any
man or boy living in tbe comitry can add a goodly
Bum to bis eai iiiugs by trapijing during spare mo-
nii-iits. Wefuiiiiab.^HSDl.UTELYFUEEacomplete
Trapper's (iiiide wlucb tells you the size of trap and
kind ot liait to usefor the dififerentanimalB, how to re-
move the skuia and prepare them for market. We
also tuniisli tbe best trajis and baits at lowest prices.
\Ve receive more furs direct from trapping grounds
than any other house in the world, therefore can pay
the highest prices fortliem. Our price lists, shipping
tags, etc., are also FKEE for tbe asking. If you
are a trapper or want to become one, write to ns
today. We will help you.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO.
GREATEST FUR HOUSE IN THE WORLD

816 Fur Exchanga Building, St. Louis, Mo.

which are found in print we find the

temperatures at which injury will

occur between 27 and 30 degrees.

With all kinds of fruits, both in the

Rogue River Valley and in the Wil-
lamette Valley, it was noticed that

these temperatures did not apply, for

in many instances peaches passed
through a temperature of 27 and 28

degrees without injury. In other

cases pears and apples in the bud
appeared to be injured at a tempera-
ture of 29 degrees. It might be well,

however, to state that under normal
conditions the general rule seems to

be that unless there is a large amount
of moisture in the air a temperature
of 29 to 30 degrees will be dangerous
to most varieties. The peach is gen-

erally considered much more sus-

ceptible to frost injury than the pear.

However, in one orchard where peach
fillers were used with pears the pears

were about 50 per cent killed, and no

injury was found on the peaches, so

that further investigation may prove

that supposition incorrect.

Summary.— (1) Six and one-half

acres of seventeen-year-old pears were
used in one block and two acres of

apples in another. The apples planted

34% feet apart were apparently as

easy to heat as the pears planted 25

feet apart. (2) The latter part of

March was very warm, followed by a

very cold April. Only a little rain fell

and some snow, but the days were
cloudy. The pears were in full bloom
by April 10. From April 12 to May 5

six frosts were recorded. The lowest

temperatures for each being 29, 27,

KITSELMAN FENC^
FOR THE ORCHARD
You want three
things in a wire
fence: 1, a fence
that will give
years of satis-

factory service;

2, the style and
height best suit-

ed to your pur-
pose ; 3, and at a reason-

able price. Our prices

lUCTS.ARODUP— Save the DEALERS PROFIT and get a

better fence. Kitselman Fence Lasts for Years.

100 styles and heights. Catalogue FREE.
KITSELMAN BROS. Box 67 Muncie,lnd.
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You can't grow big crops on thirsty land. And you can't afiFord to
depend on rainfall for your water supply. Be independent of all outside
conditions. Have your own irrigating system and insure your profits.

I H C Gasoline Engines
are in use on thousands of farms, pumping water from streams, lakes, rivers,
and wells. They work steadily, easily, and economically. They are strong,
simple, durable, and dependable. They quickly pay for themselves and
continue to pay big profits month after month and year after year.

I H C Engines also do all

other kinds of farm work,
such as operating your feed
grinder, clover huller, fodder
cutter, thresher, saw and
other similar machines bet-
ter and cheaper than any
other engine. The I H C
line includes a style and
size for every need.

Vertical type—2, 3, 25,
and 35-H. P.; horizontal

—

1 to 50-H.P.; semi-portable
—lto8-H.P.; portable—

1

to 25-H.P.; traction—12 to

45-H.P.; sawing, pumping,
operate on gas, gasoline,

' ' See the I H C
spraying, grinding outfits, etc. Built to
kerosene, distillate, or alcohol—air-cooled or water-cooled
local dealer, or, write nearest branch house today for our new catalogue

WESTERN BRANCH HOUSES: Denver. Col.; Helena. Mont.; Portland.
Ore.; Spokane, Wash.; Salt Lake City, Utah; San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY ofAMERICA
Chicago (Incorporated) USA

I H C Service Bureau
The Bureau is a center where the best ways of

doing: things on the farm, and data relating to its

development are collected and distributed free to
everyone interested in agrriculture. Every available
source of information will be used in answering: Ques-
tions on all farm subjects. If the questions are sent
to the I H C Service Bureau, Chicago, they will re-
ceive prompt attention.

25^/2,28,26 and 31 degrees, respectively.

(3) Two grades of oil were used—28-

degrees distillate and 20-degree "slop"
distillate. The cost of the latter was
•1)6.25 per 100 gallons. The heavy fuel
oil left an inch of residue for each
firing. This would not burn, and if

left in the heater decreased the burn-
ing time. Oils with a parafiine base
are to be preferred to those having an
asphalt base. (4) Bausch and Lomb
laboratory thermometers graduated to

300 degrees were used in this work.
Two certified thermometers were used
to test these at 32 degrees. At least

one thermometer per acre should be
used and should be tested each season.
A thermometer with a long cylindrical

bulb and graduated to 120 degrees is

the best. The round bulb type is not
sensitive enough. (5) Two types of

heaters were used—the Bolton orchard
heater of the lard pail type with a

capacity of one gallon and the Trout-
man heater with a center draft and
holding five quarts. These were both
made of light sheet iron and cost

about twenty cents each. (6) The local

branch of the United States Weather
Bureau, the telephone companies and
frost alarms are all used to warn the

fruit growers when the temperature
reaches the danger point. Some
patent alarms are used, but cannot be
depended upon entirely. (7) Storage

tanks of three types, cement, galvan-

ized iron and wood arc used. The
latter are of little value. Cement tanks

are best for large amounts of oil and
for use where they can be placed on
the ground. Galvanized iron tanks are

good where small amounts of oil are

stored, and are especially valuable

where it is necessary to elevate the

tank. (8) At 30 degrees outside tem-

perature no increase was obtained

with 20 heaters per acre. With 39

Troutman heaters per acre an average

increase of 1 degree was obtained.

The same heaters gave an increase of

3% degrees with 100 heaters per acre,

arranged 17 by 25 feet, and 4.1 degrees

when arranged 21 by 21 feet. The Bol-

ton heater with the carbon arrester

gave an average of 1.3 degrees with

100 heaters per acre and arranged 17

by 25 feet, and without the arrester

gave an average of 4 degrees. (9) The
Troutman heaters gave an average

burning time of five and one-half

hours with five quarts of oil and four

and one-half hours with four quarts

of oil. There was some troul.le with

a residue with these heaters. The
Bolton heaters averaged four and one-

quarter hours with four quarts of oil

without the carbon arrester and eight

hours with the attachment. One quart

of 20 to 30-degree distillate will burn

for one hour with these heaters under

most conditions. (10) The average

cost per acre for a four-hour period

is !?5.10 for oil, not counting the equip-

ment, and for wood under the same
condition the cost would be $5.40, as

more labor is required. Oil is the best

fuel, as less help is required and an

even temperature may be maintained.

Oil should be handled by a gravity

system so far as possible. (11) Under
the conditions experienced this season

there is absolutely no doubt but that

a crop can be saved by orchard heat-

ing. A very good example was fur-

nished by the block of apples where
the rows that were heated have a crop

and the farther away the trees were
from the heated area the less fruit was
saved. D'Anjou pears showed a slight

injury from a late frost, indicating

that they were more susceptible to

injury than other varieties. Winter
Nelis pears did not set a good crop,

but that is probably due to weather
conditions and not the effect of frost

or smudging. (12) The effect of the

low temperatures in the Willamette

Valley indicates that no arbitrary table

of temperatures for frost injury has

been worked out for all conditions.

The temperature dropped- below 29

degrees on several nights and as low
as 25 degrees at one time, and was
below 28 for more than two hours. A
fair crop of fruit is left. The early

varieties of strawberries were injured

the most.

PRIZE
APPLES
OR CIDER

APPLES?

For the past four years the great state of Pennsylvania lias made a special appropriation of from S30,000 to $40,000 annually to

teach the fruit grow er how to use Linie-Sulfur washes, and incidentally, to warn them against the use of "Scalecide," in spite of

which the demand for "Scalecide" has increasid from year to year and apples from trees sprayed with "Scalecide" for five

"Iver cups
'rize app
our book,

of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples'," and new" booklet, "SCALKCIDE", the Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot supply

you with "SCALKCIDE" we will deliver it to any K. K. Station in the "United States east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio

kivers on receipt of the price; 50-gal. bbls., S2.5.00; 3(i-gal. bbls., $16.00; 10-gaI. cans, $6.75; 5-gal. cans, $3.75. Aadress,

B. G. PEATT COMPANY, 50 Chur:!-. Street New York City.
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TheGenuine PQIVIESTIC
rNow$^ AMONTH
2 You can place the latest

model, genuine Domes-
tic, the recoR-nized
queen of all sewing
machines. in your home,
use it continually while

paying $2 a month* and en-
3oy a very special price

direct to you or from our nearest
avrency. A maffnificent machine—

a

stupendous offer.

We Will Take Your
you wish

__jd make a
liberal allowance on a splendid new
Domestic, And you can still take ad-
vantage of the special price and easy
terms.

DOMESTIC
The perfect sewing machine that has always led all other
makes and is today better than ever. Two machines
!n one—lock stitch and chain stitch. Straight drop-
head, high arm. ball bearing. A complete set of attachments^,
every one practical, etc. . made for every-day use. The Domestic is

a revelation of modem sewini? machine propress. Find out about it.

SEND FOR BOOK, FREE, The Truth About Sewing
Machines." telling you how you can have the finest sewmff mach-
ine made at a Special Low Price and at ONLY $2 a month. L«artj

why we sell direct where we have no agent and (rive you a 25 YBAR
GUARANTEE. Get the facts before you buy any machine- Thit
Free Literature will save you money. Send for it NOW.
Domestic Sewing Machine Co., 48 Jackson Blvd., Dept. Ii4 Cblcigt.

J. M. SCHMELTZER, Secretary

HOOD RIVER ABSTRACT COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

ABSTRACTS INSURANCE
CONVEYANCING

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENT

BETTER FRUIT
CIAL

K
Si/'/rii//), r IQu'l

PACKING SPECIAL

BhTITR FRL'IT PL!B1,ISHI\'G CO.WPAN^

"Better Fruit" per year. . .$1.00

The Frnit Grower 1 .00—total, $2.00

ijr^,..,.

.

. .j..,^J

Orchard Heating Number

Will send them Both 4h 1 fT rk

for, per year tlU

NORTHWEST GROWERS' UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

WE publish free in this column the
name of any fruit growers' organ-

ization. Secretaries are requested to

furnish particulars for publication.

Oregon
Eugene Fruit Growers' Association, Eugene;

Ashland Fruit and Produce Association, Ash-
land; Hood River Fruit Growers' Union, Hood
River; Hood River Apple Growers' Union,
Hood River; Grand Ronde Valley Fruit Grow-
ers' Union, La Grande; Milton Fruit Growers'
Union, Milton; Douglas County Fruit Growers'
Association, Roseburg; Willamette Valley
Prune Association, Salem; Mosier Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Mosier; The Dalles Fruit
Growers' Union, The Dalles; Salem Fruit
Union, Salem; Albany Fruit Growers' Union,
Albany; Coos Bay Fruit Growers' Association,
Marshfleld; Estacada Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion, Estacada; Umpqua Valley Fruit Growers'
Association, Roseburg; Hyland Fruit Growers
of Yamhill County, Sheridan; Newburg Apple
Growers' Association, Newburg; Dufur Valley
Fruit Growers' Union, Dufur; McMinnville
Fruit Growers' Association, McMinnville;
Coquille Valley Fruit Growers' Union, Myrtle
Point; Stanfield Fruit Growers' Association,
Stanfleld; Oregon City Fruit and Produce
Association, Oregon City; Lincoln County
Fruit Growers' Union, Toledo; Rogue River
Fruit and Produce Association, Medford;
Mount Hood Fruit Growers' Association,
Sandy; Northeast Gaston Farmers' Associa-
tion, Forest Grove; Dallas Fruit Growers'
Association, Dallas; Northwest Fruit Ex-
change, Portland; Springbrook Fruit Growers'
Union, Springbrook; Cove Fruit Growers'
Association, Cove; Santiam Fruit Growers'
Association, Lebanon

;
Washington County Fruit

Growers' Association, Hillsboro; Renton County
Fruit Growers' Association, Corvallis; Suther-
lin Fruit Growers' Association, Sutherlin.

Washington
Kennewick Fruit Growers' Association, Ken-

newick; Wenatchee Fruit Growers' Union,
Wenatchee; Puyallup and Sumner Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Puyallup; Vashon Island
Fruit Growers' Association, Vashon; Mt. Ver-
non Fruit Growers' Association, Mt. Vernon;
White Salmon Fruit Growers' Union, White
Salmon; Thurston County Fruit Growers'
Union, Tumwater; Bay Island Fruit Growers'
Association, Tacoma; Yakima Valley Fruit and
Produce Growers' Association, Granger; Buck-
ley Fruit Growers' Association, Buckley;
Lewis River Fruit Growers' Union, Woodland;
Yakima County Horticultural Union, North
Yakima; White River Valley Fruit and Berry
Growers' Association, Kent; Lake Chelan
Fruit Growers' Association, Chelan; Zillah
Fruit Growers' Association, Toppenish; Kiona
Fruit Growers' Union, Kiona; Mason County
Fruit Growers' Association, Shelton; Clarks-

ton Fruit Growers' Association, Clarkston;
Walla Walla Fruit and Vegetable Union,
Walla Walla; The Ridgefleld Fruit Growers'
Association, Ridgefleld; Felida Prune Grow-
ers' Association, Vancouver; Grandview Fruit
Growers' Association, Grandview ; Yakima
Valley Fruit Growers' Association, North
Yakima; Southwest Washington Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Chehalis; The Touchet Valley
Fruit and Produce Union, Dayton; Lewis
County Fruit Growers' Association, Centralia;
The Green Bluffs Fruit Growers' Association,
Mead; Garfield Fruit Growers' Union, Garfield;
Goldendale Fruit and Produce Association,
Goldendale; Spokane Inland Fruit Growers'
Assocation, Keisling; Elma Fruit and Produce
Association, Elma; Granger Fruit Growers'
Association, Granger; Cashmere Fruit Grow-
ers' Union, Cashmere; Stevens County Fruit
Growers' Union, Myers Falls; Dryden Fruit
Growers' Union, Dryden; White Salmon Val-
ley Apple Growers' Union, Underwood.

Idaho
Southern Idaho Fruit Shippers' Association,

Boise; New Plymouth Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion, New Plymouth ; Payette Valley Apple
Growers' Union, Payette; Parma-Roswell Fruit
Growers' Association, Parma; Weiser Fruit
and Produce Growers' Association, Weiser;
Council Valley Fruit Growers' Association,
Council; Nampa Fruit Growers' Association,
Nampa; Lewiston Orchard Producers' Associa-
tion, Lewiston; Boise Valley Fruit Growers'
Association, Boise; Caldwell Fruit Growers'
Association, Caldwell; Emmett Fruit Growers'
Association, Emmett; Twin Falls Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Twin Falls; Weiser River
Fruit Growers' Association, Weiser; Fruit
Growers' Association, Moscow.

Colorado
San Juan Fruit and Produce Growers' Asso-

ciation, Durango ; Fremont County Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Canon City; Rocky Ford
Melon Growers' Association, Rocky Ford;
Plateau and Debeque Fruit, Honey and
Produce Association, Debeque; The Producers'
Association, Debeque; Surface Creek Fruit
Growers' Association, Austin; Longmont
Produce Exchange, Longmont; Manzanola
Fruit Association, Manzanola; Delta County
Fruit Growers' Association, Delta; Boulder
County Fruit Growers' Association, Boulder;
Fort Collins Beet Growers' Association, Fort
Collins; La Junta Melon and Produce Com-
pany, La Junta; Rifle Fruit and Produce Asso-
ciation, Rifle; North Fork Fruit Growers'
Association, Paonia; Fruita Fruit and Produce
Association, Fruita; Grand Junction Fruit
Growers' Association, Clifton, Palisade, Grand
Junction; Palisade Fruit Growers' Association,
Palisade; Peach Growers' Association, Pali-
sade; Colorado Fruit and Commercial Com-
pany, Grand Junction; Montrose Fruit and
Produce Association, Montrose; Hotchkiss

Fruit Growers' Association, Hotchkiss; Paonia
Fruit Exchange, Paonia; Colorado Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Delta; Crawford Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Crawford; Amity Cantaloupe
Growers' Association, Amity; Pent County
Melon Growers' Association, Las Animas;
Capitol Hill Melon Growers' Association,
Rocky Ford; Denver Fruit and Vegetable
Association, Denver; Fair Mount Melon Grow-
ers' Association, Swink; Fowler Melon Grow-
ers' Association, Fowler; Granada Melon
Growers' Association, Granada; Grand Valley
Fruit and Produce Association, Grand Junc-
tion; Independent Fruit Growers' Association,
Grand Junction; Kouns Party Cantaloupe
Growers' Association, Rocky Ford; Lamar
Melon Growers' Association, Lamar; Loveland
Fruit Growers' Association, Loveland; Manza-
nola Orchard Association, Manzanola; New-
dale Melon Growers' Association, Swink; Roar-
ing Fork Potato Growers' Association, Carbon-
dale; Woods Melon Growers' Association, Las
Animas.

Montana
Bitter Root Fruit Growers' Association,

Hamilton; Missoula Fruit and Produce Asso-

ciation, Missoula.

Utah
Farmers and Fruit Growers' Forwarding

Association, Centerville; Ogden Fruit Growers
Association, Ogden; Brigham City Fruit Grow-
ers' Association, Rrigham City; Utah County
Fruit & Produce Association, Provo; Willard
Fruit Growers' Association, Willard; Excelsior

Fruit & Produce Association, Clearfield (Post-

office Layton R. F. D.) ; Centerville Fruit

Growers' Association, Centerville; Bear River

Valley Fruit Growers' Association, Bear River

City; Springville Fruit Growers' Association,

Springville; Cache Valley Fruit Growers
Association, Wellsville; Green River Fruit

Growers' Association, Green River.

New Mexico
San Juan Fruit and Produce Association,

Farmington.

British Columbia
Rritish Columbia Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, Victoria; Victoria Fruit Growers
Exchange, Victoria; Hammond Fruit Associa-

tion, Ltd., Hammond; Hatzic Fruit Growers^

Association, Hatzic; Western Fruit Growers^
Association, Mission; Mission Fruit Growers^
Association, Mission; Salmon Arm Farmers
Exchange, Salmon Arm; Armstrong Fruit

Growers' Association, Armstrong; Okanogan
Fruit Union, Limited, Vernon; Kelowna
Farmers' Exchange, Limited, Kelowna; Sum-
merland Fruit Growers' Association, Summer-
land; Kootenay Fruit Growers' Union, Limited,

Nelson; Grand Forks Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, Grand Forks; Boswell-Kootenay Lake

Union, Boswell; Queens Bay Fruit Growers
Association, Queens Bay; Kaslo Horticultural

Association, Kaslo; Creston Fruit and Produce

Exchange, Creston.
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10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship you a

"RANGER " BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to any place in the United States without a cent deposit in advance, aud
allow ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in

every way and is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get

anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it,

ship it back to us at our expense for freight and you will not be out o?ie cent.

I flW FAPTflRY DRIPFQ We sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factory^V" rim I Un I rniUtJ to rider at lower prices than any other house. We
save you $10 to S25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires, Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap
mail order bicycles; also reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
DinCD APCIITC UflllTCn in each town and district to ride and exhibit a sample
niUCn nUCR I O nfllllCU ipi2"Ranger"Bicyclefuraishedbyus. You will>e
astonished at the 7y(7?zi/fryM//j' /t77£«/fic?j and tlie liberal propositions and special offer we will

give on the (irst 1912 sample going to your town. Write at once for our special offer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from nuyone at an\- price until you receive our catalogue
and learn our low prices and liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under
your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago tet^l Stores will

,
he closed out at once, at $3 to £8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIDCC PflACTER RDAVC rear wheels, innertubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs
I inCO| UUHO I Cn DIIRIVC and everything in the blcycleline at half usual prices.

00 NOT WAIT but write today for our Zar^^ Ca?a/i?jpKC beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of

Interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept.L345 CHICAGO, ILL.

so SIMPLE YOUR BOY CAN UNDERSTAND AND OPERATE IT

A GOOD GASOLINE ENGINE
IS A FARM NECESSITY
NEARLY 3 00 0 USERS HERE IN THE NORTHWEST
SAY THE STOVER IS A GOOD ENGINE

STOVER ENGINES arc now made in Hopper Cooled Styles in sizes from 1 to 12 Horsepower
Other styles 2 to 60 Horsepower

Freedom from complicated parts to insure simplicity—Extra heavy con-
struction to insure durability—Every effort possible made to insure an abso-

lutely reliable Farm Engine— ECONOMICAL and EASY to OPERATE

Sold and
Guaranteed by

PORTLAND. OR.
SPOKANE. WN.
BOISE. IDA

Implements

Vehicles

USE
THE SLIP

Mitchell. Lewis & Staver Co.
Portland, Oregon:

A5

Here is my name for your latest STOVER ENGINE
CATALOGS.

NAME

ADDRESS-

1

TRUE-TO-NAME"
Grafted & Seedling Walnuts, Grapevines
We have the largest and finest assort-

ment 1)1' all the finest French and English
walnuts ever grown. Our grape vines are
flue strong plants, well rooted, and in-
clude the commercial table and shipping
grapes, as well as raisin and wine.

In addition to this we have the most
complete line of fruit trees, ornamental
Stock and roses on the Pacific Coast. We
make a study of what is suitable to plant
in the interior valleys, the coast counties
or the foothill regions. We have been
growing nursery stock in California for
over 28 years, and you will find that it
pays to write us what your requirements
are and secure our suggestions, as well as
prices.
There is a greater call for fruit trees of

all descriptions this season than has been
experienced in years—therefore it is
urgent that orders be placed

NOW
CATALOaUE SENT FREE

Write for our illustrated price catalogue,
which contains brief descriptions of all
oui- stock, including many new varieties,
liurbank's latest creations, etc.

"California Horticulture" describes over
2,000 varieties of trees and plants, con-
tains many valuable suggestions about
planting, pruning, etc., profusely illus-
trated, containing 120 pages, will be
mailed on receipt of 25c in stamps.

"^"^ PAID UP CAPITAL $200,000??

KlURSERIES'^ GEO.C.ROEDING PRES.ANDMGl
.M. ABox JO

~

M
C.

MGR.
Fresno , California,

ROOT INSURANCE
Is the basis upon which we sell
to our customers. Our trees and
plants are selected strains with
the perfect roots and tops so
dinicult to procure.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
46 pages of instruction and

information
Every tree we ship to you is
guaranteed by us to be true to
name and specially adapted to
the Pacific Northwest. We sell
every variety of Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees, Berry Plants, Vines,
Shrubs, Perennials, Roses, etc.
For prompt shipment order from
RICHLAND NURSERY CO., INC.

RICHLAND .WASH
WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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HERE'S a simple,

^ strong, low-priced
^

light-draft riding harrow which
covers more surface with less draft than any

other cultivator made. It works right up to
the trees and under lowest branches without
harrriing fruit or leaves in the least.

Li^Kt Draft Harrows.
make it possible to thoroughly cultivate 20 to 30 acres per day with two horses.

They lift and turn the soil and leave it in slight waves, thus exposing more
surface to the chemical action of the sun and rain. They make a perfect

dust-mulch, which conserves maximum amount of moisture.

Write for Free Trial Offer—and Booklet.

We will ship to responsible parties on 30 days' riskless free trial.

Free booklet, "Modern Orchard Tillage," tells the whole story.

LIGHT DRAFT HARROW CO.
901 E. Nevada St., Marshalltown. la.

V

Faculty Stronger Than Ever Results Better Than Ever
More Progressive Than Ever Attendance Larger Than Ever

ATTEND THE BEST

Business

College

Perfect Light and Reliable Service
is Given by Our

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT OUTFITS

8, 15 and 30 Lamps. Combination
Dynamo-Storage Battery Type for
the electric lighting of ranches, coun-
try homes, stables and factories.

Make Your Own Electricity
Pure While 16-Candle-Power Light

With this system you generate elec-

tric current by the means of a small
gasoline engine driving a dynamo or
generator at any convenient time.
The current is run into a storage bat-
tery so you can have light anytime
by turning on a switch. Charging of
the storage battery is done once or
twice a week, or whenever the en-
gine is being run for other work.
No skilled electrician needed to install or

run it. Automatic switchboard. Guaranteed.
Inexpensive—first cost as well as upkeep,
yery simple, perfectly safe, takes up very
little room- Investigate this system,

Send For Booklet A
Reynolds Electric Co.

Gas Engines, Motors, Genera*
tors. Pumping Plants

522 First
Ave. South
Seattle,

PORTLAND, OREGON

U. S. A

BUTTE POTATO
& PRODUCE CO.

BUTTE, MONTANA
Jobbers of All Farm and

Orchard Products
We have a large outlet for fruits

and vegetables. We want to hear
from shippers.

A. J. KNIEVEL, President and Manager

Sixteen years' experience on the
Butte market.

LINDSAY
& CO. LTD.
Wholesale Fruits

HELENA, MONTANA
Established in Helena Quarter of a Century

Branch houses: Great Falls, Mis-

soula and Billings, Montana

Pedigree Trees
r Facsimile of affidavit on fil

L Similar one on file for each
nle at Ballyereen, ~|

variety Pedigreed. J

IT is a decided ^
* advantage to

planters to secure

Nursery Stock

propagated from

the finest prize

winning trees in

the West. Qual=

ity and Pedigree

certified under af-

fidavit. The

Ballygreen

System

makes this possi-

ble.

. .0, C. Fr,

Vfry highly

Long Bhape

_AMle..3liOW 1909, _ Soe(ind_C*r_Spol

_...5hOWj,910:^

OUR trees have

the well=bal=

anced roots and

tops that skilled

horticulturists aim

to secure.

Such trees pro-

duce fruit of

quality.

We grow ex=

clusively selecf

ed

Trees of

Certified

Pedigree.

Descriptive Pedigree Book and Price List

sent on request. Write us.

Ballygreen Nurseries, wa"h.'^
Reliable agents wanted for uncovered territory.
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$20 day Earning Capacity
Will Pay for Itself in Less Than Three Weeks. Operated by One Man.

King ^of the Woods"
Drag Saw

Neat, Compact, Sim-
ple, Strong, Light,

Durable

The 4 h. p. Waterloo
Boy engine is a separ-

ate uuii}. Can be re-'

moved at

any time
and put to

a hundred'
uses.

Will saw 20 to 40 cords of
wood per day at a cost

of $1. PULLS ITSELF
up hill or down. Costs

J

15 per cent less than
other makes not as
good. There's more
you ought toknow.
Our catalog con-
tains complete

description and
prices : sent

FREE with tes-

timonials from
enthusiastic users.

Ask For Catalog C 5

Reierson Machinery Co. PORTLAND,
OREGON

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Unvarnished, Cashable Facts

About Poultry Profits

If there ever was a straight-from-the-shoulder statement of facts, you'll

find it in JOEL M. FOSTER'S book "THE MILLION EGG FARM."

Mr. Foster owns the famous Rancocas Poultry Farm, and in his book he
tells his methods for producing upward of eleven hundred thousand eggs
a year, and piling up a clean annual profit of close to $20,000.00.

We know that the statements in this book are cold facts—because we
proved them before publishing

"The Million Egg Farmff

We have sold many thousand
copies of this book, and we know,
from the actual experiences of those

who have read and followed it,

that these facts can be profitably

applied by you—whether you have
a dozen hens on a back lot, or num-
ber your fowls by the thousands.

Up in Scranton, Pa., a clerk,

Robert Liddle by name, read this

book, followed its directions, and
at last reports was cleaning up
$17.00 a day profit on eggs.

In the light of such experiences,

we know that farmers need this

book. That's why we published

it and are trying to put it into the

hands of every poultry owner.

To serve the farmer is the whole
purpose of FARM JOURNAL.
To serve him with sound advice

regarding every branch of farm
work.

To enable him to profit by the

labor-saving and money-making
discoveries of other farmers. To
serve the farmer's wife with help-

ful housekeeping suggestions. To
serve the farmer and his entire

family with clean, wholesome en-

tertainment.

Upward of four million readers

welcome its monthly visits.

You need this paper and you need
the MILLION EGG FARM book,

and you can have

Farm Journal every month for four years and "The
Million Egg Farm"at once, postpaid, for only $1.00

Do yourself and family the favor cf sending in the dollar to-day.

FARM JOURNAL. 263 N. Clifton St., Philadelphia

Lands in the Southeast, cost-

ing from $15 to $50 an acre, net

profits on apples ranging from

$100 to $500 an acre.

Abundant rainfall and special soils

give color and flavor unequalled by

fruit grownin any other climate. One
Southern tree last year yielded $124

worth of apples; another tree $57.

Peaches, pears, plums, berries and

pecan nuts yield prolifically. Elx-

cellent transportation to profitable

markets.

Write for full particulars to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land & Indus-
trial Agt, Souttiern Ry.,Room 13

.1320 Penn. Ave..Washington, D.C,

Let SANDOW Run It!

Wonderful Work Engine
Farmers and Shop OwncrSf Stop

Sweatinfp! A few dollars gets this
grand little work engine, complete and
ready to run Cream Separators, Corn Shred-
ders. GristMillB. Feed MMla. Dyna-
mos. Printing Presses, etc., etc.

Gives a lifetime of steady serv-
ice' AUSizes; 2to20h.p No
cranking! No camsi No
Only 3 moving pana FineBt
oonstrucfion. Tbousaiids
In use- Guaraoteed &;ears.
Write for ijpeoial Introductory Propoeition.

DETROIT MOTOR CAR
SUPPLY CO.. :i38Caiitoa Ave Detroit. Mich.

Hfiad what Hood liioer says
Hood River, Oregon, Nov. 27, 1909.

This is to certify that I have used Cooper's
Tree Spray Fluids, VI, for killing San Jose
scale and found it very effectual.

G. R. Castner, County Fruit Inspector.

APTERITE
THE SOIL FUMIGANT

DESTROYS INSECTS IN THE
GROUND

REDUCES LOSSES SAVES PROFITS
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE
Write for 1910 booklet (33 pages)

Testimony from fruit growers
everywhere

Agent ;

C. G. ROBERTS
247 Ash Street Portland, Oregon

Sole Manufacturers

:

Willieim. Cooper & Nephews
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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CREATION

The tone is the Jewel.

The case is the Setting.

The combination is the

Steinwaj'— the Perfect

Piano.

VICTOR TALKING

MACHINES and

SHEET MUSIC

HE who is blessed with the power to create

is blessed with God's greatest gift to man,
and if he uses that power to increase the

happiness of his fellow men he becomes a bene-

factor to the human race.

The world owes homage to the men who have

devoted their burning energies to the consum-
mation of one purpose, to the final and most

perfect development of an ideal.

The STEINWAY PIANO
Is an example of the grand result of years of

persistent, purposeful striving after the very

highest musical ideal. Sons have taken up the

task where fathers left off, so that alternate

generations of genius, working through the fin-

est piano factory in the world, have evolved the

Steinway— a piano that has long since been

acknowledge the musical masterpiece of the

ages.

Priced at $575, $625, $775 and up to

$1,600. Of course you can buy a piano

cheaper, but it will be a cheaper piano.

Why not get the best?

Shermanjpiay Co.

SIXTH AND MORRISON
PORTLAND, OREGON

Exclusive Steinway Representatives

ARE YOUR CROP YIELDS SATISFACTORY?
They are certainly not what they would be if you used Clark's Double Action

"Cutaway" Harrow. It requires thorough cultivation to make the soil fertility avail-
able for your crops. "Thorough Cultivation," and "Clark's Double Action 'Cutaway'
Harrow" are synonymous. The entire machine is made of steel and iron, except the
pole, which is jointed so that there is no weight upon the horses' necks, and can be
removed in one minute and used as a tongueless, as shown in cut. This is a big feature
in moving from field to field, insuring safety to horses. The disks are of cutlery steel,

shaped and forged in our own shops, where the only genuine "Cutaway" disks are
made. The Double "Cutaway" does twice as much as an ordinary disk harrow and
better at the same cost. The inflexible frame holds the gangs rigidly in their places,
and compels them to cut high, hard ridges, carrying the soil into the hollows and

ground level. 'With the flexible or tandem harrows the gangs conform to

ce and do not cut and level the hard, irregular places. Clark's stir every
ing a finely pulverized seed bed. By setting the inner gangs straight on sharp
the Disk turns easily, leaving the ground even. No interlocking of gangs.

Modern farmers disk before they
plow their land. It puts fine soil in

the bottom of the furrow, where other-

wise would lie Inose clods that make a

strata through which the sub-moisture
can not rise. For this no other disk
equals Clark's.

What Ppof. Bailsy Saysi
"The Double Action 'Cutaway' Harrowhas

been satistactory. 1 use it almost continu
ously on our hard clay land with good results."

If your dealer can't supply the genuine
Cutaway," write us. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Twenty-live years' experience baclc ol'

every sale. Prompt Shipments. Get our
booklet "Intensive Cultivation." It s free.

We make a special tool for every crop.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO.

940 Main St., Higganum. Conn.

Use KEROSENE
Engine FREE!
Vttia^ing "'DETROIT** Kero-

sene Engine shipped on 15 davs'
FREE Trial, proves kerosene
' tieapei^t, Kafest. most powerlul
fuel. If satisfied, pay lowcjit
Lrice ever given on reliable farm
engine; if not, pay nothing.

Gasoline Going Up

!

Automobile owners are
burning up 80 much gaso-
line that the vporld's supply
is running short. Gasoline
Is 9c to 16c higher than coal
oil. Still going up. Two
pintsof coal oildo work of
three pints gasoline. No
waste, no evaporation, no
explosion from coal oil.

Amazing "DETROIT"
The VpETROIT*' is the only engine that handles

coal oil successfully; uses alcohul, gasoline and benzine,
ton. Starts without crankinij. Basic patent—only three moving
parts— no cams—no sprockets—no gears—no valves—the utmost
msimplicity, power and strength. Mounted on skids. Ail sizes,
2 to 20 h p . in stock ready to ship Complete engine tested just
before crating. Comes all ready to run

, Pumps, saws, threshes,
churns, separates milk, grinds feed, shells corn, runs home
olcctric-liyhting plant, Prices (stripped), $29,50 up.
Sent any place on 15 days' Free Trial. Don't buy an engine

U\\ you investiEate amazing, money-saving, power-saving
"DKTROIT." Thousands in use. Costs only postal to find
out If you are first in your neighborhood to write, we will allow
ynu spec ial Extra-Low Introductory price. T\rite(

Detroit Eneine Works. 507 Bellevue Ave.. Detroit. MicH.

Make Bl^ Money Drilling Wells
IMPROVED STANDARD
DRILLING MACHINE
One Man Can Handle
Hasarecord of drilJing 130
feet and driving casing in
oneday. Only three levers.
Extra large rope sheaves.

winiM HADE FOR WEHERM uJi Positively wiU drill every
kind of formation. Avoid delays from sending back
East. Bay from os. We build these up-to-date
machineB. Will tell you all in catalog. Write for it.

8EIERS0N MACHINERY CO., MANFRS., PORTLAND, OREGON

The Law Says SPRAY NOW For San Jose Scale

AU infected fruit trees one year old and
over witli lime and BUlphur solution."

Sec. 47, Revised Code 1909.

The State Oommissinner reports "Nine-
tenths of all fruit is infected and

THOUSANDS OP BOXES CONDEMNED
Annually because of this disease. -M

I^LINE^WSULPHUR
Is a scientifically mixed solution endorsed by
the State Agricultural College because of its

i

concentrated form. In wet weather use a 1-8
|

solution; in dry weather 1-11 solution, in De-
cember and apcain in February, Send for

|

Lilly's Sprav Book and prices.
Chas. H. Lilly Company, Seattle, Wash.

Johnson's Big 1912 Book |
That he calls

"POULTRY
SERMONS"
-READY FOR YOU

Send a postal sure this time for
.lolinson's bcxtlc— llie best and bijj-

frest ever in ;^(> years—Imndrecly ot;

actual new i)liotograplis showing

Old Trusty Incubators
Usfd by many linndreds of thousands
ot most succes&lul poultry raisers.

140. 60 or ^
f
90 Days* :

Trial
Under 810

'^now, lu Years' ;

Guarantee.
Johnson pays the
Freitiht east of
Rockies. 75 per |

cent bi^r^^er 1
hatches
'nar;i nteed.

1; Under \<

i'- $10 Now j

Johnson Pays i

^

the Freight ?

East of nockies

^ 10
Yaars
Guar-
antee

M.JOHNSON i Incubator Man) Clay Center, Neb.
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FREE EXPERT ADVICE
By Professor A. Van Holderbeke, five

years Washington State Horticulturist,

TO FRUIT GROWERS
Purchasing high grade nursery stock,
guaranteed true to name, from the

Van Holderbeke Nursery Company
Main Offices:

Columbia Building
Spokane, Washington

RELIABLE
AGENTS
WANTED

Nurseries:
Spokane Valley and

Kennewick, Washington

NEW ORLEANS
GEO. H. APPEL

T3 D
M C
T3 I a

i H -
o r: o
C "-J

^ OS &

< z
,S U "5

IMPORTERS
JOBBERS

All Fruits in Season

Wholesale

Commission

PPEL
Storage for 50 Cars

H
m

>
H

BETTER FRUIT
Has no peer in the Northwest

And so we have established

THE FRUIT

JOURNAL
along similar lines in behalf of the

great irrigated fruit districts of the

Rocky Mountain region, a com-

panion paper to this, your favorite

fruit magazine.

We have made it up-to-date,

clean, high class editorialh', me-

chanically and pictorially.

The subscription rate is $1.00 per

year. It is worth it.

THE INTERMOUNTAIN
FRUIT JOURNAL

Grand Junction, Colorado

WHEN WRITING AOVXSTISIItS MENTION BKTTU r«niT
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Eighty-Acre Field of Yeaiiiiit; < \\ ;islihit4lc>ii Nursery Co., Fall r.lll Yearling Grafts from tliis Field, as Shipped
November 11

In tills field we planted over two million apple grafts in March, 1911, and enough more in adjacent fields to make over three and one-
(juartcr million in all. We had a 75 per cent stand, as shown above, one of the finest sights imaginable, and probably not equaled in

its class in the United States.

Those Are Some of the Trees We Shipped
Read what the customeTS say. Dozens more letters like these on tile:

TESTIMONIALS
Washington

Anacortes, Nov. 1,?, 1911. "This is about as
nice a lot of trees that I ever had the
pleasure of opening up, and the custom-
ers were well pleased with their stock."
A. F. Schreiber.

Goldendale, Nov. 15, 1911. "Am well
pleased with my trees." E. S. Seitzinger.

Spokane, East 1504 14th Ave., Nov. 14, 1911.
"Such a shipment as this 425 Wageners
It Is a pleasure to turn over to a man
who trusted to me to order for him and
select the nursery." Herman Thoeni.

Pasco, Nov. 20, 1911. "The trees came in
line shape and they were more than I

expected. The rose bushes were also fine.

Thanking you for your courteous treat-
ment." A. R. Byquist.

Orting, Nov. 20, 1911. "I am happy to re-
port to you that everyone without excep-
tion who received trees or shrubbery
spoke in highest terms of praise and
declared it the best lot ever delivered in
Orting." J. C. Jacques.

Seattle, 3113 King St., Nov. 18, 1911. "I
unpacked the Greenwood box, found
everything in good condition, packing
perfect, trees fine." Levi Wright.

EUensburg, Sept. 21, 1911. "Will say that
1 am well pleased with the stock sup-
plied last spring. You will remember
you could not furnish first grade, but
sent the best you had. Stock has made
a splendid growth." A. E. Gaston.

Walla Walla, Nov. 3, 1911. "The trees,
rose bush, one Perfection currant, came
yesterday, but we were not aware of the
fact until this a. m. However, they were
a line lot of trees, etc., and we feel that
every one will grow, as we set them out
before 10 o'clock this a. m. We wish to
express our thanks for your generosity
in the replace. We appreciate the kind-
ness. We have a fine lot of trees from
your place." J. R. Phillips.

Pullman, Nov. 6, 1911. "Your shipment
has been received and nearly all deliv-
ered. Our customers are very much
pleased with their orders, declaring them
to be the best trees ever received at this
point."

Oregon
Hermiston, Nov. 13, 1911. "The patrons
here were uniformly well pleased with
their stock; it is the finest I have ever
seen in twenty-five years' experience in
the nursery business, and its superb,
clean quality will impress confidence
upon every grower who has seen or used
it." C. L. Swain.

Huntington, Nov. 14, 1911. "I am pleased
with the trees sent me for delivery, and
all that were there when consignment
arrived said they were the finest lot of
trees they had ever seen, delivered and
packed." C. J. Hanson.

Dundee, Nov. 15, 1911. "Please find en-
closed postal order for .^9.28 for my trees.

They are all O. K. Am well pleased with
them." J. M. Shutt.

Forest Grove, Nov. 15, 1911. "I have just
unpacked the trees you sent and they
appear in splendid condition." Charles
Roper.

Baker, Nov. 15, 1911. "The stock is in good
condition, the packing first class." David
Kelley.

Idaho
Caldwell, Nov. 20, 1911. "Each customer
was well pleased with the nursery stock
sent them and I wish to thank you for
them also for myself for filling the order
with what I call first-class stock." J. E.

Bird.
Moscow, Box 677, Oct. 17, 1911. "Of the

600 trees I bought from your Mr. Perry
in Spokane last fall and which were
delivered to me this spring, will say that

they did some remarkable growing. In
fact, some grew more than I would like

to have had them grow. Rome Beauties
and Spitz grew 28 inches." Wm. Buchholz.

Cataldo, Nov. 4, 1911. "Nursery stock re-

ceived yesterday; was in fine condition."
W. I. French.

California
Bogus, Oct. 23, 1911. "Have had good suc-

cess with your trees we ordered through
your agent in this locality." Jones Bros.

WE WAOT YOUR BUSINESS
We ^row all sorts of Fruit, jShade and Ornamental /Stock. It's our business to grow good

trees and to pack and deliver them properly. We want your business. Write us.

Washington Nursery Co.
TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

Always room for more good salesmen. Write us for particulars
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ANYTHING IN SHEET STEEL

STEEL PIPES SAVE WATER STEEL PIPES SAVE LABOR

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO WAIT FOR STEEL PIPES TO
"SOAK UP" AND THEY LAST INDEFINITELY

WE MANUFACTURE

Galvanized Steel Pipe Storage Tanks
Galvanized Steel Culverts Pressure Tanks
Asphaltum Coated Pipe Steel Flumes

Columbia Hydraulic Rams

COLUMBIA ENGINEERING WORKS, Portland, Oregon

RESULT
OF YOUR YEARS OF STUDY, WAITII^G

LABOR AND IKYESTMEOT

Depends on the Trees You Plant
All trees are not alike, as some people erroneously suppose. They differ

in vigor of constitution. This regulates their ability to transplant suc-

cessfully ; to make a good growth the first year

in your orchard (which is the critical period),

to commence early bearing, to perfectly mature

their fruit. In short, it means success or failure

to you.

Orenco trees are succeeding from Southern

California to Northern British Columbia. Why ?

Because they have a strong, rugged consti-

tution.

Plant Orenco trees and get results. Address

The result of planting Orenco's dependable, profitable trees.
What kind are you going to plant?

OREGON
NURSERY COMPANY

ORENCO, OREGON
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To Fruit Growers
of the Northwest

THE HOUSE of STEINHARDT & KELLY,
New York, take great pleasure in advising

the Fruit Growers of the Northwest that they

have again acquired on a purchase basis large

blocks of their productslconsisting mainly of Apples

and Pears. No concern in the East has so consist-

ently used its best efforts on behalf of the Growers

of the Northwest, and we herewith desire to thank

them for their co-operation in giving us their support

by putting up the most magnificent pack of fruit the

East has ever seen.

Particularly do we desire to commend the Grow-

ers of the Hood River Valley of Oregon, the We-
natchee Valley of Washington, the Bitter Root

Valley of Montana, the];Mosier Valley of Oregon

and among individual packers and shippers the

Wenatchee Produce Company of Wenatchee.

Steinhardt& Kelly
101 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

The Most Extensive Operators in High Class Fruits in the World

Purveyors to the Most Discriminating and Exacting CHentele

Direct Connections in all the Leading Markets of the United States and Europe
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